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The wind power field has-witnessed .~~ \ 
r tremendous growth In the,deca@Si~de’I~ 

.-began to write Simplifieid. I have learned 
many new things-virtually all of them 
through the efforts of colleagues and 
friends,. The most influential colleagues 

- have been Dr.$;Peter Lissaman, Richard 
Y Schwind,!and Zurich Hutter. My most. 

~:;;,,4XTpfuf fr%Znds and associates have been 
-_ Sifi Goddard~W3.C Strumpell,, Ken 

. ~ -t Johnson, and (thelate) Richard Dehr. All 
th& I have. learned in these years has 
been distilled into The Wind Power Bask. 

The book would not be a reality . _. 
without the capkble editorial assistance 

-__afl.Mkbd Rial~bartktimtS-ef- - 
: i Edward:Won@Ligda, and the graphic- - 

design work-of Linda Goodman. With all 
,5fIhis effort, perhaps the most credit 

should go to people who made the 
endless, tedious contributions to the 

production effort. Certainly the most’ 
important of these contributions has 

energy. Brownsville is one such place. 
‘-“ -I My annual average windspeed falls L 

come from Helen Ann Park, my wife, who 
typed the three versions of the i 

* manuscript necessary to produce this .,_ 
’ book. 

lr? writing this book, I have tried to 
reduce complex mathematicspo simple 
graphs and arithmetic 
allow innovative 

below 8 mph-with an almost’- 
unmeasurable mean power density. 
Virtually*no watts-per-square-meter 
available. But despite the lack of a useful 
wind ‘resou,rce, I installed a variety of 
wind machines at my ranch. Each . 
summer evening, a fresh, useful breeze 
rises to h_elp ,the water-pump‘ers keep my 
tanks full. The various windchargers I A 

bproach used is n%t,one of exact 
scienc.e, but rather one of approximation; 
using.the best possible guesses and . 
estim.ates. The numbers may not be 
exact, but they are usually well within the 
necessary accuracy. Some peopfe will 
probably need a few machines “under 
their belts” before their calculations ! 
become sufficiently accurate. 

As often happens, some places on 
earth are not welj blessed wit,h wind 

have installed-dtsma-ntled, reinstalled 
and redismantled have mostly stoQd as 
idle monuments to the ‘wind I wished 
were available. I heartily recommend the 
field---of wind powe??o yo,u with one note 
of caution: all the engineering knoti-how 
and the wisdom gleaned from 
experience mst cannot make the ~ - 
wind blow. 

Jack Park . 

Brownsville, California ‘- 
January, 1981 
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The Wind Power Book 

So you want to destgn and build a wind 
power system 7 Maybe you’re tired of paying 
ever-Increasing electric bills and worried 

B 
about the future avallabrlrty of electricity as 
fossrl fuelsbecome depleted. Maybe you’ve 
just bought land far away from the nearest 
power lrne and you’d like to; harness the 
wind to pump water for your cattle. Or maybe 
you’re a New Age entrepreneur who plans 
to generate electrrcal power at several windy 
sites and sell rt to the utllrtres. If so, you are 
entering the ranks of a growing number of 
people turning back to one of the oldest 
sources of energy and power. 

The Egyptians are believed to be the 
first to make practrcal use of wind power. 
Around 2800 BC. they began to use sails to 
assist the rowing power of slaves. Eventu- 
ally. sails assisted their draft animals in such 
tasks as grinding grain and llftrng water: 

The Persians began using wind power a 
few centuries before Christ. and by 760 ho 

, they were burldlng verttlcal-shaft wrndmtlls. 
orpanemones, to power their gra.ln-grrndrng 
stones. Other Mideast cjyrlrzations. most 
notably the Moslems. pr@ked up where t >- 
Persans &?t of-f and b&It their own p ne- 

r mones. Returrxng Crusaders are thought to 
have brought wrndmrll Ideas and d signs to 

i Europe. but It was probably the Du h who 
developed the honzontal-shaft. propellor- 
type ‘:/in mills common to the Dutch and 
English 

4 
untrysrdes Wind and water power 

soon became the prime sources of mechanr- 
cat energy In medieval England. During this 
per-rod. the Dutch relied on wind power for 

Ar-hst’s conception of a vertical-axis Persian windmill. BL T&l :.. . 
-ac?~rss 14e *&,s :,ere grinjlna oran in the Mid& East - ., 

water pumprng. grain grinding and sawmrll 
operatron 

Throughout the Middle Ages, technical 
improvements continued to occur In such 
areas as blade aerodynamrcs, gear design 
and the overall design of the wtndmlll. The 
oldest European machlnes were the “post”’ 
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100-kW to 300-kW unrts. The Germans built 
IOO-kW wind generators to provrde extra 
power for therr utrlrty lines. But because of 
stiff competrtron from cheap fossrl-fuel gen- 
erators, these experrmental machines were 
eventually decommrssroned. 

One of the most memorable wind ma- 
chines was the Smith-Putnam machine built 
near Rutland. Vermont. during the 1940’s. 
This huge machine “‘with 17.5foot blades 
was designed to deliver 1250 kW to the 
Vermont power grid. For a short time It 
delivered 1500 kW. But wartime material 
shortages and lack of money brought an 
end to this project after high winds broke 
one of the two 8-ton blades. 

It’s easy to talk of significant desrgn 
Improvements and new uses for wind power. 
but very few of the mistakes and disasters 
that occurred along the way appear In the 
htstorrcal record. Rather. the lessons learned 
from these errors have been incorporated 
rnto the evolvrng designs. No doubt there is 
a principle of natural selection surreptitiously 

&work In the areaof windmill design. Today 
we have cheap electronic calculators pencil 
erasers and a small number of books avatl- 
able to help us discover our mistakes before 
we erect our machines. 

If you want to design and construct a 
successful wind power system. you should 
be aware of the valuable lessons learned 
from past successes and far lures. The experr- 
ence gleaned from scratched knuckles, 
broken wrenches. holes dnlled In the wrong 
place. and toppled towers IS contatned In 

Rated at 125q kilowatts, the giant Smith-Putnam Wind Generator 
produced electnclty for the Vermont power gnd during World War II. 
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line or kerosene generators to charge their 
batteries, and the addition of wind power 
helped reduce fuel costs and wear-and-tear 
on generators. Out of all this backyard activ- 
ity grew the pre-REA windcharger industry. 
Some half-millron wind systems once existed 
in the United Statesalone, but it’s not clear 
‘from hrstorical records whether this number 
includes the water pumpers along with the 
windchargers. 

Farmers used wind-generated electricity 
to power a radio. one or two lights for read- 
ing. eventually an 
wronger washing r 
else. Electric irons f 
tric shavers. and ( 
on direct current 
these proved un 

electric refrigerator. or a 
nachine, and not much 
or pressing clothes, elec- 
ther gadgets built to run 
appeared, but most of 
ealistic uses for wind- r 

generated electric power. In fact, they may 
have contributed to the demise of wind elec- 
trrcrty when rural electrification began. Elec- 
tric appliances performed much better 
on an REA line, which wasn’t subject to 
dead batteries. “Lets go over tothe Joneses. 
Pa. They got one of them new power lines. 
Maybell says her refrigerator don’t defrost 
no more!” 

Rural electrrfrcatron put most windcharg- 
ers out of busrness. In the Midwest you can 
drive for mrles on an empty dir-t road. follow- 
ing a long electric power line to only one. or 
perhaps two. homes at the end of the road. 
Leave one road and follow the next. It’s the 
same story REA lines were Installed and 
Iwind generators came down. Sears catalogs 
touted all the marvelous gadgets one could 

buy and plug into the newly installed power 
line. 

Electric stoves, hot curlers, electric air 
conditioners, two or more TV sets-these 
aren’t very realistic loads to place on a wind- 
charged battery. However, wind power can 

. 
“, ., ; 

contribute to the operation of these devices, 
especially if grid power is already doing 
part of the job. With such cogeneration 
(wind power used together with grid power) 
the more wind power available, the’less grid 
power needed. 

In another application, wind power can’ 
provide heat for warming households, dairy 
barn hot water, or just about anything else 
for which heat is used as long as the h&at is 
not needed in a carefully controlled amo‘+n.t. 
This wind heating concept is called. the 
wind furnace, and it’s one of our most useful 
applications of wind power. Wind furnaces’ 
can use wind-generated electricity to pro- 
duce the heat, or they can convert mechani- 
cal power into heat directly. 

Energy Budgets 

Wind machine design ‘must begin with a 
realistic assessment of energy needs and 
available wind resources. When confronted 
by Inexperienced people observing my wind 
machine. I’m most often asked, “Will it power 
my house?” Taking this question to its most 
outrageous extreme. I’m often tempted to 

J 

reply,, “Just how fast would you like your A windcharger of the 1930’s. Hundreds of thou- 

house to go?” But usually. I just ask, “How 
sands of mldwestefn Arnerlcan farm homes were 
;)owe!ed by the wind before ut~l~t’y lines were In- 

much power do you need at your house?” _ stalled by the REA 

. . 
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nergy and Power i 0 I I 
‘A clear-distm&pQ must be fnade b.etv&a~ 
entygy and pow&{-two diffqrent tqt‘:cfosely 

---@aed quantities:;Briet/y, pqwer IS th$? rate at 
- “‘which energy is extract&d, h’$rnes,&e$,~-con- 

verted or consumed: -&@qua$S-jh~,~f$+n t of 
energy per unit time, or $3 

’ 4, 
.“qy 

-,‘. L1. 
Enem . ’ 

(F Power = --~im_e 

An equivalent relation between these three , 
en titles 1s. 

Energy = Power X Time I. 

Note that the units o! power are expressed 117 
urJrts of energy p$.iime, as, one. wqo!d ?xpect, 

ConverslorJs between nJctric and L-nglii/J 
.m units require that you know a few corJversion 

factors. For example, @qe horsepower equals 
746 watts, and orYe krlowatt-hour is equal to 
3,4 13 Btu. Thus, “, ‘, :. 

The amount of energy extracfed oc‘con- 
sumed is therefore proportional to thti elapseA$cY _ 
time. for example, a typical light bulb draws 
100 watts of electrical power. One watt (1 W) 
IS the basic unit of power in ihc metric 
system. Leave the light bulb on Idr two 
hours, and d will consume 200 watt-hours 
(700 watts’tlmes 2 hours equ‘als 200 watt- X-i 
hours, or 200 Wh). leave it on fa/ ten hours .. 
and It consunJ(es 1,000 wattzhours, ~7 o/Je 
kilowatt-hour (7 FWh), the more familiar rrietnc 
m/t of energy. * - ,c -; ‘ 

I In the ‘English system,‘enejjy is‘ meas&ed ” 
in’foot-pounds, British Thermal:Ugits, abd,a 
‘has! bf othef uniti that don’t concern us T- 
here. One foot-poun”d (1 ft-lb) is the amount 
of mechanical energy needed to raise one 
po*und one foot h/gh. One Britrsh Thermal 
Unit (1 Btu) IS the amount of t-hermal energy 
needed to heat ohe pound of .water 1 F. 
Power IS most often measured /n horsepower 
and In Btu pe{ hour One horsepower (1 hp) 
IS the power WQu/fCd to [a/se a 550-pourJd 
we/ght one foot /n one $CCO~JC/ 

foot-pounds 1 hofsepowcr = 550 --I s~~~),Jc,- 

100 
100 watts = -“-- 746 hq = 0.134 tJp , 

I r- 

Many more conversion factors are presented 
/n Appendix 1.2, along with a brief explana- 
tion of how to use them. ,’ 

Rarely is it ever a sinJple task to estimate 
the w/rJd energy available at a pqrticular site, 
the windspeed IS constant/y chai?girJg. Dunng 
one minute, 300 watts of power may be 
generated by a windmill, or 300 watt-mmutes 
of energy (whjch equals 5 Wh). Duf/fJg the 
next nJinute< the wind may die and you get 0 
abso/uttYy no erJ?rgy or power frOnJ the 
,rnach/rJe. The power output rsconstantly 
cQng~rJg,wlth the wIndspeed, and the ’ 
accumu/&d] w/nd ene,rgy IS \ncr&s/ng ‘with 
tinJee. The wind energy c~trqzted by t?Jc 
maghtnc: IS the suAJmat/on or total of all the ’ 
minute-by-mln~tc (or &/hati)wer other trme 
interval you care to use), en-ergycontribu- 
tjons. For example, If thkre’are 30 micytes 
durIngma particular hour when the wlndnrillils 
generatIng 5 Wh ai?d another’30 nJuJ11tes 
when there IS /Jo enc?rgy gene(ated, then the , 
maCh/fJl? goiJcri?tcs 150 Wh (5 2: 30 := 150) 
01 wind energy /I there arc 24 such hours a 
day, the/J 3600 Wh or 3.6 k Wh are genc:rjj,icd 
that day I .-’ 

a 

.. Blank-- stares-,-mi-Hnb-ted &n-fusion, some’--- - -. 
$nes ignorant silence follows. 7$&n, “,Well, 
diJJ.-&-power the average house?? ‘.;,.. 

Apparently rn3n.y people would like to 
r,~ instal.1 a $1 ,C@O y.Qd in-achine and ,“s@tch 

‘dff” :g~~d_oJ&~&I%bn. This is a fantasy.’ Ii ” -.-J .*’ 
gmight be reasonable to use the wind tg 
I-\ pawer your ho&e?f old EdRon is a.$30,000 . 
-power., line--away from y0u.r new country 
‘home, but most end uses for wind power 
will be somewhat less extravagant. 

A successful wi’nd power system begins / 
with a good understanding of the intended / 
application. For example, should you decid 

/ that water pumping is the planned useyou 
m&“t determine how. high the watei T.&t be 
lifted and how fast the water must flp&!o suit 
your needs. The force of the wirib flowing 
through the blades of a windm’ill acts...on.a .‘-. .,./. 

water puemp to lift water. The weight of the 
water being lifted and the speed at which:’ 
the water- flows detefmine the -power that F 
“must be delivered to. the pump syste.m. A 
deeper welJ m&&&‘,heavier lo&d of water; .’ 
‘speeding up thb flqw.meanb bore ti’ater td ’ ‘.:.’ 
be lifted per second, Thky both mean more 
pow&r. ‘required to do the job, or a larger 
load. 

This concept of load is crucial to the 
understanding of wind power. Imagine that 
Instead of usifib a windmill you are tugging 
on a rope to lifi a bucket of water from the 
well. This lifting creates a load on your body. 
Yslur metabolic’ process must convert stored 
c‘hemical energ-y to mechanical energy; the 
rate at which your body expends this mechan- 

4 . . 
I \-. 
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ical energy is the power you are producing. to pump that much water from your well into 
The weight (in *pounds) of the bucket and 
the rate (in feet per second) at which you are 
lifting it combine to define the power (in foot- 
pounds per second) produced. HOW long 
you continue to produce that power deter- 
mines the total amount of mechanical energy 
you have produced. 

The kind of application you have in mind 
pretty clearly defines the load you will place 
on your wind power system. Knowing some- 
thing about that load will allow you to plan 
an energy budget. “What the #$%&,” you 
ask, “is an energy budget?‘J~ Let’s explain jt 
with an analogy. When y&I collect your 
paycheck, you have a fixed’3Riou’nt of money 
to spend. You probably have a budget that 
allocates portions- of your money to each of 
the ieveral bills you need to pay. Hopefully, 
something is left over for savings, a few 
beers, or whatever else you fancy. Energy 

d be managed-the same way, and if 
you live with wind power for very l8ng, you’ll 
soon set up an energyA@get. 0% 

S&Zing up an energy budget invoffves 
estimating, calculating, or actually measur- 
ing the energy you need for the specific 
tasks you have in mind. If you plan to run 
some electric lights, you must estimate how 
many, how long, and at what wattage. If you 
plan to run a radio for three”hours each 

,-’ s’ ‘evening, you’ll have to add that amount of 
electrical energy to your budget. If you want 
to pump water, you should start with esti- 
mates of how much water you need per day 
andcalculate how much energy is required 

the storage tank. 
Wind furnaces require that you calcu- 

late the amount of‘heat needed. In some 
cases, you only need toc.$culate the heat 
needed to replace the heaf--lost from your 
house when it’s windy. Such a syste,.m works 
only when it’s needed.‘Your energybudget II 
will now be in heat units-probably British 
Thermal- Units (Btu), which can easily be ” 
converted to horsepower-hours (hph) or kilo- \ 
watt hours ‘(kWh)-energy units more familiar 
to wind machine designers. 

Your utility bills and the equipment you ,,) 
already own will help define your energy ,I 
needs. For example, average electrical energy 
consumption in U.S. ,residences is around 
750 kWh per month, or about one kilowatt- ‘ 

,,- 
1 . 

c 

‘-- . . 
‘, 

“\ 

. 

hour per hour. Or, more specifically, most 
residential well pumps are rated at one to 
three horsepower. You can easily determine n 

;* how long your pump runs and arrive at the i 
total energy [equired per-gay, per week,, or ‘? , 

~ 
;’ 

per month. In short, you really need to get a- ’ , , .: ! rl I ’ .,,, _‘, 
handle on ,your’ energy needsbefore you /_ ’ _ I 

-’ ;;, , ,‘,, ) ,I, , 
e 

can proceed to the design of-a wind power ’ , ’ 
i . ,,‘; :, ,‘f 1’) , 

.,’ s :- ,/* ) 
: r, __ ! 

. ,’ _,,, a* 
system. ’ 

are . 
% 

-Wind Resources 1 

You will also need to determine your 
energy paycheck. There are two possible 
approaches: (1) Go to the site where you 
intend to install the wind machine and 
analyze the wind resource, or (2) go search- 
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Energy and power are derived from ttje-wind 
by making. use of the force it exerts on ‘solid 
objects, pushing them along. Buildings 
designed to stand still against this force ’ 
extract very little energy from the wind. But 
windmill blades are designed tGmove in 
response to this force, and wind machines 
can extract a sGbstantia/ p&ion of the 

*energy and power available. 
The wind energy available in a unit vylume 

(one cubic foot or one cubic meter) of arr 
depends only upon the air density p (Greek 
“rho’:j and the instantaneous windsp.eed V. 

I This “kinetic energy” of the air in motion is. 
given by the formula: , 

kinetic energy 
,unit volume 

= Y2 x p‘x v2 . 
, 

To find t& kinetic energy in a particular 
volume 4 air, you just mtiltiply by that volume. 
The volur;ne of air that passes through an 
imaginary surface-say the disk swept out by 
a fiorizon tal-axis windmill-oriented at right 
angles to the wind direction is equal to: 

Voiume = A X VX t , 

.: where t is the elapsed time .cin seconds) and 
A’is the area (in square feet or sql;hre 
meters} of the surface in question. Thus, the 

: wind energy that flows through the surface 
‘; during time f isjust: 
j 

0 - .,-< Available Energy = ‘/2 X p X V3 X A X t 
,a ‘, _/. ,‘I,- .;; 
.+ Wind power is the amount of energy which 

flobws through the surface per unit time, and 
-’ is calculated .div/ding the wind energy by 

the elapsed e t. Thus, the wind power 
available under the same copditiC$I1s as above 

Wind Energy and Wind Power , u>,,“,“,~,w)Uw*,~ ~.,W*~C,‘.‘l.‘~‘“J*I~~ I, ,,“> . 
is”giveh b-y’lhe form@: .,,, 

Available Power = ‘/2 X p X V3 X A 

Thus, the power extracted by a particular 
wind machine with system efficiency E is 
given by the formula. ,, 8 

Both energy and) power ar,e proportional to Extracted Power = M X p X V3 X A X E.. 
\ the cube of the windspeed. 

’ If all the available wind power working ‘.--Zhe final output of a wind machine is greatly 
against a windmill-‘rotor could be harvested 
by the moving bbdes, this formula could be c ’ 

redizced from the pbwer that is really avail- 

used birectly to calculate the’ power extracted. 
able in the wind. In practice, ealues of E 

But getting such ‘an output would require 
commonly range from 0.70 to 0.50, a/though 
.higher and lower values are possible. 

that you stop the wind dead- in i$tracks and ’ One more factor is needed before the 
extract every last erg of its kinetic energy. : 
This is an impossible task. Some r-ion-zerb, 

formula above can be used in your calcu/& 
tions-a conveflsion factor that makes the 

windspeed must occur downstream of the :- - 
B blades to carry away the incoming air, which, . 

would otherwise pile up. Under ideal condi- ‘\\ 
tions, the maximum power that can be 

answer come out in the appropriate power 
units,. whether metric or English. The ceart 
presented here gives the necessary values 

extracted from the wind is on/y 59.3 percent 
‘y. of this.factor, K, which adjusts the calculation. 

J, so that the result is expressed in horsepower, 
of the power available, or ’ ’ \watts or kilowatts. The final formula com- 

bines everything so fai presented: 
0.593 

Maximum Power = 2 XpXV3XA. 

In practice, a wind machine extracts sub- 
stantlally less power than this maximum. For 
example, the windmill rotor itself may capture 
only 70 percent of maximum po_wer. Bearings 
will lose &other few percent to friction; 
gerierators, gears, and other rotating machin- 
eFy can lose half of-whatever power’remains. 
Pushrods,,kires, batteries and monitoring 
devices will lose stilt more. The overall “system” 
efficiency of the entlre wind machine is the 
fraction of the wind power available that is 
actually delivered to a load or to a storage 
de vice: 

’ ” Power Delivered 
Efflcjency = 

Available ‘Power ’ 

Po&er => YZ X p X V3 X A X E X K (Eq. .I) . 
6 

T/?/s Is a very important formula-perhaps 
the most Important In this book. The remain- 
ing chapters help you; to obtain the various 
factors needed to use this formula in yqur 
design-@[ocedure. 

--... n 
.‘.- .~‘.- 

For: ‘, 

Wind Power ConvereionCFactors 

” Values of K to get wind power in: 

Horsepower Watts Kilowatts 

/ I Windspeed in mph 
Rotor area in ft2 0.00576 I I 4.31 o.OQ431 

Windspeed in ftlsec 
Rotor area In f? 

Windspeed In meters/set 
Rotor area in (meters)’ 

0.697 520 0.520” 

0.00163 1 f36 0.00136 

. 
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and conservative. If it is, the wind system - 
you plan wilmI probably serve its purpose. If >’ 

ing fo&the best wind site ydb &n find. The 
former approach is more direct. You-own 
some property, there is only ohe clear spot, not, you’ll have to be happy with what you’ 
and that’s where the tower wilt be planted, get, just like thefolks before the REA. As you 

-.along with your hopes for a successful proj- gain familiarity with your system, you might 
cot. The latter approach offers more avenues learn how to save a little power for later. Or 
for refinements and better chances for suc- maybe you’ll build a larger wind machine 
cess. In any event, the larger the paycheck; because you like wind pcrwer so much. 
the less strain on your energy budget-the From an engineering standpoint, the 
smaller and less efficient a windmill needs available wind’power is proportional to the 
to be. 

“. cube of the win&peed. Put another way, if 
In either approach you need to measure, the windspeed doubles, you can get eight 

estimate or predict ho.w much wind you can times the wind power from it-unless the 
expect at y&r chosen site. I’ve talked with tower collapses. If you are off by a factor of 
folks who claimed to be wind witchers, pos- Wo on your windspeed estimate, you’ll be 

- Sess’f’ng the abili;ty to us& a wet index finger off by a factor of eight on the power you 
and predict the windspeed with great accu- think is coming to you: Remember those 
racymatked-tih people who installed h farmers who guessed th.eir average wi?d- -._ 
wind generators back in th’e days before speed to be 30 mph, although it’s been 
rural electrification. Most of these machines measured at around 15 mph. A factor of two. 
tiere installed in areas now known. to be Folks who have lived in can area for a 
quite windy, with average windspeeds of 14 long time can=usvally tell you what seasons 

- -to 16 miles per hour (mph). When asked, are windy and the direction of the wind 
these folks almost always guessed that the during those seasons. But they’re not very 
wind averaged 30 mph or more. Those old good at estimating windspeeds. You’ll have 
windchargers were installed haphazardly. to measure the windsljeed yourself, or use 
!‘Heck! anywhere you stick one, it will work some accurate methods to estimate it. 
just fir-$’ i 

Once you have established an energy 
budget, you have effectively established, a System Design 
standard for the performance of your wind 
power--system. That puts you in a different Once y&%ave established your energy 
league than the pre-REA folks. Your system + budget and collected adequate wind re- 

D-25 

Windspeed (mph) 

Wind power extracted by typical rotors with dif- 
ferent diameters (D, in feet). An overall efficiency of 
30 percent was used to calculate these curves. 

P 

Q 

B 

b. 

will be good if it meets the energy budget. source data, you can begin the task of sys- 
Theirs was good because it was all they tern design. Whether you intend to design 
had. Your site analysis should‘ be careful and build the windmill yourself, assemble 
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An American Farm Windmill and water storage 
tank. Systems irke ttxs pumped water for +the first 
ra&zzds IO cross the United States; farmers’stjll use 
ihem throuc$-+,out the world. s 

.- 

one from a kit, or buy one off the shelf, these 
are necessary preliminaries. Too often, 
designers disregard energy budget and site 
analysis. Instead, they make arm-waving 
assumptions on the use of the wind machine, 
where it might be’ installed, and use other 
criteria. I$9 cost as the de$gn goal. Some of 
the best wind machines on today’s market 
have been designed this way, but it’s very 
important to realize that most manufacturers 
of mass-produced wind {machin& have left 
the tasks of energy budget and site analysis 
upJo the buyer-The information provided in 
later chapters will help you make these 
analyses before you select a factory-built 
wind machine suited to’your needs or set 
about designing and building your own 
system. 

A ‘thorough energy budgeL,should tell 
you something about the time of day, week, 
or month when you need certain amounts-of 
energy and power. For example, if every- 
body in your house rises at the same time 
each mornin’g, your electric lights, hot cur@r$ 
..c&ee pot, TV set, toaster, stove, hot water 
heater and room heaters probably become 
activ&M at once. An enormous surge in 
electricity use occtirs-the same problem 
Edison has. Their generators idle along all 
night doing virtually nothing until ‘everybody 
wakes up at once. If you had a wind-electric 
system, it would be really nice if the wind at 

T - ur site were strongest when the loads on 
. 

-. y,st&m were the greatest. Chances are , ., J - ,r I J &eat,’ however, that your loads don’t 
B ’ . +.. ,-J*‘ *t.*mincide iith the wind. Hence, you can .m . 

-_ ;( 

either try to synchronize your loads with the 
wind or store wind-generated energy until 
you need it. 

The methods of energy storage are 
legion, bbt only a few are practical. If wipd is 
being used to pbmp water, your energy 
storage might be a” familiar old redwood 
water tank. Electrical storage has tradition- 
ally taken the form of batteries-still the 
most reasonable means of storage in many 
installations. Cogeneration allows you to 
send wind-generated electricity out to utility 
lines (running the meter backward) when 
you don’t need it all. In effect, ‘old Edison 
becomes the energy storage for the wind 
system. , a.. . 

There are a number of exotic ways tine 
might choos’e to store excess wind energy. 
You might dynamite an enormous mine 
under your house and pump it up with air 

. from a wind-powered compressor. This corn- 
*pressed air can then power a small genera- 
tor size for your loads, as well as provide 
aeration for the tropical fish tank. If you own 
enough land, you can bulldoze a large lake : 
and pump water up to it with wind power. A 1 
small hydroelectric turbine ,will prod&e __- 
&e&city as you-iieesTt. Tn fact, you might II 
sink two telephone poles out ,in the yard 
and use a wind-powered mdtor to power a 

( , 
; 

hoist, lifting a 56’ Oldsmobile up_ .to .I OOL-- - -, -- 
feet. As it descends, the motor that lifted it 
becomes a generator. Such a mechanism 
could provide you with 500 watts of electricity 
for about 15 minutes-maybe enough to 
burn the toast! There are as many possibili- 
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ties for energy storage as there are crackpoi 
V inventors around, and some of these possi- ’ 

bilities are just as crazy. ’ 
Some systems provide energy.storage 

as an inherent part of the design. The wind 
furnace, where wind power is being used 
exclusively to produce heat, is a good exam- 
ple. Heat storage is energy storage-you 
may store energy by heating water, rocks or 
a large building with the excess heat. But 
probably you will ‘be heating with wind 
power when you need heat the most. Wind 
chill can draw heat from .,a house much 
more quickly than occurs under no-wind 
conditions. So little, if any, storage would be 
necessary. But for most applications, some 
energy storage is mandatory. 

Wind system design is a process of bal- 
ancing energy needs against wind energy 
availability. Besides picking a good site and -. 

-buyinrbuifding th:e rtght wGid machine, 
you have to select a suitable storage system, 
plan all wiring or plumbing, build a tower,- 
support it with guy wires, and get building 
permits and neighbor approvaI.This design 
process can be conveniently summarized 
in the accompanying flow chart. To follow 
this chart, you start where it seems appropri- 
ate and follow the arrows, completing the 
task in each box before- proceeding to the 
next. This book is organized to help you use 
this flow chart in your design process. 
Whether you jntend to design and build the sLeGL-kL*Lh’L’““’ . . . . . . . * . . . . ii.Liibiii‘*- . _ L i j . . . L1 L L k I % i/i/.“%LLi 

‘eiitire system or just assemble it from factory- 
built parts, this book will help you achieve a 
wind power system worthy of your efforts. 

: + i 
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Steps involved in planning and designing a successful wind poker 
system. 
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Wind power has a surprisingly wide range 
. of applications. Dairies, apple growers, hog 

,+ farms, schools, electronic telemetry users, 
and mqny rural home owners are examining q 
their resources and needs and trying to 

\ 
pa\ 

l Man’& them_in their wind system designs. 
; +. Rut f.ew, if any, of thesesystems will ever 

\ --..:, ._ supply‘400 percent of user energy needs.. 
m i Harnessing the’iwind to supply anywhere 
I \ from 2!Yto 75 per-cent of designated energy \ 

needs is a more reasonable expectation. r 
Different applications require different 

wjnd system geometries (incfudi-ng desig’n,’ 
L&r~Qterials, and implementation). For example, 

..to\Mmp water or-compress air you’ll need 
lots br torque Ij”roduced.by a rotor with high 
total blade surface area operating at low 
rpm. If@u,want to generate electricity, how- 

- - ever;you’ll need’ just the opposite-a low- 
torque system with low blade surface area 
that spins very fast. -* 

Remember that a “mix” of energy.sources 
is available to the modern wind-energy user. 

,’ Prjpr to rural electrification,farm’ers charged 
-their dead batteries with.a gas or kerosene 
generator. Or theycarted them to tovn tobe 
recharged at a repair’-“shop while an after’ 

noon was spent “out on the town.” Today’s 
energy mix means that a wind-energy user 

“:A-- &an supplement wind power with many 
‘other sources. Jumper cables from the family 

-- pm-Ym-~m -aut&vift boost-z-E&volt battery bank. A , 

‘r- gasoline$erosene, or diesel generator or 
,. even the Tutility fines are typical back-up 

\ energy sources for today’s wind systems. 
i h-you study and use the information in 

.I . - 

thi-s book, you’ll discover-tt-ie~many ways ‘n 
L which the desired application determine 

the system design.Yn th~is cha$t$r, various 
wind systems are introduo,,ed along with 
some cogent experiences. First we’ll look at 
a wind-powered water pump that uses fabric 
sail&not unlike thousands of Cretan wind 
machines that have pumped water for 
centuries. 

, 

ASail-Wing Water-Pumper 1 
I 

John Welles& an inventive tinkerer who 
has installed’ a’%umber of wind-powered 
water-pumping systems %round Northern 
California. In 1977; John loaded a ‘Isail- 
wing” wind machi,ne into the.back of his 
Volkswagen Beetle and delivered it to my 
ranch. We set it up in only two days. 

Water is available,bt this site from an 
artesian spring close to the surface; it does 
not need to be raised ‘from deep in t.he 
‘ground; Wind power supplies the pressure 
needed to transport that water along 300 
feetof plastic pipe and up 2 feet of elevation 
to a stock-water tank used as a reservoir for 
a small goat dairy and. a trickle irrigation 
system for the erg-aoiczgardens at the ranch. 
Much of this water/pressure occurs because 
friction ,forces work against water flowing 
swiftly through a long water pipe. This friction 
back-pressure is referred to as the Action 
head. The total power the wind pump must 
generate is based or-r the total height water 
must be lifted (in this case only a few feet), . 
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Installation of a sailwing ‘rotor at the Park ranch in ‘California. This 
16-foot diameter roto?i%as eventually replaced by a larcjer+verslon 

the friction head, and the rate at which the , L 
water flows. 

The design of this sail-wing windmill 
evolved from a notion that only hardware 
store components and materials would be 
used. The entire.--rotor, support structure, 
and pump are made from iron’and plastic -., 
plumbing components. The sail spars are 
made from e.Jectrical conduit tubing. And 
ahe “tower” is a redwood fence post Dwith 
clothesline-cable guy wires. 

Orig&lly the three sails spanned a 
,diameter of 16 feet, but they now, span 20 
feet. In water pumping systems, the’ wjnd 
rotor (blades, hub,and powershaft) must sta?t’ 
turning under wind power against a heavy 
load of water. Rotor design for this type of 
load usually calls ‘for a fairly large total 
blade surface area. Thi’s is why the familiar 
farm water-pumper has so many blades-it-- ’ 
needs high starting torque. The term for the 
rat’io,bf blade area to frontal area is solidity. 7 
The more blade surface area, the more “solid” 0 

the frontal area. The sail-wing machine at 
my ranch has few blades-or a small blade 
area relative to the large fror-$al area of the 
entire three-bladed rotor. Hence, it doesn’t 
have ,\much starting torque; fortunately, it i 
does& need .,much because it only lifts __ ,” 
water a few’feet. With the 16-foot diameter 
rotor, the machine began pumpingI when ,.. 
the windspeed reached about i0 mph.The $‘ 
larg,e+rr a diameter rotor lowered this “cut-in 
windspeed” to ab,@ut 7 mph. More blade 
area means highe! starting torque and a 
lower cut-in windspeed. Extra area can be I$ 
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added b’y sewing’wider sails or by adding 
more sail? simiiar tb those tilr&ady installed. 
More bla”de area, however, ‘means greater 
loads on the guy wires or cables that sup- 
pocf !he tower, becatise there is more surface 
area for the win&to push against. 

Sail shape also:plays an important rple 
in,,deteimining the ability of the wind machine 

‘. ‘9 z to wr%p water. These sails billow bnd’flap 
, . * ----bout in the winda bit too much. It% Cjrobably 

* impossible to achieve perfection’ in sail 
design, but gover?ment and privatk research 
programs are exploring windmill sail &Signs c 
td iniprove performance. ‘a4 

The sails on the:<& at my ranch are sewn 
from sailboat-quality dacron cloth- although 
canvas -or other materials could be used: 
Ddcron is lightweight, ahd very strong. I‘t’s 
also one ofUthefe,w f#rics that can last a few 
years in $fi-extre@e;c$door climate. Freezing 
weather a”d stroncj-sunlight. combine to 
ides!rdy ‘the fabric eventually, but it lasts 
long enough to make a sail math-ifie worth- 
while.S@eendoor springs connected to the I 
sails hold ;them taut for normal operationi” 
-These springs s!retch under sail loads 
impose cl , by high-winds, allowing the sails to 
“luff,” or flap, out of the wind. This simple 
“governor” p_lst&ts the sails from damage. 
Because the governor lessens the s,aiI loads, 
tension loads in th:e guy wires that support 
the tower remain low enough during high 
winds that short stakes {such as goat-tether 
stakes are adequate .for tie posts. 

A simple crgnkshaft translates rotary 

I ZB blade motion into the up-down stroke needed 
P $5 7 3 

+ 
Y 

i’ 

The sail-wing machine in action, pumping water from an artesian 
yell close to ground level. + ( 

,,_ Li 
z ” i’ 
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to drive a water pump. This pump, a piston 3 to keep the stock full. r- ti 
s. [ 

inches in diameter with leather pump seals, This sail-wing water+pumper can he 
is a “single-acting” pump. That is, it pumps readily adapted to many sites. With deeper 
only on the down stroke. This pump pushes water, however, more sail area would be 
water into the pipe in pulsing streams. How- required to provide the necessary starting 
ever, peak water flow rates can be too fast torque. The reliability of such a machine is 

‘-for efficient operation. The faster that water directly related to the amount of care you F 
flows in a pipe, the higher the friction and put into the project and the time you devote 
the resulting back-pressure against the to solving its early problems, 
pump. By installing a surge chamber (a .‘- 
simple tank with trapped air) in the water 
line near the pump, we created an air space 
where strong water pressure pulses could 
expand and slow down the peak flow rate. 
More continuous water flow resufted, and 
more water was pumped because “of im- 
proved pump performance. 

’ i”h,e Old Farm Water-Pumper * 

This sail-wing water-pumper has worked 
well for over a year, with only minor problems 
associated with the realities of a do-it-yourself 
system. For example, the‘ 300-foot plastic 
water pipe was not buried at firstand when- 
ever a horse s.tepped on the flexible poly- 
ethy~lene, a water lock was created that 
stopped the pump. Occasionally this occurred 
dri,%rg high winds and broke a “sucker 
rod”- the IongJhin tube that connects the 
crankshaft to the pump. Solutions included 
a stronger sucker rod,and-finally-burying 
the water pipe. 

Performance has been adequate. The 
storage tank requiresabout 400 gallons of-“’ 
pumped water per week.The wind resource 
at the site is minimal, about 8 mph annual 
average, but evening breezes of about 

igiant step up from a simple, homemade ’ L 
water-p>m.per is the old muiltiblade pumper 

, . 

still availat!$today-new or recycled. Such 
machines ha% been in use since about- 
1860. Dozens ofi.J,hem can still be’see,n in 
windy areas. This ‘;inacbine...is often called ,a 
“Ole ,Reliable.” It ~just...keeps on pumping 
even though the owner may not perform any ’ 
maintenance for several years. One farmer I 
talked with hadn’t checkedthe oil level in 
his machine fo/r 25 years! It’s not surprising 
that most of the problems with these ma- 
chines are caused by lack;of owner care. 

. ” The process oferecting such a machine 
starts with collecting all the pieces neces- 
sary for complete installation. When you 
byy an old machine, and occasionally when 

,,&ou buy a new one, some parts are likely to 

Sucker rod and water pump used with the sail- 
wing. The sucker rod pushes down on leather pump 
seals. dnving- a pulsing stream of *water Into the - 
plastrc pope at rear. 11 mph drive this sail machine long enough tower erection. Here, there are two schools 

be missing. Don’t try 
the parts. Leave one 
contraption is apt to 

Laying the foun 

I to fake it. You need a// 
bolt out and the whole 
end up on the ground! 
dation is followed by 

7. 
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of thought in the wind industry. In the first, 
yo.u assemble the~towe~ron the. gro.und.and 
+ilt it up. In the second, you assemb,Je the -- _- 
towe~r from the ground up:Both ways work, 
and the method you choose will ‘@‘robably 
depend on the site. If you have lo,& of room 
for the machinery necessary to tilt up a 
tower, that’s the easier way to go. If not, you 
can erect the tower strai’ght /hp; but it’ll be 
more difficult because of having to handle ____ ____. ..- -.. ..- ._- -.-.-, i _____ _ _,_,_ .-. ._...,-. -.-.-....-.*.- 

‘” .unsupported’-towerparts,/atop a partially 
&Gm&a.d tower. zitherway, the tower must 
be absolutely%tical. dtherwise, the wind- ‘. 
mill, which rotates about a lo//y, or yaw, axis 
(the vertical shaft that allows the windmill to 
change its direction), will not aim properly 

-==he=-w&@ -;I- , I 
A 

There are’se%%&ways to hoist a wind 
machine aloft/You can do it by using-a- 
block-and-tackle at the top of the tower. You 

-2aTT~~ piecebyppiece-&~~k 
---fun, bbt a tot of exercise. Or you can lift it up 

witha%& crane or hoist. -. 

Next you’h‘needto-itntstall the sucker rod, 
which ‘drives the -$ell pump-in-its up-down 
mot@. Tradi$onally &cker rods have been 
m,a$e of steel or wood. Wind blows against 
t$E.&‘fOhg, slender rods and causes them to 

/bend. When the cyclic, tension-compression 
/” loa@s of the pump and wind rotor are added, 

the9 can buckle or break. 
: Pumps are pistons that slide along inside 

metal or plastic pipe, pulling water in through 
a one-way “foot valve” and pushing it through 
a pipe to the surface. Usually pumps are 
installed deep in the ground. Mine is 60 feet 

The reconditioned,water-pumper at the Park i-h 
was carried aloft piece by piece and r&assembled 
at the top of the tower. $+a 
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The multiblade water-pumperat my ranch 

. . 

With a diameter of 8 feet, this wind machine can lift about 500 gallons of 
water per hoqr in a 15 niph wind. 

down; some are- as deep as several-thousand 
feet. Unfortunately, dirt plays havoc with 

Qs 
pump seals and wears *them out. As you 
might suspect, the major maintenance re- 
quired by water-pumping windmills is pump 

9 overhaul andsucker rod replacement. One 
Montana f&.mer who owns several hundred 
of these mabhines h’as a work crew whose 
only job is to overhaul a different cpump 
each &eek.. 

is 8 feetin dia.meter. In a 15 mph wind, it can 
lift about500 gallons ,per hour (gph) from 60 

I- 

feet below ground level.,The well tested-at 
600 gph when it was bored, so this$ater- 
pumper probably won’t run the wkilL&y. Its 
task is to fill two 400-gallon ‘tanks-one 
tank every week and, the other once per * . 

month. Hence, it needs to*pumpabout 2,000 8 

gallons per month. Some months are windy 
enough; others are not. Thus, a gasoline- --- 
powered well pump. was installed in the ’ ’ 
same bore hole as the wind-powered pump. a 

This back-up pump can be started whenever - s 
a storage tank runs dry Andy no wind is 
blowing. 1 

This installation illustrates al,&,f the efe- b’ 
ments of-a complete wind syste$lt has a ’ - 
wind energy cbnvecer-the “windwheel,” or 
rotor-that qonverts the kinetic, energy, or _ r 
force; of the $nd*.into rotary torque in a 
powershatt. A#crankshBft conve’rts that rotary 
motion into up-down, or reciprocating, pump 
motion. A sucker rod transfers this up-down 
motion down the tower and into the ground - ’ ‘- 
to the pump. Pipes carry-ttre--p~p7ed~~~ _ 
from the well to two storage tanks. And a. . 
back-up gasoline-powered pump provides 
power whe.n water needs exceed the capa- f 
bilities the wind resource. ., 

x .i’ 
! 

Wind-Electric Systems 

n 
Apartfrom water-pumping windmilIs.(and 

European grain-grinders), winddhargers were 
: , Ni 
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steel tower-that charged a bank of nicke,l/ 
iron or lead-acid batteries. Often the batteries 
were also charged by a back-ueerator 
powered by gasoline or ker ene. 

&io sets and rEarly loads inclu 
lights-loads o e&ing 
before the 

p 
H 

at 32 volts. Just 
set of rural electrification, 1 IO- j 

ind systems became plentiful. As - _ 
emand for convenience items rose, farmers 

added more batteries to their storage banks 
and occasionally upgraded to larger wind 

, generators.They added 32-volt direct current 
(DC) wringer washers, laundry irons, refrig- 
e’rators, freezers, and electric razors to the 
list of loads. The use of .wind-generated 
power grew.at individual installations to such 

: an ,extent that farmers were “ready” for rural 
electrification when it came along offering 
“all the ‘power you want.” * I 

Perhaps the-most successful wind gen- 
_erator built during thisera w’as the Jacobs. 
During the late 1930’s-L-this machine, and 
company, became the sole proprietorship 
.of the now famous Marcellus Jacobs, a 
creative salesman who was able to market 
the work of his inventive brother. Indeed, 
many owners of other w&d--machines even- 
tually’switched to a Jacobs. 

Several Jacobs models were available, 
ranging from about 1’Y800 watts to 3,000 
watts output. A typica), 3,000-watt (3 kW) 

A machine hadthree w&den blades and a 
L 

.-. 

the only other large-scale application 
power. A typical windcharger/battery 
of3 the, 1930’s consisted of a’three- .- 
wind generator-mounted atop a 

of wind 
system 
.bladed 
50-foot 

1’ 

Closeup view of an old Jacobsk?Ygenerator. 
With wooden blades and a rotor diameter of 14 feet, 
this mod@ generated up to 3,000 watts of electric 
power. ‘Y 

-%L. 
rotor diam-eter of about 14 feet. The three- 
bladed rotor and airfoil blade design pro- 
vided the low solidity and high rpm required’ 
to~_ge~n’er~~~ee!ect~i~ity~ Its maximum output 
power occurred at a windspeed of 27 mph. 
These machines were installed along the 
East Coast of the United States and in large .- 
nu’mbers in the American Midwest-the 
Dakotas, Montana, Wyoming, and south- I% recycled Jacobs in action at Windworks in 

ward. After REA penetratidn, many of,them 
Mukwonago, Wisconsin. Many of these machines 
have been reconditloned and are now producing 

were transplanted to parts of southern electricity at remote sites. 
1 
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Fiberglass-bladed rotor being tested on the back of a pickup truck. WItid 
machrnes are usually tested, often to complete destruction, before final designs 
are ready. 

.j 
i i 

Canada%otyet served by power lines. Some 
Moptana-installations were still in use as 
late as 1959. Rebuilt versions of this machine 
-are available today, but the supply of re- 
buildable machines is dwindling rapidly. 

Early wind machines, the Jacobs in- 
cluded, had problems that required solutions. 
Many machines lflew apart as a result of 
stresses induced by centrifugal force. Gov- 
ernors of all types were invented, tried, and 
patented. Large wind companies bought 

#out smaller ones to get patents they wanted. 
‘*Generators, gear boxes, and blades of all 

sorts, were developed. Some failed, soi;ne 
survived. While water-pumpers were being 
built much the ‘same as their turn-of-the 
century predecessors, wind generators were 
modern, @amorous %‘reaTibnS that served . 
the needs of conkience. With rural electri- 
fication, however, convenience flqurished, 
and wind-powered farm homes ‘virtually 
disappeared. , 

Evolutibn of a Wind-Electric System 

My own ventures intoGwind energy began 
with an avid desire to use surplus helicopter 
rotor blades for electricity production. In the 
late 1960’s at-id early 1970’s, there was no 
wind-energy literature available in the county 

d library, so I set about deriving the various 
aerodynamic equations needed tb design a 
good windmill. 

. 

My first blades were constructed with a 
2-inch aluminum tube as the main load- 

, 

3 
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carrying s,par, with a fiberglass skin rivetted 
and epoxy-bonded in place around this 
spar.This skin was laminated with polyester 
resin over a shaped male plug mold-and 
removed from the plug after the resin cured. 
Ribs were sawed from half-inch-thick ply-+*- 
wood to close each end. The result was a 
Cfootlong blade that weighed 8 pounds. 

But the first windmill, tested on the back 
of my pickup truck to simulate a wind tunnel, 
was a disaster. The fiberglass-bladed rotor 
would not spin fast enough to cause a gen- 
erator-even with a speed%p transmission- 
to kick in and start: charging the batteries. 
The blade design had too much twist (spiral 
turn). In a twisted blade, the airfoil at the root 
end (closest to the center of the rotor) points 
more into the wind than the airfoil at the tip 
ofethe blade. Because of the excessive twist 

.r in my first blades, the root end of each blade , 
was’acting like a giant air brake and prevent- 
ing the rotor from reaching-the necessary 

‘i rpm. 
Thedessons learned from that first rotor 

design caused me to re-evaluate my blade- 
design equations. The- new equations ,are 
the basis for many of the calculations,dis- 
cussed iTthis book; they correct the,&ver- 
twist of my first blades and produce/blade 
designs that are efficient and easy to build. 

I also tried a different method d,f blade 
construction that eliminated the need to mix 
resin and laminate .fiberglass. Beta>-e it 
offers a smoother surface and less air friction, 
1 chose aluminum for the skin of my next 
blades. But unfortunatelysheet aluminum 

a 

The second in a series of experimental rotb6being readied for a test run. To 
lower the air fnctlon, this rotor used sheet alumlnlum Instead of fiberglass for the blade 
skins. .-’ 

.’ . . 
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doesn’t like to be shaped or curved in moFee- spring-loaded hub permitted the blades to 
than one direction at a time. Thus, the normal 
airfo.il-shaped curvature of the blade threat- 
ened to eliminate blade twist because twisting 

: an already curved skin’would demand corn-, 
poyld curvature_skin curved several whys’ 
at once. I could only twist my blac& 6 
degre.es from end to end without buckling 
theskin. That’s not very much. With a little ’ 

forma cone in the downwind direction. This ,, 
reduced the rotor frontal area, thereby . 
reducing power and rotary speed. Proper 
governor design requires that all blades ri _ 
behave the same. All drag brakes, should be 
interconnected so they operate together. If 
they don’t, severe vibration will set in. In my------ 
system, severe vibration did set in, but the 
free-coning hub wqked well and will be 
used again LT=I future machines. : 

Drag brakes, used as a’ governor on a small, = 

Electric generators don’t produEe cur- 
rent until they are spinning at a high rpm. My 
first rotor ,developed strong starting torque 
because ‘of the large amount of ‘twist, but 
could not spin fast enough to po i r a’gen- 
erator. The Second rotor had less TL ist and 
was built-with a sheet aluminum skin that 
was mtirgh smoot than the earlier fiber- 
glass skin. Because of the reduced twist, 

Jhe second rotor was a bit slower to start 
spinning, but once it got going it began to 
spin really fast-as high as 400 rpm. The 
improved performance was a direct result of 
optimizing the -blade, design and lowering 

fiberglass-bladed rotor. At high rotor rpm, these ~,;;~;?&:+urface friction.’ 
flaps. extend out from the” blade-tips, slowing the :~~~~~~~~~~igh-Speed operation ‘reqUir& the use 
rotation speed and protecting the rotor. .rli, *i. %G:‘ 3: 

:z Q~%%%~good governor to keep the blade rpm c-, 77 ,s, ‘-.I‘ , =,*;- I 1 / f ,. 
r. . . -se.-_ - ). -.. -; - *_. ~5”: 

rT-. 6:~ 
.$$@?@@J structural limits. ‘The first governor I Q:“: &t, L’S< .+.i I.. ‘T +&Y&d-was acombnation of drag brakes and :z: ‘5. . ,-~ L L 

. - -.- a flexible hub. The d-rag---brakes, -or-flaps, 
II were designed to extend from the blad’e tips 

s_ whenever rotor rpm was high enough for ,. 
spoiler weight (inertia plus centrifugaflorce) y 
to overcome the tension of a prestretched 

typical rotor might be designed to spin at 
300 rpm in a 20 mph wind, but most genera- 

mo,re blade twist, the, new rotor wouldn’t 
. have taken so long to start spinning. 

lhe next governor I tested used flyballs \ 

(lead weights) that were rigidly attached -to . 
each bladejnear the hub in such a way that 
they wouldimove into the plane of rotation 
when’ the rpm became excessive. Ihe blades 
would then feather-point,directly into the 
wind-and. rpm* w,ould_ decreise. This “fly7 _ 
ball governor” worked fine and is still being \ 
used today. A certain amount of “tuning% 
necessary; flyball weights and springs need ’ c 
to be changed around by trial and*error for 
optimum performance. In some cases-3 ~_ _ 
dampener similar to an automotive shock .. 
absorber might be necessary to adjust the 
rate at which the flyball governor works. In 
any case, my experience with several dozen 
variations of blades, governors, and gener- ’ 
ators shows that a governor is always neces- u 
sary to keep the rotor spinning within its 
intended operating range. ‘- 

Rotors+,3@ generators need to be. 
matched to. each other. For example,- a 

b 

2.r i 0. spring inside the blade. And the flexible, Y, tors need tospin much faster than 300. rpm; 
St ,; , :- . * -2 .- e 

.‘ . i I, P _ D 
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hence, a speed-up transmission is usually 
needed-unless- the! generator is a i‘bw- 
speed, vet-y heavy un$ borrowed from an \i 
old -Jacobs machin 
signed to spin at t 
rotor. 

My early machines u 
ternators that needed 
full output. The first tra 

automotive al- 

drive bought at a go-cakt shop. Chains, 
sprockets and bearings ‘of all sorts are 
readily available at such places o_r at tractor 
and agricultural machineryshops. However, 
chains tend to be ‘noisy, short-lived, and 
require frequent service. 

-The next transmission I tried was a 3- 
inch -wide toothed belt with a 3:1 speed-up 
ratio followed by a second, narrower belt 
with another 3:l ratio for a 9:l total speed- 

. yp. Thus 300 rpm at the rotor resulted in 
2,700 rpm a-t the alternator. This transmis- 
sion worked. well. However, it is complex, 
requiring careful alignment and tensioning 
of the belts. Ii is also very heavy (because of 
the steel pulleys) and-expensive if bought 
new. The final transmission I used was a 
gear box-actually an industrial speed re- 
ducer. Jr-r a windmill we run it backwards as 
a speed increaser. Such gearboxes are avail- 

. able at bearing, chain, and pulley houses 
under any of several brand names. They are 
heavy, cheap and reIiable..‘Fest of all, you 
don? need to fiddle with them, just change 
the oil. 

During any do-it-yourself or commercial 
project, I have noticed that the participants 

Automotive alternator and belt transmission used with the second experimental 
rotor. SoFe transmlsslon IS usually needed to match rotor and generator rpm a 



A close-up view of Cullen’s !S?-watt generator. 
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must make a conscious effort to combat a 
pernicious disease called “fire-em-up-itis.” 
It’s like a virus hidden within the human 
body, just waiting for the “nearly complete” 
syndrome to trigger it off. The result, in the 
case of a wind project, is usually, “Well, let’s 
just let ‘er spin a little bit.” This happens 
before all the nuts and bolts are tightened, 

-l& batteries hooked up or something else 
that should have been done first. Often as 
not the disease results in broken blades, 
bent governor rods, or burnt-out generators 
(not to mention- burnt-out people). 

charge a fully charged battery bank, fire- ’ 
em-up-itis might lead you to suspect your 
new wind- system- is’not “puttrng- out what it - 
should be.” I’ve heard lots of folks comp’lain - 
about this. ,- 

Low-Voltage Technology 

. 

My first bout with this infection occurred 
when a friend and -I had, just in&alledeour 
first flyball-governed, aluminum-bladed 
machine atop the tower and had to wait for a 
12-voit battery to be charged (it registered 
only IO volts on a voltmeter). We decided 

Jim Cu’llen of Laytonville, California, p 
ers his home almost-entirely on 12 
direct current. Numerous ‘sources of el 
tricity charge his batteries. On top of 
house there’s a small solar-cell panel. 
is a wind generator. And, when his batter/es 
need an extra boost, jumper cables from his 
car add extra/ energy&-e-sr,mably while 
warming the car up before a tirp to town). 

Far from the nearest utility line, Cullen’s 
not to wait.The result was more waiting. With -, home sits on top of a ~rn%unt%-~ with a clear 
only 10 vatis.~vailable, the alternator’s volt- i shot at the Pacific Ocean some 3@mi/es 
age regulator seemed to be confused. The 
blades were spinning quiterapidly in a brisk 

away. Daily average wtidspbeds rangb from 

wind, but no charging was taking‘ptace. At 
411 to 14 miies per hour-the minimum wind- 

the time, we mistakenly decided the alterna- 
‘speed average needed for any type of sue- 

tor was at fault. In reality, the voltage regulator 
cessful wind-powered g&rating system. 
From the beginning, Cullen’s con&n was 

was not designed to work with a dead battery. to devise a wind generator where little main- 
Voltage regulators are not designed to 

work well with fully charged batteries, either. 
tenance would be rekuired, where most 
replacement parts could be obtained from 

These transistorized controllers monitor bat- local hardware outlets, and where cost would 
tery vo1tag.e. If they detect that the battery is not be an obstacle. To meet these objectives, 
f&ly charged, they’reduce the charging cur- he enlisted the services of Clyde Davis an 
rent from the generator. This has the effect old friend who also happened to be.a.c~~=---- 
of “clamping,” or reducing, the output of a sulting engineer. Davis designed two wind 
wind generator even when the wind is blow- systems. One generates 160 watts of direct 
ing quite hard. If your new system is tryin.g to’ cusirent in an 11-12 mph wind; the other 

‘, 
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produces up to 500 watts DC under the 
same circumstances= Because the 500-watt 
wind generator is so light (only 125 pounds), 
an off-the-shelf tower was sufficient, and the 
entire cost for the system came to less than 
$2,000 (mid-l 970’s). z 

In conventional terms, 160 or even 500 ’ . . 
wattS~Ts%‘tG?iuch power. But Cullen’s house 
is anything but conventional. There are more 
than 1,500 square feei of living space filled’ * 
with three te.levisK)n sets, approximately 20 
fluorescent lights, a vacuum cleaner, washing 
machine, blender, mixer, water pump, a 40- 
watt per channel stereo system, and even a 
home com.puter. What makes all of this so 
unconventional is that Cullen has virtually 
eliminated the need for 1 IO- or 220-volt AC, 
electricity by converting his appliances (even/ 
the washing machine!) to operate directly: 

~---f~~m--~*-vol~s--~~.~~~+e-- s~a~wS,.~tfrit,. presses’ 

and the like could be converJed as well. 
- small ,app-liances (e.g., the blender and 

mixer) that haven’t been made to operate 
directly from 12 volts and for which there are 
no readily available replacement motors 
operate through an inverter that produces 
110 volts AC from 12-volt batteries,. 

C.ullen claims that a wind generator 
producing 500 watts can provide comfort- 
able and reliable living at modest cost. 
Excess D,C electricity produced in times of 
high wind can be stored effectively; high- 
voltage AC power cannot. Of course, such a 
system is np panacea. You have to become 
aware of the energ,y you use and$an 
accordingly. Things like heating, cooling 

Jim‘Cullen uses both sun and wind to generate electricity at his Laytonville, 
California, home. A panel of solar cells atop the house and the 500-watt wind 
generator behind charge a bank of 12-v@ batteries. 

, 
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* ; Powers curves for the Bushland system. Utility lines 
supply whatever power cannot be provided by the 
wind. 

The Dakieus rotor used for irrigation in Bushland, 
Texag. _ - - ---- ~-- ‘3 

and cooking are accomplished by appropri- 
ate alternatives that do’not require electricity 
at all. 

, 

A Unique Darrieus Water-Pumper 

At the other end of the spectrum from 
the sail-wing or farm water-pumpers is the 
Bushland, Texas, installation of a Darrieus 
“eggbeater” rotor tied mechanically to an 
electric 60-horsepower ifrigation pump. This 
U.S. Department’of Agri@uIture project at a 
windy locatjan’ is exam$ning* practical ap- 
zproaches to water.pumbing with;the wind. 
Since it is a relatively ne’p research pr.oject, 
few performance data @r-e available at this 

A.,Darrieus rotor has two or more curved, 
or bowed, airfoil blades that travel a circular ,+ 
p,ath about a vertical ‘power shaft at its cen- 
ter. Made with extruded aluminum, the stream- 
lined airfoils have a rounded leading edge 
(th<e edge that cuts into the wind) and sharp 
trailing edge. The Darrieus rotor is linked to’ 
the pump powershaft by a clutch that allows 
the electric pump to tur@ freely but engages 1 
whenever the rotor is spinning rapidly * 
enough. Fn periods of calm, an AC electric 
motor keeps the pump turning. The more 
wind power available, the less power drawn 
by the pump from the electric power grid. 

This machine is als-o -a cofieneratio? 
system that operates in parallel with the 
utility grid. It generates excess current that 
is delivered to the grid. In effect, the wind-. 

I Ci > 
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system becomes one of the many intercon- 
netted generators the grid uses for its power 
supply. At a certain windspeed, when more 
shaft pow& than the pump needs is avail- 
able from the Darrieus rotor, the rotor over- 
powers the electric motor, trying to turn it. 
fastefi-than it was designed’ to turn. The 
motor then becomes an AC generator syn- 
chronjzed with the grid power. Should the 
electric pdwer available actually exceed the 
demands at the site, the excesar 
energy is fed back into the grid, effectively 
“running the meter backwards.“Thtis, energy 
storage for this system is provided mostly 

i 
,a by pumped water in a pond or a tank and 

4occasionally by ithe grid power lines that ,_ 
“store” electricity sent bakkwarc@ thrpugh 

----d&emoter. 

, 

DARRIEUS “ECG&ITER 
ROTbR 

’ 

/ 
/’ 

‘\ ’ \ 

,& 
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The unique advantage of the Bushland 
i’nstallation is that the electric motor actually 
serves three purposes-almost at once. First, 

~ the m&or is the prime mover driving the-well 
pump. S_econd, the motor is the governor for 
the wind‘rotor; it wants to turn only at an rpm 
determined by the AC frequency fed to it 
from the grid. By baleful design, th;! rotor 
will never overpower the motor 0; cause it to 
overspeed by more than a few rpm. Finally, 

* the motor is an electric generator whenever 
extra wind power is availabl’e. 

Once.pehected, this abproach ‘ian be 
readily adapted to thousandsof well pumps 

‘. MOTOR @ POWER SHAFT 

IRRIGATION DITCH 

, 1 

already in existence in the windiest parts of 
the United State$.and similar locales through- 
out the world: t&nor modifications to these 
pumps will permit the addition of wind po.$pr, 

* / 
In the novel approach being tested $t Bushland by the USDA, both wind power 
and an electric motor are used simultaneously to power the well pump. If excess 
wind power IS avallable. the system delrvers It io the utility lines. 

,, , 
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The 2000-kW wind machine at the Tvind School in D&mark. This - 
machlne supplies both heat and electruty to the school 

thereby reducing the amountof fuel needed 
to drive irrigation systems. -. 

Ttie Tvind System ~ 

With Denmark’s vigorous history of wind ’ ’ 
power, it’s not surprising that a significant 
wind system with’cogeneration capabilities- 
has been built by st,udents and facu-lty at the 
Tvind School on the Jutland peninsu.la. This 
is the Tvind machine, rated at 2 million watts _ 
(2 megawatts) in $windspeed .of.33 mph. 

Thezfiberglass blades on this machine 
, 
’ 

span a diarr?‘eter df just over 175 feet, makin 
it thelargest wind machine in history at th 
time bf this writing. E@fore the Tvind machine, --. 
the largest was th+mith-Putnam machine 
mentioned in Chapter 1. That ma?hine was 
rated-at t25, megawati‘s. Each blade of the 
-three-bladed Tvind machine weighs about 
5 tons; the two stainless steel blades of the 
Smith-Putnam each weighed about’8 tons. 
,> The Tvind machjne was designed to 

supply’ the school 6.4-h its electrical and 
heating needs and to supplement the grid 
lines through use of a synchronous inverter. 
Alternating current from the generator is 
rectified to direct current then reconverted 
to grid-synchronized AC and fed to the 
school’s electric system. The synchronous m 
in 4 erter is rated at 5C$ kW, while the school 
deTands up, to l,SQQ kW. The balance _ 
betyeen SO@ kW df%verted power and 
2,000 kW. available,from..high winds will be 
used to heat water. The excgss electricity is . . ‘._ 



fed 10 coils immersed in a bet-water storage 
tanKYt%s feature makes the Tvind machine 
the worlds largest wind furnace! 

,..; / 

Uniyersity of Massachusehs, 
Wiry! Furnace .I ” 

/ 

,’ “The’wind furnace is an application of 
wind ‘power that is finding w? espreqd ac-’ Ir”l 
xeptance. Heat energy is needed to raise 
the temperature of water for agricultural and 
industrial applications rgnging from dairy 
sterilization to washing, laundry. It’s also,~ 

: needed to warm animal barns, greenhouses’: 
and homes. Happily; tiqst of these cIim&e 

= control applications require more heat when, 
it is windy than when it is not. 

In .a wind furnace, wind energy is con- 
verted into mechani&[. power in the rotor 
powershaft. This rotary power may then be 

* used to make heat from friction (e.g$plas%- 
ing water with paddles drivetiy’the rotor 
power shaft) or from the gjneration of elec- 
tricity that can powei electrical resistance 

,Lbeaters. t + 
Under the direction of Professbr William 

Herdnemous, students at theb.niversity of 
Massachusetts have built a wind generator 
33 feet in diameter mounled’atop a 50-foot 
steel pole tower. The electrical outpyt of this 
machine is used directly to warm water, 
which is then combined with heated water 
from solar collectors mounted on the south- 

’ fac@g wall of the research house. Concrete 
tanks in the basement of the, Qouse store 3 ‘S 

Tvind School with the #OOO-kW inachine$Jhe backgrouhd. ‘I\~ 

---._ -.-__ ..? -.- .. 
all this hot water. 

---___ . ---.__ \. --~~~-’ 1 
The fiberglass bladei are capale of 

./ _ ’ & 2 
producing 50 horsepower (37 kilowafis) in a i 
26-mph wind. Shaft power frcjm th% blades 
drives a-generator through a truck differen- * ,_ j , e* 
tial anti a chain drive. The generator is con- 
trolled by an electronic load controller that + “:’ .; , -, ,., 
senses windspeed and rOtor rpm and. ap- : :-‘p . . . 
plies appropriate current to the field windings ’ l”‘+ 

-, -_. -, -. .: . . I’-,, -- 1 
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Above: Close-up viei of the UM~ss w;nd generator. 

- Right: The University of Massachu&s wind fwnace &d test hohe. Both the 
wind generator and the south-wall solar c:dllectors &arm water stored in a concrete 
tank inside ihis home 

. 
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of the generator. In this manner, only the industry with a deta,iled history of one type 
exact amount of power available from the of%wind furnace. 
wind is drawn from the generator, thus i I have included several types of wind 
ljreventing overloading or underloading of machines here, but certainly not all of them. 
the blades. - A Savonius rotor, a panemone, or a wind- 

Only minor mechanical problems h.ave powered hydraulic pump system-all of Lx 
been encountered in the operatio; of this theie and other projects will be discussed 
machine. Most of these required simple in ‘greater detail. Your task is.10 select the 
mechanical adjustments; all have been design. most appropriate for -your energy 

- solved as part of an ongoing educational needs. Always remember that good wind 
1 program at the University. With the com- machine design begins wllth an assess- 

puterjzeddata acquisition systems they are ment of your energy needs and the wind 
using, the students will provide the wind resources available. . a 

. 
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The wind, can be a fick ervant. It may not 
be available when you ed it, and you can 
be overwhelmed by its abundance* when 
you don’t. To harness -the wind you must 
become familiar with its moods and be able- 

., to select a site suitable for a wind machine 
- a site where strong, steady breezes blow 
most of the year. After choosing a favorable 
site, you’ll want to know how much wind 
energy is actually available”and when it 
blows the hardest. 

Good wind system design begins with a 
realistic assessment of energy needs and 
available wind resources. By comparing 
the two, you can estimate the size of the 
windmill you’ll need. Storagesize depends 
on how long the winds are calm when you 
need their energy. Thie”chapter examines 
some basic. principles ;of wind resources 
and develops some tools that will help you 
assess the winds at your site. Statistical data 
compiled for many years at airports and 
weather stations can give you a general 
grasp of average wind behavior, but there is 
no substitute for get+ting out to your site and 
measuring the wind resource directly. 

Global Wind Circulation 

Wind energy is a form of solar energy. 
The winds alleviate atmospheric tempera- 
ture and pressure differences caused by 
uneven solar heating of the earth’s surface. 
While the sun heats air, water and land’ on 
one side of the earth, the other side is cooled 

I_ 1 -L 

by thermal radiation. to deep space. Daily 
rotation of the earth spreads these heating 
and cooling cycles over)ts entire surface. 
Seasonal variations in this daily distribution 
of heat energy are caused. by seasonal 
changes in the tilt of the earth’s axis relative 
to the sun. 

Much more solar energy is absorbed 
near the equator than at the poles. Warmer, 
lighter air rises at the equator and flows 
toward the poles, while cooler, heavier air 
returns from the poles to replace ‘it. In the 
Northern Hemisphere, the earth’s-west-to- 
east rotation bends northward-flowing air 
eastward ‘and southward-flowing air west- _ -.-- 
ward. By the time the northwar$moving air 
has reached 30”‘N latitude, it is flowing 
almost due eastward. These are the “pre- 
vailing westerlies,” so called because they 
come out of the west. 

Air tends to pile up just north of 30’ N 
latitude, causing a high pressure zone and 
mild climates in these latitudes. Some air 
flows southward out of th’is high pressure- 

I 
..!” 

,I 

area and is deflected west by the earth’s ; ’ 
rotationforming the “trade winds” used by 
‘saiiors @e world,/over. A similar effect leads a7 
to the “fiolar eas’terlies” above 50-N latitude. * 
South of the equator, the earth’s rotation _ - 

‘. 

‘-; 
-...__ 

‘1 
i 

bends southward-flowing air to the east and 
northward-flowing air to the west. A similar 
pattern of prev$ling westerlies, trade winds, 
and polar easterlies exists in the Soujhern! 
Hemisphere. ./ 

Not all of the earth’s surfaces respond I 
to solar heat in the same way. For example, 
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Surface winds 

Horse Jabtudes y30° 

WESTERLIES 

HORSE LATITUDES . 

EQUATORIAL M)LDRUMS 
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/_ . 

Global wind circulation patterns. Prevalllng winds blow from the east In the tropics and from the west In the 
mid-laritudes. . ~.~ c -- _;-- 

an ocean will heat up~moreslowlythan the 
. . ’ /: adjacent land because water has a high , , > B ‘, / _ heat capacity, or ability to store heat. Sin)- 

a T .larly, an ocean will cool down moreslowly 
T 

_, ‘. ,/’ 
than the nearby land. These different heat- 

/A -- ing and cooling rates create enormous air 
,y- masses with the temberature and moisture 

’ characteristics .of the ‘underlying ocean or 
+ land mass. These air masses float. along 

over the earth’s surface, guided by the global r., i I 
4 

High and low pressure systems are asso- L 
ciated with these air masses. In general, as 
air temperature increases, the density dropsj ’ 
abd so does the barometric pressure. The 
high pressure systems push their cooler air ., 
toward the warmer lo&pressure systems,. ’ 
trying to alleviate the pressure .difference 
between the two. .But the earth’s rotation ^ “, 
deflects these winds so that the air flows L 
from---high pressure to low along, a burved 
path. In the Northern Hemisphere, the wihd 
blows clockwise around a high pressure j 
system.and counterclockwise around a low. 
Together with the global circulation patterns 
‘mentioned before, the large-6caI.e winds 
drive these same pressure systems around 6 
the earth’s surface, bringing sunshine, cloud,- . 
.iness, rain, and more wind to the areas over .: 
which they passAccurate prediction of this 
detailed behavior is difficult, but each site +;r 
has weather regularities that can be ex- 
pressed as monthly and yearly averages. 
Some of these averages can prove very 
useful in describ’ing the expected wind be- 
havior at the site. . 

Large-scale’winds generally :dominate. 
But local winds often enhance or modify 

‘ 
/ I 

0 / 
r.. 

wind-circulation patterns. When a war,m, air 
mass coliides with a cold air mass,Jhe re- 
sultant frontal activity generates most of the 
large-scale winds that drive the local winds 
at your windmill site. Imagine a globe cov- 
ered by large bubbles that drift abou,t bump- 
ing into each other. Whenever they”, bump, 

1 air is squeezed along-producing your local 
winds. 
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Air Temperature and Pressure , 

‘What we call atmospheric pressure is caused 
by the wgight of the air a,bove us. Travel to;a 
mountaintop and lower atmosphl;llc pres- 
sure occurs became you are neaief the top 
of the giant ocean of air surroundidg the _ 
earth. . 

A barometer is commonly uied’to meas- 
u&atmospheric pressure. A “falling barom- 
eter’: or declining barometric pressure, has 
a/ways been associated with an impending 
storm because a low pressure system is 

F ’ mbding into the vicinity. A “ri.$ng barometer” 
heralds the approach of a high prqsure 
system and fair weather. A typical winter dis- 

,y!. tribution of atmospheric @ssure is shdwn in 
‘$the top map. The lines of equal pressure are 

called isobars, and the units used are 
millibars. At sea /eve/, 7,073.2 millibars equals 
a.pressure of 29.92 inches of mercury or 14.2 

; &nds per square inch.(psi); all t_hree.values 
a&equal to a “standard” atmospheric @ 

_1 pressure. Inches of mercury qre common~~y 
used to measure pressuie in’ the United 
States, and mjllibars is [he m2tri.c unit of L 

. pressure us@ by scieritists and-a’iiplane ?I’ 
pilots. 

The lower map shows average January 
* temperiture distrjbuted over the globe. Note 

the co[relation between temperature and 
pressure. Air temperature affects air density, 

- tihich’is related to weight. or pressure of the 
atmosp,her& Higher fempC?fattire air.ywe/ghs ’ 
less; air density therefore decreases with 
incre+@g temp&ature. A .lighter a/r mass 
exerts less prkssure at the bottom of the 
atmospheric; ocean. So, as a/r temperature 
increases, its pressure decreases. 

-.!$ 

\ 
s Global distributions of thg average January air pressure anq temperature. ’ 

0 x 

.-. 



The density of any s+stance is a measure of ---~- ,_ SThe altitude &r[ection factor>.CA &-a& th& ; 
how much of it can fit in a giv&n vo1um.e. We 
usuaUy want to khow how muco air, or how 

temperature cqrrection factor CT are t&e% ‘;- 
h 

many m’o/eqAes, interacts with a rot& as the- 
from the two accompanying tables. For 

wind passes through it. Kinetic energy in t’he 
example, suppose’ that the average tempera- 
ture ‘at yollr’site is 80‘ F, and the altitude is 

wind is a function of the air mass and 
windspeed. Therefore&we need to know the 

2500 feetsabove sea /eve+ Then CA 2 0.912 

- mass density bf-air, p; to calculate wind c 
and CT.= 0.962 from these tables, and 

energy and power$:T~iscdens(ty is baseQ*on, 
the ai.r temperS&$%d aftitu,d&,‘“ksually ref- a 

‘b p = 0.912 X 0.963 X 0.062378 s/ug/ft” 
“ = 0.002088 slug/ft3, - .A. 

an average day thaP 
I scientists and 

or about 88 percent of the standard air 

design. On 2 s 
rs uge *for- purposes of 
day, ceflain sfandard 

density. More frequently, you will have -to ” 

tialues can be used for tejnperature, pressure 
know these two correctiori’factors at altitudes 

~~-i- and density ofthe air (d:epending ‘on altitude). 
and air ‘tempe&ures not listed directly in the 
tables. In such cases, just interpolate be- . 

ml/y, performance calculations on wind ’ 
“machines $11 vary somewhat from this stan- 

tween the values given. 

dard, because a standard dav is actuallv+erv i 8 , 
~~ ‘PE?.EjY&&mmer daysze gen.e;ally hotter >nb ’ ~---~ 

winter dayS cooler. Standard conditions for 

. 
Altitude Correction Factor 

I . 
air& sea level are, in Engksh units:, Altitude (feet) CA 

Temperature = 59.9 F 0 3 I.000 

Pressure = 74.7 psi .‘- ‘-. 
, 2,500 0.912 : 

Density = 0.002378,slug/ft3. 5,000 0.832 I' 
> I 

Here,- the “slug” is the English unit of 
7,500 0.756 .- 

mass, not a .sJiimy animal resembling’s snail.’ 
10,000 01687 

* One slug weighs 32.2 pounds at sea level. To 
. l 

calculate the air density p at a .sgec& wind- 
l mill site! you need td correct for altitude and 

temperature differences from the standard 
case. Use the foilowing formula. 

p = 62~ X CT % 0.002378 slug/ft3. 
(Eq. 2) 

the Iarge-:scaJe w$-td’s and contribute some ” . 
energy when none is available from large- ’ 

. scale.w?nd.s. High p,reGsure zones pu’shAair a 
toward ‘low pressure zonesand wit& is ,. 

-- c-re,ated: The size and distribution of each, 
pressure zone”Changesunder the inffuerice -- ’ 
bf the winds they create. Fast-moving air- _ 

escends, into ?alley$ blows’tfirough can- 
ons, and saits over mountain pe>ks-redis- ~” 

t&buting warm and cold air masses. Because’ 
pressures .and tem‘peraturgs cause iiri’ds P 
and are changed by thosetiind&‘it’s im’pos- ., 
sible ,+o predict the available hind power 

p accurately by studying aviation weather-fore- i n r 
cast cha,rts. r ._ 3 

Because of its lower heat &pa@ty,‘~he ~ 
--.___ 

_ . 
tempecature of a land mass rises‘anQalls,~- c - 
‘in response to s”olar energy”and&night-sky 
radiation more rapidly than the sea., Hence, L’ 
sea ,water is cooler than the shore during _ 
the day, and warmer atnight. Circulatoy air< 
flows, called “sea-land winds,” are created ’ 
by that temperature difference. You experi- 
ence these winds as on-shore and*-off-shore c, 

, breezes at the beach. During the daytime, 
especially in the afternoon, the warmer air - 
over the land rises and the cooler air over ’ 
the water flows in “to replace it-creating 
an on-shore breeze. The reverse process 
creates off-shore breezes at night. Daytime 
sea breezes can be streng enough to be a 
source of wind ener ly, they range 

dram &$to 16 mph. e breezes are 
’ slower, typically les ph. i 

Cool Air next tain slopes’is I 
heated by exbosure of moisture to ttie 

“L- 
.- _ ___, -^ -- .--- e -+ --- ___~- ---- 



e _*’ morning sun and by the rising temperature 
, I‘ of the ground-below. As thishigh mountain 

. u $r Lirarms’up, it@es;.?ooler air from the val- 
-‘, p ____ -I~y-Below.is,dr~tw71-.~rcf.a.Idng t~‘e.sl.~p~;;‘~ ‘I”’ j”” 

dent@ valleyairflows toward the, base of. ‘*- 
;5 fhe, mountair@!dub the slope;kA “mountain- 

_.- valley wind” ?stQus created by the tempera- ! ’ . 
--‘.. . ‘. ~$re differenc&&nig ht, the.,process reverses ~ ,. 

itself; ‘cooled by rapid,r$diation of heat -to.!he: 
= ,,dark night sky, high mountain air descend? , . 

* 

- 4 

“#into the vall~ey,gain$g speed as it becorr 78s -- 
Y------ %e&ier. Mbuntain-valley winds are gener- I-. 

‘, ’ 
allythought to be too weak to be a source 
of, wind energy. In som,e areas, ,however, 

. : ~~ ’ ght not be the case, - r..;;I -- --i 
Mountarn breezesdescendrng‘ into a 

Se&&d winds ‘occur be&use adjacent&nd an&cocean masses have diff&nt *rat&. bf heatin”g and 2, 
fkchnra hrppypc n& lr rl~ dnn ihp nff-shnr~“~~p~&~ night 

,_ 
‘> 

valley can be warmer or cooler than Jhe 
---..-- .=- -.-- - - - -- . , - . . \ . , 

:- ,&ys. Cd01 w$nds flow downhill underlthe ; i \ m . 

;;influence of gravity, and tend to occur at lb 
(0 

I 2.:: .-,..,,,,. .\, + <;:‘\ ,A,- ,. _ ..:,, ,,.~..r.~,~,:,~,.~.,, ‘.,.^ -. ..c+--.: ... . . . . ,r, . . ,-: .:,, ‘i’. >. ::.:;. ,: y 2 ..j _ .~. .’ .: _ ,’ :;‘. ., i .’ “‘-.i”:‘~,~,~,~;, ., :~.: ~, 
:~--:~:,-.;:i:, ,:.,,, :, .’ ;, 3 ,.:. .“.,Z. : ,,,:,,“.:,p -.y:: 

night. WarFer winds gain heat energy by. ’ . . ’ 
1 ;: ,.~j .,, _. ,d 

:, : ” ..‘;;- ;:i:,:~~.,i,.::,.,Y.. 1 : ../, 
compression,as they d,essend into valleys ’ 
‘and may bring a local temperature rise of 

.; - 30°F to the vallev. This air is comoressed as 
?tdrops into the higher air pressures below. 
These winds are known as “Chinooks” or? 

. . “Santa Anas” in the western United States. 
, 

I ’ 

The higher.temperatures have”been blamed 
for forestfires and a host of malfunctions 
associated with over-use of air conditioners. I 
The winds of the Chinooks often reach ter- 
ribly destructive-speeds. , -j 

a 
, - 

Windspeed kmcteristics 

Mountain-valley winds. These gentle breezes occur be&use the air over high mountatn slopes warms up,faster 
by day a$d cools down mot? rapIdlya\ night. .,,,, ,’ 7%. i, 0 * 

given site, there will be a lengthof time 
when there is absolutely no wind. For some 
other length of time, the wind will blow at an 
average speed, and ,... for another length of 

, ’ 

: -.Winds at virtually all sites have some 
remarkauy uniform characteristics. At any 
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_- - 0 -. 
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.r 

. . F -Wiqds,fieed jdistributiok for a” typical site ‘with ’ 
“.cg 5 

.T : 12-mph. &@era’ge winds. This ‘graph &bicatesN fhe 
3, 

. -. _ $,.l,.,_.. 
(1 “- . “-~’ pekGnt@e of fime, over a peribd ~of one year, thk the : A 

. 0 mph to its maximum, you could easily plot I - . 
’ a graph -like th,is oneThe J/erticaI axis can 

be expressed ‘either as the tdtalitime or as 
(“.. , 
” 

. 1 the ‘percentage of time the wind-&z& at- -I - 
‘, each, s@%d,~The‘-shape’ of the curve will 

‘probabj’ybher; for your site, but the message 3 ‘r 
will be $im,ilar, * m 1 .:. 

Whenever many measurements of the c” 
.windspeed are made, an’avecdge of those 

;“m,easurements should be calculated. Sim- 
. 

; 
. ply add up all of the measurements and - “- 
-*divide that Total by the number of measure-g ’ 

. * merits, taken. b?t $-ri; hypothetical site;the 
_ aVera&, wigdipeqd (or, equivalently, the ’ 

, J, rrka,n win&peed) is about 12 mph-a’ few 
miles pe? hour greater thanthe -most fre-1 

j: ’ ‘ati 
--. 

quentiy occurri~~~-~in~~p~~d,-about 9 in& .. 
foi this site. -A * a ” .I 

Why should tyou .‘measur@ the.windspeed LI 
’ is in such detail? ,/hy not-just measure,.a ’ 

‘s.imple average windspeed instead?: The 

I answer to thes’e questions.dependson how ’ -, . d / -0 ‘. 5 ’ 10 
I” f i . e r ‘z* .’ , d,. + 15,.,*? CJO 25. .x. 

s : - ” J l c E 

J _ 6.5. _ *. = * .e Windspeed (w$&). . * % 
“.,much reliance you expect to placeIon your 

- -e I. c. .=y q I. 1 ‘- ‘_ i . T rr _ - 
wind$ystem and how much time and,mdney 

Ir -_ = ,I . . p -34 c Ayailadle wirid power as dfk~tion &f kindspeed 
;; .: t 
.r. - ; 3.. .t+y. , An ideal efficiency of 39.3 p&cent ha’sbeen assume; - 

you have to spend. Let’s look.& winmdspeed’.; 
a c = e ” *; for a rotor with frontal-qea of lob square feet: , s characteristics more closelyto see how the 

I -.’ ‘6 ” - .c . z . c iIIustrated.curve-or agrrnilar curve for your 1 
i ., * b •. * a i . , ’ c I - site-relates to wind energy production. 

> r .; r I E’ .I ‘C time-perhaps pnjy a f.ew* minutes over -Remember that the available wjhd’p 
.* * . . ,- ,i : .E. c , an entire year-it will blow at its< maximum-~ it&eases as the cube of the winds 

. -. _ . speed. The top left graph shows a typical wind- We can use Eqt&or+l-tocat& 
- , :- ? speeddistribution that wil’l help you visualize maximum wind power that might be’ek- 

_ 3 A 0 - 
- . - ‘ .*= D ;2 these characteristics.. If you measured the tracted at each of the speeds shown on the 

. 6 . *’ yi 1 - j~I * c - 
% * r. windspeed at your site.for an entire year 

- 2, ‘-&-p. p windspeeddistribution cu,rve.‘For example, 
*I’ -_. and thenadded all of the minutes the wind the top right graph indicates the maximum 

i_ ? ble,w at each of the different speeds from- _ wind pot :ould be extracted by a rotor 

e 

rver c 
. 

--- 
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1 0 ’ d. 

~(a.&m~&an efficiendybf 59.3 percentj with - “I 

.I 
* L I ‘+, LI . La ,I - . ,e .*, 

1 
an area ;;f‘lQO*square feet, when& wind: ’ D 

I c1 P * J .,o L 
c . 4 7 

‘- z e _ c - speed v&es-from 0 to 30 m 
0 - L-l, , ’ *( b i 

-> * _ ::-‘w s graph illustrates’ h 
I- 1 gjc) 1 c ,_ ,. ” I’ ~ *-‘;’ + ’ 

5$ 
?b win ower jncceakes with in’ 
1 
. Ai 1 Cj mph only300wattscan be-ejrtracted, 

+Jbut.at 3O.inph *more than%,~OO watts, or 8 
’ kilowatts, could,thepreticaliy be harnessed:” . $ *‘Sod l. 

. . &I‘*’ , 2 ‘- (” -z wind characteristics: statistical and power:, & 6i- 
Those two graphs describe two maj.or L 5 I- 

1 .’ 

The siatistiml charact’~ristid’is~ the amount- s 
of tiine you can expect each‘windspeed to 

‘ 0, I.:600 $ j= r 

occur, gnd the power characteristic’ is the 
$ ‘” 

D 

I , ‘* -y . -4.a)z-, 
> amount of po.wer you can expect tobe avail- 
?- 1 kable at ea$ win&peed. Now remember 

<a that energy is calculated by multiplying’ 
O- power by time.-A ,I O@watt light b&&ft on 

5 forten’hours c%nsumes 1,000 watt-hours, or 
3 I.:.. J kilow&-h&J,,-of energy. The* maximum 

energy.~available at your wind sitea is cal- 

” 
-i 

a , 
, 

. , . Windspeed (mlph) .. ” .‘, .( 1. l i: 

, culated in. m.uch the=same’\yay-by multi- c Windspeed and wind 4herby distributior@ i0F.a typic81 wind Site.. . _ ’ 
plying-&e power curve by the time‘cuwe. r ’ * 

‘” ‘.The res$$s an ‘energy di&riblltion curve, 
‘\- 

illustration, but the conclusions and th<, . : 
5, ,B _ - ’ ; is- : 

. . I 
an e&$5$4$&f wh’ich is pre&nted here.This ’ c,haracte&&s will be largely the same: * 

I 
.I pqgj- - : Q . .’ 

is the;cMJeally want to know. I ’ I =. . - At thLe%$$@&+al wind site, a wind-’ ’ 
what other wind characteristics .oeter- 

mine, the shape of >such curves? On a 
I - speed o~‘K%&$$.&occurs frequently. You 

might think that tf$speed will be of. g,?eat 
second-by-second, basis’, fhe wind is actu- 
ally a succession of weak and. strong pulses . \ 

importance in en‘ergy_ibroductidn. E$t the ” T ’ - 4 2 - i .s 
r ._ L en.ergy curve she-wslthat it’s much less im- 

or gusts. On an hourly basis, the winds at a- ; 

ponant’than windspee& in the?*5 to 20 mph- 
site have typical daily patterns-called the 

\ i 

diurnal variation of’the windspeed. At our- 
, ‘, 

I ’ 
8 -- range. That’swhere most of ‘the,energy is 

available. In fact, there is’ very little energy 
hypothetical site, for example, the ~.wind-1 

~$&&ilable below 8 mph or ab&e 30 mph at 
speed may be low in the morning, pick up e 

/ k L 
- :iF -z,; 5 ,i ‘k* in the afternoon, and reach its peak at about 

x ‘.‘~~~~i~~~~~~thetical site. The curvesat anyreal 8:00 p.m., as seen in’th,e following graph. 
. . ~~~~~I$%$‘!~~robably djffer.fror-#the ones in this Two separate curves are 5hown for two djffer- ‘. * j: 

“4:. ,’ < d a ‘_ i ..“’ I u , ‘* ” ._ ’ 

, 
,-’ , 

b , 



‘\m 
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ent onths- anuary nd May-to indicate 
that the diurn I vari!, ion may be different 
from month t mon\h Note that May is the 
windier month ‘n tgs location, a fact that is 
also reflected i 
to-month variatio 

Tother plot of the month- ,’ 
f the average windspeed. 

I curves indicate that 

i 
.,Tlme (hourly) I = 

,’ .. P 

The diu”mal variation of windspeed at a hypotheti- can be de.$ribed by a windspeed distribu- Q 
cal si@. May wr6ds blow harder’than January winds tiongcurve, which tells you to expect a cer- 
at this site. \ % i ‘.; -_ ‘. . taln -windspeed for a certain percentagp of 

. k 1 . the time. ,R-does not tell you w,heJn to expect 
2 3 \ that windspeed-or how long, it will persist. 

You can get a fair idea of when, to expect 
.certa-in windspeeds from a daily and monthly 

i study of the winds at your site-if you choose / 
: to analyzbthem that closely. . 

By analyzing your site in terms of this 
* q daily and. monthly variation, you will have an ----- 
ir” opportunity to compare energy needs with 

the wind energy available. At our hypothet- 
ical site, m of the wind energy. is avail- 
able ‘in the ening. ‘But suppose that the 

:, need for energ; occurs in the morning. Some ~?# 
Monthly &iatioy of windspeed at 6 hypothe.tical 9 9 form of energy storage iS required to retain 

I 
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at your site and a mathematical equa- 
tion that describes the w’lndspeed dis- j 
tribution fairly act-urately, calculate the 

. i ,duration of each windspeed. 
3. Actually measure and record the-wind- .* . ‘- 

speed at your.site for at least one year. 
““4. Measure and record the windsp&ed’ 
/ for a shorter period-perhaps three . 

months-and try to++tabIish’ a COT- 
relation with wind ata from anearby ’ ’ d 
weather station or ai,rport. 

The annual windspeed distribution is, ’ 
from the overall planning viewpoint, the most 
important f,dG&or to ‘understand. Daily and 
monthly windsjjeed variations are, perhaps, 
the easiest to determine, but wind researchers e 

- site. ._ evening’s production for ttie next morn- increasiQgly favor an atiumed annual wind- 

_ 1 - # use!This might prove-expensive. Sup- speed dis-tFibution. You then make des,ign 
_- ? * a *’ d .pose that theenergy need occurs when the 

.> ;i “* iwind power fs av-ailable. Little or noI energy 
calculations based on such an assump- 
tion, rather than actually measuring the ,.,. ~. 

: , f% L. d c i storage would’ be required, and the wind .k windspeed for more than a year. 
d 

‘power system” would cost less and perform The Rayleigh distribution provides a rea- t . n 

/ ‘b better than if sto?age where needed. Hence, sonable description of windspeed charac- ” 
the wind,* power in this case i&worth-, more. teristics in some locations. National Weather ‘*’ * 
The value of a site’s wind resource is directly Service (NWS) wind data for several hundred ‘< 

._._ .~-_ -- - ” 1 s* 

rection factor. 
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@cations have been compared with results 
gh distribution. The 
en promis,ing, but 

lems of interpretation,. 
mometers have been 
rport winds, for mak- 
ns and for .a host of 

s unrelated to”iwin.dpower produc- 
ough the Rayleigh distribution 

k for all sites, it,has been reputed 
n error lesSth,an IO percent. In 
of be&&r data, it can be used 

d energy, estimafion. 
here sho,w typi.cal Ray- 

stributiori’curves for two 
annua.!. average wind- 

speeds. Notice that- the energy content of 
these winds increases dramatically as the 
average speed increases4from 10 mph to 
14 n?ph. The vastly greater energy available 

-at windier sites makes the required site analy- 
sis-worth the effort. Energy distributron curves 
similar to these will be used later to design. 

I  

have a table covered with tea cups’and you 
\ 

Ak,e annual windspged=lO mpQ _. A-- 
toss dried peas pt onto that table you will ,. 
be filling bins-in this case, tea cups. Throw 

,2 
\ 

a filling pattern will 
at reflects the likeli- 
ing a flying.:pea.,The . 5 8 -  

possible Ii kePhood 
d .,. 

windspeed occurrfng. ’ * 
. ‘ndspeed-meter once 

a “1” to the -bin that 
corresponds to the windspeed you read, 
you-are filling bins with minutes-the num- 
ber of minutes th.e’wind blows at each wind- 
speed. Do this once each hour, and the 
binsconta@i hours. A simple daily reading .J _) 
will represent a “daily average” windspeed, ‘\ j\ 
and th-e number of readings in a bin will ‘\, 
represent the number pf days at a particular Average annual Swindspeed=14 mph 
wirrdspeed. A bin, then, contains the num- 

. 
12-‘ 

a / 

be; of dayshours, or minutes that the wind- r ’ ;Available 
-/ \ 

‘speed happensio be measured at the value JO- Y , 
i ” , , energy 

&sociated with that bin. More frequent read- z , . 1, \; . 
’ ings will give a better representation of the $ 8- I- \ 

a wind machSine that ‘&?hieves optimum per- ’ -actual windspeed distribution. One-minute ,” I 
bformance at windspeeds &here the- most -readings are quite reasonable for electronic “E 6 
energy occurs. In fact, peek windmill perfor- recording equipment, while hourly or ‘daily- 

i= 
4- 

mance ought to occur at or near the same readings are ‘commonly taken by human m 
windspeed as the peak of the energy distri- meter readers at airport control towers,‘for- . 2- 
bution curve. est lookout stations, and other permanently 

staffed facilities. 0 
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 3 

2 Virtually all methods *of calculating the Windspeed (mph) 
Measuring’the Windspeed ‘annual average windspeed involve filling 

-- ” bins of one sort or another. If windspeed 
Rayleigh windspeed distributions for sites with 10 

Measuring an actual windspeed distri- 
mph and 14 mph average winds. The available . 

bins are filled electronically,and accurately, wind energy is far greater at the wjndier,site. , 
1 bution curve means taking ma;y readings the values in each bin can be used instead 

and filling many “b.ins” with this data. If you of the assumed Ray1 . 

,’ 



With a year or more of windspeed data 
measured for a given site, you often’need to ’ 
find an equation that describes, within 
reasonable accurac‘y, the windspeed distri- I 
bution. The most important parameter you , 
should have by now is the mean windspee@ 
Within certain limits, a stigie parameter I” 

’ equation known as the Rayleigh distributidn 
may be used to describe the windspeed i 
distribution. Here the single paiameter is 
mean windspeed. At wi?dspeeds below 1 
70 mph, tile Rayieigb dnstribution has io,,w 
reiiab.llity; it shou/Q”not be used at ail a sites 

f with mean windspeeds below 8 mph. , 
The Rayieigh .distribution takes the/ 

foiioi;/ing form: .: ,I’ 

1 Hours = 8,760 X E X kP X /-k, 

:. where v = ‘windspeed il 6%. 3) 

2 , ‘p. V = mean windspe& 
’ ii = 3.1416 /’ :’ 
-;;.e = 2.778 ” 

2 , 

This equation gives you the total number 
of hours per year you ca?‘expect the wind to 

@- 
blow z&a windspeed V wihen the mean wind- 
speed i&.q at that site.. ’ 

I - A graph-of this complex equation is pre- 
sented at ribht, wit&percent ti?ne as the verti- 
cal scale. To get tt$ result in hours per year, 
multiply by 8,760, Appendix 2.7 presents 
numerical values of the Rayieigh distribution 
for mean windspeeds ranging from 8 to 
I7 mph. You can read percent of time from 

- this graph or consult the Appendix to get a 
more accurate value in hours per year. For 
example, for mean windspeed of 14 mph, you 
can expect wind to blow at 23 mph for about 
2.2 percent of the time, or 7 94 hours per 
ye a’r. 

The Rayleigh Distribution 7 

The other graph here shows the agree- 
ment between a measured windspeed 
distribution and a calculated Rayieigh ‘distri- 
bution for St. Ann’s Head, England-with a 
mean windspeed of 16.2 mph. The Rayieigh 
distribution is slightly low at high windspeeds 
and high at low windspeeds (from 70 to 
20 mph). As power is proportional to the cube 
of the windspeed, the higher speed end 
carries more weight in power caicuiations, 
but the greatly reduced duration of time at 
high windspeed reduces the overall energy 
impact. Rayieigh caicuiations are not recom- 
mended as a replacement for actually 0 10 20 30 40 50 60’ 

measuring your site’s wind charactgristics, 0 Wlndspeed (mph) 

but they can serve as a reasonable approxi- 
mation when ail you have is the-annual ,: Comparison of Rayleigh and measured wind- . 
average windspeed. 

‘( . speed distributions for St. Ann’s Head, England. : 1 

’ 0 -.. . . I 

2 .‘I 8 12 16 70 24 28 32 36 

The Raylelgh distnbutlon versus windspeed for sites with mean windspeeds between 8 and 16 mph 



cause t-hey represent the entire windspeed 
distribution.* 

In another approach you measure wind- 
speed periodically during the course of a 
day. and average all the readings during 
that day to get the daily average windspeed. 
To arrive at an annual average windspeed, 
do this for a whole year, and average all 
daily readings. For maximum reliability, the 
readings should be taken at regularly sched- 
uled intervals. As you might guess., t-his. 

“process becomes burdenso-me over an 
entire year. d / 

if::;; A simpler alternative is to use a special 
devicecalled a wind energy monitor. It adds 

miles of wind that have passed 
-Ihe anemometer’s sensor. Divide the total 
-miles by the number of hours between read- 
ings on a daily, monthly, or annual basis, 
and you get”6aity: monthly, or annual aver- 
age windspeed-simply and directly. 
:> In additionYa wind energy monitor re- 

cords the total wind en@gy available at a 
site. Each windspeed reading is 6onverted 
directly into an energy v&&hat is accu- 
mulated minute by minute. Suchan approach 
eliminates the errors that might occur if you 
measured an average windspeed and l’ater 
catcuiated the available wind energy using 
the Rayteigh drstribution. 

/- -, 
: 

Wind Direction 

Local’winds are influenced by pressure 
and temperature differences across a few 

miles of land. These local atmosphericinflu- 
ences in cpmbination with those of’ hills, 
trees, and other topographical features, cause 
wind to shift directions frequently-much 
as a flag w’aves about in the breeze. At any 
particular site, however, one general wind 
direction will prevail. This direction is called 
the fetch,area. Sailboat skippers often use 
this term. Ask a long-term resident of the 
area in which you plan to site a wind system, 
where the wind comes from. Chances are 
the answer tiill closely describe your fetch 
area. During a site analysis, you should 
become aware of structures, frills, or trees 
that might interfere with windflow. This‘can 
save a lot of work. 

It’s easy to visualize the impact of wind 
direction on site analysis. Suppose all of 
the data used to plot the windspeed distri- 
bution curve shown earlier were replotted 
as a three-dimensional graph. to inc,lude 
wind direction. In the simplest version, this 
graph would show the relative amount of 

-time that the wind blows at various speeds 
from the’north, south, east and west. One 
could also multiply time by power as before 
to get the distribution of energy available 
from each direction. Both these distribw- 
tions-time and energy content-are shown 
in the three-dimensional graphs here. They 
were generatedfrom actual wind data gath- 
ered at the Palmdale airport in California. 

The time curve shows that the wind blows 
mostly from the south and west at this site. 
But the energy distribution curve’shows that 
the greatest amount of energy results from 

. 

N 

. 

\ 

E _,* 

Directional windspeed distributiions for the Palm- 
dale, CalifoJnia, airport. Most ofithe time, the wind 
here blows from the southvy$_west 

“ 

Directional wind energy distributioi%for the Palm- 
dale airport: A large fraction of th$ wind energy 
comes from the west-the dtr&tion of highest wlnd- 
speed 

a 
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westerly winds. For most wind sites, one 
direction will dominate Iike.this. Such a three- 
dimensional visualization makes site anal- 
ysis much easier. 

a How dc you collect the data needed to 
construct such a graph? Make bins as be- 

’ s fore, but duplicate the bins for each of four, 
eight, or sixteen directions of the compass. 

r .,~ The more directions, the more detailed your 
graph can be, but eight is usually sufficient. 
How is this done with site analysis instru- 
ments? An anemometer measures the wind- 
speed and selects, or-i a time&sis of once per 
minute, a windspeed bin. A wind vane, which 
senses wind direction, determines which of 

* eight bins of the same windspeed will be “-. 
cs 

W/ND 

D I 
D 
w 

Wind shear above an orchaid., When the wind blows over a rough surface. the boundary layer of slower-moving 
air thc%ens 290~ it. i 

incremented with one count. For example, 
suppose the windspeed measures IO mph. 
There are eight possible bins marked IO mph, - +. 
one for each of eight directions. The wind 
vane decides which of those eight bins gets 
the count. This process is repeated each 
minute for a year; hence, 525,600 counts 
will be scattered among the bin& ‘That’s 
.more than enough to construct a graph 
similar to those shown for Palmdale airport, 

‘; 

Wind Shear p 

The windspeed at a site increases dra- 
matically with height. The extent to which 
windspeed increases. w’ith height is gov- 
erned by a phenomenon called wind shear, 
a term derived from the shearing or sliding 
effect of fast-moving air molecules slipping 
over the slower ones. Friction between faster 
and slower air leads to heating, lower wind- 
speed, and much less wind energy available 
near the ground. 

The &gion of sheared air between unre- 
tarded air flow and the ground surface is 
known as’the boundary/a~@r. It has a defin- 
able and often predictable thickness. Ac- 
curacy of prediction depends on your ability 
to estimate surface friction factors ormeas- 
ure the wi‘ndspeed at several heights simul- 
taneously. Even wind flowing over a smooth 
surface will develop a boundary layer. The 
further the wind travels, .&he thicker the 
boundary layer. Minimum thickness occurs 
over a large, calm lake, or an o_cean that 
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isn’t subject to winds lapping waves and windspeed at IOO-foot level, simply multiply 
increasing surface roughness. _ the anemometer reading by the ratio of these 

A more typical example of boundary- 
layer buildup and the effect on windspeed 

y profiles is shodn in the diagram on page 56: 
the wind,approaches an orchard with a wind- 
speed profile illustrated on the left. The trees 
extract some energy from the wind, and’the 

_> profile on the right represents the,wind leav- 
ing the orchard. A wind machine installed 
deep within the resulting boundary layer, 

‘* say near tree-top Ieve!, would have much 
fess wind energy available to it. 

Windspeed profiles for three represent- 
itive types of terrain are shown in the diagram 
.on this page-The numbers along the curves 
represent p”ercent of maximum unre- 
stricted windspeed urring at each alti- 
tude. Over urban ar the boundary layer 
iS often more than rter-mile thick. But 
over level ground or open water, the wind- 
reaches-its maximum speed at less than 
11,000 feet. I , ’ 

--‘- These- percentages can help you esti- 
mate the windspeed to expect at one height 
if your anemometer is mounted at another. 
Supbose, using the “suburbs” curve, that 
your anemometer is mounted- at the same 

- height as the 60 percent mark (about 200 
‘feet in the air) but you want to know what to 
expect at the 50 percent mark (about 100 

u feet up). The annual average windspeed ~_.__- __ _-. 
measured by the- ankmomqeT w1Il be 60 
percent of the unrestricted ar$nual avera-ge, 

- ---“-and the windspeed at the lower height will 

two percentages. For example, if the annual 
average, as measured by the anemometer, , 
is 10 mph, then the average at the lower 

,p . . . __ 

height will be 10 times @O/60), or 8.3 mph. 2 4 

The height difference lowersthe windspeed. “, 

J 
=I 

by 16 percent and the available wind energy . ” ..,, 
by 43 percent. Thus, the wind energy avail- ‘.. 

able to your machine is very sensitive to the 
* 

tower height. 
The va.&e of a (Greek “alpha”) listed with-9 

each profile is the surface friction coeffi- 
cient for that type of terrain. It represents an 
estimate of the actual surface friction near i 

l --. 
--- CY 

each site and is used in .a form~ula. tZc.al- -.---’ _ l.... . - ---_- - _--- . 

e 
a-O.16 

UR&W AREA 
o-0 40 -.__ 

WindsDeed Drofiles over different terrain. Rouqher terrain has.a highe?s$aee frictiomCoefficien1; it therMore 
be another 10 percent lower. To. get the devel’obs a thicker boundary layer above. - 
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amplitude 

0 j\_ * 1 2 3 
p 

‘- d Time’ (seconds) 
Graph of a &pica1 wind gust. In this case, the departure speed is just the average 
windspeed. 

P 

NUMBER OF-GUSTS PER YEAR TO 
TWICE THE DEPARTURE SPEED 

Mean Windspeed 

50 0 0 0 0 
fa = Surface Friction Coeffic 

10 

2269 
430 
13 
0 
0 

12 14 

2004 1701 
780 1022 
77 207 
2 17 
0 1 

culate the effectsof wind shear. This formula 
is presented’in Appendix 2.2, along with rnae 
quantitative information a.bout windspeed 
profiles. 

Turbulence ’ e. 

‘: An understanding of atmosph.eric tur- 
bulence is important fo,r the structural design 
of a safe wind mach’\ne. Wind machines 
average the short-term pulses associated 
with gusts, so power out&t appears smooth, 
even though the actual 
A very strong wind gu 
machine. \ 

What does a wind g 
turbulent variation, look Ii 
is shown in the accompa 
increase in windspeed ca 
ical increase in wind power 
increase lasts for less than 
typical windmill cannot respond that quickly, 
and such short gusts have litfILe effect on 
the power output. ~ 

face friction. The table here gives .theesti- 
mated frequency of gusts with twice!,the 
hepartule speed (the windspeed just @or 
‘to the gust). 

Suppose your site has a fairly rough 
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terrain with CI near 0.3, and the annual aver- 
age windspeed at the site is about 16 mph. 
YOU can expect 1,430 gusts during the year, 
that double the 10 mph departure speed to ,, 
20 mph. Notice also that you can expect up 
to five departures’from 50 mph, that is, five 
gusts to 100 mph per year at this site. By 
comparison, at a site with a lower surface 
roughness, say CY = 0.2, and the same 16 
mph “average, you can expect,only one 
departure from 40 mph to 80 mph, and 
none to 10qmph. Rougher surfaces induce 
gustier windsIn d>esigning your machine, 
you can use the peak windspeeds from 
calculations like these in I.ieu of other data 
derived from long-term measurements at 
the site. Such peak windspeed information 
is essential for the structural design of the 
-windmill blades and tower. 

Site Survey ,i 

In a site survey, you head for the actual 
site select.ed, -armed with a~ compass, note. 
pad, tape measure and camera, and various 
anemometers. By’way of* comparison, in 
wind prospectirrg you, start out equipped-~ 
with all the same devices but do not neces-. 
sarily know where the site is located, A site 
survey should provide you the- data you 
need to plan a system for that site. Not too 
many years wit& pass before wind prospec- 
tors, armed with general wind maps and 
maps of” existing electric power lines, will 
comb tile windy areas of this country look- 

.:-ing for hot areas to “wildcat” wind-rights 
leases. These New-Age prospectors wjll 
instrument sites, get options on them, and 
sell their options to utility companies looking 
for good windy sites. To justify a sale, wind 
,prospecting will require ‘great care and 
accurate data-logging equipment. 

Site surveying is much less rigorous than 
prospecting. The predictive tool& such as 
the Rayleigh distribution and gust table, 
allow you to perform simple surveys. But it’s 
difficult to ident[fy those areas where these 
to.ols are dependable. Tests show that a 
possible error of 10 percent or less is made 
by using simple statistical tools. But if these 
tools don’t describe actual wind charac- 

5 teristids at your site, you can be off by as 
much as a factor of two on your energy __ 
estimate. For example, the Rayleigh distri- 

; bution doesn’t work well in regions with low 
average windspeeds- mph or less. These 

statistical’ tools are just no Substitute for a 
good site s&-vey using accurate, reliable 
ins?ruments,-<although they do ljrovide’.you 
with; fair first-order estimates of the wind-. 
beha@‘& at-yp-;our sfte. 

‘ I 

What makes a good wind site survey? It 
considers two things: the wind resource 

,,,.&nd the wind machine. In the first category 
you’ll want to know: 

l Annual average windspeed . 
-0 Windspeed distribution 

i l Wind direction 
l Wind shear ‘ 
l Surface roughness 
l Site altitude. A 

I 
, 
;2 

. 
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A pressure-plate anemometer: Wind pre- 
sure forces the plate to swing up along a 
graduated scale, providing a rough meas- 

- ure of the windspeed. 

Some site characteristics fall in both cate- 
gories: 

l Gale or tornado expectation 
l Ice, sleet, hail, snow, and freezihg rain 
l Blowing dust 
l ‘Blowing heavy objects. 

Other nonwind factors that can affect wind 
machine design are: .*- 

l Migratory birds 
l Television ipterference 
l Soil conditions 
l S.eismic stability 
l Local soci.al, legal, and environmental 

restrictions. 
How do you conduct a site survey? What 

instruments are used? Site-survey questions 
concerning the wind resource are covered 
in the rest of this chapter.- Siting factors 
unrelated to wind resources are discussed 

0 later. 

Anemometers and Recorders 
i 

_ ,___- 
* The simplest techniques for measuring 

include holding a wet finger up in the wind 
or tossing a fistful of fine sand above your 

0 
head. Though these .methods are not very _..____-. . . ~---.- 

1 accurate, one can RaKIly rmagtne a full- 
fledged site survey with,out them. A better 
ind.ication of low-level air flow can be gained 
by-using a child’s bubble toy to disperse 
soap bubbles into the wind and watching 

In, an eafiy pressure-tube anemometer, 
wind pressure induces a height cljffer- 

ear. Streamers of yarn will sub- 

ence between the fluid levels in a U- bbles.You are trying to obtain a 
1 - shaped tube. ional image of the local wind. I 

de i”.. , ‘,. 4 ‘* * .D. 

More sophisticated instruments for measuh 
ing windspeed at a site fall into three main’/ 
classes. These are: * t -I 
h l Pressure-plate anemometers ” ’ . 

l Presstire-tube anemometers 
l Rotation anemometers. 

Pressure-plate, anemometers seem to’” have ’ 
been introduced around. 1450 AD. ‘Wind . 
force on a plate swings it up against its. ~~-- -- 
wetg?C More wind, %ore sway. This! same , 
technique of measuring windspeed was 
used as an airspeed indicator on early barn- 
storming airplanes. 

Pr,essure-tube anemometers were intro- - 
duced around 1722. The diagram here shows 
an early “manometer tube,” or pressure& A 

tube hnemometer. Wind blowing against tha, _ .-. - - 
aimec$tube (called a Pitot tube) exerts pres; 
sure against t,he fluid in the U-shaped tube. 
,The height difference due to the fluid d-is- 
plzicement underJhis pressure is read from ,. 

l the scale, and a chart is used,Jo convert this . 
difference to windspeed. At,least one low- 
cost pressure-tube anemometer, the Dwyer 
Wind Speed Indicator, is available today 
with the fluid displacement calibrated in 
windspeed. .- e . 

Patterned after w.[n.d.m.jfls, rotating-&e: ___-- ~:...- ----I----. ~.._... -.... .~ 
mometers we&-introduced in the eigwenth, 
century. These anemometers looked much 
like propellers with tail vanes to keep them 
aimed into the wind. In about 1846, the cup- 
type anemometer was developed. Four hemi- 
spherical cu,ps were attached to radial arms, 
allowing the cups to spins-about a vertical 
shaft. The cup-type, as well as the propeller- 

1 
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“i;. 
type. anemometers are read by measuring 

* their instantaneous revolutions per minute 
(rpm) or by counting the total number of 
revolutions. By measuring the rpm, a direct 
read-out of windspeed is obtained: By count- 
ing total revoiutions over a time period, 
typically one minute. you obtain an average 
windspeed over that time period. 

Measuring the wind resource is only half 
of the job. Recording the wind data for future 
anai$sis.is the other half. A low-technolbgy’ 
approach to recording,windspeed and direc- 

lustrated at far left, was first used around 
1837.Aflexible ose dispenses a fine stream 
of sand from a supported reservoir. The 
wind blows this hose away from the center 

he ring. The relative sizes of tt%r suiting 
s of sand indicate both the ma II nitude 

aiPd direction of the wind. Of co&e, this 

SAND 

r-5 

Cup-type anemometer with a solar pyran0meter.a Professtonal 
equipment lrke thrs must be used for detailed wind-energy measure- crude apparatus can only give qualita-,, ments 

live estimates of average w.indspeed apd 
direction. / 

er bureau measurementg;have 
been made on a read-once-pe)dour, once- 

millions df tiny dots -each repfesenting 
the average speed over about a one-second 
time period. But analyzing all this paper to * 
obtain the windspeed distribution, annual 1:x\\ 
average windspeed, energy content curve ’ 
and other design information is a tedious- 
y&u&. -~ -- ~- ------...---- -- -~ ----------~- .--Y- . 

-. every-t ree-hou&or othe 
~%%ead&+ are i”y / 

similar basis. 
by a person read- 

ing various instrum 
F 

ts atid recording the 
‘values in a log f reading is done on a 

-- -------one--p~-ho Y%asis;-filttng many bins with 
a great a lount of data is an easy task-& / 
Bong as a site is staffed full-time, as in an 1 
airport control tovJer. 

If nij”f~Il-time staff is available, such in- 
strcrtients &L~.c strip-char-t recorder will be 
seqtired. This &+Gce can produce endless 
miles of paper ‘&?a,Lked by an ink line or 

‘-.- k., 

Recehtly, solid state technology has Itid 
to the development “of wind ayalyzers that 
fill bins electronically; An+e’i;ample is the 
He-lion E-400 Energy Source Analyzer shown 
in the bottom ptiotclgraph on page 62. Even 
more recently, microprocessor technology has 
allowed significant cost reduction and per- 

‘,\ . 

A “sandpile”~anemometer, first used 
in the 1830’s. This simple but crude 
method of recording wlndspeed pro- 
vlded only qualltatlve estimates. 
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- __ 

Strip-chart recorders ark of-ten used f6 log windspeed data when no 
. . staff is available to read monitors.. 

c 

modern electronic windspeed recorder. Solid-state{electrohcs vastly 

. ..&? ..__ ._...-...-........ .-.- -. reduces the labor uwplved In collectma ._.._ __ ___ _.” ̂___._._. - ..-.-. a.n&ag&zlng w!*md-energy data 
t c 

formance mprovement in site recordin&n-. _ 

I 

__ 
strumenta ion. Such data--loggers rec& 
dozens of hannels of information and store .’ 
this data In magnetic tape to be read by a 
computer hat analyzes and summarizes the _9 
wind resource fabtdrs you need -to design 
your wincj system. The cost of these units - 
has dropped to the point where they are 
economical for systems dealers and tech- ..!. 
nicians. Using available low-cost computer 
kits,? an electronically oriented person can 
build a data acquisition system suited to 
‘individual needs. 

Regardless of the type of instrumenta- 
tion you choosy, c>ertain instrument charac- 
teristics ark of/great im-portance and must ~. 
be corisideredi thoroughly. The I’inearity of 
the anemomet k r ovei: the windspeed range : 
you are studying is a critic@fac$or. A non- 

r tii#it read’??%..mph when 
ing at 15, mph,;.b%, read 

;.i ’ ” 
Ir 

h far a 9 ‘@krcehtz err-d; ,in,. ” a “’ 
h inacGwraQi& rrjust ‘b&s; .- -I 

.+understood ‘or avoided.’ 111, &ady wi!%s,,a I_‘, i’ 
g 

.’ i” 
Qd ane‘mometer should be\.ac’clrat6 ‘to 

.O percent of the value measured. i 
Most heavy-duty 9nemometers overes- 

timate windspeed in gusty conditions. Ane- 
mometers that overestimate only slightly are “L 
made of balsa wood or light foam plastic ’ 

_ and have little “coasting” or ov’ershoot iner- 
tia. However, even a g”ood inetal or plastic 
anemometer will overshoot. General design 
refinements ,in rotating, cup-type anemom- 

.? 

eters have reduced the 6verestimation prob- 
fern to a minor nuisance. / 

. f 
“,s ,/ 

,< ,) .-.- , :. 
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Any recording or measuring device yields 
i the‘average windspeed over a time interval 

-~~ --’ called it-s averaging period. For a strip-c,hart 
recorder drawing an ink line! the averaging 
period is determined by the quickness of 
the ink pen-perhaps less than a second. 
The dot-marker strip-chart recorders have 
An. averaging period equal to the frequency 

“at which dots are made-typically two sec- 
onds. An averaging period for a solid-state 
win.d analyzer like the Helion E-400 is one 
minute. If the airport tower operator reads 
his anemometer once every-hour, the aver- 
aging period is one hour-The shorter the 

. averaging period! the denser the data and 
the betterthe actual description of the wind. 
For generatsiting work, a one minute aver- 

.aging period is more than adequate. Data 
taken from equipment with short periods 
are usually averaged out over an interval of 
15 minutes or more. 

y Other site instrumentation characteris- 
ticsthat should be considered include port- 
ability, remote,* baiter-y life,* immunityi. to 

.D extreme weatherand lightning, ahd surviva- 
bility from attack by wa’tiard hunters. His- ~. 
tarjcally! the last item is the mostimportant! 

._ 
.,I 

Site Adysis 
/ 

Anemometer in hand, youmarch out to 
the field where you expect to plant your 
‘wind machine. You will be asking yourself 

,- all sorts of questions regarding trees, build- 
ence, and such. Over the years, 

The Helion Micro-logger. Recent l advances In mlcroprocessor tqbnology .-- 
permit one to log dozens of khannels of InformatIon for later computer analyss 

‘sible you should- select a- site’ at least 20.’ 
feet above the tree or-building height/and 

,. 
‘ 

about 300 feet from the nearest obstructions. 
Further rules of thumb depend on the 

wind fetch area. The long-time l.ocaI resi- 
dents are your best source of information -~ 
about which way the wind blows. In some 
cases, permanent damage to local vegeta- 
ticn will tell the same story. You will hear 
stories like: “The rain winds always come 
from the south,” or “Clearing winds come 

I 
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probably be of little value anyway. 
’ A .more detailed site analysis usually 

begins in the comfort of an office or home. 
Maps and weather data allow you to begin ” 

i to examine your site-a circle or .x on_the. ’ __ ---- i _ ._... _-.: --=. .I-. 
-~----~m-a;p~~ira;its wm’f&h terrain. Available / 

data may be-from a source’ (an airport or 
weather station, etc.) exposed-to the same 
winds and directly usable in ev ii luating your 
site. If so, the next phase of site analysis will 
verify it. I 

-_... 
An anemometer should be installed at 

the site and data recorded over one to three 
months. Thesedata should be compared with 
data from the same time period taken at the 
so-urce near your site. If that source is much 
more than 50 miles away, correlation of 
data may not be possible. If a correlation / 

Air flow patterns over hills. Smoother land forms, ,generate less . , does exist (for example/your windspeed is 
turbulence. always IO percent higher than theirs), you .~ ~. 

. _.-- --- -- ~~-- -.,- - can use their. ..long-term.idata directly, with 
’ ‘ ? 

4 - i :d. thr,ough+ that Qass over, there.‘! But, what *your otin correction factor arj@ied to it. ‘; 
P - c .“’ a : ’ ‘- ab.out other wjnds?/Oh, .ft7ey don’t Fmouht In the absence of correlated Long-term ’ ‘! ‘,+ 

,j’. I. 7. 
s ;’ -G ‘: J-‘ i” s to much.” j-&al a’irpo.r-t data may tell $bout data,.you must record your own. Six months ’ , c 
a; * *j . .- 1 .G ( , . .’ L 1 5 i : . -. ,;. :.:: -;%in& dire&ion& In ‘fact, the main ,runway t * is the’minimum long-term measurement, and I,’ 

i 

- ~. I %sually faces, <into the prevailing winds. a..year is sdvisable. The goal is to obtain 
Because of the influence of global circula- acceptAble values for the annual average 
tion and large-scale winds, the wind fetch windspeed, windspeed di-stri-bution; s-ite -.’ 
area can be predicted- fairly well. Local roughness estimates, wind direction pat- 
breezes might travel some other path, but terns, temperature trends, gustiness and the 
usually they don’t play a major role in energy rest. Appen.dix 23 Ijre,s.en.ts.t.a.b.les that sum-. ~““’ 
production. The rules of thumb mentioned marize much long-term data and tell you 
should be used in siting relative to wind+ w how to obtain what information you need. 
fetch area or according to prevailing winds. Also, there are maps showing thunderstorm 
You will probably have to compromise on patterns so you can evaluate the site hazards 
winds from other directions, but they will they present. 

e 
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Actual flow characteristics at y&r site 
‘are very complex. A qualitative assessment 
is possible using the accgmpanying illustra- 
tions of turbulent airfloy. The purpose of the 
site analysis is to quabtify wind flows in a 

__- _._____ ge.nerdf~~m.usable..#& wind system plan- 
ning and design. The rest of the book draws 
on this information as the design process 

-. unfolds. 
- .‘ The final result of a site analysis is infor- 

” - mation for windmjll d.esign.(maximum and .-- 
average windspeeds, wind shear and tur- 

-. bulence) and data for performance predic- 
tion (windspeed distribution, mean power 

--- and total energy measurements). Also, be 
sdre to consider site factors related to instal- 
lation safety and environmental effects (visual 
acceptability, migratory birds, television in- 
terference and the like). Overlook any factor 
and you risk an unsuccessful installation. 

Substantial turbulence occurs on the downwind side of buildings. This turbulerice IS greater for buildings with 
sharp edges. . . 4 n --.. 
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A wind machine is any device that converts while the opposite vane moves against the 
_ wind eriergy into other, useful energy forms. wind around a circular path. The drag<force 

To remove kinetic energy from the air, its on the latter vane m’ust be overcome by the 

--.. mass mu$ be removed Jl’vwot figured out force on the first vane. Any extra force avail- 
‘\. ‘A.. how, bat I’m sure it’s illfl&al) ,or its%peed able is wasted unless a load is placed on 

l>qdu.ced. Many things-“? duck w’&,@-,xw.r the rotatip shaft. 
1 speed and extract energy. %Ws, for irxample, 
are &&t&r than.sol.id fences because trees 

Suppbse that a small, electric generator 

2 flex and%ssipate wind energy within the 
is now driven by the po@r shaft. This gen- 
erator will “load” the’shaft, and the vanes will 

trunk and brati‘ches. People have harnessed turn more slowly than, an unloaded rotor 
wind-driven tree“‘inoJion to power water under the same conditions. The downwind 
Rumps- by qeans of -i-o‘pqs, pulleys and- travellingToP power producing-van-e will 
springs. 
~_~ S_olid_‘fenLes only creat&?t+@tacle 

not be moving quite as fast,,,as the wind. 
Thus, the windwiUf ptrstrhard&on this vane. 

around which air must pass, thereby lG$$p If the shaft is .held tightly and prevented 
only a small amount of energy to frictio%QY;l .from turning, no energy‘will be extracted 

1 Crash- a car into a solid fence and you will “‘%Qm the wind, b-ecause the moving air, will 
convert all of its kinetic energy into h-&t 
energy ancj broken bones. Crash a bunch of 
air moIecu%s into a fence and they pile up 
in front to form a ramp that allows the rest of 
the air to pass the fence virtually undisturbed., 
The best you car! hope to do is slow the air 
down..That is~the basis of windmill design: 

_ ‘_ to create a ma6hine that slows the wind and 
does something useful besides. 

Two different types of wind machines 
have -evotved th2t operate by slowing air 
down.The first type uses drag forces-much 
as the tree does. The second is a lift-type 
rotor that uses forces of aerodynamic lift. A 
familiar configuration for a drag-type wind 
machine is shown here,. In this simple ma- 

sir?p+y.fl.ow around the device and surrender 
only a sinall amount of its energy as heat. If 
the shaft is complet6ly free, with no load 
impeding rotation, the machine ‘will extract 
‘only the amount of energy req-ui/ed to push 
its va!es through the air-a small amount 
compared to that available. The~va~es‘&ill 
spin very fast, and the machine will do very 
little useful work. :y ._ 

.- chine,, kinetic energy in the wind is converted 
into mechanical energy in a vertical rotating 
shaft. Or&ane’is pushed along by the wind 

Lift-fype machines+ use aerodynamic 
forces generated by wi‘nd flowing ovqr rbtor 
surfaces shaped much like an airplane 
wing. Lift force iS generated perpendicular 
to the wind while-a small drag penalty results 
that is parallel to the wind. Fortunately, t,he 
lift force’ is usually IO to 50 times as strong 
as drag on the airfoil. The ratio of lift force to 

lled the lift-to-drag ratio L/D&s 
design paraFeter. Hod does 

. 

A simple, drag-type wind ma- 
chine. Wind pressure on the high- 
drag,, concave surface turns the 
rotor about Its vertical axis. 

1 

The f;ow of wind about a windt%ill blade. l-i; 
forces act perpegdicular to the local wind dlrec- 
tlon, whllqr drag forces act parallel to It. . 

< 6: 
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Drag-Type Machines 

A drag-type wind machine harnesses the 
component of wind force perpendicular to 
the surfactis of its vanes. Such a machine 
might be a Savonius rotor or, even more 
simply, a flat board nailed to the end of a 
swinging arm. In this case, the drag force on 
the vane is given by the formula: 

Drag Force = Y2 X p X (V - u)~ X A, X CD , 

wheie ,,’ 

i = the air density in slugs/ft3, 
V = the windspeed in ft/sec, 
u = the vane speedy in ftkec, 

’ A, = the area of th” vane in ft’, 
--c,=l@drag coefficient of the vane. 

- 
Generally, the drag &efikienMfa vane has 
a value between zerp and one. - 

-__ 

If the rotor is at rest, the vane speed (u in 
the above equation) is zero, and maximum 
force occurs when the vane is perpendicular 
to the wind. If yog multiply this maximum 
drag force by the radim to the center of 
rotatidn, you get the starting torque supplied 
by the vane. Of course the net tkque of the 

- ‘. entiremachinewiff be< fess bec;au%e the wind 
. is pushing against other vanes on’ the 
upwind side of the machine .snd retarding 
this rotation. I 

The power developed by a drag-type 
machine is just the dracj force multiplied by 
the vane speed: 

Po-wer = ‘/2 X p ‘g (V - u)~ X u X A, X CD 

As the vane speed increases, the drag forces 
drop sharply (see graph), but the power ,_’ 
extracted from the wind increases. -When- the 
vane speed’ee’quals Qne-third ‘the free$ream 

_ wl$s@ed- V, maximum pswer extracti@? 
“occurs. Of course, you still have to subtract 
the power wasted in driving other vanes 

-.&i 

VAN& St?f?ED = iJ 
-/ 

upwind on the other side of the machine. 
The drag coefficient Co for a curved, two- 

vane Savonius rotor-is about l’for th,? 
concave, or torque, side and frqm O.j2 to 
0.25 for the opposite, upwind-having side. 
With these numlsera you can;easilyc$culate 
the difference in ‘?fr$g force between the two 
sides and estimate: the net torque on the 
detZe. -l&t be car&u/. N@e tEaat you should 
use V + u insteaq;of Y 7’ u on the upwind 
vane. By a similafieure, yoycan also 
estimate the net powejckueloped by J 
a Savonius. 

/ \ 
lift produce the thrust which pushes the ii” 
blade against its load? Note that the airfoil 
ill 

\ 

:I, 
strated on page 67 is moving at an angle ! 

of ttack off the reiative wind. Lift is pointed 
slig tly in the for&ard direction and, because\ 

I( 
/ : : 

the it-foil has 4 high lift-to-drag ratio, a net ‘! - 
forward thrust results. This thrust tugs the ‘. 
blade along its kotary path. 

; i’, 
1 

I 
_-’ 

Wind Mach& C)macteristics 

All windmills have certain characteristics 
‘related to w3$eed. At some low value of 
windspeefl usu$lly from 6 to 12.: mph, a 

‘lwindmit+%an begin to produ_ce power. This o 
is* the cut-in wQ%peed, where the force of 0 
the wind on the/vanes begins to overc’o,m& , 
friction and theAotor accelerates enough for 
the generatok’or crankshaft to begin pro- 
ducing power. Above this speed, the w’ind’ 

,. 
’ 

mill should generate power proportional to 
,qurr 

: 
the; *indspeed cubed, according to Equa- 

T tion . At some higher speed, say 25-35 mph, 
wind loads on the roto*r blades will be 
approaching the maximum strength of the 
machine, and the generator will be produc- 
ing its maximum or rated power. A maximum 
useful windspeed’, sometimes called the 
rated win&peed, will have been reached. It 
may also be the governing windspeed, at 
which some form of governor begins to hold _. 
power output constant, or even reduce power 
output athigher windspe,eds. At some very 
high windspeed, say 60 to 100 mph, one --~ 
might expect complete destruction of the 

I 
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Forces on an Airfg.ib,-.,~. “.,. pi.. _ 
IIc.d*^- ’ -_ 

I_r__~al-----~~- 

A// airfoils, even flat boards tilted into the 
wind and used as lifting surfaces, have pre- v j?C 

dictable lift and drag characteristics. Lift is b 

112 
_ d 

the force produced on th.e airfoil in a direc- ‘d 

tion perpendicular to the “relative wind” 5 *+ 

Ldi 

i ; 
. L 

;“A > 

approachjng the airfoil. This relative wind is 7; 

the wind-that an observer sitting on the airfoil i 1 

~~~~ .“.Ib-, a’ 

;, I 

j j // 
1 t .._ 

wou/d’face. The aerodynamic lift can be Cal- >J. -- “7 
j”J 

cuiated from the formula.’ 

: 

’ 

lift = % X p X VF X Ab ,X CL , P DC..- _ ~__ .I _- ._- 0 !Ol -- -t--l. -, & -+--. -_- oim~r)l.~ , 0 f..l - +]-.-.-. -A---l 10 

where ’ . ~- j * -- nwg cr~elllc 1s:11: c, Arlylc~ 01 dlld.b ~;iwJ”‘f” 
,+, 

p = the air density in slugs@, -04; ..__._. _.--____.___ ~---.-. ..~~ -.-~-~ ~-._ .--. _-.--.:,. .-I. 

V, = the speed of the relative wind The curves shown here give the lift coeffi- . 
approaching th.e airfoil, in ft/sec, . cient CL versus angle of attack and include a 

u/-j= 7.9 
0.081 =g8’ 

Ab = the surface aiea of the airfoil or 
blade, in ft, 

“drag polar” that shows how the drag 
coefficient-co varies with the lift coefficient. 

Of course, *this is the same result you wou/d 
I 

CL = the lift coefficient of the airfoil. S Note that the maximum lift occurs when the 
obtain if you just took the ratio of the lift 

The-drag force on the airfoil occurs in a angle of attack is 12” and that the minimum - 
coefficient to the drag coefficient. 

The best airfoil performance occurs at an 
direction parallel to the ielative wind; it acts drag occurs at C o = 0.006, corresponding to 

aklift coefficient CL = 0.2. 
angle of attack where the lift-to-drag ratio is a 

_ to retard the forward motion of the airfoil. Its maximum. There. you get maximum lift for 
value is calculated by replacing the lift . Example: At an angle of attack equal to minimum drag, but not necessarily the abso- 
coefficient in the above equation b.y the - 4, the FX60-126 airfoil has a lift coefficient . 

CL = 0.96. What is the lift force produced if 
lute maximum possible lift+ On the FX60-126 

airfoil drag coefficient, C, airfoil, note that minimum drag occurs when _ 
To understand afrfoils In more detail you ---I _-~-. the windspeed at the leading edge equals 

40 mph and the blade area is 2 square feet? * 
CL = 0.2-a low v$ue compared to the 

need to grasp a few other definitions. The 
“chosd line” of an airfoil is a line extending Solution: First convert 40 mph,to 58.8 

maximum possible (CL = 1.6). To find the 
angle of attack at which L/D is maximized, 

from its ./eating edge to the trailing edge. ft/sec by multiplying by 1.47. Then, using the-’ 
above equation for the lift force, 

simply draw a line from the origin of the drag 
The ‘angle of attack” is the angle between 

and the relative wind approach- 
g edg,e. The “pitching moment’; 

Lift L 0.5 X 0.00238 X (58.8)2 X 2.0 X 0.96 

polar curve to the point where it just touches 
tangent to this curve. The point of tangency 
corresponds to maximum L/D for the airfoil. 

of an airfoil’s tendency to pitch 
= 7.9 pounds . 

From the graph, Co = r).O698 when CL = 
Draw a horizontal line from the point of + 

ge up or down in the face of 
IS important to the structural 0.96, so the drag force on the airfoil under,’ 

tangency right to where it intersects the lift 
coefficient curve, and you get CL = 1.08 in 

,>~..designof the blades and feathering mecha- 
fjk.* ‘:i !n@.‘Certain airfoils are neutral; they have 
;&-no pitching moment. 
i&i IL’- The. graph presented here gives values of 

thei/@and drag coefficients for a particular 
j- standard airfoil shape-the FX60-126. Similar 
‘- curves are available for every airfoil tested. > ~ 

the same conditions is: thisexample. As the drag coefficient here is 

Drag = 0.5 X OrOO238‘X (58.8)2 x 2.0 x 0.0098 Co = 0.0108, the lift-to-drag ratio has a 

= 0.081 pounds maximum value of 100. Note a/so that the c 

taking the ratio of the lift force to the drag 
angle of at#ack for maximum L/D is 5.2’. Set: 

. ting the blade edge at this angle of attack to $ 
ce, you can calculate the lift-to-diag the relative wind will allow the airfoil to -f/y at 

ratio, L/D: its optimum performance 

: 

1 
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Output power for two typical wind machines. A 
r&or prodyces its maximum. power at windspeeds * 
between the rated and furlinij wincjspeeds. 
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machine if it were. permitted’ to continue 
3 

around - the machine-causing efficiency 
generating power. Wind loads on the blades 
or structural members will have surpa.ssed 

an-d power output to drop! Cr, the .generator . ‘I’,‘., 
might not extract enough. power, and the 

their material strength, and catastrophe is rotor will spin too fast-causing extra drag ,’ . 

the only possible result. The machine is _ on the upwind vane, lower efficiency, and 
usually shut down entirely before that, at a - added power loss. Somewhere between t 

speed called the jurling win&peed. overload ,.and underload is the optimum 
The characteristics for two hypothetical ’ -’ load. This optimum load is the extracted.,. 

wind machines are illustrated ih the accom- 
panying graph. Machine A is a?-kW machine 

power that you calculated in Equation 1. All 
you need-is the windspeed.and th’e size,and 

wfth a 6ted windspeed .of 25 mrjh, and : efficiency ofthe machine. The first two are i.. 

‘. ‘. .’ .mac,hine 6 is a l-&W machine rated .at 15 fairly str&.jhtforw&rd, but ‘the ‘last ‘one.‘de- ” : 
mph.. Machine B has a smaller d,iameter than pends on a number of factors that are dis- . 
machine A and is perhaps more fragile-its 
re_commended furling sp-eedis-6Q-mph;as ’ 

cussed in more detail in thee box on paae Z& _ ---,- ~-~~ 
Suppose you want to study more closely 

comparedhwith 70 mph for machine A. -- ’ how wind power and rotor 
,These characte-ristics are very im@ortant. 

You have complete control of most of them 
during the design process. You ‘first select 
the 

Variation of power output with rpm for a typical 
rotor. At each windspeed, there- is a point of 

,,.optirTium performance (heavy line). I: 

designin ,,for a given structural strength, ‘machine, rotor power output is ploped against 
you can alculate when furling must occur.. rotor rpm for several windspeeds. For exam:. ~~ ~~~ c- ~_ __ __ 

--You real-l 
~~__ -- 

cannot calcutatetheexact cut-Kple, the curve for a- windspeed of 5 mph ’ _ 
speed. ‘Itlis as much d-etermined by blade shows ftow,power output at optimum loading- 
aerodynamics-which you can calculate- is much greater than for overload or ‘under- ..~~. _..~~ ~-7 
-as it is by the thickness of oil in the tra-nsmis- load conditions (which all$w,.the rotor to 
sion, bearing friction, and the#phase of underspeed or,overspeed, resbectively). For 
the moon. the 10 mph and 15 mph curves, the effect is 7 *’ 

Let’s use thesdrag-type Savonius. rotor to the same but stronger. Connect the peaks 
illustrate how rotors can be overloaded, . of the power output curves and yo,u get the 

‘Xi2 

unqrloaded, or loaded to Ithei’r optimum optimum load.power curve for that rotor. 
powe’rcutput by a generatoa or other load. What causes the shapes ofthe p,eaked 
The generator that loads the power shaft . 
might draw enough power/to overload the 

curves? Each curve gets its shape from.~~h~~~~~~~,~~~-cls’ 

shaft and slow the rotor)rpm to the,extent 
response of the rotor to .Ioa,~~,ng,..acl:~~~~’ ’ . . ;i b, iA-* 
wihd gusts. Som_e,,rotorSl~ies~~~~d well, 

that most of the wind just~oiles up and flows with, 2: ~,omewt&%l.$t?~pped curve.’ Such’. ’ 
,. ;’ _.- ‘r .’ ,. I 

r . _ _I _, - .-I _ _ .,I% -- .?:.L 

bl_#,_-.- ‘^‘I _ _-..-- 

t 
” 

. 
.._, ., . . . -. . . . . 
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rotors are insensitive to non-optimum loadings 
or wind gusts. A large change in rpm means 
only a small change in power. @her ma- 
chines, might be so sensitive that slight over- 
Loading “sta-IIs” th& rotb.r-it quits- turning 
aI‘together. You would expect the perfor- 
mance curve for such a rotor to have a sharply 
peaked shape. A small change in rpm can 
mean a large change in power output for 
cqnstant windspeed. 

In our dis-cussion of rotor performan&, 
the term tip-speed ratio (TSR), w,jIl-soften $e 
.used~.instead-;~~~~~tor;.rpm,.-.-rtie--TSR isthe. 

on ho-w carefully that design is built, ind on 
whether the machine, is optimally-lpaded. 
No matter how well-designed and built, if a 
windmill is overloaded or underloaded it 
loses efficiency. In a plot of eff iclency versus 

,$p-speed ratio for several wind t‘naC’Rines, 
each curve shows a distinct peak corres- 
ponding to optimum loading. The response- 
of the machine to overspee~ding arid under- 
speeding of the rotbi is indicated by the 
dwindling efficiency on either side of the- 
peak.The graph here shows hpw efficiency- 
also&Led the-power coetiWent, Co-relates 

speedoj the-‘rot& tip (as-it races around- its - to &e_tip-spekd ratio f6r &&-ai types-of 
+tJkI~~ cfbi&$mByi-e* rim. k 0 r winb-machines. Notice that the American 

any given windspeed; higher rpm means farm multibladed machine and the Savonius 
higherTSR. If the tip is travelling at 100 mph 
In a 20 mph win-d, the TSR = 5. Typical 

rotor are both low-TSR machines, operating 
aia TSR close’to 1 .The high-speed two- and 

;-~ valu.e_s of -the ISfUarqeJrom~atiout I for_ ~ .~ .._....__ ~~~~~ ~I 
; drag-type machines to beween 5 and-l 5.fo; 
’ -h’igh-speed tift-type rotors. By using the tip-, I_ ,. , 60 r 

speed ratio we can ignore the Mtor rpm and 
diameter, and- cons&? rot&- performance ~ 50 c 

_ 
VM-&WSiOfr: _ 6 . . . --a. -~~ . & 40 cl 

.; * _ * & 
Wind Machine Performance 

5 30 
2 ., = 
a 20 

The basic formula- used in calculating ‘-: ~- 
wind machines. Notice that the American 10 
Farm multibladed machine and the Savonius . 
rotor are both Iow~TSR machines, operating 
at aTSR close to 1 .The high-speed two- and TIP speed ‘iatk 

defined earlier as rotor power output divided 
,’ 

by power available in the wind.The efficiency Typical performance curves for ‘several wind ma- 

of a wind..machine’depends on its design, 
chines. Rotor efficiency IS the percent of available 

‘^ wmd power extracted by’the rotor. 

Tip-Speed Ratio 

The tip-speed ratio, or TSR, is a term used 
instead of rotor rpm to help’compare different 
rotors. It is th!e ratio of the speed at which‘ 
?he blade tip (the furthest point from the 
center of rotation) is travelling to the free- 
stream windspeed: 

Tip-Speed Ratio TSR = Blade Tip-Speed 
. Windspeed ’ 

If you know the windspeed, the rot& d&meter 
or radius and its operating rpm, you can 
calculate the. tip-speed ratio, or speed ratio 
SR at ani fixed radius between the center of 
rotation and the tip: ,-:. 

wh’ere / 

N = rotor rpm, 
r = radius at which SR,is being 

calculated, 
V = free-stream windspeed, in ft/sec, 
k = a consJant to adjust V. 

k = 1.47 if V is measured in mph, 
k = 1.00 if V is measured in ft/sec. 

To calculate the tip-speed ratio with this 
equation, just use r = R (radius of blade) = 
‘/2 X D (rotor diameter). 

4 Example: A rotor turns at 300 rpm in a 
15 mph wind. If its diameter is 12 feet at the 
tip, calculate the TSR. 

Solution: . - 
r=R= 5 =6fi; 

TSR 6 ’ 3oo = 0.105 x = 
1.47 x 15 

8.6 

The blade tip travels 8.6 times &s &st as the 
wind.. 
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Maximum Rotor Efficiency xk 

*, 

The analysis of maximum possible efficie h y 
for lift-type rotors was o?iginally done by Se?< 
in 1927. Here, the rotor extracts power from *;.\ ______3 
the airstream by slowing down the free-sfream T.? A 
windspeed V to a lesser speed VZ far down- 

-.- WINDSPEED = V 
-.- 

stream of the rotor blades. The power extracted 
is just the difference in wind energy upstream 
and downstream of the rotor, or ; -: 

Airflow through lift-type rotor. 

Power = ‘/2 X M X (V2 - V$ , 

~ylp?fe- M is then mass ofak that f/o&s through _ - - 
the rotor per second. If V, equals&o in the 
above equation, you might expect that power 
would be maximized. But no air would flow 
through the rotor in this case, and the power 
is zero. The mass flow through the rotor Maxlnim ~mwor 

~- 
just the air density times tAe rotor area 
the averaue wind velocity at the rotor, or.’ 

v+v 
M=pXAX 3 ‘. 

., Substituting this formula into the power T 
equation yields: r 

= 
Power = ‘/4 X p X A X (V + V2) X (V2 - Vz) . 

A qraphof the cektive plower generated 
versus the ratio of V, to V is presen tedhere. 
Note that maximum power occurs when V, I 
equals one-third of V. Under such conditions, ‘, “c A 

‘. .Maximum Power = ?4 X p X A X V3 X $$ r 
Thus, maximum possible (theoretica/) effi- 
ciency~ofa m-type rotor is 16Q7, or 59.3 

___ / 
I 

percent. In reality, swirl in the downwind 
airstream and other inefficiencies limit the I ‘ !...i ..I .> 

f’ i f) :’ i) 4 I) Ci 
practical efficiency even more. 

\b),/V 
1 

2, , Power output of lift-type rotor 

three-blade machines operate at high TSR, 
from 4 to 6, and .higher efficiencies. 

In Chapter 3, you saw that wind is actually 
a series of individual gu 

J 
ts. With this in mind, 

suppose that a Dutch’four-arm windmill is 
spinning in a continuous IO-mph wind and 
a generator is loading the rotor to its optimum 
power output. The tip-speed ratio equals 2.5 
in this steady wind; that is, the tip of a vane is 
moving at 2.5 X IO mph, or 25 mph. Now 
add the gusts. Suppose the first gust passes 
the rotor and doubles the windspeed to 
20 mph. For a brief moment, the new tip- 
sp.eed ratio is 25 +- 20, or 1.25. At this same 
instant, rotor efficiency drops to about half 
its original peak value, but the doubling of 
Ml r( m ei httimes as much 
windpower is available to the rotor.The actual 
power output only quadruples (l/2 X 8 = 4). 

Because the rotor doesn’t speed up 
instantly, it is actually averaging the effects 
of gust-induced variations in the tip-speed 
ratio. Over a long time period, a rotor whose ..~ _ 
efficiency curve drops--off sJee-plv o-n-either-- 
side of the peakE7essapt to convert as 
much wind energy as one whose efficiency 
curve is relatively flat. A rotor with ~a flat 
efficiency curve is insensitive to gusts. An 
important point to consider with efficiency 
curves is the change in performance that 
can be expected from halving or doubling 
the tip-speed ratio. Both height and shape 
of the efficiency curves are important design 
considerations. 

wind was shown to be a ,peaked curve. As - -- % 

In Chapter 3, the energy content in the 
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i 
much as possible, the peak of%rating effi= i Wtndspeed (mph) 

ciency of a wind machine should coincide 0 i 

with the peak of the wind energy distribution. ed to classify the various 
It’s not always possible to have them coin- 
tide’ exactly, because a different wind 

I hachine cannot be designed for~\~e~v~e~~-Z 
individuat site.-- But try t&ma+& 3ie?otor 

&~$y&$f( like, and pe& at 

windspeed as,. your site’s .+- * 
‘; : wind energy distribution curve. This visu&l- on a difference in drag between the power- 

I 
ization-is the first step in selecting appropriate producing vane moving downwind and the 
operating charracyeristics for’ your tiind opposite vane, moving upwind. The curved 

- machine. I‘ 
The accompanying diagram shows how 

shape ‘of the vane permits this difference in 
i ! drag forces. But--for power production, the * - 

,/” ,/’ 1 wind ene$gy distribut@Yand rotor effjciency -vane tip-speed cannot be much faster than 
curves might coindide.2The energy distribu- 

___.&~3~orn 
the windspeed. Otherwise, the vane would , Tip-speed ratlo, TSR I . !. 

the windspeed be moving away from the wind that is’sup- 
s / 

-+---~-~-” 
distribution curve. Note that most of the 

(, : . .*_, Matching a rotor to the wind characteristics of a 
_-- posed to be pushing against rt.(not very ” site. Th&~maximum efficiency of a well-matched rotor 1 

-wind energy is available at tiindspeed “A”, likely). So drag-type wind machines operate occurs at ,about the same windspeed as the peak in 1 

white the rotor efficiency peaks at TSR “B”, best at a TSR close to 1. ‘. the wind eqergy distribution. e . .: .-, .-__ 
--‘, ‘corresponding close’ly with windspeed- A. Lift-type, or airfoil, rotors use the aero- _ l 

As the TSR is a ratio oftip-speed to wind- dynamic lifting forces caused by air flow ‘1 c _ -b .~ . . 
_ * .---I speed for fixed rotor diaKmWeter,-this @lation- 

ship determinesth.e?$6mum rotor size for 
over blades shaped like airfoilsto turn the ‘! I.. 

1. rotor. Smodth airflow over an airfoil produces “‘b. ’ ,‘+ . ,. 
~&.---’ rr-..-“- .- thi&ypotheticalsite. lift that pull&he blade in the thrust direction. - $ ., . 

a So far I have discussed only the rotor 
and its efficiency. Overall effjciency of the 

Simultaneously, a small drag force acts *.;,,, .+” _ 
against this thrust. Drag is the penalty one , 1. . 

wind machine is related to the actual per- must pay for hanging anything out in a. * “.__ 
formance characte.ristics of any component breeze. Well-designed airfoils don’t have 

‘1. ‘\ 

that can rob the wind machine of power. anywhere near the drag 8f such’unsophis- ’ 
Often the b&ring+and transmission have ticated shapes as flat boards. Lift-type rotors .e 
losses thaty b6 considered constant, but are not Lestricted’ by aj8y limitationson the 

* i the rotowenerator;and other-loa@ssuchasw ioJRgener+, the highqthe tip- 
pum&haveefficiencies that vary with wind- SP;e&- ratio, the high& the rotor efficiency. 

Tt&re are four cj&eric types of wind y&ed, rpm, and TSR.‘These all combine to 
:_ .~ 
g i-l 

,;,r’ygive the perfprmance curve its final shape. 

” 
.,’ s 

7’ . T 

* -., _’ 

machines&cussed here: the Savonius :, 
A‘/ l 

e 

. 
.-- ,’ 



A low-technology Savo’nius rotor. Easily fabrtcated 
from surplus oil drums. thus drag-type machine offers 
only limited power. 
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rotor, Darrieus rotor, multjbladed farm wind- 
mills, and highspeed prc$ellor-type rotors. 
These are the types most often encountered 
in design discussions and in the field. 

Each of these types has evolved to serve 
specifi’c needs or conditions. Savonius rotors 
and farm windmills are sl,ow-turning ,with 
high starting torque-which suits them well 
to mechanical tasks such as lifting water. 
The DarrIeus ahd propeller-type rotors spin 
much faster and have’ little or no.star-ting 
torque at tall. Their higher rpm make thYem ’ 
well-suited for driving electr,ic generators? 
The range of actual design types is vast, I 
and even includes wind generators with no > 
moving parts. Before qou can make a Thor-$4, 
ough evaluation of your wind system’s effi-*-’ 
ciency, you must select a design type that 
will f&-m a basis for your analysis. 

Savonius Rotor 

The Savonius rotor, or S-rotor, looks 
something’ like an oil drum that has been 
sliced in half and separated sideways, as 
shoivn in the photo. It was officially invented 
by Sigurd J. Savonius of Fihland in the early 
192Q%, although it&was probably built by 
‘many other expefimenters prior to that time, 
The rotor was originally developed to power 
specially designed sailing ships then being 
testedThe Savonius is a drag-type rotor. In 
addition to drag o? the vanes producing 
rotary shaft power, #!at drag produces down- 
wind forces (also calred drag loads) on the 
tower. 

A rotor that slows air down oh we side 
while speeding it up on the other, as does 
the S-rotor, is subject to the Magnus Effect: $ 
lift is prdduced that causes the machine’to 
move in a direction perpen %ular ,to the 
wind. Spin Q 

3 

B a baseball causes it to’curve 
because of e 
can e&k 

Magnus Fffect. An S-rotor 
perience lift forces equal to two 

pr three times the drag load placed on its 
*upporting.tower. Many owner-built S-rotors 
have toppled to the ground because their . 
designe.rs overlooked this phenomdnon. 

Recent theoretical studies have shown 
that the rotor efficiency of an S-rotof will 
n&t l$ely be less than 25 percent. If you 
add hater-punip losses and other equip- 
ment inefficiencies in calculating overall ’ 
efficiency; that’s ‘a maximum system effi- 
ciency of 15 percent for pumping water with 
a 2avoniqs. Tip-speed ratios ai& about 9.8 to 
1 .c) at peak efficiency-as yo’cj would expect . 
with a drag-type rbtor. 

The desirable features of the S-rotor are 
ai follows: 

. 0, Easily manufactured by owner-builders 
. l High starting t0rqu.e for starting under 

heauy load. . ‘? , - z , ’ 
U?des‘irable features include: 

@ Diffic’Glt to control-other than a brake 
mechanism, controls to limit rpm in cl 
high winds are not readily devised 

l Pqor materials us.tige-pres&ts a small 

n’ frontal-area- for a fixed amount of con- 
struction materials 

Often claimed, but not pat-titiularly impor- 
tant, is that the Savonius can convert energy 

k. 

:y 
.’ 

-,’ 
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f7om winds that rapidly shift direction. In 
‘most installations, the winds used for the 
major portion of energy production do not 
shift directions. The gusty, so-called energy 
winds are often stronger than windmills are 
normally designed to respond to. The big 
plus for an S-rotor is that it is easily built with 
readily available materials and can produce 
high torque while it is starting to spin. Thus, 
it, is suited to a variety of direct mechahical 
uses such as pumping water, driving com- 
pressors or pond a-bii es, and even 
powering washing ma if that’s your 
fancy. The number of is not limited to 
two as shown here; three, four and more 
blades aie common. - 

: 4 ? 
I 

We saw earlier th$ a difference in drag 
force on the downwjnd-moving vanes to the 
upwind-maying vanesis needed to produce 
a net torque on the power shaft of a Savonius. 
By increasing’ this torque at the highest 
possible rpm, you can maximize the power 
output of this type of machine.There are twp 
ways to accomplish this,_feat: 

I. Maximize thediffe&nce;in dcag c 
cients between uptipd and down 
vanes! or! 

2. Minimize the wind force against t’he 
upwind-moving vane. 

Shape? tha-t maximize this differknce in 
drag coefficients have evolved mainly to th& 
familiar Savonius rot& shape. .)/liner varia- 
tier-k on this shape are possible with cones, 

a wedges, or flat vanes that flop over edgewise 
as they advance into the wind. To minimize 

! 
I ‘ ,.- 

wind force against the upwind-moving vanes’ x A three-tiered Savonius rotor designed to generate electricity. 
i” f * 
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simply build a shield in front of them. With 
such a solutIon,‘you can use simple flat 
vanes rather than the more complex curved . 
vanes., *2 

Darrieus$otor - . 

Not long after Savonius eatented his S- 
rotor, a French engineer named G.J.M. 
Darrieus invented another’vertical-axis rotor. 
t-/is patents anticipated virtually a I of the 
major innovations being tried to cl ay with 
this type of windmill. Several Darrieus rotors 
are shown in the photographs on these 
pages. The two primary variations are the 
“eggbeater”-so named because of a dis- 
tinct similarity in. sha-p&--and the straight- 
blade- versi-ens, sometimes called cyclo- 
turbines or cycle-gyros by various devel- 
o’pers of this design. 

Both the Savonius and Darrieus rotors 
are crosswind-axis machines in which the 
power shafts are mounted eithe?vertically 
or horizontally, perpendicular to the wind 
stream. But there is one important distinc- 
tion: the Savonius is a drag-type device, 
while the Darrieus is a lift-type nachine.The 
diagram on page 78 illustrates how IifVforces 
on the blades act in a direction $,head of the. 
blades, as all airfoils produce lift perpen- 
dicular to the airflow approaching the air- 
foil’s leading edge. .As the blade moves 
along its path, it is actually moving at a 

e. Eggbeater-&& barridus rotor being tested rat Sandia Laboratories in speed several times faster than the wind. .----.- .-- _i___^__l, i_----.-^- _-_,._ --_ --.-. - ._._ - . . 
Albuquerque, New L.!eki&. This high-performsnce mach@Ds& extruded - ‘~Thus, even when the airfoil appears to” be u 

’ aluminum blades. CL E moving downwind, it is not. Lift is produced IT , ‘, . . . ..*. 
c 

Y 
P 
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over almost the entire circular path. Contrast 
this case with the drag-type Savonius rotor, 
in which power-producing forces on the 
downwind-moving vane are fighting drag 
forces on the upwind blade vane. You can 
well imagine that the efficiencies of Darrieus 
rotors are greater. 

Some theoretical studies indicate a i4 
percent efficiency for the Darrieus rotor, not 
including losses in gears, generators and 
elsewhere. Others think the Darrieus is actu- 
,ally capable of higherefficiencies than th,e 
theoretical maximum of 59.3 percent. There I 
are good reasons for such claims; but neither, 
of them has been. proven correct+, yet. In 
careful, tests, the mea?Zured efficiencies 
ranged from 20 percent for the “egg beater” 
design, to greater than 50 percent for highly 
sophisticated straight-blade designs. This 
diversity of results suggests that the question 
is probably still open. 

In any event, the efficiency curve for the 
Darrieus (see page 79) suggests the per- 
formance you might expect from a well- 
designed rotor. The steep slope on the Iow- 
r-pm-side otthe curveeindicates that-this 
rotor is easily stalled -when overloaded. 
Should the windspeed increase quickly 
while a fixed load is applied to the rotor, its 
tip-speed ratio falls rapidly. The rotor, which 
was operating at the peak of its performance 

NP curve, slips over to the steep underspeed 
side of the curve: even though more wind 

- power is available to the rotor. Properly 
designed rotor and generator controls will 
prevent complete stalling of the rotor under 

this condition. Without such controls a rotor 
stall is almost guaranteed: 

The desirable features of a Darrieus rotor 
are as follows: 

l Possible ease of con&ruction by owner- 
builders if lower performa-qce is accept-, 
able 5. ,.. - .,. - 

l Low materials usage for h&h.. power 
output 

../ ‘, 
l Adaptability to sail and other adpro-< 

priate technologies 5. 

l Possible high wind-energy conversion 
efficiencies. I 

Undesirable features include: 
l High-performance machines need 

complex controls to prevent-rotor stall 
l D-ifficult to start rotor. 
Darrieus rotors are well adapted to driv- 

ing electric generators or other high-speed 
loads. Because of the need to apply starting 
power to the rotor to accelerate it to high 

A straight-bladed Darrieus rotor. The pitch angle of 
the blades IS changed automatically. 

operating speeds, they are not well suited to 
lifting water directly or powering similar 
mechanical loads. In Chapter 2, however, a 
Darrieus used for pumping water inBush- 

Jand, Texas, was described. Therotor adds 
its power to the pump along with that of an ‘, 
electric motor. That same motor becomes 
an electric generator whenever the Darrieus 
is generating more power than is needed to 
pump water., -\ 0 \ , 

How a Darrieus Works 

The Darrieus rotor works in an aerody’ . 
namic fashion similar to other lift-type rotors, -___---. - 
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pointed in opposite directions. No thrust 

AXIS of rotation 
occurs at this position. As the blade adva?Iw 
towards position B, huwevei, the blade~i?a^t 

~_..~ - 

ai increasingly steep angle to the wind.The 
.~ 

lift force is directed ahead, along the direc- / \ 1’ 
tion of blade motion, and thrust is developed. 

- 

Notice that blade speed is much greater 

‘r 
than windspeed. So the iip-speed ratio is 

V much higher than 1 -maybe 5 or 6. A high 
,” tip-speed ratio is the key to succe&ful 
’ operation of a Darrieus rotor. At a low TSR, 
-the blade speed vector becomes shorter .- _ _ - -: .z .~_._. - 

----.~-‘-~h~~~~ng~h~f the windspeed vector, as 
_~_. .---- 

____~ -- ~I_ .-~- _~ _ _- ~-- 
illustrated i? the next diagram_l_n thjs-case, ~_ ~~ ~-~ . _ ~-~~-- _~ ~.. 

-~~ ~-~~-~ ~-~--~ Ihe angle of-~ attack between the relative _ ~~~- __ ~- ~~~ _~ _..~ -.~- m-mm wind and the airfoil motion is too large, and 
stal! canoccur. Turbulent $irflow, loss of-lift, 
and high drag resu.l.!.i.n stall-obvibusly an _ .~ .._. -- - --~ _ ~. -~-~-..- --- 
undesirable condition. Compare the angle 
of attack that results from low TSR- with’ 

I the angle of attack in ncrmal, h-igh-:TSR---- i’ -’ 
Aerodynamics of a Darrieus rotor. Under normal operating conditions, lift is produced along the operation. At really 1o.w tip-speed ratios, stall 
entire carouWpath, tugging the blades forward. I is so- pr&%n\. that the rotor maj/ require 

additional power from. a starter motor to 
‘but -because. .of the &rouse1 .path ‘of the accelerate it up to operating speed. 

~~F+ZZI~~~~~ 7:s operation appears complex. I! : Stall of the fixed-pitch Darrieus at low 
really isn’t that difficult. Recall that airfoils’ -speeds results in an effiriency curve that ” 
generate lift perpendicular to a wind ap- looks like the one on paga-7-9;-At-initiats~~rt-- - I-- 
proadhing the leading edge. In the Darrieus, u”p, the rotor has a zero, or mildly positive 
that “relative” wind changes its angle from efficiency. As rotation speeds up, stall effects I - -. -. 
almost straight -at the --airfoil -to riearly p&r- rob the blades of power to the extet$ that the 
pehdicular to it. Thus, the amount of lift efficiency is actually negative. External power 
produced by the airfoil changes constantly is usually required to accelerate the rotor 
as it sails around its ‘path. through the stall region. Once beyond the 

.* 

‘ At position A in the, diagram, blade motion stall region, acceleration is rapid up to @e i 
rielts blade. and wind direction-are parallel, although operational)ip-Speed ratio. Unless a gust 
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suddenly drops the TSR back into this stall 40 -------- ̂ _...... ._._ -.._ _.-._ - ____.___. 

region, the Darrieus will continue,to generate 
power unaided. I 

~~ -~ Under certain wind conditions, a Darrieus ‘2 3o- I 
rotor can start without help. Peculiar, but not $ 

“._ uncommon,‘wind gusts will accelerate a g 
‘. stationary iotor to operating speed. Often 

-e 20- 

stich a self-start occurs when the crew is Dif ’ 
u” 
5 

at lunch; nobody is ar.ound to see what 
happened. The result can be a thoroughly 

5. lo- 

$ 
I = 

- trashed rotor; if you don’texpect the rotor to 
start,cwhy hobk’ up the load? Right? Abso- 

Rotor stall ,” . 

lutely wrong! Always expeit a,Dtirrieus,rotor 
0 J., \ /,’ 

.---M 
_-_- _- -_ _ ____.- ~.__ -- 

to self-s&t, e&n ttIouQh the~experts have - ’ 
,toid you it won’t. 

__~ What& some of the alternatives- for 
starting a Darrieus rotor? Electric starter 
motors are common. Such starter -motors 
use a wind-sensing ‘switch an-d a small 
electronic logic circuit to decide when it’s 
appropriate to apply current to the motor. 
Another stat-%&technique is to combi(e a 
Savonius rotor with a Darrieus:The Savonius 
has a high starting torque-enough to coax 
the,Darrieus through its stall region. By 
making the Savonius just large enough for 
starting, it won’t contribute to operational 
power. 

An increasingly common starting method 
is that of articu/atli,g variable pitch blades 
that are qinged so that their pitch angle can 
change.% they travel around the carousel 
path. The eggbeater is an unacceptable 
design for articulated blades; its durved 
blades cannot @asily.be hinged.The straight- 
bladed Darrie& can.easjly be hinged, and .- 

J 
6 

f A typical Darrieus power curve.-The rotor must be 
accelerated through a region of stall before it attains 

; ,._ normal operating conditions. 

. 

it often is. To s&e’ how art&uIation works, 
start with th6‘ fixed-pitch bl&de diagram at 
blade position B. The blade. is fixed exactly- 
tangent to the circuITpath. At&w TSR, this 
*results in a high angle,of attack. 

Now, suppdse that the -blade pivots on 
its attached arms ‘so that it points directly 
into the relative wind (i.e.;its angle of ,attack 
equals zero degrees). Stall is eliminated, but 
so is tift. Optimum articulation lowers the 
blade angle to an angle of attack that pro- 
duceS maximum lift. But simple mechanical 
controls that articulate the blades often do 
not hold the blades precisely at optimum 
angles. c 

Small Savonius rotors along the axis help akceler- 
ate this straight-blqded Darrieus rotor through the 
stall region. 



American Farm windmill in final stages of assemdly. 
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simplest control is a central wind vane that 
holds a cam in a position corresponding to ’ ’ 

. . . . the wind direction:The cam tells the control 
‘\,/‘ - -- 

, PlTck/ AN+E 
links to position the blades at a prtch angle 
approximating the optimum bla’de angle. 
Other methods of blade control usually 
involve electric or hydraulic servomechan- 

- ‘HINGE PIN AXIS 
‘4. isms driven by asmall electronic circuit or 

computer. Whether fixed-bIadedL or (articu- 
lated,-the Darrieus rotor is very sensitive to 
its tip-speed ratio. Allowed to overspeed, 
the power coefficient drops until the lower 
power output equals the load. Overloaded , 
or in a strong gust, the TSR drops, blade ’ ; 
stall sets inon the fixed-blade machine, and 
the power coefficient drops severely on both 
types of Darri’eus rotors. - , 

, 

Multibla& Farm Windmills 
y’) 

l .I.> --L 

“~-,.-‘* 

Multiblade farm windmills date back to 
at least the mid-180b’s, when the earliest 
water-pumpers, built by H-alliday, used flat , 

A common method of Darrieus blade articulation. wooden slats as blades. By the latter part of 
Varying the blade pitch eliminates rotor stall. 

j 
hat century, the, understanding of wind ‘,. __ _ 

machine design was just entering an era of I / 
The drawing above shows a typical struc- 

tural configuration for articulating the blades 
of a Darrieus rotor. Each blade is supported 
from the power shaft by two arms. Each arm 
is attached to the blade with a hinge pin that 
allows the blade to pivot through the pitch 
angle illustrated. The blade is held at its 
pitch angle by a control link connected to 
any one of several control systems. The 

empirical and analytical aerodynamics. Even- 
tually the flat wooden blades were replaced 
#by curved sheet-metal blades, whosecurva- - 

ture improved their lift. and also the energy ’ 
conversion efficiency of the rotor. i ’ 

: The farm water-pumper evolved from a 
“need for a high starting torque-it had to 
begin turning while lifting water at the same 
time. High torque at low @rn requires a 

,a 

, 
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IaFge lifting surface area, so the total blade 
surface aimost equals the windmill frontal 
area on these machines. An extra bonus of 

placing many blades close together is the 
so-called “cascade effect.” Each blade aids 
the next by acting as a guide vane for the 
air flowing over its neighbor. The air flow. at 
very low tip-speed ratios occurs at a nearly 
optimum angle for each blade to develop its 
maximum lift. 

Another benefit of the cascade effect is 
that it tends to limit the maximum tip-speed 
ratio of the rotor. These rotors tend to operate 
at. a TSR close to- 1. At higher TSR, air flows 
into the rotor at angles far from optimum- 
thereby limiting the rpm. Some other means 
of shutting down the machine is still neces- 
sary during extreme high winds. Otherwise, 
the stresses exerted on the tower by the 
large surface area of t,his rotor b.ecome enor- 
mous. The rotor itself must be able to with- 
stand such loads. A typical solution has 
been to- tilt the rotor out of high winds. 

The desirable features of the multiblade 
rotor are as follows: 

l High starting torque 
’ * %%imple design and construction 

L’ 9 Simple control requirements 
l Durability. 

Its undesirable features include: 
l Not readily adaptable to end uses 

requiring high rpm 
l Exerts high rotor drag loads ‘on the 

tower. I 
A farm water-pumper derives shaftpower- 

from the wind in a fashion remarkably similar 
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CRANK SHAFT 

CONh’EC TI NC 

SUCKER ROD 

LOLLY BEARING AND 
TOWER ADAmOR 

Components of an American Farm windmill. Gears and crankshaft convert rotary 
power Into the up-down motion of the sucker rod. 1 

,’ 
‘. 

/ ‘8 

to the high-speed aerodynamic rotor. But , 
the farm water-pumper is not particularly 
sensitive to aerodynamic factors because 
of thecaXZdC~effCt. With just one blade, 
you recall, the angle of attack can be steep 
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z- enough to stall the airfoil. But iv&the cascade . 
system, each blade directs art-flaw into the. 

; next and; reduces stall. The major penalty is 
I ‘a relatively high rotary speed, or swirl,,added ’ ’ 
“. to the airstream downwind of the blades. 
- Much less swirl occurs behind a high-speed 

rotor, Slightly lower efficiencies result because . . 
of swirl (as much as 10 percentL loss in 
power), but the benefit of the higher starting 
torque. is usually ‘$vorth it. The maximum 
rotor efficiency attainable with a multiblade B 
farm-windmill is abo,ut 30 percent, but 15-20 

~. percent is more common in practice. 
- 

.L C’ i. i’ 
e> High-Sped Rotors 

, 

1 

-- 

“-High-speed, propeller-type rotors have a 
I 

-“4d 
uch lower solidity than farm water-pumpers 

a operate at much higher rpm. Two or 
*three blades are common, and four a practical 
maximum. They beginoperating at tip-speed 
ratios UD to 5 andhave been t.ested to about 
20. Most factory-builtwih 
ate in ttie 5-10 range. 

lgaied 1 00-kW machi 
operated at 16. Th%se 
for electrical geneiati 

i- . 
Co ponents oi a @pica1 propeller-type Find generatot-- 

i 
- 

(I 
/ ,’ I 
design\wilf improve the performance of a 

C” - 

rpm lowers the gear ratio needed for driving 
a generator. - : 

The design of high-ipeed rotors places 
rngch greater emphasis on blade aerody- 
na’mics than do the lower-rpm designs. 
Machines like the Jacobs, Kedco, and Win- 
chrdrger operate at a moderate tip-speed 
ratio-of about 5. At these! ratios,.good airfoil 
r 
,)i -. 

m 4 - 
i 

rotor byiabout 5 percent over one designed 
<with les attention to aerodynamic details. 

Rotor e 
f 

iciencies close ‘to 45 percent are 
possibl , and 4o’percent is a common value 
in this .r ‘nge. At a tip-speed ratio of!8 or IO, 

1 

3’ . 

close att ntion to aeiodynamic,detaiIs yields 
an effici ncy of 45 percent, with ‘a strong 
chance bf lower transmission loss. The 

\ .j’Y * 
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Hitter machine attained overall efficiencies 
(including transmission and generator losses) 
of 40-50 perce-nt at tip-speed ratios between 
13_and 16. - :-* 

The desi@ble features of .high-speed, 
p-ropellor-type-rtiors- a-t-e as follows: 

l S~lender blades, use less material for 
the same power output 

l ‘Higher rpm reduces transmission-re- 
quirements 

l Lower tower loads occur with slender 
blades 

d l Large diameters and high power levels 
are more easily attained. 

Their undesiradle features include: , 
l Lower starting torque 
l Blades require very’ careful attention 

to aerodynamid design 
l Possible flutter ‘and*vibratio-n problems. 
The highspeed rotorprovides an excel- 

lent illustration of the ,aerodynamic relation- 
ship involved in coaxing power fr.om the 
wind into a power shaft. The $mplified. 
diagram on the opposite page, whit-h rep- 
resents the cro.ss section of a rotor blade 
turning in the w~nd~ttvisuaiire 
thlS process. Aerodynamic lift is produced 
at right angles to the relative wind that the 
airfoil “sees” at this particular.cross section. 
This relative wind is the vector sum of the 
blade motion and the wind velocity at this 
position’ in the rotor disk. Blade lift tugs the 
blade along.-& rotary path, causing thrust. 

The 6 kW Hiitter-Algaier machine.The small, high-solidity rotor dn this propellor- 
type machtne uses crosswlnds to face the main rotor directly Into the wind. 

, 

As ,long as the angle of attack is appropriate 
all along the entire blade, it will develop 
thrust at its maximum, capacity. This thrust 
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gene&es the shaft torque that spins a gen- 
erator$r -drives a pump. 

3 -- -- Ssme slowing o_f windspeed &curs in 
front of the rotor, so the windspeed at the r i 

\ rotor disk is less than the free-stream wind- 
; *speed (i.e., the windspeed measured by a 
b nearby+unobstructed a&mometer). In an ---- 

:,ideal rotor with maximum power extractidn ,’ 
(59.3 percent efficiency), the windspeed far . 
downs&am of the rotor sh&uld be one-third k 
the windspeed far upwind pf the rotor. The ‘, 
windspeed at the rotor should be the average ’ 
of this upwind, free-stream speed and the ,.. 1 -: 
windspeed far dbwnstr.eari7, or two-thirds,of ’ 
the free-stream windspeed. Thus, for maxi- 

. . mum power the upwind slowing should be 
one-thiid-stihe free-steam wj-ndspe_ed. Ideal-% ’ 
ly, thisupwind slowing should be the same 
along the entire blade span, but on real 
rotors only a small portion 
this value. 

Slipstream rotation or 
that behind a multiblade 

CtiC)RC L.lNt ’ / 

I’ 
/ 

/ 
/ 

of the span has / 

swir&sif&& tm?l_im. 
farm windmili- 

occurs in the downstream airflow because 
the& air is carried along with the blades as 
.they travel their circular path. Although slip- 
‘stream rotation can often be large, it is 
usually very small for high-speed roto.rs. 
Because of these induced flow factors, you 
cannot merely add vectors for wind velocity 
and blade motion to estimate relative wind 
by triangulation. You will be off slightly-with 
greater errors at low rpm than at high rpm. In 

r-7 Appenlix 3.3 there are graphs that help you 
,4 to’calculate all important angles for blade 

design. The higher values df the blade speed 
J --.. 

Vector diagram of the airflow at a single rotor blade. The lift force tugs the blade along its 
rotary path. 

, J tt / 
near-the tip require some twist in a well- 

: , 

designed btade. Twist changes the btade 
- 

) 
angle as you move along the,blade span >. 
‘from hub to tip. For rotors operating at tip- 
speed ratios from 3 to 8, twist is not so 
important. Above a TSR of 8 the twist, airfoil ” 
selection, and’other design facto’rs become 
increasingly import&t. 
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-.-- -------Enhanced-Performarice Machiires ’ the extra cost is more than offset by increased 

You have probably seen p’hotos or dia- 
grams of strange-looking ducted’ rotors, 
vortex creators, and. other odd machines. 

~jl The general idea of these machines is to 
.enhance the performance of the rato&y - 
speeding up the wind flowing through it: 
One apbroach is to deflect more air into the 
rotor-perhaps with large vanes upwind of 
an S-rotor. A canyon ur a pife-of did in-front 
of a Darrieus rotor performs a similar function. 
Another approach is to induce a strong 
suction or low-pressure region behind the 
rotor. In a d&tea IO-ft diameter rotor, for 
example, the duct will extend perhaps.40 to 
60 feet behind the rotor, expanding in diam- 
eter as it trails back.. Shorter, more exotic 
concepts are now’being tested., But when 
considering a duct, keep in mind that getting 
air to speed jnto a tube that has something 
resembling a cork inside is like getting 
speeding cars to penetrate a freeway road- 
block. They would rather go around. 

A different approach now being’ tested 
. . .by several research ‘teams is to mount air- 

foil vanes on the blade tips. These vanes 
help to expand the wake behind the rotor, 
causing more suction of air through the 
rotor. The real trick here is to get more wihd 
bower into the rotor than the vanes take out 
because of’ their added drag. So far, little 
success has been achieved in field tests of 
thjs method. I 

t In evaluating these enhanced-perform- 
ance methods, you should.be careful that 

i i 

power output,~All too often, a 20-ftdiameter;- ; 
duct around a lo-ft rotor perfqrms worse 
than a 20-ft rotor that uses much less mate- 
rial for construction and less engineering ’ ti 
time for design. However, many of the truly 
i-nnovative M+prsvements to wind--systenis-- __ AL- 
are headed in the direction of enhanced- 
performance machirres’.Th&e%-still a lot of 
room for new ,inventions and*fresh thinking. ’ 

Choosing a Suitable Wind Machine ’ . 

Windmills va’ry in type, efficiency, and 
size; the choice you make- in selecting a 
design type should be Gased on the nature 
of your project.- If the design is to be extra’-----. 
low-cost, using local recycled materials, then 
you might select a design of low aerody- i 
namic sophistication such as a Savonius 
rotor or one of the other drag-type derivatives. 
The choice will depend on the type of load 
you select. A water pump is one type of load; 
a generator is completely different. Keep in 
mind that rotor efficiency is alm’ost directly 

. proportional (with .fe,w;exceptions) to the 
level of aerodynamic sophistication. Thus, ..- I 
your selection of rotor type will determine its 
efficiency. 

I ‘, s 
Should you choose a sophisticated rotor 

(e.g., a three-bladed propellor-type rotor) the 
final system performance wilLbe determined i 
by how carefully you execute the design ‘. 
concept. If the three-bladed rotor is con- aII 
stru’cted of flat sheets of material such as ^ 



, 

I 

- 
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plywood or sheet metal, expect overall per- 
formance to be low. Sail airfoils will actually 
*improve performance. Twisted, tapergd and 
carefully built airfoil blades made of metal 
or fiberglass will bring performance up to 
nearly optimum values. 

To choose a suitable tiindmill, then, you 
must answer sue% fundamental questions 
as: 

l Do I want a really cheap wi,nd system? 
r-Am I willing to sacrifice efficiency for 

cost? * 

i Exactly what do I want the system to !- 
do? P 2% 

Many people want to power their house-to 
build some sort of inexpensive machine 
that will replace the utility wires. Other folks 
want to supplement their power, lowering’ 
the. monthly electric bill. But thecentral 
question remains: How much reliance can 
be put on the wind system for its power? 

Efficiency, cost, and reliability are the 
key points to consider as you ,begin to plan 
your wind system. Just keep in mind that 
wind machines, like cars or airplanes, have 
certain historical cost limits. Above these 
limiting costs. the machinery becomes extrav- 
agant, fancy, or just plain expensive. Below 
these limits, the machinery may be skimpy 
in its design, unreliable, and-in the end- 
just as expensive. For wind machines,, the 
optimum cost for the equipment seems to 

’ float between $500 and $1,000 per kilowatt 
of rated power. These values are close to 
what your electric utility pays for construc- 
tion of a new coal-fired power blant. 

87 

If costs are !owered by skimping, sc’roung- 
ing, or using surplus machinery not well 
suited to the tesk, system reliability and 
performance are usually sacrificed. Using 
an old farm water-pumper to generate elec- 
tricity by replacing the crankshaft tiith a 
gear- .or chain-driven generator may seem 
likea quick way to shut off old Edison. But it 
won’t work. This rotor is usually small in 
diameter-around 6 feet--$and was designed 
for low rpm operation. A Iarge.gear ratio-’ 
from “the slow-turning rotor shaft to a-fast- 
turning generator-of about 50 to 1 wilLbe 
needed. A 10 to 1 ratio might coax a few 
watts out of the generator, but overspeeding 
of the poorly loaded rotor blades will even- 
tually encourage the‘m to fly apart. D 

_ Choose a design for the task. Mechanical 
loads like piston water-pumps, washing 
machines, or piston compressors usually 
need high starting torque. Here, a recycled ’ 
multiblade water-pumper or a Savonius rotor 
make sense For loads like gene-rators that 
do not “kick in” until they are spinning quite 
fast, choose a high-speed lifting rotor such 
as the two- or three-bladed propellor or a 
Darneus rotor. 

One overlapping design is the sail-wing 
rotor. Sew large sails and you have a high- 
torque, slow-turning rotor for water pumping. 
Sew smooth, narrow sails, and the rotor rpm 
increases-making electrical generation 
reasonable. The sail-wing rotor is also very 
appropriate for low-cost, low-technology 
systems constructed by owner-builders. 

The final points you must consider in 

/ 
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,,.ro" 5.13 

6.82 

8.86. 
11.26 

14.07 

17.30 

21.00 

25.19 

29.90 

35.i7 

41.02 

'.'47.48 

54.59 

62.38 

70.88. 

80.11 
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Sizing a Wind Rotor 1 ReDid Efficiency Estimator 
I _- ._ :: “.d ~, ““qg&b,~ 48.:‘“-- J 

x 
There are two principal ways to determine 

nd ;---il,<P~, *zy 
* -_ “( 

a,4;;;tD-” r’ ,; g &&..? * 
:Z,,dj# - avsism Simple Optimum 

*-,,_~. . ..--.” Construction Design 

Multibladed farm watar. pumper 10 30 
Sailwing water pumper 10 25 

average power needs and the wind resources 
darrieus water pumper 15 ” .I 30 

at your site, and then equate the two to. 
Savqnitis windcharger 10 20 

20 
determine the rotor area. The first method is 

Small prop-tyne wiriiGE*r 30 
(up !G 2 kW) 

, 
: 

the one most often used. The second is more Medium wp-type wind&a 
< 

30 

complex but results in a much closer match (Ztd 10kW) 

between your powelrs!n_eeds and the wind Large prop-type wind generator 30 10 45 

power available. 
(over 10 kW) 

Suppose you know I@ advance your aver- 
Darrieus wipd generator 

I 

e 

35 I 

i age powerineeds-denoted here by the letter 
P. Equation j tells you that this power, if 

. supplied by a w@d machine, depends on the 
windspeed V the rotor area A, the air density _ 
p, and the system efficiency,E: 

P=YzXpXV3XAXE. 
. __/” 

_ 
This formula can be rewritten to express the 
rotor area A in terms of#five factors: rl 

a rapid but rough e.stimate. Then get values 
of F, CA and CT for your site from the 
appropriate tables. The rest is calculation. 

Example: You have chosen a three-biaded 
pmpeiior-type machine fo produce 7000 watts. 
A site survey shows that the energy content 
of the winds at your site, which,:is a&&ea 
level, peaks at 15 mph. What size rotor is’ 
needed.? 1, .r 

r 
A= Eyfxc,JxcT ’ 

(Eq. 4) . . Solution: Begin by estima’$in’g the system 
efficiencv. Foi small ofopei!or-type systems, 

where F is a factor that depen:ds on wind- 
speed and is presented in the:first table 

_, hereand CA and CT are.the.aftitude and. ’ 
temperature correction factors to the air _ i 
density that are given in the tables on’page 
48 of Chapter.3. Equation 4 gives you the 
apa jn .squa& #ee,~-,~,~e-R--t-~-~~w~~~~~-,.,“,,-,--.’-”.’ 

expressed in watts;&P is in horsepower, 
multiply A &y.9;73’7. 
- if you are purchasing a factory-built 

machine and know its system efficiency, this 
formula can tei you whether its frontal area 

3 is suited to yo !r power needs, if’you intend 
to design andlbuiid your own machine, you 
needan-estimate of the efficiency before you 
can begin. Use the second table here to get 

you can #expect an efficiency. from 15 to 30 
percent. You elect to use 25 percent (E = 
0.25) ‘for a carefully designed .machine.t From 
the first table F = 17.30 at 75 mph, and CA = 
CT = 1 at sea level, Qr stan’dard temperature 
(60” F). so. 

, ’ 

A= 
1000 

0.25 X 17,30 X 1 x 1 ’ ’ 

= 237 ft2 . 

You usually need to know the diameter of the 
rotor that can do the job. in this case, a 
diameter of 17.3 feet is needed. Refer to 
Appendix 3.1 for more detailed information 
needed to convert rotor frontal area into 
linear dimensions of ,the rotor vanes or‘biades. i a 
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choos/ng an atipropriate desig*n are based machine. - In, general, several methods are ’ j 
on real calculations of your power’ needs presented-from the simplified approach to : 

.: ,, i ’ and system power output. These calcula- 
tions can be done by using steps presented 

a review of some of the more complex mathe- 
matical solutions. When ‘combined with a 

in the next chapter and in Appeqdix 3.3. careful ana\ysis of your resource andneeds, 
Chapter 5 a1s.o. presents a number of design these methods allow you to design an 

_ A i * , methods you can use to elect aerodynamic appropriate wind system. 
and structural compon % nts for your wind < 

. ’ 

d 
7.u 
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Wind machine design is a-process of trial 
and retrial. Once you have selected a wind- 
m-ill type, estimated the overall system effi- 
ciency and calculated rotor size, you must 
then design the components of the machine. 
With all components_ sorted out, you next 
evaluate jn more detail the various efficien- 
cies and ‘performance characteristics, and 
re-estimate the system efficiency. Then you 
recalcuiate rotor size from this information, 
and if different from your first try, you redesign 
the components. With a bit of luck and fresh 
batteries in your calculator, you won’t need 
many retrials to achieve an acceptable 
design. 

The wind machine design process con- 
- sists of two major tast??aerodynamic design 

. and structural design. Although these two 
- tasks are IogicalUy separate, it helps to think 

of them together. Otherwise, you might find 
yourself laying .out a bit of aerodynamic 
glory that justwon’t hold’together in real life. 
Start by identifying- the load that the rotor 
must po&r. If the load is a mechanical 
dev.ice-e& a water pump-high starting 

-- torque-from the rotor will be needed. This 
will usually be true for a compressor as well. 
If the‘ load is an electrical generator, low 
starting torque but high rpm will be-required. 

The starting torque required tells you the 
necessary rotor solidity-the ratio of total 
blade area to rotor frontal area. High torque 
needs high solidity. Low torque means low ___~ 

- solidity. You choose rotor solidity according 
to the type of load. d 

The solidity tells you how much surf@e 

area the blades must have. For example, if 
the solidity equals 0.2, and the rotor is to be 
79 square feet in frontal area (,about IO feet 
in diameter) then the total blade area equ”als 
0.2 times 79, qr 15.8 square feet. Solidity 
als,@tells yousomething about the rpm and 
the’ tip,speedrati-o at which the blades will 
operate. High solidity means low rpm and 
low T 

7 
R, while low solidity means the rotor 

mu5I ravel faster-high t-pm and high TSR. 
Putting a design together,then, starts with a 
statement about the task the machine must 
perform and the rotor load that task creates. 
These considerations lead naturally to some 
very specific constraints on the rotor geom- 
etry and operating characteristics. 

Aerodyryamic Design 

Sorting out airflow, airfoil selection, blade 
twist, torque and performance coefficients- 
that’s aerodynamic design. The sophistica- 
tion required is really determined by two 
things: size of the wind machine, and tip- 
speed ratio. Small wind machines can be 
built “like the picture”; they can be aero- 
dynamically shaped with only a little care. 
Performance will then be a matter of luck. 
Aerodynamic, perf,ection becomes increas- 
ing!y%portant for wind machines larger 
than 2 kW. With large machines, experimen- 

0 . 

ters cast aside ideas of giant Savonius rotors-----,“- 
or funky sail>wing machines and start to get? 
serious about rotor design. P A ’ 

In -the low tip-speed range (less than ’ The witid machine design probes. 
qp 

tvaluatf> 
Legal, er~vironn~ental 

\ other facrors _ 
- costs, conservation 

.: -w op1ior1s 
\ 



Power Yxrves for a&pica1 autoinotive. 
alternator. A constant 60 percent con- 
version efficiency has been assumed. 

Matching the rotor power to the power ’ 
required by an alternator. 

. 
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TSR = 8) r,@or design is governed less by 
aerodynamk considerations than one might 
expect. A fully optimized rotor Hadetiill per- 
form perhaps 5 percent better than a care- 
fully designed blade that was compromised 
somewhat to fewer the -cost or allow for 
easier constru&on. The extra power avail- 
ab!e may not be worth the added time or 
expense. But a fully optimized blade makes 
more and more sense above a TSR of 8. 

Throughout the process of aerodynamic 
design, you will be c-oncerned with the fol- 
lowing factors and the way they relate to 
each other: ’ 

l Torque, power., and rpm requirements 
of the load 

l Torque and power characteristics of 
the’rotor _ 

l Response of the’rotor to gustiness in 
the wind. 

Just how concerned you must be with these 
factors depends again on the machine size. 
~Fo’r.exampfs, a-wind mat-hine that supplies 
power to&the utility grid will be Large and 
expensive. A very detailed understanding of 
this machine’s response to gusts, or its 
match with the load,i$,T$,rucial to the final 
economic success of system. A small 
windcharger, on the’ and, might not 
have a well-matchtd’ rotor andlload, but 
could be an~acceptable machine becaus\e 
of its lower cbst. Still, it’s a good idea to pay 
attention to such- factors in any project, 
regardless of size. ’ 1.’ 

For a specific rotot%p,you can calculate a 
power curve that shows rotor power output 

versus windspeed or rotor rpm. You can 
also plot a power curve versus rpm for the j 
load you choose. For example, power,curves 
are available for most electrical generators, 
and rotor power can be calculated using 
Equation 1 and an estimate of rotor effi- ’ 
ciency, You -might end up with a rotor that - 
turns at 300 rpm at its rated windspeed,’ ‘“;;* ~ . 
while the generator needs to turn at 600 rpm 
to generate any power at all. Hence, a trans- 
mission is needed to match rotor rpm to that 
of the load. :. 

’ The two graphs at left present typical 
power curves for a small wind generator 
with a 12-foot rotor driving a 1 -kW, 12-volt 
alternator. The first givesthe alternator in.put 
and output power curves available from the - 
manufacturer. The other shows the rotor c 
pgwer curve with the alternator curve super- 
Tmb,osed, after including the step-up in rpm / 
from the transmission. The transmission, 1’ 
which could be a belt and pulleys or a gear ---‘! 
box, increases rotor rpm to the much higher 
rpm required by the alternator. ____ -. -----.-- 

By comparing the rotor power curves 
with the alternator power curve, you can tell ’ 
something about rotor performance at vari- 
ous windspeeds. Notice that the alternator 
places virtually no load on the rotor at a 
windspeed of 5 mph. That’s fine because 
very little wind power is available here. But 
by 8 mph (in the case of a 67 gear ratio) the ’ 
alternator is beginning to demand higher 
power input from the rotor than is available 
at the design TSR. A 6:l gear ratio mildly 
overloads the rotor up to about 16 mph. 



Above that wik&peed the rotor is under- 
loaded-more cower is a&lable than the 
alternator ctin us.6 A highly overloaded rotor 
may stall and quit turning altogether. On the 
other hand, an underload condjtion will 
cause the rotor to speed at higher rpm- 
higher than the optimum tip-speeb ratio. 
This example is typical of many low-power 
wind generators using available automotive 
alternator& 

In small design projects, the process of 
load matching is often reduced to selecting 
the transmission gear ratio that minimizes 
the effects of mismatdh. For certain types of 
pumps and compressors, a gear ratio can 
be selected that almost ideally matches 
rotor?o:.load. For alternators and generators, 
howe&-! some amount of load mismatch 
will occur. .k -~ 

How the rotor performs when the wind: 
speed changes abruptly is another impor! 
tant design consideration. The diagfam 
shows a typical wind gust that near+ydoubles 
the winds.peed in a few seconds. For clarity, 
the windspeed is illust’rated as staying ,at’ 
Abe new speed, a very unlikely occurrefiee: 
Two typeical rotors respond to this gust by 
accelerating to higher rpm. One rotor is 
lightweight (low inertia), perhaps a Savonius 
rotor made of aluminum; the other is heavy 
(high inertia), perhaps the same size S-rotor, 
but made of steel drums. 

Notice that the heavy rotor accelerates 
more slowly than the light one. Really large 
rotors might take half a minute to follow a 
gust, which disappears befpre that time. 

;I 

i 

Heavy rotors tend tc?‘ZZyerage the wind- .’ 25 
speed-staying at--a-r6verage rpm. Light 
rotors also average, but they experience 20 + 

1 

W lridspeed 

- - - - -LjQg 
! ’ 

more fluctuations iv rpm. The significance r 
of this averaging effect is that a rotor cannot z 15- 

always operate at its optimum tip-speed 
ratio. It will operate at an acerage TSR, yield- 

{ 
g 

ing less than maximum efficiency. 
p IO-- - - 
r ‘\ D 

The shape of the cuye depicting the ‘Heavy’ rotor rpm 

’ relationship of rotor efficiency to TSR is very 
5- - ‘0 

important in the overall performance of that 
rotor. Two different efficiency curves are 

[)(i-.. -..y- .---I ----I--I ._-__ I 
2 3 4 5 G 

shown in the nex! diagram; the dashed Time (seconds) * 

curve S!MWS a higher maximum efficiency a The response of Lo rotors to a gust of wind. A . 
than the polid curve. But the solid curve is 
broader And flatter, so a gust-induced change 
in TS‘l? ?would produce a much smaller 
change in rotor efficiency. Hence, because 
of the averaging tendency of rotors, a flatter 
efficiency curve is often more desirable 
than a peaked curve-even if its maximum 
is slightly lower. Over the long run, the 
mdchine with a broad, flat efficiency curve 
will generate -more wind energy than a 
machine with a sharply peaked curve. 

light rot& speeds up more quickly than a heavy one 

c 
-7 _ 
A 

-- 

Savonius Rotor Design 

Aerodynamic design of,, the Savonius 
rotor and other simple dra& machines is 
mostly a matter of drawing something that 

Performance ‘curv& for tyo small wind mg- 0 
chines. A broader curve IS the more desirable. , ‘C 
even though peak efflclenby may be slightly “’ 
reduced. , 

looks like it will work. For most Savonius,-- ~__ --~ ~~~-- ~. _~ ~.~~ . _- :,-- *-_-_-;_-.-L- “-s-x- -.- * ’ 

TIP-speed ratlo, TSR 

projects, the shape is determined less by 
design factors and more by availdble mate- 

i , . 

rials. The usual Ihome-brew” rotor is made ‘> . 
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‘-Savonius rotor design options include the inter-vane gap, number of vanes, aspect ratio, and tip plates. 
Option E has a much higher aspect ratlo than F, a?d the ttp plates In option G improve the rotor performance at 
IQW rpm. : - 

i .’ - .,’ _.I- I.-.1.-.- -. . 
I . . 

from oil drur& cut in half; an occasionql 
rotyr is built from sheet metal. Either the 
dr.t+m size orsheet metal width will deter- 
mine rotor diameter. Most S-rotors are about 
3’feet in diameter, but some have been 
built 30 feet across. ’ 

Many studies have been conducted to 
determine optimum shapes for Savonius 
rotors. The results are summarjzed +n the 

- diagram on this page. option? Istart, with 
‘the intervane gpp. In the diagram, option A 
is an improvement over options B and C. Air 
can flow through’the inter-vane gap in design . 
A and push on the upwind-traveling vane, 
reducing the drag on this vane and increas- 
ing torque and power. The number of vanes 1 
is the next consideration, and &seems to be * 
an improvement over D. Theoretical explan- a 
ations for this effect are complex and possi- 
bly incorrect. But experimental tests show 7 - 
that t&o vanes work the best. Because of ‘. , 
the materials you have available, such as 
old oil drums with which to make an S- 
rotor, the number of vanes and the intervane ’ d 
gap might be limited by yourability to fit the 7 : 
pieces together. There is not an enormous J.> 

difference in performance between the vari- ’ 
ous options, buSbetter performance is pos- 
sible when you ban use the best options. 

= 
L 

The next design variable is the vane 1 
aspect ratio+Tn ‘th’is case, the ratio of vane 
height to diameter. There is probably no ’ 
best design in this case. For a given frontal- --- ._ .I---- 
area, higher aspect ratio rotors will run a& __ 
higher rpm and lower torque than those with 
a low aspect ratio. Tip plates improve S- 

! , .-’ -_ 
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rotor performance slightly, especially at very 
low start-up rpm. 

What kind of performance can you exp;ct 
from an S-rotor? The grapp here presents 
atypical performance curves for two S-rotors 
with. different vane gaps. The best one shows 
a maximum efficiency of’about 15 percent- 
a typical value for a small machine like an 
oil-@urn S-rotor with a 3-foot diameter. F0r.a 
machine with a diameter of IO feet or more, 
you couid expect an efficiency of 2-O percent. 
Note-that the graph shows’both torque and. 
‘power coefficients arid illustrates the S-rotor’s 
characteristically high starting torque. Loads 
driven by a Savoaius should have roughly 
similar torque-and power,requirements. See 
Appendix 3.2 for a samp”le design calcula- 
tion that uses the Savonjus perform;ance 
curves presented here. 

; 

I 
I --- Power I 

I- 
/ ,-7-y \ 

Propellor;Type Rotor Design : - 
. 

If you wish to use a wind machine to 
drive an electrical generator, the high [pm 
needed by the generator will require a. high- a:. 

_----- - .._ _ 
work; it is governed Ir&ead--tSy the blade 
siz6. Wide, large-area blades like those in a 

speed rotor. In general, on.Iy_propeIIor-twe- _ 
and Darr$us rotors can develop the high 
r-pm needed. In both cases, careful aero- 
dynamic-design of the r.otor blades is impor- 
tant if maximum rotor efficiency is desired. 

Earlier, you saw how tip-speed ratio and 
rotor efficiency are closely related. Generally, 
machines that operate at higher TSR have 

+ 
3: higher rotor efficiencies-as long as they speed, propellor-type rotors tend toward ._ ! f are not overspeeding. The tip-spFed rdtio 
; 

low solidity-10 percent or less-and high 
for a specific rotor is not derived by guess- 1 TSR. Compare the graph with the table. .;- 

! 

Torque 

i , 

“0 02 04 iO6 08 10 12 

j ,, Ttp-s&d ratlo, TSR 
f-b ._ i 

Performance curves fdr two S-rotors. Use these 
curves to ‘estimate rotoc’torque and power. ’ (/ i L 

farm win_dm-ill turn at low TSR; long., slender -- 
blades spin at high TSR. There is thus an 
inverse relationship between solidity and 
rotor speed or TSR. An American Farm r$ulti- 
blade windmillOhas high solidity-about 70- 
80 percent of the fron@I. area is covered 
with blades-and ogr8tes at low TSR. But, 
as seen in the above right graph, high- 

2 4 6 8 10 12 

-. 

I 

TIC speed ratlp. TSR a i - 4 
\ ‘ 

Rotor solidity as a‘function of tip-speed ratio: 
Use this graph to estimate blade size. I 

BLADE NUMBER VS:TSR ‘\ 

Tip-Speed Ratio Number of Blades ’ ’ ,. 
1 6-20 

‘, 
I .- 

2. 4-12 I 
‘3-8 e ’ 3 1 

P 3-5 
(5-i. 2-4 
89 5 l-2 

, 



&ts. this small- but useful machine in the 
- ~ 21kW class. Such. a low-“pow*er windcharger 
dne&Is 6.~0 to fbur airfoilblades, which can 

ood, molded composite, or J 

J. . 

metal.. Notice that the lift-to-drag iati’o for p 
’ these blades 6 e anywhere from 20 to a 

100. The;:blade s bound to be‘less than 
lth??8??& airfoil L/D because of imperfec- 
tions in manufacturing! aerodynamic pres- 

i $1.. 
sure losses at the blade tiyjs, and other 
simiI$r‘factors. B’ut a rotor operating at TSR 
= 5 needs’a blade with an L/D of 50 or-more 

* for optimum performtince. ’ a 
a Another way to visualize the blade‘ L’rD 

Y * requirement is illustrated in the diagram-at 
* right. Notice that operation at higher TSR 

requires higher blade L/D’values to maintain 
-> ” good performance: Your TSR selection is 

‘limited by your estimate of how well yo,u can 

5 I. 
;i build a set of high-performance blades. , 

There i-s no sense in selecting a TSR of 10 if 

/ 

To take the analysis one step further, the ‘- 
nature of the win’d machine must be exam- o 
ined. Basically, there. are two classes of 
high-speed rotots: . 

1. Rotors designed to operate at a con- 
stant, optimum TSR; the rpm will vary 
with windspeed. These rotors are typi- 
cally found on small machines-driving 
air compressors ano di?ect current 
electrical generators. 

2. Rotors designed to operate’at a con- 
stant rpm; the TSR will vary with.wind- 
speed. Such rotors are usually designed 
for large, synchronous alternatingcur- 

I rent generators whose constant out- 
put frequency dependson the rpm 
remaining constant. 

For Class 1 rotors, a design TSR can be 
selected in the range of TSRs appropriate to 
each wirld machine and blade type. For 
Class 2 rotors, you must derive a range of 
operating TSRs from the design rpm of the 
generator, the transmission gear ratio, and 

- . . the blade you fabricate has an L[D of only --.&he range of w,indspeeds that provide most 
,‘ 20. In an aerospace factory environment, ‘%f the energy at the planned site. (S-ee the 

e tooling engineers design $sembQ fixtures 
that permit exWmely accurate re@%iuction 

section on windspeed distributions in Chap- 
ter 3,) The operating TSRs sh-ould fall within 

of comf%fer-generated blade designs; high the Lange indicated for high-.power wind ^ 
7to-drag ratios are thus attainable there. generators, and the corresponding Iift-to- i 

L/D18 L/D-13 

r 0 I I 
,\ , ,\ 

I 
0 2 \ 4 6 8 10 17 14 

Tip-speed ratlo, TSR 

Blade lift-to-drag ratios L/D versus rotor efficiency. 
High L/D’s are needed at high TSR. 

I 

4 

. 

m 

,- ing and no computer simulat&n will probably manufacture. , 
have lower lift-to-drag ratios. To lower the, In the- example of a rotor-to-generator ’ ‘> 

sensitivity of rotor performance to blade L/D, load match presented at the start of this 
select a lower design TSR. Then assess the chapter, you saw that such inexpensive , 
blade v&eight and coit that result from the loads as automotive alternators don’t com- I c 
higher solidity. pietely match the power curves of a rotor. 

-i 
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well-matched \ 
* \ 
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I 
Windspeed (mph) 

2 

Matching rotor performance to wind characber- product for most wind sites. Changin-g gear 
ratios for site optimization does not pay loff 

icThe g\aphical method,,of- blade &sign it-i”” l’,a 
istics of a site. A well-mgched rotor follows, local 
energy patterns closely. k 

zppen?$xF3.3 will alJew you to calculateJhe ,*; .* .c 
in’small wind machines-as long as ,ca~e is blade afiord lengths needed along the,blade II 

* taken with, initial rotor-to-load matchrng. 
the tip-speed- 

an-and.* the ai’@il angles. at each step. 
sing this blade design method &II give, - 

. . - the rotor has already you ablade Both tapered and twisted. The J * 
J- ” d _ 

I 
suppose YOU want to chord will be much shorter at the tii thanat 

_ . 

based on otherrea- the roof, where the- ai-rfoil will have a much n .- 

l Highei T/SR means a lower gear ratio 
s&per angle than at the tip. This twis.4 .tiill 

is req,u i red 
&..y not\be Iinear;,there will;be gentle twist At the ’ e 

tip and lots of&‘ist,,,near the root:. * 1 .a 
*. 

I l Flutter and vibration problems (with I4 ut ‘this &mp.6 analysis does not 
I. 

very ilarge, slender blades) limit the 
rotor to a certain maximumlrpm. 

If, the project is s,ma,lI and the rot,or is stiff 

;o 

P 

i 

’ Such a mismatch wi!l slightly distort, the 
Q 

considerations-They are discusse-d later in 
ro or efficiency curve, which,.,wiII peak at D “this chapter. 5’ ,: ” . 0 

I about the same windspeed as the9enerato.r appropriate sol’idity and TSR “, ” 
1. i output if the g’enerator and rotor are matched 

e 
wha&shouId the blades 

with no overload or underload. An optimum look like? Should they be tapered, Straight, t 
windspeed actually--exLsts for such a wind- fat or th.i.n? How you plan to manufacture the J : 
charger, and such a wind’speed should blades $,will help determine Wade design. 
match the peak of the energy curve’ for airfoils cannot be -9 
winds at a given site. Such matching,‘;nvolves 

,changing transmission gear ra/ios and ’ 
eir length; theyrnust have0 

voltage-regulatorcharacteristics./ 
from root to! tip. T.he tip 1’ : ’ Ic 

drstance from leading 
In a production situation, it is f,& cheaper of the airfoil) has .to G. 4 

to reduce the overload/underload condition equbl. the airfoil chord at all p;“ajnts along the. ia 1: 
as much as possib by careful selection of 
a single gear rati 

bladf radius. ’ \ ’ ‘* ” , -*, 

and, to produce tt;lat : iI Howi is -blade. chord ‘length cal’cu1ate.d~~ D - . 

- . . with diameters larger than 30 feet, vibration, 
flutter, and oth$er problems associated with 
blade flexing \become important design 

all the performaqce curves you need. 

P Certain s’impIff!cations in blade design Y 
‘-- 



- I , 
- -arelpo&ibie on small,wind machines if you , ’ ; - ,’ Y ; .,’ , 

a *. 
i , are8wi’lting to sacrifice a lift@ ~perfo,rmancef . i? ’ _ .‘g: . ,-. i... The graphicafdesigb method kesented in 0 v- -, . 

ilip&ndix 3-was us+ to desi.gn the blades- - . ,J. *:_ ” ~ * .. 
A-decision tb ’ ,’ j/ / . v ! 
required that ‘ 

tayzjec be- c,,+&ged~i&-. a-” ,I//- 
1 

~-- nonl-inear;;bulst--an 
< ..- linear twibt and taper. That way, the VI jl _ 

‘;: ’ ,- --- 

.,~,leadin~ and trailing edges are straight !@es iD .’ .’ : 
: ,. 

;---’ 
,i 

) ‘a . .y “*, “* ‘. 
connecting ti.p+and root. The’ actual t,wrst of : : -. i , . 

‘1 the blade,w$s determined by the amount of ‘. ‘-ii i, , . ic a ,. ‘, . 
- twist possibfe in sheet alominum’skintiith- 3 ,’ ’ . ~ .*. 

_ > 
‘7 out’wr%kljnQ=that skin. 

T 
\ !’ . ,. ,- /.; ., ., ;, --i ‘k_ 

c * These simplificatjons-resulted in aneasy-, _. ’ _I’ 
to-build blade$with a maximum rotor effi’ \ ,Y.~Z”~~: : 1 

! . -,,.* ,. - 
.-e 1 

,- 
I 6 ciency of.42 percent. Under ideal conditions, .,:, ,‘- 

.!-.. !__~_ -1 
I ,/ 

1 .. you’ would’not expect an effjciency much’ : ~ .-. 
higher than 45 perc.entfor this size blade. ’ ir 

< * -_ .-. So the penilty paid-for ease of constructi$n 
‘--.; was just a few percent. But [emember that 

7 

- 3 the operating 7;SR of this Kedco wind.gener- ia “. I 

a- is 4 to 5’: If you design for higher values, r., ‘I ” 
pei-formanck penalty will increaze. e 

.~ 
’ . :..._ 1 :I, I 

work has gone into pet;- 
us rotor. As! it turns out, the 

f the Darrieu,s let you us 
I.id.itv.-versus -TSR to desian 

‘; A I I required! windspeed, and this efficiency -_’ uses simple -blade design to achieve aI 42 7 ~estCria;fe,you calculate frontal area required. * 
I - 
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~Extruded metal blades fir a Darrieus rotor. Symmetrtcal blade profiles are 
I needed because Mi must be produced on both sides of the blade, 

t 
r 1 E Next. the !in%ar dimensions ne’eded to give 

. : that frontal area’are calculated by referring 
-tb Appendix 3.1. For both the eggbeater 

a’: Darrieus and the straight-blade design, 
r 

I .! ,a5 assume that height equals diameter. 
..e/.$ The operating tip-speed ratio for a Darri- 

eus lies between 4 and 6. This design TSR 

ratios, generator speeds, and structure? 
design of the &or. Using thii,TSR and the 
graph on page 95, selecta value of the solid- 
ity. As with the @p-type rotor,“the solidity 
allows calculation of’lblade area: sblidity times : 

i+ 
’ 

the rotor frontal arealequalsJotaI bl’ade area. 
Divide the total bladb area by the nu~mber of 
blades (usually 2 dr 3) and you get the 
‘individual blade “area.. Divide this individual ) 
blade area by the r 
chord length. In P 

tor height to get the 
Dar ;ieus rotor design, the 

rotor height is used iri much the same way 
as blade length or rotor radius is for propel- 
lor design. 

Airfoil’selection for a Darrieus rotor is 
limited to symmetrical profiles.‘Symmetrical 
airfoils are used in the Darrieus because lift 
m+st be produced from both sides of the 
blade. On large Darrieus ‘rotors with long 
chord lengths, you can have a blade profile 
that is symmetrical about the curved p,ath 
that the rotor blades trace. Suqh an air’foil 
will look cambered, but it wiil perfort% as a 
true symmetrical airfoil while ‘speeding along 
th,is path. ?i - ’ 

n 

Struciural &sign ,. 
a 

Now that the rotor size and shape ha& \ 
been determined, will it stay together? If it ” 
spins tdo fast, can it withstand the c.entri- 
fugal forces on it? If 2--sudden gust of wind 
slams into the machine when it is not spin- 
ning, will the Had&bend and break off? 

- . 

., H 

c 
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These and other questions must be answered 
during the structural design process. I?, 
addi:tion to meeting its $erformance gOa@ 
the machine9mustA stay together. 

Structural design is a two-ste,p process: ? 
1. Start by examining the vari’ous forces 
i and loads on the rotor and:its support 
j tower., Determine which forces ga>g 

up or act; together on each structural 
member (blade, powershaft, etc.). 

2. Design each structural member to-with- I 
stand the applied load.; In ,.a wind 
*machine, this means designing the 
member to withstand stat/c loads with- 
out- bending or breaking, and to take 
repeated applications of ‘those loads 
witho 

Y 
t failing from fatigue. 

Furthermore, blades a4so need to be stiff 
enough to prevent flutter-resonant flexing 
oscilla”tio& that can fatigue the blade rapidly. 

Starting from, the ground u.Fj, the first 
load encsuntered by a wind system is -its 
often tremendous weight. At ground level, 
this weight acts against the foundation, 
which must prevent sinking, Drag, or the 
force of the wind acting on the wind machine 
and tower, is also encountered.,The tower 
foundation must prevent the tower from top- 
pting from this drag force. Torsion, or twisting 
of thetower and its foundation, is caused by 
yawing, or a wind machine ci$anging direc- 
tion with respect to the tower axis. Most 
small wind machines are free to yaw; for 
them, this torque load does not exist. Ver;y 
large wind machines with servomotors to \ 

the1 ground is applied when the rotor is 
unbalancedThis load is similar to the gravity 
load (weight) but is oscillatpry (up and down) 
or itorsional, or both. It is not “static,” or 
continuously applied, but dynamic-and 
often catastrophic. 

The tower might be free-standing, or 
ca’ntilevered, or it may be braced with struts 
yr; gu’$ wires. It may even be the roofof a 
.house, in which case one should be awfully 
caret& aboHt those occasional, dynamic 
loads mentioned above. Otherwise, a mere 
catastrophe can quickly become a disaster! 

Moving up the tower and into the,, wind 
machine, an appropriate load to start with is 
the torque load in each of the power shafts. 
One power shaft-the main shaft-takes 
rotor power into the t smissidn. The other 
power shaft takes po rout of the transmis- 
sion. No transmission. means you have otiy 
one power shaft and one torsional load to 

Y 
ending on how the machine’ry is 

part of the rotor weight might 
main power shaft to bend. Shaft 

bending is different from beam bending, as 
in bridges, because the shaft is spinning. 
When combined with torque, shafKbending 
can cause severe problems,. Any-bending 
deflection in the shaft would show up as a 
nasty whirl in the rotor. Bending can also 
show up in the support frame-often called 

. a%.bed-plate, or carriage. If rotor joads are 
taken -through the’ rotor bearing into the 

‘, control the yaw of‘the rotor will apply torque,,\ carriage instead of the power shaft, few if , 

loads to the tower. A major load seen from 

-- -- 

i 
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0 ‘. rotor atop an erect~tower. For large machines, 
blade-bending loads under static conditions 
can approach the design load. Long blades 5 
are enormously%heqv$ Such a load can 

s easily buckle a thjn, streamlined blade. Add ‘! 
Various bending loads on a wind machine. Wind and gravity cause static 
loads; dynamic loads are caused.by variations In windspeed. 

some w,ind, and aerodynamic drag com- 
bines with weight-the static duo and a 

any prqblems &II beset thi power shaft 
nasty set of loads to contend with. P&k the 

The carriage must bear all’ of the static 
blades vertically, and the gravity-load loses 

d, l 

its importance. The’dbending due to drag Y 
weight of the components (generator, trans- does not, however. 

i 
5, * - mission, rotor),.and any dynamic or shaking V B!ade’bending during operation iscaused‘ . 

l * loads from the rotor. In m 
v 

hines that use by two forces at once: lift-induced thrust- 
servomotors to aim the rot r into the wind, acting in the plane of rotation-and drag- 

\ I’ t the carriage must also bear the static and 
:a dynamic loads that occur in the lateral direc- 

induced bending that acts downwind. These 
two vectors combine to deliver one huge t + 

3 &on-parallel to the earth’s surface. Smaller p force along the blade span, ahd the blade 
F lateral loads appear in free-yaw machines; had better be able to take it. The worst case 



* ’ n ~~ .: d . c . L’ \ ‘0 * - .,. I * + 
blade has parted company froi’the 

3 . _ ,z ‘, .‘ T ,! 1 rest)‘. I’. : y”’ -of #blade Jjend/ng occurs because ‘sf *the 
’ 4: A i/;l;“,g6weinor.This 109~3 can be difficult to analyze. the rotor. The result is always&olocau : :y, ;3 

-; ,$;m:lj# ‘the goveriior ^changes The blade ang.le anger, at-+ ‘dead batteri.esI’;The centrifugal ” ‘,“ ’ . 
i 9 5ij.t>!~~l&$y, the, b$$es and other ‘rotatinb’ ma- tension l&d results from the mass of .th’& . ,~ 
‘_ II 3 ii i.3, . i” :; :i;-khin&y wit-l Sfoy d0N.n together, gently. If! bladqspi@r+g ab@t the powershaft. Un~%t++ 

‘ :ti 2: .m-‘,i;’ ’ 

;i~~,,~,~~~~l~,;i;no~rnor changes the blade angl- 
,’ 1 3 ’ . ’ ” t, _ ” 

certa.in conditions, centrifugal tension cap be 
-\: I ./ “$A. * ~ 

, ’ I 
:,~~~~~~~~Clptly, the r’otating machinery will, because 
~#+@f i,&&rtia, try to keep theZro_tor tu-rning at a 

‘iused to reduce blqde bendjng-gentrifugal . ! ’ - 
stiffening’as it’s called. Centrifugal terMon, 6: 

9. ) ‘._ ‘: 
! c 

- ‘? .” ‘.‘; ,$,a *, 

I, ~,,, f:~~ ; i ; ~, 
; ir, ” 

ii’$@ when its aerodynamic loads have I’* then, can be useful and is not the wor&t load, : 
dimi_nished. T@ result is blade bendiiig se of+,runa@ay rotoi. This P ‘g 

l . ‘, 
* ‘4:, *;7.* 

induced .f[om the power shaft. Depending mbch f$ster thsn th? rpm,” ., ’ 
I‘ ; L : . , ,,ph ,, . -;., ; cI 

ii1 +5 ‘, = *-& 
I .* : ,‘- .i . 

on the inertia of the rotor, this load toi can easily spin twice as _ ‘- I ,l I i e - c 
negligible or very large, and it occu its maximum governed rpm, causing * -6 . . 

#a - 1 
reverse direction-qontriduting to blad or more times the maximum centrifugal * * 

Q 
‘4 . 

fatigue problems. , ’ 6 itension in the iiblade. Take heed. Broken b: l * 
-Some rotors are controlled or stopped. blades can fly a long. way. In the” case of ~ .’ p . * 

by a-brake,mechanism that-can dxert a load Darrieus’ rotors and other vertical-axis m’a- 1) 
-c ;; A”! *’ bF 

i i ..F . 
like a g~Vernqr..fhis load must be carefully chines, ,blad& bending is also caused ‘by.1 
controll@?d to,avoid severe bending. 4 similar ’ centrifugal force due to rdtation, Particu- 
load occurs from 2 malfu&tioning genera- larly in the straight-bladed Darrieus, these D X ’ _ 
tor or gear box, Or a water lock in aapump. centrifugal blade’bending forces can be 
Suppose -the rotbrl’is spinping iri a good, awesome. One solution to ithis problem is 
wind with only a small generator load applied the use of cable supports that &tend from 
when the voltage regulator suddenly kicks the blades to the axis of rotation. 
in a full load. Depending on.Jhe strength of The final r’otor Iaad to 
the generator, Jhe result will range ftom 
‘unimportant. to noisy. It will also cbntribute 

torsi,on within the blade itself, a twist along 
the blade axis. The “tennis-racket effect” 

to fatigue in the blade’s structure.‘If a water says’that a spinning blade should lie flat in _ ~ 
lock occurs in a pumper, as it often does, its plane of’ rotation, but twist and oth&r D 
the result could be anythirig from a buckled design considerations set the blade other- $ 
sucker rod to’ a pretzel-shaped rotor. .%, &se. Also, airfoil*Jher than thee symmetrical 

Another roto’r load is the centgfugal load, variety have a pi&ching moment that applies s’ 
” or centrifugal tension, in the bl&e structure. a torsional load into the blade.These are the 

The blade spar is connected to the hub- two major causes of torsion within a blade. 
+ either thryygh a feathering bearitig, or directly. Unfortunately, structural design does not h 

This Connection is an are;! where many a stop with sprting out the load5 just listed. A t 
. . 5 . . . I 
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host of environmental considerations send 
designers up the wall. Hail, dust, rain, and 
sleet work to erode or destroy a rotor. Leading- 
edge protection may be needed to keep 

s from disintegrating. Migratory 
bird impacts have taken their toll of both 
rotors and birds. By far the.worst, though, is 
gunshot damage inflicted by passing hunters. 
No ieady.design solutions are yet at hand, 
but it’s p_ossibie to get angry enough to 
imagine laser-targeted firing mechanisms 
that permit t,he wind machine to shoot back. 

Lightning or simple electrostatic build-up 
and discharge ought to be considered during 

m&chine’insta’llation, you should realize that 
this c$dpter is no .substitute for sound, 
rigorous engineering design. The discussion 
and methods are simplified so that a large 
.seg~rn~~nt of readers can appreciate the 
natur$‘of the design requirements. ’ 

Es’timation is the first step in determining - 
<he various loads. For example; to estimate 

‘; 
’ 

the weight of your machine, find. out what 
-2 

si,miIar machines weigh, Generally, small 
machihes weigh from 100 to 300 pounds 
per kilowatt of rated power. You must guess’ 
where yours will fall within a known range. 
Once the machine is fully designed, you 
can calculate rather th.an estimate the actual 
weight .of each component. Transmission 
and gearbox weight can be obtained from 
the catalogs available from many manufac- 
turers’of such components. 

, 

structural design. Certain types of compos- 
I ite materials, like carbon fibers, turn into 

frazzled, fuzzy. nonstructural messes when 
zapped by lightning. Other materials, includ- 
ing fiberglass, behave admirably well,-con- 

- sidering the ambunt of electrical* energy , A third and final procedure is to revise 
transmitted in a direct hit. some of the load and structural design cal- 

Many loads will require careful engineer-- , culations you made or-i the basis of earlier i 
ing analysis using books containing struc- 
tural design data and engineering expertise. 
To pass some building department inspec- 
tions, you may need the services of adicensed 
engineer. The rest of this chapter-contains a 
discussion of some of the calculations 
required to co ,. * ptete a successful pre)im- 
inary design for a large project or a finished 
design for a small machine. A benefit of 
buying a machtne off the shelf is that most 
structural considerations have already been Blade Loads ; A 
engineered into ft. The customer pays only 
par? of the engrneering fees, not all. 

_ I In vew of the safety aspects of a wind 
a: 

. 0 

weight estimates. Blade loads are a prime 
example of this procedure: Estimate, catcu- 
late, then-revise. During this design prooe- 
dure, you should be asking such questions 
as: Is the-design easily buildable? What 
materials should be used? Is this the lowest - 
cost alternative? Will the design be easy to 
maintain? Will it require a lot of maintenance? ’ 

Now let’s consider the loads on individual 
rotor blades: First you estimate theaweight of 

. 
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a single blade, say 10 pounds. Then, from 
your predicted operating TSR, you c$culate 

rpm. Knowing blade weigh) and 
you can now calculate centrifugal ten- 

sion in the blade under normal aerating 
conditions. Y&J can also calculafe blade- 
bending loads Using these. you c#n design 
the blade to withstand these loadk and cal- 
culate its weight as designed. Compare 

ated weights to calculated weights 
orrect the calculated loads accordingly. 
dea is to ‘converge the loads and 

weights to their final des.ign values. 
The first blade lo to consider is centri- 

fugal force-the r t of heavy objects 
moving rapidly in a circular path. If given the 
chance. szdch objects would rather travel in 
a straight 4ine.Tie a rock to a long string and 
swing the~rock around while holding on to 
the string. Centrifugal force keeps the string 
sfraight and tight. Swing it around fast 

I enough and the string breaks. The strength 
of the blade soar or other support that holds 
a wrndmill blade ;n its circular path had 
begter be greajer than the maximum centrif- 
uga? force. 

The iniormaiion you need in order to 
ca!cudate centrifugal force on anything mov- 
ing around in a cjrcle is the speed of the 
object. its ~eighi. and the radius of rotation 
measured from the rotating object’s center 
of gravi;y If the object happens to be a 
~ind~~~r\ blade, 11s center of. gravi7y can be 
determined by balancing the blade over the 
edae ‘of a ?hen board. or by, estimating rts - 

Centrifugal Force. : 

The ceAtnfuga/ fhce pulling a blade away 0.067 X 5 X (3 X IO)’ 
from the rotor hub is given by the formula. CentnflgaI force = I--“-- -- 

. 
3 

Cei, trlfu 
’ 0.067 k W X (SR X V)’ Force = __ .-..---..A- .Rc -.. - ---.-- , = 700.5 pounds. 

where * ,- ‘_ The force trying to r/p the blade away from 
the hub IS about 100 pounds in 10 mph 

W = the weight of the blade In pounds, winds. This may not seem IIke much, and it 
SR = the speed rat/o at the blade center Isn’t. But repeat this ca/culat/on at V = 

c. 

i- 
of gravity,‘ . 20 mph and V = 30 mph. You’// find that the 

V - the w/n&speed in mph, D centnfugal force i’s about 400 and 900 
fjG’= d/stance In feet from the center of - pounds, respectively, For a rotor that operates 

d/ 

rotation to the blade center of at constant TSR, centrifugal force increases 
gravity. as the square of the wIndspeed. 

There are two operating cond/t/ons you 
ot/ce that th1.s force is proportional to the should consider when calculating centrifugal 

/square of the wIndspeed, so that it,quadru- . force. First is the normal operating condition 
pies if the windspeed doubles and all the that occurs in maximum design wIndspeed 
other numbers stay the same. just before the governor begins to limit the 

Problem: A three-bladed windmill with a rotor rpm. The second /s the abnormal, or 
diameter of 12 feet is designed to operate at runaway operation caused by a faulty gov- 
TSR = 6. Each blade wejghs 5 pounds w/th ernor. For a small machlne, a 50 to 100 
its center of gra,v/ty, as determ/nedJrom ; percent overspeed IS not unreasonable. That 
balance tests, /y/rig 3 feet from the center of /s, a smhll rotor deslgned to operate at 300 
rotation. What IS the centnfugal force on this rpm mrght h/t 600 rpm In runaway condltlon. 
biade /n a 10 mph .w/nd? 

Solution: First you need the speed rat/o 
As a @atter of fact, It m/ght go even hjgher if 
11 he/ together long enough. ,To estimate the 

at the blade center of gravity, wh/ch IS halfway 7 centr,fugal force under runaway condltlons, 
out from the cent&of rotation to the blade , use a spefl ratto (SR) up to twice the normal 
jtp. Thus SR = ‘/2 X TSR = 3. Then, design value In the equation above. 

s 

a.bove will help y.ou calculate centrifugal 
force on a rotor blade. This centrifugal force 
calcuiatron gives you the information you 
need to select blade attachment bolts and 
other hardware. Also, qentrifugal force IS 
one of the loads you WIII use to design the 
structural members of each blade. . 

. 
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Rotor D&g and Blade Bending Moment .’ 
i 
<’ 

An approximate formu/; for the drag force on 
a windmill rotating in windspeed V is:, 

had a solidity of O.I,, for example, the .static 
drag on each blade is: 

t ‘Roior Drag = 0.0026 X A X V2, m Static Drag*= 2 x 0.7 x 39.2 
i ! = 7.8 pounds, ?? 

where A is the rotor frontal area in square 4 
feet and V is the windspeed in mph. ’ and the static drag on the entire rotor is 

:Prob/em: A three-bladed, propel/or-type 23.5 pounds. . . 
rotor 12 feet in diameter is generatihg its c The Blade bending mom’ents, in inch- 
rated power in a 20 mph wind. What is the 
rotor drag on this machine? 

-pounds, is calculated from the drag force on 
each blade according to the formula: 

So/&on: The frontal area of a 72-foot 
.~ propel/or-type rotor is 17 3 ft2. Thus, 

Rotor Drag = 0.0026 X 113 X 20’ -‘* 

Bending Moment = 12 X RC X Drag, 

> 
= 117.~ pounds. where Dtag is calculated for either the static 

Since the rotor has three blades, the drag 
or rotating conditions, as above, and UC is 

force on each blade is one-third of 7 17.5 
the distance in feet from the.ceAter of rota- 
tion to the blade center of gravity This 

pounds, or 39.2 pounds. This.‘& the drag 
force trying to bend the blade in the ,o!own~- Md 

_ -_formuia yields only an approximate value of ’ 

wind direction it should not be confused. 
the.bending~moment, but it is very close to 
an exact value that could be calculated .from 

with the aerodynamic drag on each blade 
that acts in the plane of rotatron, trying to 

much more complex equations. 

p&ww-eT-Gw _ -. -- 
Using this equation and the blade drag pf hE 72-f0o.t 

The drag force on a windmill that is not 
dTam&~lready c&uiated, 

rotating, or parketl, is approxima teiy: 
the blade bending moment is 1410 inch- 
pounds in the operating mode and 282 inch- 

Static Drag = 2 X S X Rotor Drag 

where S is the solidity of the rotor, and the 
_ Rotor Drag is calculated from the first equa- 
*z- tion above. if the rotor in the example above 

pounds in the parked mode, if the center of 
gravity lies halfway between the tip and the 
hub of each blade. The point of maximum, 
stress occurs right.where the blade attaches 
to the hub-at the root of each blade. ‘, 

l 
i 

d 

f 

-.,. sjgn conditions. For the 
rotor, calculat%.drag at highest possible 
windspeed-more than 100 mph in many - ’ 
cases. Then, select the highest of these two. .-..-:-. --.. ._..C____.-.------- _ .__-_ *_--- calsulati‘~~‘;-p~‘ik~~.~~~“s.75peFat,ng-as- ~--- ~- -- 

representative of the toads applied to the 
tower and windmill structure. These drag 
loads @II be used to calculate blade-bending~ 
moment by the procedure given here (see 

Blade-bending loads are caused directly 
by lift and drag on the rotor. Rotor or windmitl 
drag depends on rotor solidity and* rpm, and 
the windspeed. Rotor lift contributes to - box),. and tower bending moment, or guy- 
bending in two directions’: bending along wi,re loads, .as discussed later. 

Jhe directiqn “of rotation .and downwind 
1% bending. Th,e blade’structure must be capa- 

ble of withstar$ing the total bending load, ,. ‘!; 
Rotor drag causes sup*port towers to topple, 
guy wires to’break, and rotor blades to bend. 4, :: 

Consider the high-solidity, multiblade watec- 
pumping windmills. Stand in frqnt of such a 
machine, and it wilt resemble a solid disk, 
with no place for wind to flow through. The ” 
higher the solidity, the higher the rotor drag. . 
In the case of, a rotating windmill, drag is . 
determined, by approximately how much .-~ 
power you extract from the wind~&Gmplified~ ,--~- 
formula for calculatingthea&%o’ximate rotor 
dragjsprese6d here. ’ . 

e-S Conditions you should consider in this 
calcy$ation are theqot$ing (operating) and ’ , 
static (parked) loa& for normal”winds, and “- 
for the highest winds expected at the site. In 
normal @-rds,you can expect that, because 
of governor mischief, your rotor will occasion- -.--- ~~-. 
atPy3evetop morefhan Its rate-d f%wer. As ’ 
much as 50 percent more is a reasonable ‘ 

se the high power value and 
hich the rotor-will develop 

1 
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While rotor drag is used to calculate 
blade bending in the downwind direction, 
powershaft torque can be used to calculate 
Made b<ending in its thrust direction. Torque 
is not really a fox,. * but more precisely the 

It of a force applied at a certain radius 
the center of rotation-a twisting force. 

‘Blade lift causes powershaft torq 
a.ft against the enerator load. 

Torque is directly related to b de bending- 
most/y at the root end; it tries to twist the 
powershaft and shear’the blade hub off it. 

LVhen the total torque has been calcu- 
Bated. each brad.4 can be considered to 
contribute to it. In a three-bladed-design, for 

ird of the torque represents 
the blade-bending load on each blade. Also 
use the total torque- value to design the 
powershaft. This shaft musk transmit torque 
loads between the rotor and-its load without 
twisting along its length and failing. 

Powershaft Torque . 

The powershaft torque, In Inch-pounds, on a 
wind machine can be estimated from the 
formula. 

- * ,- 

of horsepower, use 3.01 jnstead of 2245 in 
thls’formula to get a result in Inch-pounds. 

Problem: Suppose a 12-foot diameter 
windmill generates 3 horsepower at TSR = 6 

Torque = 2245 X ff~y; in a 25 mph wind. What’ls the torque on the 
powershaft? 

where . Solution: From the equation above, 

D = the rotor diameter In feet, 
TSR = the tip-speed rat/o, 

V = the wIndspeed in mph, and 
HP = the horsepower generated by the 

rotor. 

Remember to use the horsepower output of 
the rotor, not the generator or other device 
being driven by the powershaft. If your evalu- 
ation of power IS expressed In watts instead 

Torque 
12 x 3 

= 2245 X ____ 
25 X 6 

= 539 Inch-pounds 

If th/s IS a three-bladed propellor-type rotor, 
then each blade expenences a bendlng 
moment equal to one-third of 539, or 180 
inch-pounds. This particular bending moment 
acts /n the plane of rotation-along the thrust- 
direction-and maxImum stress occurs at the 
root of each blade. 

Here are a few of them: 
I-. Solid woc&nb/ade,-or partially solid 

I 

. 

Blade Construction 

F rength-its ability to withstand those loads 
wiihcmt breaking. T-he structural design uf a __ .__ __ ,___--~ 

-. wade -a& -the materials--with- %hich it is 
made .determine blade strength. The blade 
must be designed to withstand centrifugal 
tension, blade bending, and torsion: It must 
retain the airfoil shape and twist, and remain 
firmly attached to the hub. There are several 
ways to accomplish ail of these design tasks. 

2. Tube spar, with foam, balsa wood, 

carved wooden blade with bolted steel 

a 

??r aluminum hub attachment. Wooden 
blades can be skinned with fiberglass 

,,. 
:c honeyco~mb, or other ‘filler;~~coveied~ 

S 
i and resin for improved protection. 

‘. ’ ... 
with fiberglass and resin. The spar 

. 

can be made of aluminum, s r 
starnless steel. D 

3. Tube spar, with metal ribs and skin. 
> 

The metal skin assumes both the air- 
foil curvature and the blade twist. Rivets 

j- and epoxy bonding will keep the skin, 
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, Wooden blade construction with a fiberglass skin. 

Tube-spar blade covstruction with a fiberglass skin. 



trailing edge,, and aeplasticized f2abric 
- membranelthe fabric pores are sealed 

against air leakage). 
’ ?Qe sail-wing membrane changes cprvature 

i,n response...to changi-ng airflow,*‘and can ,.,, 
generate high lift very &ficiently. The mem- 
brane must be stretched fairly tight for best 
pq?formance. An ideal membrane can be 
made from the lightweight nylon f.abric used 
for backpacking tents,. or the extra-light 
dacron sailcloth used on hang gliders. 

I( blade in your calculations for centrifugal 
force. In the overspeed condition, imbalance 
can cause the rotor to’shake.itself to death. 

* $&A 

The‘-carved-wood method-requires con’- ‘ 
struction s,ki[Is familiar to most fieople. 
Carving wood is easy, fun, and very reward- 
ing. Wood! however,‘may not be the best 
materiaiwith which to make awindmill blade. 
Wood is ceitairnly the most readily av%Mjle~, 
renewabre’reso,ur3ce, but wood soaks up * 
moisture, and it’s’ difficult to prevent this 
from happening. If one blade absorbs more 
water-than another, an out-of-balanqe condi- 
tion will result. ‘iou can see~the result oi this 
imbalance by chan,gi,ng the weight of. one 

-2~ _ ribs, and spar together. Rivets may be 
/ 5- aircraft aluminum,’ or steel pop-rivets. 

4. 7Ub’e ‘spar, with molded, fiberglass skin. 1 
The fibSergIass skin wifl,befour to eight 
laminations thick andmust be strong 
enough to avoid flexing in strong 
winds. A few foam. ribs may be bonded 
inside the fiberglass. o 

5. Sail-wing blade. These blades are made 
with a tube. spar, a stretched-cable 

’ 6. 

8 

. . 

Tube-spar blade construction with a sheet metal skin. Similar 
construction is used for the skin of modern light ~airplanes. 

I 

Typical sail-wing construction. A cable stretches canvas or Dacron 
fabric from a tube-spar leading edge. 

I 
c 

‘. ,* 
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But if you keep th,e wo 
they are a great way 

Lots of people a 
with Method 2-a t 
honeycomb filler, s $ritnyberg/ass. 
Although honeyco ex b onsive, this 
method is an easy w build egperimental - 
blades. The skills required to w&r& with‘ 
honeycomb-and fiberglass are easily leabd, 
and the results of your efforts will be strong, 
high-performance blades. The rivetted alu- 
minum structure also yietds a’blade,that is 
strong, lightweight, and %u.rabl& And the 
skills of rivetting, drilling, met&torm-ing, and 
banding are easy to master. 1 n 

Your first pass at’ structural design will y 
be based on a guess of the blade ,Height. 
Using that estimate, you calculate th&oads 
and size-the structure accordingly. With the 

‘design that far along, calculate the actual 
weigh{ of the blade. Chances &are, your 
.estimate will need correction, and the blade 
design will need to be revised. Continue this 
iterative process until final alade weight 
equals estimated blade wejght. . 

l. 0 :, ji i .-. 

Flutter and Fatigue 

Your wind machine must be able to 
withstand the various tgnsion: torsion, and 
bending loads. But how-many times can 
those loads be applied and wjttidrawn? 
Continued flexing might result in a crack in. 

of the ma’terials subjected to them. Most? ;. 
materials have fatigue design curves-called.. 
S-N curves-which give the stress level that ,,, 

*can be sustained for a given ,number of 
cycles. Depending on the type of material 
used,, fatigue-failure conditrons often begin 1 

.<. when the material is cyclically loaded’with 
more than 20 percent of Its maximum’allow- 
able stress. Thus, If you expect a tube that 
will break whenloaded to 20,000 pounds ’ 
to endure cyclic loads, you many not design 
for more than 4,000 pounds or so of maxi- 
mum cyclic load. Check the S-N curve for 
the matenaf being considered to determine r ia ,. 
where fatigue failure begins. .-.--- -- 

Flutter can be t.hought of as a large- 
scale, catastrophic osc.iIIa-tion. Take a yard- “‘. 

the structure and a sub’sequent failure, 
i. d 

1 

‘1: 
;*c 

‘+i* c, 

,,,fatigue faQtire. 
It was a fatigue failure that brought 

down a blade from the Smith-Putnam wind 
turbine in 1945. Wartime shortages of’mate- B ~ 
rials had forced the “ma’ohine to”remain 0 D 

*,-< 

parked for several years wafting .for g-re- 
placement bearing. During that time,’ the 
parked-blades were subjected to vibrations i 
induced’ by strong .wjnds. These rgpeateij, 
vibra~tions ultimatelytfatigued one blade. “A”, 
small crack developed, which ultimately led ‘lt ‘* 
to a blade failure. 

How does a q,esjgner avoid fatigue Lail- 
ures? The secret lies In ,understanding ‘all 

‘.i I 
‘::, 

the cyclic, oscillatory loads and the response _ c 

stick or, plastic ruler, and pip it with your I. . . . 
palm to the top of the table so that-half of Its P 
length IS sticking over the edge- With the ,, 
other hand, twang the end of the ruler. l\.will 



ake the free end longer, then 
shxter.~The shorter len _ ,’ 

implies kither mme bending moment or 
le stiffness. In this case, the longer the 
free arm the greater t 
you change to a diff 
wood ,to plastic) less stiffness will cause’ 
more bending deflection. . 

ness is crucial to prevention 
n you twang the yardstick, its 

~~,~~~~atj~~s dampTen oW--theycower 
a flutter situation, a w~~~~~~~~ blade w 

pen its oscillations. -It oscillates more 
e unti? the str~lcture fails. 5 a 
starts witp a bending oscillation 

(or a torsio.nal. twisting osciliatiotij that oc, 
curs at the natural irequerccy of the blade. 

e ~n’atuaal -frequency fO,r each of 
lb? different iengtk Of yardslick by twanging 

.ht o~n’ttie table. You could- [ir@ the ndturaf 
frec~hxy of your blade, b’y twanging it, btit 

sl&ngth of the blade.To prevent such flutter, 
the blade must be stiff enough that it will not 
break when itsnatural frequency is excited 
by the forces of the wind or by any other 
cyclic forces. n , 

While the aerodynamic ‘and structural 
design projects are under way, you must be 
aware of the various mechanical details that 
constitute the rest of the wind machine. 
Apart from structural design of load-carrying 
beams and powershafts, other features to 
consider are the governor, yaw controls, 
and provision for, automatic and manual 

shut-off controls. Thesefeatures are crucial 
to the proper operation of your wi achine 
and to its safety and longevity: 

I . 

Gbvernor D,esign , 
I c 

,A governor is c&i& to the structural life 
of awind’machir-fe: no goternor, no-machine. 
A governor can be a human operator sta- 
tioned at the machine and trained to take 

‘%-be blade experiences $her forces besides - appropriate corrective action in the event of 
the bending rkmenf. These other forces- ;high windsThis was the traditional method 
especialiy centsiiygal 33 ening-camp 

atfers by altering the natural frequency. 
of controlling the early grain-grinders and 

Calcwlak-ig the na?ural frequency of spinning 
water-pumpers of agricultural societies.The . 
various ‘forms of mechanicat governing 

blades is a co-~plex.marhematlcaI problem. 
A~ot~er’dj~ere~ce between the yardstick 

devices range from ‘simple, spring-loaded 
widgets to complex, computer-controlled * 

qnd a actor blade K-I operation is that the q servomechanisms. Here are some of the 
wind forces- acting on the rotor blade are proven mechanical concepts for governing ” 
ctW~tinuali;y exCiTsng ,the blade to clscillale. your wrntiachine: 
The viiwd forces 2nd the’biadeilex~hg gang . ing the windmill out of the wind. 
e;p fo drjq/e -ahe os~tliations beyond ?he Either turn it sjdeways OP tilt it up- 

** :.- ., d .” 
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G[overning a wind rnachir$ by aiming it sideways. Thk approach IS ‘” Some Sma” 1 
WH-I~ generato#rs and mos /farm 

i 
wlndmrlls. 

T$%.@,, jp.. 

usually done by allowing the rotor to 
pivot out of the wind when drag forces 
are ~excessive. The American Farm 
multiblade windmill, for ‘example, is 
slightly off axis with its tail vane, so 
that excessively high winds cause it to 
pivot sideways. 1 

2. Coning, or allowing the blades to form 
” “a cone in the downwind direction. 

This reduces the frontal area, thus 
reducing the power and rotary speed. 
The blades can be freely hinged with 
perhaps small springs t’o hold them 
out for starting. Centrifugal force will 
holdsthem out during normal rotation, 
but tempest winds wfll-increase blade - 5 

i 

i i 
-1 

A tiltup governor. A few mode / wnd generators use this method 

ntrol. This method of 
ived:,the most design * 

&n accomplish power * 1 
control by blade pitch control-rotating 

rj . 

Ed the blades to change their ancjles at-@’ r . 
reduce power. For blades made with j . . 

. tube spars. you can mount the tubes 
Ln bearings at the hub, so that the ..,,,, L 
blade angles can be changed, and 

‘.__ ‘._, 

provide some ‘meansof controlling 
this angle. ’ ’ * 

The most common method of controlling 
blade angle in small installations is to mount 
a “f lyballl’ oneach-btade-Theftybatl*s- -- 
to swing into the plane of blade rotation 
against a return spring. This action rotates. __ a. 

- the blade out of its optimum power con- 
figurations and reduces the extracted power. 
Another approach involves allowing the 



/ 

u’ c 
k 

A flyball governor. At high iotor rpm, the flyballs swung Into the plane of rotat&, ’ 
feath’ering th’e blades. ‘, ’ 

i 
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Three different tail-vane designs. Vane 
C IS the most sensltrve to shifts in wmd 
drecricrn. D i 

r . : 
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, tube spar to ,sli:de in and out of the hub. A 
strong dpring holds the blade in against 

( normal centrifugal force, but excessive rotary 
speed overcomes the spring tension. The 
blade slides outward but is forced to rotate 
by means of a spiral groove or slot. 

One further method of aerodynamic con- 
trol ‘uses blade drag to cause the whole 
blade.hub assembly to slide downwind on 
the power shaft. A spring holds the hu.b 
against its stop during normal operation. 
But when drag- is high ‘enough, the hub 
compresses the spting and slides. The 

Yaw Control 

The yaw axis is the directional axis of a ~ 
wind machine; it is a vertical axis. Vertical- 
axis wind. machines, like the Darrieus and 

\ Savonius rotors, need no yaw control. Hence, 
they are often called panemones-for winds 
of any direction. For horizontal-axis machines, 
however, the problem of yaw control is 
important. The solutionsare usually simple. 
In the windmill shown on page 115, the tail- 
mounted fin acts like an airplane’s rudder to ,J 
keep the windmill aimed into the wind. 

0 blades are linked to a-non-slidinq por0o.n of.--&omm.on- -~es--btt~iI--vane~useflare -- -- - 
the power shaft so that as the hub slides, the * illustrated in the diagram. Design A is a bit’ 

1 blades are forced to rotate as the linkages nostargic, but it wo.rks; design B is a great 
extend. - ._._ __x .~- improvement, and C is the best. The reason 

’ 
Drag brakes at the blade tips are one is simple. You want the tail vane that is most 

more way to harne.ss aerodynamic drag for : sensitive and responsive to changes in wind 
use in *overnor. By mounting small plates direction. Design C ha&he highest ratio of 
there that extend as centrifugal.,, force jn- vane span (distance from top to bottom of 
creases, excess ‘wind power can be di,s- the vane) to chord (distance from leading c ’ 
sipated, irito,ihe., airstream-protectin the 
blgdes. Spring tension and activation geom- 

edge to trailing!edg.e).Such a design is like 
“a glider wing designed to .make the most of 

etry must be carefully adjusted so that the light updrafts. t&support the ct%ft’alofi with- 
drag brakes come into play only when ’ out benefit of a motor. Practical ratios of 
necessary to limit the,rotor rpm. . vane span to chord are between two and 

With any of these methods, the blades ten. A typicai’vane might be five times as tall 
t and blade-control devices must be linked as it is wide. ” 

together so that all blades react together. If Mounting the blades downwind of the 
ohe blade’s configuration is permitted to directional pivot is another practical method 

- vary from that of the other blades during of yaw ‘control. Blade drag keeps the rotor 
high-speed rotation, severe vibration and aimed correctly. If you design a machine of 

..balance problems will set in -immediately. * this type; balance it to be slightly heavier in 
+ Usually this is catastrophic. Link all blades i front of the pivot by mounting generators or 

and controls together. other heavy things up front. Tail-mounted . 
P 

\ 
\ 

d 
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blades are required if you p an to use free- 
blade coning for gale wrnd protection. But 

ail problem with tail-mounted 
blades: the turbulent airflow downwind of 
the tower causes the blades to vibrate as 

rough this area. Thus vibration 
can exacerbate fatigue problems. and should 

e reduced as much as possible by stream- 
fining the tower near the blades. ” 

Shut-Off Controls 

&-wt-off controls allow you to stop the 
ine for marntenance or in anticipation 

-d.de~drt.?lefn 
can afso be shut ,off automatically if an 
abnormal operating condition such as blade 
imbalance is detected. It’s most important 
to pfan some sort of automatjc shut-off con- 
trol into your system. If a blade parts com- 

this controf wili keep the rest of the 
ine from tearing itself away from the 

tower. 
The shut-off control mechanism can be 

designed into e yaw control (if a tail vane 
is used1 or ii-l 
system is used). 

ernor (if a- feathering 
rge. reliable brake is 

.* 

A Dunlite wind generator in Willits, California. The tall-mounted fin keeps k 
rotor aimed rrxo the wind 

used for full shut-off on some systems. I r, ,; ” 
Tne need for automatic shut-off can result 

from atiy abnormal operating condrtron, 
brakes. or tuft the rotor out of the windSystem /’ ’ i 

‘A 
m~alfunctions such as generator failure or a /’ 

such as an unbalanced rotor caused by ice bfown fuse might create an unsafe condrtron 
ild-up or impact wrth birds. stones or from ihrch the wind machine should also ’ ” 

ot. VVlndspeeds that exceed the be protected. 
design kimrts shoufd normally cause the ’ How does an automatic shut-off control ~ _ 
governor to feather the blades. fock the work? ‘me mechanrcal or electrical signal 

, -,. . ;A 
I is. 
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that causes a shut-ofP&o,mmand or response speed sensor might be an anem’0mete.r or a 
d.epends on an abnormal condll’i@n&eing ,smafI va$e that, inhig h’&ndsi overcomes a 

--sensed.. Blaije i 
, +??,.!% 

any type’ da; 
and\ th,rows a swrteh..to ac&ate the 

a$Seleromater 
the:sI%t-off system. Oth’&r system 

etWs, ,r$ay be S‘jmilarly sensed, and 
bail resting on top off ~ef&:,ted accordingly. 

rt to a shut:off switc y.now,-youmay have realized that each 
,rii’achine begin to 7. 

,’ from the pipe and a$ 
falls. This vibration se 
spring release and SW 
ways, feather the blades br $ply’a brake. 

Another, more sophisticated solutiCq&s _ 
-to use an electronic aWeleration sensor 
that sends its signal to an electromechan- 

part of a,)yJind system sh 
qwhole dur@g, not afte 
Each part of the syste 
mance of that syste 
system w2I perform 

poorly planned 
ectations. This 

chapterhas conce 
machinery sitting atop the tower; the next is 
devoted to, theyconstruction of complete: 
systems. c. 

h 
ical. device that stops the machine. A iind- _- -; ’ < z.q+- 

.f. 5 ,c ,\+:s ‘b ‘;i.&, “-D _.- . 
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The.Wind Power Book 

There’s much more to a-wind power system 
than just the blades and powershaft. You 
have to convert the’rotary mechanical power 
into forms,m.ore appropriate to the task at 
hand: the.reciRrocating (up-and-down) action 
of a piston well pump, ttie electrical power 

i ? in your house wiring, even heat inside a 
=.+ water tank or barn. Some form of transmii- 

sion takes this power from the windmachine 
to the actual point ofuse. And energy storage 
is required in most systems to take care of 
th,e times when there is no wind. Loss of 
energy and power can occur throughout 
the system; careful design, construction and 
maintenance are your only protection against 
these losses. Finally, some form of backup 
power is usually required, and controls are 
needed to make sure that alI the sarts’of a 

i G .wind system function together properly. 
Wind sys.tems haGe become more com- 

plex. Skills required to build wind machines 
have grown, and designs have become 
more sophisticated. Flat airfoils evolved into 
aerodynamically curved shapes; bicycle 
chain drives were replaced by gear boxes; 

e wooden pushrods became electrical wires. 
The many practical, wind systems already 
developed pro&&-us.a firm basis for further 
work. With new technojbgy and fresh think 
ing, we can design many new systems to 
meet current and future energy needs. 

‘The basic elements of a wind power 
system are illustrated in the accompanying 
diagram. The blocks represent system com- 
ponents; the arrows indicate thee transmis- 
sion of power or energy. All systems, even 

the simplest, have a power source and -a 
user. The power source may be an old 
multiblade windmill, and the user a nearby 
sprinkler or an irrigatio-n ditch. Rotary shaft 
power is converted to reciprocating mechan- 
ical power to drive a piston pump that lifts 
water out of the ground to the irrigation 
ditch. Such a system is not very different 
from the earliest wind power applications. 

But suppose you wishto irrigate during 
the night, and the wind blows mostly during 
the day. Or, suppose you need to irrigate the 
crops every day, but the wind blows only 
three.days each week. In each case, 

4 
ou 

need to store the pumped’ waterrunti ’ is 
needed. This- pumped water is a fo%- of 
energy storage, just like the chemical energy 
stored in fully charged batteries. Most appli-. t 

Block diagram of a wind power system. A corn- ’ ~~~ 
plete system Includes energy sforage and a provision 
for generattnb back-up power ‘j 

cations of wind power require some-form of’ ’ 6 
storage so that power is available when the ,, 
wind has died. 

Thus, most wind power systems include‘ 

I ,‘k> 

a wind energy converter (the wind machine), 
a user (your appIicatio.n), and some form of 
energy storage. ‘. 

A w.ind power system is often planned 
for -applicat63ns that require a constar8ly ’ 
available source of, energy. Suppose, for 
example, that wind is used to power a remote 
data’sensor and transmitJet-. Clearly, certain 
2pplications for remote&ta collection, such 
as forest fire prediction, require an uninter- 
ruptable energy source. Systems that must 
always provide power,,regardlesOs of wind 
conditions, must be provided with a backup . . , 
energy sou’rce. For-the remote transmitter, 

<. 
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backuQ might be a propane-powered gen- 
erator; a switch that, when thrown, connects 
the user to utility mains; or jumper cables to 

\ 

< t’he electrical system of a’handy automobile. ,’ 
In +y case, you must -pay attention to i 

the cor+rols disigned or built into the sys- 
tern. You catinpt-attend the wind machine’s ’ 

% moment, so it’s important to 
itself off when 

alternatpr’s output and its load on the power- 
‘shaft. The batteries won’t be overcharged, 
.b tt u he load on.the wind rotorwill be reduced, 
thereby increasing the importance of, an 
adequate governor to protect the rotor under ./ 
all conditions. Such governors can be 
designed to us’e (1) mechanical forces gen- 
erated by springs and flyweights or (2) 
electric or hydi-aulic servomechanisms con- 
trolled from electronic or other sensors. Or, 
as in the case of the farm water-pumper, 
wind forces acting on the rotor tilt the rotor 
sideways out of high winds. ?- 

A complete ‘water-pumping system. Wind power~&%alq~hrough the “water head” and overcbmes frlctlon 
losses in the ppes. 1. 

The final design and selection’+&com- 
ponents that make up the b!ocks in a diagram 
of your system depend mostly on the ap@i- 

/ cation you select for your wind system. Wqter- 
pumpers have different design -pr’oblems 
and solutions than battery-charging systems. 
If water is to b‘e pumped with an electric tiell 

” . 
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pump, you must consider the problems of rods and pump seals. 
both water pumpingdand electricity genera- A foot valve at the bottom of the well - j 
tion. Let’s look at some of the available serves as a one-way. inlet valve.- Usually, a -mm- 
solutions. 4 _ 

\ 
one-way check valve is instal.led between b 

, 
. the well casing at the pump out1 nd the 

-.- ,.. -.. . . . . . tank. Installing a check valve here reduces 
Water-Pumping Systems . water loss backward through leaking pump- 

seals. 
Many kinds of wind machines have been 

i 

e Among the various other pumping 
built to pump water, including the Cretan schemes are paddles th,at splash water over 
sail-wing, the Dutch four-arm, and the Halliday the edge of shallow wells, disks drawn by 
mactiine. But perhaps the most familiar wind- a rope throughi)a tube,, and various screws 1.. _. r- . . 
powered water-pumper is-‘ the multibladed 
farm pumper that is a common s’ight in rural , 

and centrifugal’:‘water slingers? Such low- 
technology pumps have been built by Dutch , 0 

. ‘9 
. 
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America and parts of Australia and Argentina. ’ 
.I Rotary powershaft motion is transmitted, 

millwrigfjts for draini.ng land- behind dikes, 
and by Asian-farmers Irrigating rice paddies 

somet.imes through a-speed-reducer gear- and gathering salt from seawater on large 
-9 v I 

^_______ __“___ i -___ box Jo .a crankshaft that converts it into the 
The spiral-screw,kater pump has been used in 

1 I +--, . _ ~~.~~~.~.~~~_~~~~~~~~..~.^~^_.~~~^__._ *-.I.-.^.-..^%^ ..,._.. ^.^_^,^__” _.___ sol:ar-heated salt ponds. These machines .,......~.~~~~-~ri~~~h,~~-t~ drain large’,land areas. linear reciprocating (up-down) ,jnotion of the‘““‘.“^‘-“.“‘....~.~..,“.- -“-*-.-.^*- “--‘“:” .li;,rlrlcl’?l F-C- I- .*9- _, :~,.“*.,~~.“~.,~. ;.,..~r--..~““c~-.E-i- 
are appropriate sofutrons formany of today’s 

sucker rod, a vertical shaft extending down 
Jhe tower to the pump belo*. Sucker rods 

energy ‘needs) particularly in remote,‘ruraI 
1 

1 

- got their name from the fact that many deep- 
well piston pumps lifted the water only on _ _ _ _ _ _ . .,, _ . . _ _ . . ; _ _ - . i ..:..; _ . ,_ . . . . - . . . . - 
the upward, or sucking, motron of the rod. 

.-. Such pumps are called single-acting piston 
. pumpa;@ouble-acting Qumps lift water on 

J 

both the’ upward and, downward strokes..- _ 
Lifting’-on the upward stroke places &-&on 
loads’on the sucker rod, while pumping on 
the downward stroke applies compressive 
loads that can easily buckle a long, thins 
rod-especially when a strong wind is busy 
bending the rod ever so slightly. According 
to.many farmers, most of the maintenance 
required by water pumpers with double- 
acting pum’ps consists of replacing sucker 

areas. 
+, ‘, . .- .-_ 

* 
A recent method of wind-powered water 

pumping uses compressed air to transfer +,.,.,,. _,.,,,, . _.. _ . ._... . ._. .,. I. .,..,..,. .I....., J... .._. . . i.,- . _.._ 1 . I . . . 
the power to the point of u,+e. Rather than a 
sucker rod descendi,Qg.$$a tower, com- 
pressed air is p~shgd’~t~~t’ogh’~~.~~“~e and ’ 

use&to,. :rai& water out, of&the’ ‘groun-d. .A ,y.,5.>$t h.....i 2 
$&~$~@~fl~.d~iv~$; $&f$i&$$+@~lt compressor 
iike bn& ,Ic;+& ~~~~~~~~~p:a’~~ht’~compres,sor~ As L - 

the rotor-spins&& compressed and sent in 
hoses to a storage tank* This ‘compressed 
‘air drives then a submerged piston, bladder, 
or rotary pump. Such pumps are either 
adaptable to or specifically designed for 
this purpose. Air-driven piston pumps tend 
to be elab$r,ate devices. The air must first >+f.: , 

1 ,.. \’ 
:” I - ?. ,-L .i. ,! it ! .;, 2 :<; : , , 

.’ .;, 
# 
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bble Dumb, c&$&sed-tiir bubble+- 
--+-+-% 

to .the pump diameter as they rise, 
water to the surface. +< I . 

. ,:’ . 

t t . ,. - Th; Wind Power Book ___,_ ,__ . . YI,_ _,*,_, ^ -I’ . I *’ _ __,.,~_,_ ,-,I, -.1-,-.*‘- _,C,_._ ,,s-,c* I - 

A centrifugal pump can lift ‘water from a shallow 
well or a pond. I. . ..-_...-“-.. ._*....C_ * . . . . . . .--.:; __.,.... _ . . . . ._...m..---.. -.------ --.-~-.---------c--*---------. .-------*- 

, Water St&age 
,i 

1. 

drive one way and then the other, each time 
being valved on both the intak.e and release 
(exhau.st) sides. 

A much simpler pump is the bubble 
ytoump. You can visit a tqopical fish store and 

e seeone of these at work. Just blow bu.bbles 
into ;i’pipe and they expand as they rise, 
pushing water ahead of them. They must be 
fully expanded to the walls of tk pipe before 
they reach. the water surface “level, or they 
will “burp” and fail to pump water out of the 
ground..With bubble pumps, you can raise 

. . ,. _. _ . _ 1 -. . . 
_.___-.-.... Gener~l.I~~parriped-wat~r,‘m”~~t-tj;’B 3tored 

for a while .($~less it js being used directly 
for irrigation) becau& the wind does not 
always blow when you need the commodity 

. ’ it helps deliver. Early American pumped-’ 
water storage schemes included ponds for 
cattle watering, stock-watering tanks made 
of wood or metal, and redwood water tanks 
w’ith a capacity of 500 to 10,000 gailons.The 
redwood tanks were built near or into the 
house for which the water supply ‘was 
intended. About the only changes that have 
come along are ‘galvanized metal tanks, 
fibergTass tanks; and plastic tanks. 

water about twice the height the pipe extends 
below the water surface. 

Unfortunately, bubble pumps operate at 
terribly low efficiencies of 20-56 percent. 
They waste up to 80 .percent of the com- 
pressed air just to blow big enough bubbles to Q 
pump water and push that water agajnst pipe 
friction. But there is. a lot of room for design 
‘improvements, and bubble pumps are virtu- 
ally maintenancefree. The compressordriven 
by the’windmill is not maintenanceLfree, so 
it should be installed’in a place conducive 
to easy maintenance. Bubble- pumps-are 
not good-‘at transporting water horizontally. . 
Burping wastes so much Bower that hori- 
zo,ntal pumpi,ng ‘is all but impossrble. You ” 
cqn, however, pumpwaterhighenoug h-vet; -~ 

~- 
1 

tically to, allow gravity to carry the water. 
,along a trough to the tank or use?? 

.” . . .._._ *“P..-.. 

‘- . 
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Two sto7@$Emerations, are imp&- 
tant: maintenance 22 gGen qyantity of water, 
and maintenance of enough water pressure 

i’ to allow the water to be used as intended. 
--- i ----- --$t?ckYwat$ting--from ponds requires only a 

p6~d+$ll of water-no pressure. ..Btit a 
: $Q~j$%er~ works best if the Waters tank is at 

&$&t 5 feet above the shower head. Some 
;iter pressure can be maintained by charg- 

a pressure tank, as most electric well 
mps do. Often a flexible bladder expands 
ide _the tank to accommodate the extra. . ..-- 

time-of- wXGYTl?isarrangGnt allows 
c -you to have plenty of pressure-for a short 

,:&me=-when you turn on=the faucet.*A 50~ 
: ~gallon accumulator tank might be suff iiient. 

“’ for all your water storage ne&ds, but most 
people need a larger tank... _ ’ .” 

From an&hitectural viewpoint, large 
wate$@nks are less @sirable than 50-gallon 
dema%d~~cu6ulators. But in the days W&Q ,#.i - .j 
wig?&&g.@er was the prime source of pumped 

’ &&i$?&n.k,~[, as -‘large as 10,000 gallonss 

I- : 

:. . 
, .- --: = 

I D&&$~g Water-Pumping 
-‘ -‘- *, 1. L r.. ’ 

,L+*‘ 3; o;herIto si ---- - . 3. 
ze your water pumping sys- 

temj.qdu; will have to estimate your power 
t-&$$ements. How much water do you need? 
H&!&jast2~.when, and how often do you need 

--. 

it?&-&a&wering these questions, you arrive , i .A A water-pumping windmill of early California. The storage tank 
at ar?.,:eneigy’budget expressed in gallons of was built Into thestructure Itself i 

,“.5 , ‘. r 
: * :&, , , a 
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The power required to pu?np water is propor- 
tional to the flow rate and to the,pressure = 
against which the pump is work)ng. This 
pressure is uslually expressed in terms of the _ 

. “head,” which has two contrib&ons: (,I) the 
height that the water must be pumped from 
groundwater /eve/, and (2)“an extra contri- 
bution, called the “friction head,” due to 
friction in the pipes retarding the flow of 

‘~a&. A fairly accurate value for $e power 
r&quired can be calculated using”the formula: ~ 

Power = 0.00025 X F X (WH. + FH) , 
Is 

where 1 
. 

G = water flow rate in gallons per 
m’inute; ’ 

5 E, = mechanicg efficiency of the water 
pump; 

WH = water head-the vertical height in 
frqm groundwater /eve/ to tank 

units of ’ 
tts, multi- 

This equation is meant ko work with the 

your need for water, 
and divide this need 

._ .b 

‘Power for Water Pumping ‘. ,. * s. 

you expect the wind tqbroduce usable pc&er 
./ .,_ ,I 

* passing through a t/%&/bow and into The . 
during the same time peridrj. Do this on a 
daily, week/y or month/y ba&---depending on 

tank. Sqp$o$e the farmer r&ds 2700 gallons 
of water der dai/ and E’herq<.are an a&age of ’ 

the, results of your wind ~ti’&$~~,,To get th?g* D ’ 
flow rate’in gallons per iriinute, then, use-the 

6 hours of usable wind perY$t: How many 
rq watts “of wind pcJWer must be supplied to a 

formula: ‘.~ i. ;‘ iL . . B-,4 ,;-..> “+; -t: water putip%irh, 75 percent efficiency? 
2 

x3 

G7 
Gallons Needed 

60 X hours of, wind “’ ’ 
’ j sb,* ~ 

SoJdtionJ:Thd$ average,,flow $t’&, needed is 

, .? 2 “G z -$s* k’ 7.5 gallons/min , - 
‘,a<’ , 

. Frictioh losses depend.on, the pipe /eng.th A% M&friCtion head in the 3-inch pipe is 
L (in feet), the pipe diameter D (in inches), “, 
the number N of pipe joints and corners, and ’ ‘j ” .; 

100,x: 7.52 

the flow rate G. The formula for friction head FH = loo0 x 35 
iyp.3 Xqj~- - 

-1 I- 3 
FH is: a ‘. 

= 2.3 feet. 
-> - t X G’ d 

- FH 7 + 2.3 X N : 
1000 X D5 L _ 

r 

The pipe length L includes all pipes down in 
the’ we//, across the pasture, and&p the hill 
or into the, tank. If pipe diameter changes 
along the way, as it u?ual/y does, this formula 
must be used separate/y for each different 
length of pipe, and the results added together 
to get the total friction head. 

Example: Suppose the depth of water in a 
well is 700 feet below the grounfllevel. A 
3-inch .pipe brin’gs this water to the surface. 
The water passes through one elbow joint 
and into a l-inch diameter pipe running 
200 feet along the ground, then through a 
second e/bow joint and up 14 feet before 

The friction head in the llinch-.pipe is 

FH = 214 i 7.52 ’ 
lotI x 15 

+ (2.3 X 2) 

. _ 
= 16:6 feet _’ ’ 

The total friction hdad IS the sum of thhse 
two contributions or FH =t 18.9 feet. Then the 
pump power re$uired is / “ a 

\ .- ,. 
7.5 Power zO.00025 X o,75 x (114 + 18.9) ;’ 

4 = 0.33 h’p 

To get the answer, iou just multiply by 746, 
so the power requirement is 246 watts. 

.’ 
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water, which you can convert to foot-pounds 
or kilowatt-hours. Usually there is plenty of 

, room for water conservation~:I Do you really 
_ expect to take half-hour hot showers, know- 

’ ing there is no wind blowing? 
Careful, study of your planned water 

* usage may reveal important conservation 
areas. Drip irrigation combined with soif 
moisture sensors can tremendously reduce 
the perceived dater requirements of many 

I 9 
crops. As opposed to large stock troughs, 

,-ir: the.automatic stock-watering devices com- 
- monIy”availabIe at feed stores reduce evap- 

orative -losses and algae growth. Emulsifier 
: 2; : shoherheads, water softeners, and other 

oevices can readily reduce domestic water 
consumption. Conse~rvat~ion shoutd be ‘f&t 
of any equation used to calculate an energy 
budget. 

Next you will need to determine the height 
- lyour water must be raised and the flow rate 

required. The power re’quired to pump the 
water is proportional to the flow-rate aQd the 
water head-the height above groundwater 
-fevel to which the water must be pumped. 
The lower the flow rate otiwater head, the 
les required. q 

you measure groundwater level? i 
A string with aweight and float attached will 
do, if the well driller isn’t aroun/b,to give you 
his findings. Note, however, that well depth 
probably will change with season. Through 

prospecting. you might find a shallow 
well site; with any luck, such a well site will 
be near the intended.water use. 

Long pipe runs take their toll of power ‘_ 
f, 

through friction. Friction in&eases with 
length, w.ith the square of flow rate (twice the 
flow rate means four times the. friction). It 
decr.eases with the fifth power of the pipe’s 
diameter (cutting a pipe diameter in half 
increases the friction 32 times). Take a 507 
foot garden hose and measure its flow rate 
tith a faucet turned on full. Add another 50- 
foot length and measure the new flow rate. 
Add enough hose, and the flow-will be 
reduced to a trickle. Then try thisJest with a 
smaller diameter hose and see what happens. 

To reduce dipe /friction, select ‘a pump 
that produces low flow rate, and a p;pe with 
the larg.est possible diameter and the fewest 
joints. You can’t always choose .a .pump on ) 
the basis of flow rate, however. For; a pump 
to absorb any amount of power from the 
windmill and translate this power into water 
flow, it will do so at high pressure arid low 
flow rate (deep well) or low pressure and 
hi’gh flow rate (shallow well), or some level in 
between. This happens because the power 
required to lift water is a function of well 
depth, desired flow rate, and friction. Increase 
any of these and @I increase the power 
required. If power is li?mited and wat’er depth 
increases as the summer ends, the flow rate 
must decrease to compensate. Jet pumps 
which use a jet of .high-pressure water to 
lift well water to the pump where it can be 
sent along its qay, are sold on a basis of 
horsepower and well depth. You can mix- 

.and-match jets and pump motors if you 
wish,‘but if you deviate much from recom- 
mended settings, you will be ignoring a 

, 
c’ 

LOO 400 60$ ,800 1000 

iota head iitl * 

-- ~~-- -~ ~~ 

Pump* power needed to lift water at a flow rate C?,‘ SL-;------ 
in gallons per minut$. To gel the wind power needed ’ 
to drive the pump. dfvlde by the pymp efficiency- ’ 
about 70 percent t 

. 
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tremendous amount of research that has 
gone into improving the efficiency of these 
units. Your Pest option to reduceJow rate i.s 
to use the largest pipe size possible 

,*\, 1 Tuhing awater pump system often reveals 
-A 

l interesting characteristics. Take the case of 
Ipe water pump, which operates - 

-. 

\ 
off a crankshaft in anosci.lIatory fashion. 

\ ;p The speed at which the piston moves along I ‘, _.e in the cylinder changes constantly-fro;m 
-* zero at the ins’tant it chang’es direction to a 

1 
li maximum speed at the midpoint of its travel. 

,f < ‘2,’ I- , It’s this maximum flow rate that needsclose 
examination. For an average flow rate to 
equal your calculated values,- the maximum 
instantaneous flow rate must be mu-ch 
faster-fast enough,,in fact,$?at fluid friction 
really becomes important The pump will 
not operate efficiently unless the pipes can 
handle this surge in flow rate. 

Other than using large-diameteripipes, 
there’ is only one solution. :Adding a surge 
chanibernear the.pump will solve the prob- 
lem at t,cw cost. What is a surge chamber? 
It’s a jarge tank-of tr\apped air” plumb.ed to 
the water line. Whenever a flow surge puts 
pregswre on the long water line, most of that 
pressure instead compresses Lhe air trapped 
in this chamber. W~at~r’+enters the surge 
chamber quickly but leaves Et slowly, under 

ef;geration 
5. 

repair shops. But 
; 

-m -remains: aeration of th,e -,. 
amber. Water under pressureL 

’ od of time, absorb the trapped 
nk will fill up with water. No 
will result unless !h‘e tank is 
urped-approximately the- .r’c,, 

opposite of burping a baby. There, you coax 
air out; here, you let air in. A commercial 
surge tank comes equipped with a’rubber 
bladder that solves the problems by separat- / 
ing aip fram water. 

By selecting large pipes an;d reducing - 
the number ofjo.ints in the pipesrespecially I 
corners-you minimize.system losses. Mini- 

‘mizing seal leaks: eliminating evaporative- 
losses, and selecting efficient pumps are ; 
also effective means in optimizing a system. 
Maximizing energy availability in the design 

>process (i.e., matching wind machine to wind 
availability) should then yield the energy 
desired. Also,. you should select an aero- 
dynamic design consistent with the level of 
technology you wish to employ. All-of this is : 
followed by construction, installation, testing 
and tuning of the system. 

. _ : -_ .- --------------. .--,---iP 
Wind-Electric Systems >,, 

Because electricity is a--low-entropy, high- 
pressure from the air it compressed, during SL 
the time between surges when the piston is 

--q-liallty form of energy, it Can be readily 
adapted--to -many end uses. Hence, there 

pumping more water into the chamber at a are ‘many diffe%if-systecs that can use a 
much lower instantaneous flow rate,. windcharger as the powersource. 

A low-cost surge chamber can be made include charging batteries for domestic 
from’ recycled refrigeration charging tanks power and fghting, driving an electric water- 

6 -. 
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p~~n?p. powering a remote electronic sensing 
device, and powering wind furnaces for 
home and farm heating. The possibilities 
are virtually limitless. 

The earliest domestic windcharger pow- 
ered a radio set and sometimes a .light. 
Batteries were used for energy storage, and 
either a gaso e or kerosene ger]erator was 
also on hand ‘to boost the batteries. Or the 
farmer carted them to town occasionally if 

e wind didn’t ful y support the electric 
emand. In town, a appliance and imple- 

ment repair shop-usually also a windcharger ‘~ 
deaIe..!!--wc+~d recharge the batteries while _-_-..- -- - ---7 the farmer ran his errands. I ve often re- 
charged my batteries in the trunk of my car . 
while enroute to town. 

The ele&rlc system used by many farmers 
prior to rura electrification was a dir&t cur- 
rent (DC) system, like the bne illustrated 

-,here. A two-to-four-bladed windmill turned a 
generator. of-ten not too different from an 

e generator. that produced electric 
current flowing in ti single direction along i 
wires connecting it to the battery bank. 
Today. the same DC system is used in ‘most ’ 

-~ domes~e wind-eleciric systems. This system 
has no provision for alternating current (AC) 
loads! such as refrigerators: washing ma- 
chines. and the Iike.?he old radio sets used 
a mechanical vibrator inverter in their internal. 
circuitry to convert the usual 32 volts DC to 
an AC voltage that the radio power supply 
could use., 

~. With the invention of transistors and inte- 
grated circuits. theineed fo; vibrator inverters 

._ 

in radios has been eliminated, but the use of” 
inverters in general has not. Today, wind- 
electric systems are being used to power a 
&eater variety of loads -than did the older 
windchargers. Hi’storically, direct-current 
devices swch as lights, radios, electric 
shavers, ahd electric irons wePe the usual 
loads. Now ‘microwave ovens, color TV sets, 
freezers, refrigerators, and washers are 
becoming common. El&trically, these 11 O- 
volt AC loads are very different fromltheir 
32-voit DC ancestors. Because of this differ- 
ence, the selection of sn appropriate wind 
system design is more complex than it vjas 
in the past. 

Optimizing a wind-electric system des-ign, 
or planning that system for maximum energy 
production at least cost, involves selecting 
the smallest component or subsystem that 
will do the job safely. A wind-electric system 
is completely optimized when no energy 
storage is needed-an unlikely situation. 
Energy storage-traditionally batteries- 

bastes an enormous amount of energy and I 

n 

Generators and;J’ransmissions -. ,. -. _ _ 

often runs qstem cost beyond pract&.J _ 1 .-. 
limits. Arriving at a site and system design 

+.-k+- 
i $ 

that closely couples load timing’ with wind 
availability would ‘be ideal. Often as not, 
though, you need ene;gy during the evening, 
and the winds occur in the morning. 

T0 OTHER DC LOADS JI 

Direct-current electrical’system used with many 

Wind power is converted to rotary shaft windchargers. The batteries are wired fn Series 
.- 

power and finally into’electrical power by.a 
generator or alternator. The generator might 

\ 
-. 
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be AC o’r DC bui an’ &,e,rnator generally have been built--the old -Jacobs, for ex- 
producesAC. Most automotive alternators ample-with a large, heavy, slow-turning r 

,contain AC-to-DC rectifiers that supply DC generator that could be coupled directly to : 
current to the au-tpmotive electri al system. 

% 
, 

AC power,cgn be gene,r?t+d &r&hl,yP.at the 
the rotor;. Some newer alter!ators are being . *,,, 
tested that can also couple, directly, but. 

wind generator, or AC cati be made from DC most generators arid alternators spin so fast 
using an,:inverter. ’ * that a speed-up gear ratio-is needed.&, Q 

Alteriating curient comes directly from What form does thg speed-@ mecl@n- 1 
wind ma&ines that are designed with either ism take?-Chains, belts, and gearboxes 2t-i J b 
induction generators or synchronous gen-.#$?he d&ices usually employed for the spe,e,d- 
erators. Each is really a motor that ru?s,at a.n,,, : up task. Gearboxes that are readjly availqble 
rpm that is governed by the 102-d and the ,, aat,.local tractor-bearing,--.chain, and pcilley S, ’ 
6’0-cycle line frequency. Usually; these mo- _,., L-,-;‘., sr’br-es are suitable. These gearboxes {tart I 
tars,. run at’ 1,750 to 1,800 rpm,’ with the out as speed reducers, but windmill desi(ans 

higher rpm occurring when the motor is fully simply run tl@rn backwards as. speed: in-’ 
unloaded. ,creaseTs.- When’ runnins a gearbox ‘back- 

Direct current is generated by either a ‘ wards, the horsepower rating-wh$h wo’uld 
DC genqrator or an AC alternator with recti- normally equal the maximum rot, r..-@rse- __ 
fiers. Traction motors used i;n~gotfc~fl3fijrk 

II ___... - . . . . . . . -.._. 
power-should be consetiative: select, a 

lifts, and electriG,cars are suitable for use in . gearbox larger .than-needed.’ 
a wind-gen”er&or. Usq_ally these motors have Chain drives may be cheape / than gear- 
commutating.brust%s that carry-the full boxes, but oiling and tensioning require- 
output current of the generator. Alternators. ‘men& can make them a less desirable 
come in-a variety of sizes and. typ%$fFom solution. Some designers have successfully 
small ‘autombtive types to hefty industrial encloSed their chains, and sprockets in ’ 
alternators.~Automotive alternators are not s’ealed housings bith splash oil, lube; a 
very efficient (about 60 percent co’mpared sprin&loaded tensioner coupled with the 3 
wilth ober 80 percent for the industrial variety oil bath coBId make a chaindrive a reason- ‘. ~~ 
,and DCQactio’n motors) and must be driven 

n / 

at high rpni. They are cheap, however, and 
able part of your projet+ 

Several belt drivesT’a’re available; the. 
find their way into lots of wind projects. toothed belt arid ‘the V-belt are the inost - - 

The alternato’r or generator is coupled to , cbmmon: Toothed belts an.d‘ pulleys are 
^ the rotor through some form of transmission nQarly as expensive as gearboxes, and these 

that serves to speed up--the-retahkty slow- b&Its can be temperamen\al. If their pulleys 
turriing powershaft to the higher rpm ‘re-’ are not properly aligned, the belts slide off. If 
quired by the generator. Some machines the torque is very great at low rpm, th’ey hop * 
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teeth and eventually self-destruct. Cold When the Olds hits the ground, the storage 
weather can destroy them too. V-belts tend. 
toward higJl friction, which means an inef- 

cell is said to be “deag.” Pumped water is a 
-better way to store energy that I will discuss 

ficient power transmissior 1 

the cheapest solution, Stil 1, 
favorite, most easily\obta .i 

Storage Deyices 

, but they are by far later. 
, gearboxes are my A more familiar energy storage cell is 
ned transmission. the flywheel. Instead of lifting a bit of American 

history 100 feet above everybody’s heads, a 
spinning disk stores energy. Conventional 

. wisdom says that this spinning wheel should 
b-e large. and quite heavy. The more weight, ’ 

Since you are likely, to need energy dur- 
ing periods of no wind, some form of energy 
storage will be required. The three main 
types of energy storageavailable to you are 
thermal, mechanical, and chemical. With 
thermal storage, you simply convert wind- 
generated energy into$%heat by using an 
electric-resistance heater probe or, more 
directly, by stirring a lub of water. You then 
store this heat’as hot water, a warm bed of 
rock or gravel, or molten heat-storage salt. 

, -These te,chniques are discussed later under 
+ thesybject of wind furnaces <: *. 

Gechanica] energy s&age involves 
coaxing a heavy object into motion or lifting 

- it so gravity will later return it. A favorite 
- analogy of mine is to think of wind-generated 

electricity powering an electric motor mounted 
at the topof a 1 00-foot pole and busy lifting, 
by cable’ and winch, a 1955 Oldsmobile,- 
When the car readhes the top of the pole, 
the energy storage device is sa.id to be fully 
“charged.” If juic”e is needed,-‘the Olds is 
aIIo,wed’to drop-spinning the motor in 

- .reverse as it falls. The motor becomes a 
- I 

generator, providing electricity on demand. 

and the faster it spin‘s, the more-ehergy the. r; 

heavy wheel can stoire. M,ore recent think- ; 
ing h&s resulted in the development of super . 
flywhee,ls. These flywheels are not very heavy, 
but thetispin incredibly fast-3\0,000 rpm or 
more, cepared with ‘about ‘300 rpm for the 
heavy wheel. Because energyistored in’ a 

, 

flywheel‘ *is. directly proportiona\!, to weight 
(double energy for double we,igbt) but in- 
creases >with the square of the rpm’\(quadru- 
ple energy for double rprnJ ^an’en,ormous ’ 
amount of energy can be stored”.i,n “a really 
fast-spinning wheel-but not withoutipenal- 

““i 
i 

ties. At such high speeds, air fri’cti~r-?is 
considerable, so super flywheels’ are typ/‘cally 
installed inside a vacuum chamber. Also, ’ 
the bearings mustbe very precise devices, -.l 
carefilly designed a,nd built. These problems c ‘. : 
notwithstanding, sup,er flywheels may even- iI 
&ally compete with batteries for storage.of b’ I 
wind-generated energy.’ 1 . I. .j 

There are two approaches to chemica’l’ ’ ^ . 
energy storage. One takes electric@pbwer ’ 
and splits a compound, say, water;‘&%to~its 
‘constituent ~pat-ts-hydrogen and ox$ge.n’.’ 

. 45 

These constituents;, are stored separately .; ’ ( 
‘Y 
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Corn&& used to power golf carts, this recharge- 
able battery can be used for storage of wind- 
generated electricty. 1 
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Battery banks are the most common energy stor- 
age for wind-electric systems. 

I 

and later recombined to produce electrical 
power as needed in a fuel cell. These cells 
are becoming more available receritly and, 
while expensive, offer a means of usin,g the. 
energy of chemical bonds to provide the 
needed energy storage. Another approach 
to chemical energy storage is the traditional 
batteF;Y storage device. The rechargeable 
battery is th’e only type bei?g considered for 
wind energy storage. Metal plates inside 
these batteries act as receptors for the 
metal atoms that plate out of the electrolyte 
(the acid in Lead-acid batte‘ries, for example) 
as the batte”ries are being charged. When 
the battery subsequently discharges, these 
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,pet& return I” solution in the electrolyte- 
releasing electrons and .generating direct 
current at th’@ battery poles. 

r 

There are’tiozens of differenj batteries- 
each named by the type of plates and/or 
electrolyte 

I 

used. The most Common are the 
lead-acid and the nickel-cadmium batteries. 
Lead-acid batteries are psed in cars, golf 

Vcarts, and other commoh applications. 
Nickel-cadmium, or nicad batteries as they ’ 
are called; are used when higher cost is not 
too great a penalty and when lower weight 
‘.and improved tolerance to overcharging 
are required. Airlines ‘u?e nicads. 

You can use either type in your wind 
system, but vou mdst be careful not to over- 
charge a lead-acid battery, or discharge’it b ’ 
too fast. The nicad battery can stand t ese 
abuses, buf it’has one qujrk worth me tion- 
ing-a memory. If you discharg .i nicad 
only half-wa’y each time, eventually half-way ’ 
will be as far as it will go. If your electric 
shaver uses nicads, it’s best to run it dead 
periodically. Wtiatever the battery used, you 
can reguce storage losses by, using clean 
terminals and well-maintained batteries. You ‘+ 
should a-lso try to have sensible discharge ’ - -’ 
rates, bepause high discharge rates lqwer 
the storage efficiency. 

lnverters 
=a r . i‘ 

Electronic, stand-alone inverters convert 
direct current intd alternating current atla 
yoltage and frequency determined solel)Lb-y- 

1 

. 
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each inverter’s circuits. lnverters that turn, 
say, 12 volts DC into 110 volts AC are avail- 
able in a variety of amperage ranges and 
voltage and frequency accuracies. For ex- 
ample; a really cheap 4-ampere inverter- 
that’s 110 volts at”4. amps, or ab,out 400 
watts;is available in the recreation vehicle’ 
mark&for under $100 (1980). Voltage output 
may vasy from 105 to 115 volts, and frequency 
from 55 to 65 cycles per second. And the 

/ 
ofcurrent several trmestheir rated amperage lb 

output is not the smoothly oscillating sine 
waqe of ,expensive inverters, but rather//a 

for a few seconds during statiirig. This current 0 
surge can destroy an inverter that’s not 

square wave, typical of cheap inve,tiers. / designed for it. Consult JimCuljen’s book 
Sg.uare-wave AC is~ useful for-op 

s/e 
rating (see Bibliography) for more details on the = 

motors, lights, and other nonsen rtive de- 
Efficiencies of two differ&t inverters, A well- 

vices but stereos&d teIevis”lon.sets tend to ’ 
installation and. use.of standGlone inverters 
in a house wiredfoi’directcurren~. 

I _ matc$d inverter operkes ,at mo(e than half its rated 
4~ power leye,l. I 

q? I ’ 
0 f 

soukd fuzzy because of the,effect square Synchronous inverters perform aslightly n 
0 e-- 

,. I 0 

I 
* b 1 

I I 

I .f 50 75 1 D ‘- 25 J’ 
I 

Perc&t of’ rated‘-power 
4 

oi 

waves have on their power .s’upp’ly. 
More expensive inverters a@ available 

different task. .th&-r -the stand-alone $ybes. _I 

with close voltage regulation, a quartz crystal 
They still turn DC into AC, but they d’$ve”a~ 
existing AC-line. The AC o 

to control frequency, and a sine wave-out-. 
put. For Etpplicatidnswhere the AC output 

ch’ronous invert& is fep dire 

will qower electronic devices, this type of 
line such as your house6 
current is available from an e ., 

-inveti,er may,be necessary. ’ . go ttiis inverter’ must synch. 
Where voltage and frequency are not r with the &C line and operate in~~parallel with . 6 

i:mpoflant, but sine-wave output is, a motor- 0 
generator type of invet-ter can be used. Here, 

the other source. To be ful+t,y sync~rohized, 

DC ppwers an electric motor that in turn 
the wave forms-sine wav5 in the case of 
utility power fed, into your household wiring- . 

spins’an AC generator. AC generators pro- .must-match In fact, mostsynchronous inver-‘ 
duce sine waves, but heavier loads slow the !- ters’use the wave form they are working with - - 
motor down and cause frequency and volt- 
age drops similar to those of the cheap 

to establish-Internal voltage and’ requency 
regulation. \ 

electronic invetters. lnverters tend to operate - To get AC into your house fr 
i t 

at highest efficiency at or near their rated “, 
m a wind I 

power. Because your AC loads aren’t always - 
.tgenerator, then, you either start ith AC at 
the windmill, or turn -DC into AC with an 

on, or on at the same time, it might be inverter. Either way, a major &fet\ aspect s .4% ‘\ I ( a F n I .J r 
. 
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* y; l%e Gerkini synchronous inverter. This’electronlc 
:-. y- device converts direct current into AC poWr syn- 

\ chronlzed with utility power. 
” 6 

! . 

i 
1 \ 

a TO UTILITY 

-T-=7 ‘ELECTR’C 
METER 

.SYNCHRONOUS II -*: 
INVERTER _. 

7- _ 

TO OTHER AC LOADS 

A synchronous inverter couples. a DC wind gen- 
erator to both the utility grid and”the house wiring 
system. ’ 

must be considered: if you shut house 
power pff .to service the wiring, the wind- 
generated AC source must be shut off, too. 
Failure to do so c-an be fatal. In gaining 
approval from your p&blic utility to link an 
AC wind system with’your house, the safety 
issue will be the primary topic of discussion. 

l 

, 

__ 

Designing Wind-Electric Systems ” 

.By now, you’re probabl’y considering + 
some ~0r-t of end use, or goal, for.w{nd 1 
generated electricity, such as powering your Q 
house, heating a barn, or whateber. What- 
s&t of wind-electric systsrrqplan should be ’ 
used to reach that goaih 

. 

The first choice the designer of a wind- 
electric system must make is whether he or 
she wants an AC or a DC syst&n. Then, a 
suitable plan takes accou@ of several impor- ~ J 
tant factors: I & 

l The nature and timigg of the load 
l Rated power of the%vin’dmill t 

. l Constraints ,of cost and:aGaiIabiIity, 
Most important is the nature ‘&nd timing of 

o the load. Look at a typical domestic load 
plan. A small house with a feb inha.bitants 
has the us,ual array of qonsumer gadgets.’ 
The energy and power requirements fop this 
household are summ’arized in the table. 

Your needs for electrical energy and _ 
power depend entirely upon the appliances a 
you have and how you use them, l’o deter- 
mine these needs, you must examine all 
your appliances and-monitor or estimate . .--- 
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their use patterns. Whenever possible, you 
should determine the power drawn by each 
appliance-its rated power. Thit will usually 
be written5 in watts or horsepower, on a label 
somewhere on the appliance. If the appli- 
ance is not labeled, an. AC wattmeter might 
b.e used, or you could consult the manufac- 
tu,rer to determine the rated power. Appendix 
3.5 contains extensive tables of the energy 
and power requirements of many electrical, 
devices. 

;i If low-cost system design is yourgoal, 
you will have.to have‘some ,estimate of the 
timing of the loads ptaced on your system. If 
all the-devices listed in the example illus- 
trated here were used at the same time, 

m >bout 3,500 watts of electrical power would 
be required. In a 1 IO-volt AC system hooked 

” up to the utility lines, that’s only about 32 amps 
(watts = volts X amps). But in a 12-volt 
wind-electric system, you’d need to supply 
alpost 300 amps! In addition, the m,otors in 
a-ppliances like refrigerators and freezers 
draw up to five times their rated power for a 
few second-s after starting.This surge doesn’t 
contribute much to the overall energy needs, 
but it might well put an excessive,load on bat- 
teries inverters or other system components. 

The methods you can use to estimate 
load. timing @alI start with an inventory of 
your electrical devices as illustrated here. 
Con+sult Appendix 3.5 for more detail about 
exact procedures. Oncethe monthly energy 
use has been estimated (about 300 kWh in 
our example), compare it to your monthly 
electric bill. If they don’t compare, something 

5 

J 

Electrical appliances in a Small household. The energy and $ower needs of these deuces are 
summartzed rn the table below 

ENERGY AND POWER REQUIREMENTS FOR ANPICAL.HOUSEHOLb 

is wrong with your estimate, and you should 
‘try again. * i - 

Virtually all of the devices commonly 
available off-the-shelf‘ at consumer goods 
stores will require 1 lo-volt alternating cur- 
rent. The on-line AC frequency should be 60 
cycles per second with only a Night varia- 
tion in frequency allowed. If the house is so 
equipped, you should use one of the AC 
load systems shown on the next page, , , , I A ij 

1 

R$frlgerafor 

Kitchen llghl 

Bedroom. light 

Poih-Ti@&.. 

Llvlng room light I 
Bathroom llghl I 
Televlslon , 
Microwave oven ’ 

./ Slow cooker I 

/ MISC kitchen devices I 

j Blow dryer I 
1 MISC Fathroom de\irces 

L - TOTALS 
I\ 

Rated Power 
(watts) 

360 

100 

100 ’ 

40 

100 

75 

350 

1500 

75 

I 250 

500 

50 

Energy Use 
(kWh/month) 
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If your load is off-line, or not connected 
to a utility grid power line, then you should 
also select one of the AC systems but 60- 
cycle power is not required. Generally, DC 7 

I_.. - --..-- -------energy storage &-k3-%?n~erter are used 
with off-line loads. 

--u ’ 
AC source 

> El AC source 
w. 

0 
l 

If the household’load is on-line, then the 
source of backu~p power could well be the 

. utility lines. By synchronizing frequency of 
the wind-generated electricity with the line 
frequency, the wind system can operate in 

*parallel with the utility power supply. The 
power required by the domestic loads can 
be supplied entirely by wind, if available, or 
by the utility if not. The two power sources 
could even operate in tandem, ;.. 11,11’1 , I III., / I , ,,l./Y 

Remote electronics applicatio,ns are 
often ideally suited to wind power. Telecom- 
munications equipment, environmental mon- 

, itoring sensors, and forest fire spotting 
equipment are a few examples of installations 
requiring electrical power that is usually 
unavailable from utility lines. These loads 
are almost always off-line and require a DC 
wind system. . 

‘I A principal difference between remote 
‘electronics wind systems and similar systems i 
used for domestic purposes is the nature of 
the load.,A windmill designed for remote 
w’ork must be highly reliable, with controls 

0 

Block diagrams of four basic. wind-electric systems. 

to make it self-sufficient for extended periods. 
One might reasonably expect a domestic 
wind system owner to shut down his’gener- 
ator manually in a storm, but sending some- 
one backpacking into the woods in the Y. 

i face of a storm is out of the question. Fully ‘;!, ~. 
i’ ’ , .e+46 I , 

h : 

,1 

F e 
” 
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automatic controls can be built into either 
u 

system, but cost constraints might rule.out 
their use in most domestic -systems. 

Wiring diagrams for direct-current sys- 
tems. range from simple to complex. Direct ---,,- -~ _l--J.=_l--. c u rre n t f -=--Fh-= -wi;a-g --n‘eTijgf -i h ar g es t 6; 

1 two batteries shown in the diagram-on page 
127. There the batteries are wired in se.ries- 
the positive terminal of the first battery is 
linked to the n.egative terminal of the sec- 
ond. If each bat_ery is rated at 6 volts, the 
two together will generate the same voltage 
as,a single 12-volt battery. By link-ing them in 
parallel, as shown in the first figure at right; 
the voltage output is limited to 6 volts, -If 
more batteries -are needed to storemore 
energy at ,~he@$gheer voltage, they would ,be 

I,. ._ I. ._,.. 4 linked in se%%-parallel to each other, as 
illustrated in the; second figure here. 

If a good timing match exists between L 
-need and resource, most of the wind- . 
generated electricity wilLdirectly power,the 

~~ load. If there is no nqe,d, the batteries will be _ 
charged, and s.ome energy will be wasted 
due to the inefficiency-~o&charging then 
batteries. 

An electronic circuit that monitors system 
voltage may beneeded to,.prevent- wasting 
wind-gen / ated eiectri.c$y when the batteries 
are fully charged. S($pose the ‘battery’ is 
fully charged and wind power is available 
but no electricity-js being used.’ The load 
monitor senses this condition because, when --;c- 

’ the battery is fully charged, voltage in the 
charging circuit will tend to rise above 
normal chargin SC voltage-a 12-volt battery 

-. ---~_ _ .H -- _-. 
, ‘. 

i l-0 OTUER DC LOADS 

Parallel battery wiring increases the amp&e-hours 
you,can store but lowers the voltage. .: 

., <. 

:- 

I 

BATTERI E$ .- 

/ _ * g 

TO Ok%??? DC LOADS 

Series-parallel battery wiring. Use this approach to 
s\ore ‘more electrical charge at higher’ voltages 
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will charge up to a-bout 14.4 volts. At this 
voltage and above, overcharging occurs’, 

’ -which can damage the battery. As long as + 
the charging voltage! remains below a set 
voltage,say 14.3 volts, the monitor continues 
to charge the’ batteries. Once the voltage 
rises above this point, the monitor switches 
ona relay that adds a newsload to the circuit. 
This load gives the excess wind power a 

- place to do some work without overcharging 
the batteries, thus avoiding any waste or 
battery damage. After the new load has been 
applied and charging voltage has dropped, , 
the load monitor will switch’the! re.lay- to off; i 
and bean charging the batteries again. . 

What sort of extra load ,am I talking about? 
It can be an electricresistance heater or a 
backup heater probe in a solarstorage tank&. 
or hot water tank. That’s a convenient place 

’ 1 for extra wind energy to go? with no waste. 
If the water gets too hot, in\jlite a neighbor \ 
Bver for a shower. You c&n easily size \ 
this heate? prob.e with the’procedure given . ‘7 

I here (see box). ’ 
il 

A final, important feature is a backup 
electrical generator for extended windless 
periods. Folks who travel about in large ( 
moQrhomes know all about these gener- 
ators. Some are nqisy; others are not. They 
come with pull-starters or electric starters. ’ 
The example shown here has.a.seco-nd load 1 
monitor wired ;to the--~starter. The monitor 
senses a very low voltage conditio,nindicat-, 
ing .a-dying battery. It then starts the gener- 
ator, or rings a bellto s,ignal you to do the 
samel If you have to ;star-t the generator > 

I I .I .;‘. ‘J 

Sizing a Heater Probe 

To. determine an appropriate value of the elec- 
trical resistance needed in a water heater 
probe, use Ohm’s Law. This is a tried and 
proven formula that requires only a know/edge 
of the current (in amperes) you expect to flow 
through the protie and the voltage of the 
system: 

Resistance = 
Voltage 

Am&fez? ’ 
i :j 

The current passing--through tYl& probe is just 
the excess current from your ‘wind generator 
that you want to dissipate. 

Example: Suppose your.wind system ha& 
a 72-volt generator, with a maximum charging 
voltage of 14.4 volts, that is rated at 80 am- . 
Peres. What resistance do you need in the 
heater probe to dissipate half this rated 
current? 

Solution: Using Ohm’s Law wish thernql>? 
mum,chaging voltage, _ _ -- “‘- :- se. -__4 ->-;.- 

--::d-A.-- __ 

with a resistance of 0.36 ohms. If your system 
instead .could generate I10 volts at a charging 
current of 20 amperes, and you wanted to 
dissipate the full current in a water heater, 
the probe resistance would have to b.e 5.5 
ohms. Note that the 0.36 ohms in th.? previous 
example would look like a short circuit to this 
1 I O-volt sys tern. 

i -: 

LOAD AlON/ TCR 

3 
Series battery wiring with a load dumper. 
When the load monitor senses an overcharged 
battery. it drver-ts current to an electric waler 
.heater. _ - - ‘- .- .“~,, 
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yourself very of-ten, you ire likely to develop , 
interesting conservation practices. 

Besides the losses that occur in the 
generation and storage of electrical energy, 
important tosses occur in transmission. 

l Make sure that wiring\ runs are as short as 
possible, wiring patterns are neat, electrical 
connections are sound, and the wire itself is 
sound and well-insulated. Also of critical 
importance is the diameter or gauge of the 
wire. Wires that are too small for the currents 
being carried will warm up excessively a?d 
waste energy. Use the procedure given in 
Appendix 3‘to calculate the wire sizes neces- 
sary for your system. Then use one size 
larger than calculated. Wires tend to be 
permanent fixtures, while loads %most 
always grow. 

What else can 6e d&e to enhance effi- 
#I ciency in a wind-electric system? Quite a bit, 

actually-especially in the a.rea of load ‘v in the process of zipping around unp,lugging 

Above: One possible backup generator for a 
wind-electric system. 

Right: A complete DC wind-ele’ctric system, in- 
eluding DC and AC loads, and back-up power 
source. 

management. I’ve already talked about your 
electrical energy budget, and how to esti- 
mate i,t. In the course of studying your load 
ch,aracteristics, you will probably notice that 
some of the loads tend to crowd together, or 
be O?-I at the same time. Through the magic 
of “peak shaving” you can cause loads to 
unbyndle. lowering the peak power drain 
on your wind 2ystem (or on Edison, for that 
matte,r). .This doesn’:t mean you vi/ill actually 
save jenergy in a measurable quantity. If 
you unplug the refrigerator while the toaster 
is running, the refrigerator will make up for 
the Ross as soon as it’s p1ugge.d back in. 
However. your batteries will last longer, and 

things, you might actually find areas for 
improvement. S,ome usage might be dis- 
carded simply to reduce the number of 
things that must be unplugged each morn- 

#in’s; others will not be so obvious. But, during 
the effort, you’ll probably be a lot more 
conscious of your load.and end up using 
less energy. 

Wind-Electric Water Pumps 

Pumping water with electric well pumps 
is a common pr’tictice throughout the w,orld. 

- But, using atvindcharger to run water pumps 

r;- 

’ / 
M(INITDJ? STAQTER CENERATOR 

TW ol-HE9 DC LO,W25 
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windcharger is supplying power. Here, bat- 
* teries would have made the difference. ‘* 

Instead of an ARC motor to drive the well 
pump, you might well’ consider a DC motor b 

c with a voltage and power ratingoompatible A 
“-‘with the generator in the wind machine. An 

inverter is not required, but you might add a 
small:electrical circuit (control box) to switch 

;: the.pump off when too little power is available 
to bump any water. The AC motor considered 

. \. earlier isa constant-power device that spins 
\; ” at a fixed rotational speed: and d*rives the 

..: ;‘i.=> pump at a fixed rpm so that a virtually con- 
is achieved. The DC ‘. F ” s,tant plumping rat 

motor, which is II 4 ly to, be a converted 
.2 ,,traction motor from a golf cart, will spin at an 

rp*m governed only by thej’power available 
to’ it. Buta D’C motor is not compatible with 

-c jet pump&which many modern small wells 
use) b&au& they are designed to spin at a 

m #xed rpm. It @ompatible with a positive 
. displacement pump, such as a piston. pump. 

,, You might requi.re a hybrid system Jhat 

,. DC PUMP 
.I 

A simple wind-powered electric pumping system. The only storage IS a large water tank. 
\, ” 

?‘ 

INVER TER WATER TANK 
TO OTHER USES : 

1 
>+- _ 

A complete wind-electric water-pumping system. The well pump’~s lust one of several loabpewcrcd 51;‘this I 

@mbines elements of most of the electrical 

. %pplications diagrammed so far. A tyipical 
1 

$ind-electric system is not dedicated entirely 
z. > ‘?to water pumping, although such a system 1, f windcharger. 3 - ,. - _ 

is possible. The lower drawing shows a hybrid .i \ 
. n’ . F _ 

or flexible wind-electric system with major \is’deli\;ering,gnough power to pump water. 
emphasis on waterpumping. Note that the . IThe 
added control box uses the water level in f 

control box could bedset to sense a 
,‘crisis water level in the tank and draw cur- 

the storage tank as one of its inputs. Another 
input might be power available from the 1 

rent from the batteries, or ring a bell to warn 

windmill. The control box could sense a 
$he owner. The controller could be pro- 

‘*” 
need for water in the tank, but hold off 

grammed 30 that if more wind power was 

drawing from,the batteries until the windmill 
a.vailable : than’ the batteries needed, the 
pump would bring the,&ter levelssup to a 

D ’ ; 
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“full reserve” level-ta 
- 4 .I. 

advantage of the :, suoply ‘water to his center-pivot, irrigation / 
gccasional excess p r a wind system 
might produce. Such programm*abfe intel- 

sys;ems, whicti are used to irrigate potatoes. 1 ’ _L i 

ligence,. when coupled. with several win,d 
TheufiGty lines, already, wireb to the pumps + r’ 

energy applications, leads to higher’ov>yail V 
now provide all the n,gcessary power, but 

’ a constant-frequency, synchronous wind 
I system efficiency. . 

’ . . IL 
:, * 

Chapter 2 described a novel. technique - 
’ generatorcould be wired to,operat 

‘for generating electricity -and pumping 
‘with, or in parallel with, ‘the, utility 
‘unlikely that a 400hp windsystem is within 

wate,r-the Bushland, Texas, experimental _ 
system being tested by the U.S. Department ii* 

th,is farme&r’s budget,. but anywind. power 

of Agriculture. This particubr,‘sc.hemeuseS 
supplied will offset the power required’from’. 
the, weiity ‘lines Ahy or all: of these pumps ’ 

the full c.apabiIitiesof+the electric well motor, * cbul&,be coupled to a wind turbine in an’ , . 
1 If no wIitd power is avail&.$ during pumping, 

the motor does the entire‘j-ob,‘spinning at 
arrang$ment similar to’the Bushland;Texas, . 
mac;hiee+ ‘,- _. ;I’. 4 

p about 1,750 ipm. When the wind increases, 
*. 

I 2 
. an ,electronic- control circuit releases the - ’ 

I 
. 

’ windmill brake, and a!6mall starter motor 
\ 

iMind Furnkqes ’ ’ e I , - i 
spins’the windturbine’up to” speed. At that. :e ’ 
point, a clutch engages to couple the torque - A wind-furnace is a wind-&we&d- heat- ’ 

‘. - 
from the turbine-to the torque supCjlied’by ing system. Low-grade heat is needed for, 1 

L v the electric motor. Motor rpm increases as 1 
* p more wind power becomes available. When 

domestic purposes and for,agricuIturaI and 
a . 

_ - 
g 

mbtoY?pm reache‘ 
,~ industrial processes. Hot water can warm a 

isneeded from th utility. As the ram increases ; z 
about 1,800, no electricity room in winter, and provide, a hot bath or 

sterilize a milking parlor, and wash manu- 
i;- * above 1,8C@, the motor turns into a genera- 

d + . tor, pumping juice back into the:utility li,nes.i ’ 
faciured parts before painting.‘Hot air warms 
rooms and barns and can dry parts afte? 

* A typical synchronous application dor .:, washing. Solar heat is rapidly reljacing g.as, 

& - * this type of wind-electric water pumping oil, and coal-fired heat sources in many 
_. II 

Y@ i - ’ would be an industrial oragricultural’waterr, ; ‘domestic applications, and in some ,indus; 
f ’ 
-\.; %. pum’p that drives a large irrigation system or ‘( trial and agricultural processes. One-could 
I an industrial process plant. Such a pump is ’ 
‘:y I 

4,reasonably expect to apply wind. energy to 
. 

. probably a’ 220-volt or 440-volt. motor, from heating-perhaps as a,complement to sola 
\ ten to several hundred horsepower in size., energy. 

An Idaho potato-far.mer uses a;400-hp electric 1 

. pump to Iifi’water 800 feet out of the ground 
‘Wind furnaces can be used to supply * 

the extra heat required for home climate 
. into’ a holding pond.‘ Four 14-hp .pumps control in regions where it is both windy and 

,- 

0 
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cold. Many parts of Eastern Canada, lthe 
New England coastal regions, and the Great 
Plains states and provinces are likely areas 
for important wind-furnace ap@ications. 
’ Space heat requirements of a building 
debend on the temperature difference be- 
tween the indoor and outdoor air. Heat Aows 
from warm to cold, and when this difference 
/s large, serious heat losses ensue. Insula- 
tion, caulking and weatherstripping are typ- 

I 

hf * D ical .measures to minimize these losses. 
But {the overall heat loss can be severely 
increased by cold winds. The rate at which 
heat leaks out is increased by wind chill and 
by higher than normal infiltration-the.pro- 
cess where cold air sneaks in through cracks 
and small openings. Wind increases infiltra- 

?tion by building up air pressure against the 
~r house, pushing more cold air inside. Wind 
i ,- chill is an increased conduction of heat 

n away from the outside surfaces of the build- 
ing. The wind carries heat away from these 

L surf&es much faster than normal. Beoause 
of greater complexity, infiltration loads are 
much harder to predict than wind chill heat 
loads. _ i; 

*;r i; .a 

Average wind power available, in watts pei: square meter, d+&ing the winter montl$.Y$$g~ons of tiigh”pbwer .’ ’ ‘-,.i 
are good areas for wind furnaces. . 

e - . 
I 1 I 

The beauty of+using a wind f-urnace for concept is not Jimited to space heating. 
extra wintec heat’ is that it works hardest However, space he.ating uses lower temper- X 

ii 

w.hen it is -needed most. A solar heating “.,atures &an most other processes (86-I OO”F, a 
system or wood stove can provide- your compared with 100-l 50°F for domestic hot 

,<base heat requirements with a small wind water, and higher for many industrial pro- 
furnace to “provide peak Joad heat. This’ cesses). Lower temperatures are easier to 
approach limits the need for energy storage- reach and easier to keep. If you carefully / 
hence it’s a cheaper system. size your storage tank and use. plenty of ib- ‘ j 
’ Your wind furnace can be used to gen- insulation, a wind furnace can provide a fair.,, 3 

crate heat for just about’ any purpose; the portion of all your heating needs. 
‘: i ,‘ 2 

I * 
2 i 

( .‘. ,, 
d l 

i I 

I 

1 
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;7 
B A wind furnace can’ be linked tb aq active so@ heating system. 

.” 

A windmill can also drive a heat pump 
directly. The heat pump can be s’uitably ’ : \ 
designed to broduce low temperatures as 
we@s high.Thus, some of-your refrigkiation 
needs, as well as heating needs, can be , 

satisfied with a heat pump. Such heat pump 
systems are already available for conven- 

o 

tional and sblar energy sources, and can be 1 
readily adapted to or ‘designed for wind 
-power. 

Perhaps the most versatile heat ge$nera- 
tion method is to use a windcharger to drive e 
an electric-resistance healer:: Such a system ,’ 

(t6e University of Massachusetts Wind, Fu’rG 
nace ‘project) was described in Chapter 2. 
Electric baseboard’heaters or heater probes 
for-‘water tanK!Z are very common. ‘Wiring 

. 

a wind&$-fier% a simple 
only a load monitor to pre- 

,^ 
,./‘\jent overloading the windcha[ger in low _7 1 ,~ / ,’ 

/’ /’ I , winds. This’veFsatile system can al-e 
-- 

Wind-energy can be converted td-;leat in 
electricity for other purposes when it’s not 

” needed for heat. Such a wind furnace is 
several ways. If a windmill c&ii;& a paddle ideally suited to installation in tandem with’% 
that splashes water around’inside a closed, solar heating system, where a small amount 

i -, * insulated tank, the water will be gradually of electricity is needed for solar pumps, 
warmed. Almost all of the mechanical energy controls, or fans, and the rest can be applied -’ 

1’ 6 ,. ” 
5. : delivered by,the pacfdlesTis converted to to heat.-_. a / -_ ’ -z j d 

B, ,’ -* :d _ ? > “, - . -& i. ‘, 4 
8,’ ,; 

,/t ,& 
- /. “, ,’ ; / 4 / 

*- / ..g /” _.. _~ _,_..; _ _. . . ̂Gx:I :,*s ,-ii ._, ,. __ _._ ‘.-*z~i __ i l_* ,_ ~“--;T~-~~vr.z~~- B ,” ,.j’ ‘, ( i- a I ;’ i- 7 

heat. Or a pump could be us.ed to splash. 
i, 

water against the Qnk-walls. Similarly, the 
windmill can drive an air co.r$pressor. Com- 
pressed air will rise inJemper&ure while it ’ 
is being compressed, and as it is released 
through a turbulent outlet. Windmills for 
these purposes must develop high torque 
at low rpm; so hig.h solidity is F,cessary. 
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Building Heat Loss’ C’ 

Space heating is needed because heat flows the/heat-&s will be given in units of Btu. To i k$ 7” -------- ---- _ - / ,I‘( ,‘. 
.- from the warm; comfortable interiors of a get the heat loss in kflowatt-hours, divide this ’ 

s ~ 4 , 
duilding to the co/d outdoor.air. Th% rate at answer by 3414. 
;which heat must be added to a building Eiampfe: A house with 1000 square feet 
should equal the rate at which heat /eaves of heated floor area is located in Las Vegas! ’ ’ 
the building, or discomfort ensues. Ca/cu/a,- * 
tions for this heat loss are not particular/y 

pevada. If the house has R-l 1 insulation In+ 
tile walls and R-19 in the ceiling, how /arge is I I- . . 

complex, but they are tedious. They can be the.heat loss during the month of January? ” 
done with a cheap pocket ca/cu/ato/ and an Solution: From Appendix 2.5, there are 
afternoon of concentration. Often they must 688 degree-days in Las Vegas during the 
be done to satisfy building code require- -. ’ r month of January. Assuming this to be a I 

ments before a new dwelling can be built. ’ windy month there, you can read Q = 11 
Complete heat? loss’ calculations are too I along the 15mph wind line in the graph. 
detaiIg& to present here, but several good ; ( Then _ ~_ i - ---._ 
methods have been useafo prepare a,graph 
to help youestimatethee.heatloss.odweG- - 

’ ings. This graph describes the heat loss rate 
Heat Loss = -11 X 688 X 1000 

’ 
e 

Q. for~~pical single-family dwellings ranging =. 7568,000. Btu . 
i 

from poorly built, uninsulated to well-built, 
high/y insulated structures. However, this 
graph by no means illustrates the best or 
worst you can do. 

‘.’ 
Dividing this number by 3414, $‘e heat loss 
equals 2,216 k Wh-the amount of electrical 

c-- Low ~ Average High __, 
‘jot. . . .._ -- -..-. -.~--. .-A-. 

j Rll; 
-_- __ ” --_.- .__ - --Ris-- 

3 L / R19 /‘k ,Jo 

Amount of msulatlon 

The heat loss rate Q is presented in units 
of Btu/Do)ft2, or British Thermal Units per 
degree$fay per square foot of floor area in 
the house. To calculate the total heat loss 
per month, you need to know the number of 
degree-days at your locale. This is a climatic 
variable that ifidicates how often and how 

energy needed to heat this house during the 
en fire month. It would take a 3-kW wind gen- 
era tor operating constan t/y throughout the 
month to supply this much energy. 

Suppose that on/y the extra heat loss 
caused by the wind itself is to be supplied by 
the wind furnace. Tois heat loss can be esti- 
mated by using the difference in Q between 

’ 
-, 

much the average outdoor temperature falls p the windy (Q = 11) and-no-wind (Q = 7) 0 
below 657-F. Tables of degree-days are pre-’ 
sented in! Appendix 2.5. Then the month/y 

conditions in the formu/@ i, i 
. 

heat loss ‘Iof a dwelling can be estimated 
using- tharnula: # 

/ 
: Heat Loss = Q X,X, D X FA , 0 

7. 

! *. -Heat Loss = 4 X 688 X 1000 
* . . 

. ‘f = 2,752,OOO Btu , 

where DD is the number’bf degree-days for 
or 806 kWh. Thus amount of electrica/ energy 
could easily be supplied by a wind generator 

the month in question and FA is the heated 
floor area in square feet. The value of Q 

during a month with an average windspeed 
of 15 mph. ,* 

should be estimated using the graph here; ! , 
0 

1 i 
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Installation d 
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Planning a wind system involves a com- 
plete understanding of the requirements of 
each component. With wind-powered water- 
pumpers, the plumbing may require freeze 
protection-often accomplished by burying 
pipes below t’he frost depth. Lightning pro- 
tection must be considered in all installations. 
Othier questions concern space. Do you 
have enoug.h room to complete an install-g- , 
tion and perform the necessary maintenance 
and repair operations? Do you have a cool, 
well-ventilated, well-protected area for bat- a 
teries, electronic equipment, wiring and . 
such? One of the greatest nuisances might 
send you .off to buy 6-foot-high fencing, I: 

gates signs, and a shotgun. Time and again, 
I’ve found complete strangers climbing my 
tower as though it had been installed%just for 
that purpose! . t 

The major points to consjder in any instal- 
lation are the following: r 

l . Safety 
l ifiiciency 
l cost 

l Environmental impact. . 
Your own situation wi,ll determine the 

i order of importance for each otlhese points. 
The first three are discussed here; environ- 
mental impact is discussed in Chap%% 7.. ..__--- 

The dual consideration of cost and effi- -s -s 
ciency usually work against you in wind 
machine design-higher.efficiency aI\most ..I j 

Wind machine installation using a gin pole,. This Kedco machine was t,llted up fully 

adtsembled gwth Iti‘e lower 
always costs more. 

\ P 
n the other hand, shorter !’ 

I L L‘ : wire iuns,cost less and are more efficiient. 
I i ., 
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But larger diameter wires are more e’fficient- 
and cost m&e. Taller towers get’ the rotor, 
into higher winds, but cost much more and 
h.ake installation and maintenance more 
difficult. 

Planning a safe installation means under- 
standing all the loads invol\idd in supporting 

chine aloft and selecting appro- 
nd foundation designs. Safety 

er than that, however. It is not 
erect a giant tower, especially 

in a tight space. It’s even mod&! difficult to 
work aloft with a heavy, cumbersome ‘iind 
machine. S&h a feat iS a lot like overhauling 
a $es&tractor e’ngine 60 feet in the air’: 

*PItin your install&ion allowing for enoygh 
-rWoom to tilt the lower up. This procesS?nay 
require a yinch,-a tiuck, ten friends an$$- 
‘gin pole. Aegih pole is simply a support$W 
at&vs the rap.e o-r cable iou,,&e for lifting; 
th/e- tbwer to stati the lif$ng’ prp.cess*frod 
SboVe the tower,Gin p&need not be very dI 

” ,ftall--gwbaps one-third to o;e-half the height sg< : e Q of ;the tower, As”the tower rise_s, under tension 
: I ‘f.rom th& rope, pass,ing over the gin pole top, 

the +5ility of that,/‘iope to continue ,raising’ 
.* ,th-e tower increases, and the need i& the 

gin pole deciiase’s. once the tower is about 
habay up, f;he gin pole won’t be heeded 
any more.The rape can finish the jobdirectly. 
But be careful. Extra bracing may be needed 

L) to preventltower collapse during this @l.icat& 
operaticjo. -* _. ’ 

.J 
You have several o@ioni for getting the 

‘. wind machine aloft: ‘. ‘ 

-0 Tilting it. up with-the tow’er , .: 

l Hoisting it‘aloft fully assembled 
t Hoisti& it aloft partially assembled 
l Hoisting individual compooents for 

assembly aloft. $ 4, .’ 
The first option is generally the easiest, uriless 
your machine is very heavy. The last is time- 
consumingbut reduces the need for hoisting 
&uipment. You should consider this pbint 
careful y-when desi’gn.ing yQyr windsystem. 

!I An ap ropriate desjgn configuration would 
ir;lclude a lightweight carriage structure with 
a built-in hoist that would rise with the tower. ’ 
The, built-in hoist would then bring up each 
component. .For a small machi,ne, the car- 
riage can be built as a shell, thus doubling 
as a protective cowling. 

.‘/ 

Lightning Prdtection “’ ‘~ 1i .! 

thunderstorm frequency in the United States and 
southern Canada. Contour lines Iridlcake the aver- 
age number of days per year with thunderstorm 
occurrence. , 

A final, v&y importantrsafety featurk is 
,. 

‘.* r ,. 
!iGhtning protection for pour wind machine. ’ 8 

Any wind -machine is a prime target for ‘. 
4 

lightning because it’s’ usually the tallest . 
metal o’bject around. The inap of th_u-nd-err-- ,, 

8’ - I 
storm frequency‘presented here showsthe 

, 

average number of days p.er year with thun- D n e’ -, 
derstorms over the U.S. and Southern Canads. 
From this map you can see tha?he Rdcky 

r. . 

.Mountains ariq the southeastern United l 9 * 
-States are the two. principal areas of major 

. 

.,thunderstorm. act-ivity. Anywhere from one 
ktrik& e&y other year to four strikes per 
*year might be expected at or near your8site. 

Just how big is d typical lightning $ik? ’ 
“Lightning current typically peaks-aI’?O,OOQ l 

‘. 
P c- 

. 

? -. 
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% amperes in a I-?&rosecona-pulse. About 2, +:zi. suitable protection should”be ‘include’d in * 

-L&H ‘+ercent -of the- time_ .it p&ks at 1’00,000’ ‘m;,;‘;’ the wind machine design and inst#la#on, D 
#an- ._:: amperes in the same time irit&val. Clearly, ‘All bearijlgs and-shafts should have brushes , 

that pass electric current around beariqgs, D ’ 
rather than through ttie bearing. This will 
prolgng bearing life. All transistor circufts ’ D 
should be installed at the base of the tower 
or elsewhere, not aloft. Such a practice 
makes it,r&ch, easier to replace zapped 
parts.‘Finally,tiiririg and grounding ought to 
be installed according to the building codes a 
for lightning protection,. The real key to sue- 
*cess iii any. installation is a good elec!rical ‘i: 
conned$@o the eaflh. In dry soits-th@ , 
means m’any ground rods sunk 8 to IO feet, 

I or even rj3ore. In moist soils, you need not 
take as n%ch care,. q& 

i 
0 

/ 
dl’ 
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. 

--windchargers aloft for the sole purpose of 
providing protection from lightning strikes 
on a nearby home. But this means that the 

. massive current can flow directly through 
i the delicate machinery. An alternative is to 

install a special lightning rod ,on the wind 

you cannot afford to ov&look lightning pro- 
tection. Without an%adequate,electridal path 
to the ground, Iig-htning will damage your 
wind machine with electrical heating, qag- 
netic forces, or general mayhem. Corona 

a ball&glowing balls of ionized air-have 
been seen to enter anelectrical conduit by 
flowing along,a wire. When a lightning ball 
enters an electrical box and discovers it has 

c no w*ay out, it responds like any irate prisoner- 
mtroying the contents of its confinement 

-~ cell. On a l&s dramatic level, the’very small. 
.static^discharges associated with “electrical 
air” auring a thunderstorm can easily zap 

3: transistor circuits and fu&s. “Over a long 
/ period-of time, they can b$n spots in wind- 

mill bearings or wiring. 
A lightning rod is a device that provides 

a path for a lightning strike to reach ground. 
Mo$ wind mashines act as their own light- 
ning rod. ‘Some farmers” keep their--old 

* ’ 
-- 

machine itsel,f, providing a direct path to 
\ 

Property grounded, a tightning rod establishes a 
ground 4or the lightnfng current. Such an 

co,ne of protection over a wind machine. The,slip 
qppioach has been used on the wind 

ring aflows rhe machine 80 rotate wrthdut getting machine that powers the wind furnace at 
tanoif=d d- the University of Massachusetts. 

.-. Whether or not a lightning rod is used, 
:I’ 

. 

Comments From The Real World 

Wind machQs>s can be very useful i.n 
generating SOQ~F ,,I$ the power you need. 
They can alsoN~“b&@quiie dangerous, if im- 
properly installed or’ maintained. After ten 
years of designing,’ testing, it%&ling, &$ . - 
owning manb, different. wind machines, I 

” have found that most of these dangers 
appear only when people are around. Ropes 
break or knots loos&n while tilting up a 
tower. Nuts, bolts, and tools fa1‘l from the 
!ower top while someone is up there w&king. 
Worse yet, people often climb’ towaerst. to 
work on their machineswhen they are tired 

1 and not really up to he concentration 
;@qui.red. : : 

a 
, 

-i 
_- 

._ --. .- 
__-- ._-._ -_ - _ 

c , ~.- 
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Buildina a Wind Power Syitem 

The following tips are derived from my. 
own ekperience with dozens of installations: 

b 11. An installation takes more than twice 

pound elephant 60 feet aloft can be a 
difficult, if not downright da’ngerous, 
task. i . 

!a. Figure that tying’a rope kn~ PJ twill lower 
that rope’s strength to h ‘If its adver- 
tised value. 2 . 

-5. Try to avoid “fire-em-up-itisVDon’t be 
in a hurry to let the machine spi 
under wind power. Let its first run 

as long to perform as the least opti- 
’ mistic guess would have it. Start early, 

or arrange for the project to be split 
into several tasks that can be per- 
formed on separate days. 

2. Wind at the top of a tower Is a/ways 

r* 

stronger than at the bottom. Always = occur during a very mild breeze. Save _ _ ._ ~~~__-- - --. -- -- --- 
------Tke sure that bT;‘laes cannot begin / I. the full-power runs until you are certain 1 

” 1 spinning before. an installation is, that the rotor spins smoothly and a// 
complete. ’ t,he bolts are tight! 

, 3. Really plan the up-tower operations 6. Always wear a hard hat when working 
-1 

2 

‘+J,. carefully. Know the pocket in which below somebody else. 
‘. 

<bT 
each tool is kept, or_.who,.will perform 7. Always wear a climbing be&and attach 
which task, and when. Trying to cho- - it firmly to a strong part of the tower. 
reograph the dance routine of+a 400- _ 

_-- - 

c 
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The Wind power 6@k * .I, . ’ 

There .are many factors other than energy “’ penetrate energy system purchases That 
needs and available -iechnology *that in: nd-is mmrd serious w-sid@‘rzhn oi the 
ence the decision to pu?chase or build ‘a -$cle costs of a system, h,ouse, appli- 
windpower machine. Legal and social con- ande orcar. The life-cycle cost includes not G 
straints oh the seiection of wind energy . only the initial price of an installation but 
systems stern from age-old questions also its maintenance,, fuel costs and interest’s 
concerning the -rights and’ obligations of on money borrowed or spent. In home pur- 
citizens Financial issues. seem to be the,.,-&&& passive solar homes usually have a _ 
greatest~bair7er to widespread 

i 
\ 
&$: ” 

__/” i- /,/- penetrating these institutio~nal barriers- 
_/ 

helping to ,i$rease’the use of wind energy:. 
., N” 

--” 
,_-” 

_ 
.- ._J;f_~ .._ “.. .._. - -- 

_ ,_-” 

_,- 

_-’ 
_,-- Wind Power Economics 

1 often hear people claim that wind power 

\ is %ee.” Others ask: “Will the wind power my 
house?‘” By now, you should have a g‘ood 

it takes to power your house~,..,~ 
ably understan.d thatathotigh 

s whether you use it or not, 
harnessing the wind is definitely not free. 

‘. Then what do’& wind energy cost? Lots 
of f,ofks simp y add up alj the costs involved 

_ ’ tn &complete wind system installation dnd 
stops right there. Similarly, lots of people 
simply ask how much a new house costs 

ook any further. But there’s a new 
ost assessment. It started with 

purchases and is spreading to”. 
appliances. Soon it will reach home buying 
and at the consumer level, it’s beginnin.g to 

higher initial price but produce, at little or 
no operating cost, much of their own comfoft- 
control,*energy. The monthly cost of owning 
suc.h a’lhome is usually less than that of a 
conventional hom:e purchased ,at a ‘lower’ 
initial price. 

, 

Similarly, two wind generators, each rated 
at 4kW, might each sell for a different price. 
The more expensive unit has a larger rotor 
diameteraan does the cheaper unit. Sdme 
people would be inclined to buy the cheaper 
unit just to minimize@%r ,initial investment 
in a wind system. But which. machine is 
actually cheaper? To answer that question 

u must determine several factors. 
c First, you need the total sales pride of 
each completely installed system. You must” 
add up the cost of everything from building 
permits.’ to concrete foundation to wiring 
and testing. This, is the so-called “first cost” 
of the system. 

Next you need an accurate estimate of 
the amount of wind energy each system will 
produce at your site in a year’s tim,e. If the 
only data you have for the site is the mean 
annual windspeed, use a Rayleigh distribu- 
tion (Chapter 3) for that speed’ to get the 
number of hours the wind blowsat each 
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-. : , Wind Energy Costs 

A compleie ‘economic ai-Ia/ysis of wind energy 
versys other energy options requires an 
estimate of all costs incurred Over the life of 
the wind system. Yoy also need ari estimate 
of the energy it pro’duces per yea!. The 
annual cost of that energy can then be 
compared with the cost of conventional 
Cpplies. 1 

7 To perform such a life-cycle .estima te of 
your wind system costs, you need to know 
t&z following: 
- -r-~Purchase piice of e&ii&en t, in dollars 

l Installation costs, in dollars r 
l Annual maintenance costs, -in dollars I 
l Annual insurance costs, in dollars 
l Other annual costs, in dollars i 
0 Resate value of equipment, in dollars ’ 
l Annual interest rate paid, in percent 
e Expe&d system lifetime, in years 
. Annu$@r%rgy,yieM, in kilowatt-houri 

.if you don’t know aIf these quantities exactly, 
try to estimate them as best as possible. 
System lifetime, for exaTp/e, is anybody’s 
guess- 

. Start your analysis by adding up the 
purchase price and installation costs. Then 
multiply the sum of ail the annual costs by 
the expected?ifetime of the system, and add 

. this prod&t to the -jotat above. Finally, sub- 
tract the estimated resale value of-the* 

I 

equipment. Exclusive of financing’costs, this 
result is the total cost of sur system over its 
expected lifetime. To get the average annual 
costs, you divide this result by the expected 
lifetime and multiply by a facto? that includes 
the dosts of borrowing money. An example 
wilP help Lo illustrate. 

Rub/em: Suppose a wind system can bk 
purchased off-the-shelf f&-$4,000, including 
wind generator, tower,.-batteries, wiring and 
controls. Suppose that installation of the 

1 1 

150 150 

(, 8:. (, 8:. 

-- 

, , 

I!$ 

B !’ 
Thb Wind Power Bibk Thb Wind Power Bibk _1 pe _1 pe 

Purchase price $4,000 
Installation cost 1,000 
Maintenance & i@urance 4,000 ( 

Resale Va&e’ 
$9,000 
‘-500 . 
$8,500 

70 get the average annual costs of the 
system, you sh&ld include interest paL&a9 
an added,expense. Using simple interest at 
10 percent per annum, the average annual 
costs of this system are: 

’ 
A 

, ,. x $8,500 2. *= $467.50 per year 

When divided by the ene@y p 
year, this nub&r gives you the unit cost of 
the wind energy delivered by you/ system.’ 

; $467.50 
3,000 kWh 

= $0.16 per kWh 
* 

This figure’mayseem high, but wait a minute. _. 
If you take the Fcderal,tax credit on the 

- -capital costs ($5,000) of the installation, you 
save 40 percent, or $2,000. This credit 
reduces your average annual costs to 
$?5 7.50 and the unit cost to $0.12 per k Wh. 
(State tax credits may reduce this cost even 
further.) __ I’ 

. 

system costs anothe’r $7,000. Based upon 
discussions with other owners of that model 
and with the;manufacturer,’ you can expect a 
system lifetime of 20 years,: with annual costs 
for insurance and maintenance averaging 
$200 per year, You estimate $ resale value 
for all the .t?quipfzient to be only $500 at the 
end of this 20-year period. If the system is 
projected to yield 3000 kWh per year at your 
site, ‘wha’t are you paying per k Wh for the 
energy/ produces? r 

So/,&ion: First add up all the costs 4nd q 
subtract the resale value: 

windspeed. ,$hen~ use the power curve for 
I 

‘each machine to get the watts available at 
‘each windspeed, and multiply watts times 
hours to get the total energy (inwatt-howrs) 
available at that speed. Finally, add up all the 
watt-hours available; this total is a rough 

Lestimate of each wind generator’s annual b f 
energy yield. 1 

-3 vow you have the first cost and an esti: .~ _ - 
~-.~ ~- -;-. 

mate’of the total energy yield, which IS the 
a annual yield times the expected lifetime of . 

thesystem. If you stop right there and divide 
cost by energy yield, you’ get a very rough 
indication of the cost in dollars Oper watt- * 

’ hour, or per kilowatt-hour, of energy pro- 
duced. For a typical small wind machine, 
this might be anywhere from IO to 30 cents 
per kWh. Depending on where you live, your o 
current electric I might be based on a 
price of 2 to 15 c ts per kWh. But life-cycle 
cost analysis goes fu-r;thee 

6 

Other costs that need to’be included in ‘* 
0 

your an,alysis aie the costs of maintenance, 
insurance,. financing, and taxes. Mainte- 
nance costs “are difficult to estimate, but . ‘I 

- they might be covered by a maintenance 
contract with ‘the installer. Inscurance costs 
are easily identified by calling a broker. The 
financing costs of your installation are more 

‘complex. If you take money out-of a savings 
acc.ount or other securities to burchase you; 
wind system, you suffer a lossof interest. If, 
you borrow the money, you usually pay an 
even higher interest rate. In either case, the 
cost of the man.ey used is important to a fair 2. 
economic assessment. 



A hef.,pfu@@cedure to perform an annual Conventional energy costs are rising rapidly !,., $ 0 50 
. T : .- ,-assess$&$@3%e total system costsisgiven 

here (s,ee~‘box~+$&t life~cycle ass@smenl; 
as shown in the graph. Once youinstall a Y 

h 
‘“. pj add~~b$$@$$er theentir~~~~~--~~~h~ ’ 

‘wind system, you’begin paying for it in the 

- machine, sub&act t+$?@&le~vaJ& est@ateT 1. 
form of interest payments taxes, mainte- 
nance and other costs. Som.e of these costs 

i P30 _ 
_A” ,O 

-_ and compare this total dQHar figure&4th the 
“’ savings in energ.y; ~onsum’ption-cbsts ov&+-\,,X 

will be--affected by inflation, but the mijor 
costs will occur at. a fixed’rate. Eventually, 

3 the expected system lifetime. , “” .‘) “y, conventional energy costs should exceed 
the cost of your wind system. After that hap2 ’ 

5941 lnflatlon 
I I I I I I 1 1 4 I , 1 1 I I I 

pens;>,the wind equipment is saving you gr 1980 m35 19% 1995 2cxx 

Among cthe -‘many. changing aspects 
._ Invofved -&stimating .yourGif~te-co* 

-” 3 
are the federal, state,-:;wqd’$$hapb even 

’ 
local government )&%tives to help you’ 
decide to buy wind equipment. The primary 

c ,’ “incentives are. tax credjts; many states and - 
b : r ’ r-the federal government have programs that , 

. ‘l nce your wind energy sy.!%am by 
your income tax liability. Tax credits 

wiJ,t hot p%y the~whole price, but in some . 
states, like Caljfornia, they redwce the ‘Cost 
by about-50 percent. Youtake this reduction 

c - 

money. A good windy site caq begin to ’ i_. 

d 

Year 

save money within a few years. A poor site 2 A c&npari~o of wind electric and utility power 
might never save money. Tax cred,its may costs. The w nd power cost assumes a ,$5,000 

hasten the break-even day, butthe sele.ction purchase and dnstallatjon fee, ‘plus Insurance and * 

of a good windy site is the most important. 
maintenance osts.of~ S200 per year over a twenty- . 

4 
factor. ’ = ’ ’ * 

Legal 1ssue.s 

year lifeiime. 1 \ 1 
l 

P I *.. 

/ 

/ 

. I 

into ‘account when calcufating”tthe first cost- 
of .your system. * . 

,. - 7’ , - 
._ Similar government f3:og’rams are start: 

7 ing to make low or no-interest loansavailable 
i for. conservation and eiiergy. equipment., 

_ . 
‘-. !j 

” ‘T’he,. efe‘cric utilities are beginning to get 
intothe act here. Other incentives may show 

a . > up in the Form of proper&-tax relief,. or a 
r6duced as’sessment of property value for I 

;- people owning wind equipment: SFh jncen- 
. t&s w)li lower thg annual costs ‘you associ- 1 _ - 

ir ate-with the win 
When you c t 

equipment. 
mpare your wind system 

:. ‘energy cost with the cost of conventional 
7 Gnergy sobrces using the life-cycle costs, 

I., 
\- YOU -must include the effects of inflation. I 

The legal issues involved in,, owning a 
P 

’ 1 
wind power system cover two important y’ 1 
areas-your rights and your obligations. You, 

+ .~ 
9 1 

have certain rights’, granted by law, that can ‘ 
be-obtained by agreement or contra@ or that ’ 

l _ _-̂ -_- 

I 

come automatically with’-land ownership-:, 
Other rights may have to be obtained throug,h -* i - 

the courts. your obligations are to protect a 

the health, safety, and welfare of others. . 
Suppose a family has purchased prop- c $ ! 

erty in a windy canyon and intends to build * 
a home-Tand install’ a wind generator. The 
!egarquestions that come with purchase of 

. 
_ 

‘the property should be determined early on. 
A title search will find any restrictions placed . 
on that property. Ifa,previous qwner speci- 

. . 

- , 

‘I P 



‘i es _‘I 

style, and if the maximum strlrcture height is re 
’ limited to 20 feet, youmight aswellforget it. 

Zoning ordinances %re the next area of _ 
potential legal problems. The county may 
have ce,rtain restrictions that ljmjt property ‘~ . 
to,certa$ welldefined purposes-residential, ” 
agricultural, commercial, industrial, and so 
forth. These zoning ordinances may also - 
specify architectural styjes, building height 

4 Jimits, and other restrictions that affect a 
wind system ,plan. Zoning regulations are 
enacted for the purpose of protectingthe -j 
“public health, safety, and welfare.” They are 

’ usually administered by a zoning commis- 
sion,- planning d.epartment,- or.. building 
inspector. You may apply for a variance - 3 
whenever your-project is at odds with an’ 
ordinance, and a hearing will .be held to . . ’ 
determine if the variance is to’be granted. 
Potential wind-system owners typically-have 
to apply for a variance if tower heig*hJ&xceeds 
the maximum height restriction. s + .?I 

The shaded siates offer inc&h~Qx ciedits or deductions for wipd power equtpment (1980). Building codes are yet another source i _. . .__._ -.-. ..- --. -- _ _-. .- . __--. - _ . ..---- -I_--L ---- _- -.-of prob!em~s..~Before you can begin to lay the 
b” -_.. * s i tower foundation, you will probably have to 

D i fic,ally excluded t& installation of any wind L: obtain a bujlding permit. Typical building 
. . ‘, . .“_ machine on the ‘property, that \1Yould”be the codes are the Uniform Building Code and 9. 

,” _ . 
end of the wind system unless the new the National Building Code; complete books -- 
owner chose to.test this restriction in court. _ on whichever code your county h&as adopted 
Such ‘a restriction is’ unIikXely, but trouble- should be available at the local : library. 
some architectural restrictions often do exist. Building codes specify foundation, struc- 

L + These can limit, th {height of a structure, tural, electrical, and plumbing requirements. 
v ,- li determine its archit a tural style, or force the In some cases, your friendly building inspec- 

. -_ 
‘owner to submitto the whims of an architec- tor may decide that the codes’ do not apply . . - L ‘“. 

\ . tural review board. It’s hard to imagine a to your wind system. In most cases, however, 

-I \ : wind machine designed in Southern Colo.nial they do. Your design will have to show, by . 
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engineering calculations, that you h$ve Surely whatever wind crosses your property 
coqplied with the codes. In s&me case/% a is yours to ,use’ as you see fit. But what’ * 
registered prbfessional engineer will h 

tt 
ve happens when your n@,ghbor decides to 

to check your drawings and calculatio! s. build a high-rise structtire just uptiind of 
’ Often a deeply h.idden resTriction 

-_ riihtscroww-b&use a wind 
your machine? Zoning ordinances aside, _ 

-- you may not be able to stop such an action. 1, 
ai energy probucer. In every state a Pc$blic Recently, a lot of legal debate has focused 

, Utilities Commission has license on sun rights and solar access-the rights 
more utility compavies to provide the *to the sunsh;ine that normally falls on a 

- needed by homes, farms, and by crosses an, adjoining plot. A 
_--- ~spubticiicense 

/ &- to a virtual mo;opbly. In some co 
debate will eventually examine 
For now., the problem is not 

municipal water company ha: the highly critical; it is, however, something to 
Install awater-meter on yd’irr w.ind- ----~.- -- - think abou-t in- your --s ite---p&n n~ng-J-f---w~n d--- 
water 3WystemFand charge you for tfie water, rights appear to be a problem, you might try 

4 
il 

.ke:. U.S. Federal- Energy 
’ sion’s recent a 

our neighbo$pC$pervase- - & 
_ _ m/*:I, ~_ 

;.- “~ r ,/ 
_ ~~~~ 

ments are granted oFId for driveways, 
power line crossingS,$ewage lines, and sther’ - ram small power producers, including wind 7 _ 

1’ 
,,,A;-. 

/’ + - 1 
systems. This regulation now makes it possi- similar uses. A wind easement would restrict I _ -----,,-y- 

,.A” 

* 

,’ 

-.;/ .-- 

,A /’ / 
/’ 

ble for you to cogenerate eltictricity at vour 
*lr 

c structure and tree heights on the part of 
1 ,-- 
‘:, 

yoir neighbor’s property that ii in your wind 
/’ . i 

‘- house or%usiness, with full cooperation of /f \~ 
,^,,_,._.__ . ..L.. ^;+ . ...) !. _(_,_^,._ “l.,*_,l,,~ .___. “_,“_,4 _,.,...._._ ^.,“._A .I^...... l...“..“..“._........_..-l^“^..I- - ^ .,” __.,,. ..I ̂.,..., ^... ,,. ,..... _ -... ^. ,^_.).. _ . ..- I. ,~.~^ . . . . 1.. .^_I_,^,^,__._^“..~I....~....~~ ~al9tes-tF~~~~~~~~~~*~~~i~i~~---~.-f~~~h-~~~.~-.~---“-~“...”..~’.-.-~ _“.“^“” . . . - ~^“^ _.-. “......l _~^_,” _.., ^ .r..t.. -. 

. . _ ______ 6’ . 
i that utilities must buy this cogenerated Along with your rights to harness wind -_ 

I 
i’ 

power at their marginal cost of new power pow&, you have certain-obligations, most 6f ., : \. 
ik ‘\ 

/-generation-which is a high rate these days. which are concerned with the,, protection of ‘i 
1: but the exact rate thpy pay will m lif&yjWiwWfet*a- -’ , ._. ;: ‘_ __-. 
,I the subject of debate and litigation for some tions will be satisfied in the course of cpm- i 

. - 
‘9 ,a ’ years to ‘come. However, your right to sell plying with building codes. For example, 

+ Jhem excess power is clearly set forth in I preventing electrical shock is covered by 
- PURPA; it virtually eliminates-any restrictions el$cirical cod&; ,while plumbing codes 

by a pub!ic..gui,!iQon y&‘uiti!ity to. pIQduce specify sanitation re_quiremen_ts for a water- 
power. - pumping windmill that supplies domestic 

Perhaps the most fundamental legal drinking water. 
question concerns your r-ight to the wind: In my opinion the main area of CO~IXWJ. 

c 
. 1.‘ 
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roto,r blades are one of the potential dangers of owning a wjnd system. Take care to plan for such 
hazards Wore bnstallrng rhe machine. .:-J’ t m 

that’ may, not be covered in your building 
codes is the attractive-nuisance value of a 
wind system.. Install‘ a swimming- pool in 
your yard, and you will be required to fence 
it in. A swimming pool attracts children,and 
creates’ a safety hazard. A wind system : 
attracts everybody-not just children. And 

t,the safety hazard is made worse by the fact 
that. peo usually have less. experience - 
with windmills than they do with,swimming 
pools. -Your obligation is to protect trespas- _. 
sers from thesafety hamrd you create by; 

stem. Check with an S 
attorney, but exp t to install at least a 

the tower. 
extend to the’ protec- ., 

ig~hbors from falling-towers-- -- 
television interference, 2nd 

amage. It may be that 
you install your tower so far from the property ’ 
line that it cannot collapse into another yard. 
But you cannot so easily predict how far a 
broken blade will fly. Hence, you normally 
purchase sclme form of liability insurance to 
he1.p cover any damages . . . and keep your ~. 
wind equipmentTin top shape so you,dor(t .. 
need to use that insurance. 

* -_ 

Social I&es 

‘To a large extent, the social issues of 
’ technology are reflected in t-he-laws, codes, ., : 

- and ordinances .just discussed. The experi- 
ence or mood of society, or needs of a i 

ci group of people, help to guide the creation 



of laws that govern the applications allowed. 
If a group of wind energy, systems is re- 
sponsible for several accidents or injuries, a. 
aw will very likely be-passed that governs 

the use of wind machines. 
Social issues abound on a more per- 

sonal level, too. Whenever you install a wind 
system, some other person or group of 

~.persons living or working nearby will react. 
During site evaluation you should simulta- 
neously assess the social issues likely to 
occur at the site. Make sure your neigh,bor’s 
reactions to your installation will be favorable. 
Neighborhood concern for safety will b% 
first in importance. Next will be concern 
about any adverse effects your system will 1 
have on locat television reception-unless 
cable television is used by all the neighbors. 
One company brought cable TV in with their 
wind generator to satisfy the. neighbors. 

just purchase whatever equipment he recom- 
mends. Recent approval of the Residential 
Conservation Service (RCS) regulations now 
means that your utility must offer you an 
audit of your potential for conservation 
measures, sotar energy, and wind energy. 
An RCS representative will help you with 
some of the initial planning steps;. check 
with your local utility for specific details. 

Because of RCS and PURPA-which 
allows you to cogenerate power-it’s a sure 
bet that wind systems will soon become 
very attractive to a wide group of users. This 

growth in demand for wind equipment will 
stimulate new ,,desi@, more competition; 
and a wider//selection of equipment. The 
various incentives to stimulate increased 
use of wind energy will take a firm grip-on 
the mark,et. -5 

If you think your site is windy and youCr_‘.. 

P 

Noise and visual impact will also arise in 
discussions with the neighbors. Wind ma- 
chines do not have to be much noisier than 
the wind that drives them; only poorly planned 
machines make substantial -noise-- 

Looking over the entire range of tasks 
involved in planning your wind system, you 
may cogclude it’s a bigger task than you 
thought. Up to now, your only other option 
was to leave the entire jo,b to a dealer and 

._ 

have figured out what it takes to” power your 
house, it would make tremendous sense to 
contact your local utility RCS office and 
your state energy office. Ask them for infor- ..--...-.._ 
matron they may have accumulated on wind 
energy for your area. Also ask them for the 
forms necessary to qualify for any tax credits 
that may be available. Sort;out your options 
and pursue the project carefully. The results 
will be more than satisfying. 

. . 
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_,,- “3.3 Simplified Rotor Design, 220 

/ - 
L%‘, 

3.4 Water Consumpt.i.on Tables, 226, , -; 
3.5 Estimating Electrical Loads, 228 
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How to; Read a Graph ’ ‘.I 
I’ . , ‘, , - -P 

8 Graphs have been used throughout this book to simplify&Ma- 
tions.They also help to com,press a-lot.of numerical information into 
a .bonvenient visual form. Computations which would normaNy be h 

-difficult or laborious can be done easily with the help of a graph. ,, 
But some readers may have trouble interpreting or using .graphs; 
this Appendix is designed to help them. H’ere are a few itlu&afive :.,, 
examples. 

Example 7: The curve inthe first graph defines the relationship 
’ between two quantities, Value Aand Value B. If Value A equals 8,, _ 

what is the corresponding Value B? 
3 Y e 

Solution: Start on the horizontal scale (“x-axis”) it 8 and rJlove 
* 
* 

vertically (or draw a line) up’- to the curve. From this’ point of 
intersection, move horizontally -(orjdraw a Jine) left to the vertical 
scale (“y-axis”). Thus, Value B = 4 in this example. ~ * 

. 
Example 2: Suppose you know t:h? Value”B = 2.5 in the first 

P graph, What is the corresponding Value A? 
Solution: From the vertical scale at 2?1 (halfway from 2 to 3), 

move horizontally right to intersect; the curve, then drop down 
+ vertically to the horizontal scale as shown. Thus, Value A = 4 i-n 

this example. 
Sometimes there is more than one curve on a graph that 

applies to your problem. Often, there are a series of curves, each 
corresponding to aspecific value of one parameter. Here, you have 
to sele& the appropriate curve, or even add another curve to the 

1 
grabh. An example will illustrate. ’ 

’ Example 3: Look at the second graph. It contains two solid 
curves corresponding to two separate values of Value C, C= IO 

v and C’k20, in your pro ib lem. But you need to know what happek 
when Value C 6 15. What do you do? p” 

, Solution: Value C = 15 is halfway bebeen Value C = IO and 
Value C = 20. Simply add another curve (dashed curve) roughly 
halfwgy between the two solid curves, and proceed .as jn th,e,earlier 
examples ,’ 
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, ,: 
CO’NVERSION FACTOhS i 

- Multi-ply: By: -’ , To Obtain: 

Atmaospheres (atm) 76 Centimeters of Hg (0%) c, 
. . 1,033.3 Ce,ntimeters of H,0(4”C) 
II 5 33.90 Feet of H,(39.2”F) 
1. 29.92 ” lnch’es of Hg(32”F) 
“* ‘14.7 - , Pounds/inch2 

British Therm‘ai Units (Btu) calories a 
,- 252.0 . / r 
5 II 777.65 dB Foot-pounds 

3.9275 x 1o-4 , Horsepower-hours 

1,054.35 o Joules 

2.929 x 1o-4 Kilowatt-hours 

. ‘ 4.20 calorieslmin h . 

777.65 Foot-pounds/hr 
. .” 

. . 
3.927 x 1o--4 Horsepower 

2.929x 10--j * Kilowatts 
‘~ 

’ Btu/ft2 1 

- 

0.2929 , Watts 

0.27125 Langleys (Cal/c&) 

Btu/ft2/hr . 3.15 x lo-’ Kilowatts/mete$ 
: _ . . 

4.51 x 1o-3 Langleys/min (cal/cm2/min) 

calories (Cal) ’ ’ 0.003968 Btu 
.I c 

c 3.086 Footlpounds - 
., 3 _ 

4.184 ’ Joules , 
C.C .-&- + . . .._. _ .-__ ye .-...---I. 1.5.5. -Ye..--. --..-^--.-. r.~u-.~-.-.-.-^-.s.-.~...-....~.-.-.-.-.-.’ 

-__ _ITIy.~--.c..-- _ .-.-IYI..1 -~.A..-^-- -. ..-_- + - 1.162 x 1O-6 Kilowatt-hpurs . 

Calories, food (Cal) 

calorjes/cm2 (Langleys) 

Centimeters (cm) 
*, 

1,000 

3.69 

0.0328 

0.3937 

calories ‘..\ _ 

Btu/ft; ,, 

Feet 

Inches ’ 

, 

CONVEtk3ON FACTORS ’ t 

- Multiply: By: .r To.Obtain: 

Centimeters/set (cm/set) 0.0328 ’ Feet/set 
‘1 9, 

.-f$> .0.02237 ’ Miles/hr 

Cubic feet (ft3) 
4, 

0.0283 

7.48 * 0 

Cubic meters 

Gallons (U.S., liquid) 

.LitG ’ 

Cubic feet 

Gallons (U.S.-liquid) 

Liters 

Centimeters ’ 

Inches 

28.32 

Cubic meters (m3) 
,I 

Feet (ft) 

Feet/minute (ft/min) 

Feet/second (ft/sec) 

Foot-pounds (ft-lbs) 
I, 

! Gallons (U.S. liquid) . 

Gallons/minute,(gpm) 
-7. c II 

35.315 

.264.2 

1 ,ooo.oo 

30.48’ 

12.0, 

1.894 x 1 O-4 * 

0.508 

0.01829 

0.01136 

1.0974 

0.6818 

0.001285 

0.324 

3.766 x lo-‘. 

3,785.4 

0.1337 

23j 

0.003785 

F -,‘- 3.785 

2.228 x 1O-3 

0.06308 

Miles ‘_” 

Centimeters/set 

Kilometers/hr 

Miles/hr 

Kilometers/hr 

Miles/hr 

Btu 

calories 
. 

Kilowatt-hours 

Cubic centimeters 

Cubic feet 

Cubic inches 

Cubic meters 

Liters 

Cubic feet/set LI ,, 
Liters&ec 
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CONVmERSlON FACTORS ’ . 

i 
, 

i, 
_’ i 

“1 CONVERSION FACTORS ’ 

To Obtain: 1 By; 
I 

&To Obtain: Multiply: 

Btu/hr Meters (m) 
,11 

Meters/set (m/&x) 

Miles (mi) ’ 

3.281 

- Foot-pounds/set -- - - 

Watts 

Btu 
1 

Horsepower-h’ours "2,546 s 

.I 
Inches (in)- * 

Jouies 
I,-- 

a Foot-pounds ” 

Kilowatt-hours e 

Centimeters 

itu a 

*. >I 

1.98x 106 

0.7457 -- 

2.54 

9.485 x;l O-4 

0.7376 

2.778~10-~ 
2.205 

Foot-pounds 
Watt-hours 

H I 0.6214 

0.9113 

3,414 

73j,6 

Kilograms (kg) 

Kilometers (km) 

Kilometer/hr (km/hr) 

Kilowatts (kW) 
I> 

IS 
:>. 

Kilowatt-hours (kWh) 8 

+ Langieys _ - _ 1.0 _ . ’ 
; z-1. 

r; 
: ; Lit&s $ . *’ ;- d'l,ooo 

^ ?? 
0.0353 

1 _, ’ 3 ,r 8 ! 0.2642 .=, * 

1.341 

: 3,414 : 

’ Pounds + 

MH@s 

r +p 

Btu/hr . . - 
Foot-pounds/set 

- Horsepower 2 :,- ; 

Btu ., v. 9 .a: ’ ’ “: .: _ 
ca@r~&c&t + ’ ! 1 1 < 

! Cubic centi’meters, ’ 

Cubic feet 

Gallons (U.S. liquid)’ - 

Kilometers 

Centimeters/set 

Feet/min 

Kilometers/hr L 
Meters/set * 

Kilograms 

Square meters 

1.61 

Miles/hour (mph) 
t, B 

_ 
1, 

_ - 
99 

Pounds (Ibs) 

44.7 

88.0 

1.61 

0.447 

0.4536 

0.0929 \ _ ,* Square feet (ft*) 

“-Square inches (in*) _ 
9, ,’ i * I 

Square centimeters .a 
Square feet ~- . 

Square&!bmeters (km*) 1.0764 x ! 07 i Square feet 4 ,; i . 

~~72"1 Btu/ft*/hr 
8, 

3.414 ,; Btu 

860.4 ” calories 
4 * 

-. b 

‘f; 
“” 

, 
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Th ayleig~h~%%*&;ltion is a one-parameter equation (see Chap- i 
used ‘to estimate the number of hours the w&d 

%cular win&peed. The single para-m~eter.i&the 1 j j 
nnuaJ average windspeed (the mean wind&peed) .. 1 / I 

“;** -?~s : *- -,i _, 1 n?panyin’g table,presents values of ; : 
5 e-@&,tii’ndspeeds ranging from 8,to I) .+ 4 i 

- I- *$1 ” %;* $- ..A j ’ _ “: 
r ?, $#??-, ii %nein this table are the numbers of .L -’ >. 

‘L wind, tc :bldw* at each ‘value of. the 4 
st column. ’ 

ose-your site had a mean windspeed of 
nted to estimate how often the windblew at , 

%, . wn tie column marked “14” at the top until you , 
4. d “23,‘: at the left. \iou ge.t.th.e result I * 

a’ns that the wind will blow at 23 mph approximately 
2‘ ,’ 

c hours per year at this site. 
: .-.,. ,, ,i,;. ; G / -, .;‘:’ “,. $94 

‘%, ‘. -A. ““““LTo get the result in termsof the percent of time each windspeed %-- 1. ‘.- ” - 
_, occurs, divide the table ent”ry by 8760-the number of hours in a 

d 
year,Ttius;the wind blows at 23 mph,for 194/8760, or 2.2 percent of 

i the!&me. 
. . 
&” /I 

_.. . k- .- 1 ) -..h 
z 
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Appendix 2.1: Rayleigh Win&peed Distribution 

784 731 666 601 539" 484 435 391 i53 320 

716 697 656 605 .553 -'503 457 415 377 344 

1 504 533 536 523 '5Ojl 473 443 415 386-m 

- I i3 35-l 429, 474 494 494 483 464 441 416 391 
r r 14 .272 356bli 446 459 458 432 412 '391 _--. f 8, $48 / 

t 

132. ,194. 29i '325'1' 345. -355 358' 355 

-289 314 330 33? 339 

--22f--252- -275 291, 302 

23 7 23. - 50 84 123 160 194 222 244 260 

24 -4 15 - 36 I 65 99 134 168 197 "220 239 
I 

25 3 10 25 ‘49 79 111 143 173 198 218 2. 
26 ~1 6 '18 37 62 91 122 150. 176 197 

I 
I 

RAYLEIGH DlSiRlBUT’lONFUR VARl&J~ MEAN WINDSPEEDS 

Windspeed - Medn kin&peed, mph , 
mph 

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 18 17 

27, .8, 4 12 27 48 74 102 130 155 177 

' 28 .4 2 ,i 8 20 37 60 85 111 136 158' 

. 29 .2 .l 5 14 28 47 70 /W 118 140 

30 .l .8' 4 ‘lo 21 33 57 79 l-02 124 

31 0 .5 2 7 ,,li 29 '46 66 87' 108 

32 0 .3. 1: 5 11 22 ~.37 55. 74 94 

+, 33 * 0 .I-,* J* .b' 3 8 17 29' ‘ 45 63" 8ff 

i 37 0 0 -1 96 2 5 11 I!3 30 43 

38 0 ;J, 0 0 .4 1 4 8 1.5 24 36 

.O' --39 0 0 .2 .9 .3- 6 12 [ i0 ;30.r 
.‘k 

-4o- 0 -.J -..---0 -o-- .6 2 -3 9 16 25 

. 41 0 0 0 d,: -g+ 1 .3 7 ' 13 20 
- 

42 0 0 0 cd ' -3. .9 *3 5 10 17 
' 

43 0 0 0 0. .2, .6 2 -4" 8 l-3 

.44'.kO 0 0 0 .l .4 1 3 6 '11 

I 1> "v ., 1 
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SURFACE FRICTIO COEFFICIENT /- ~- i I 

Description of Terrain 

Short grass on untilled ground 

Tall row crops, hedges, a few trees 

Many trees and occasional buildings 

Wooded country; small towns and suburbs ~~_~ 
\ 

Urban areas, with-tall buildings \ -- 
i _-.- 
\ 

* 
4 

I 

I I 

”̂ 

a 

0.10 b ’ 

0.14 

0.16 

i 0.20 

0.22 - 0.24 

0.28 - 0.30 . 
0.40 

1 

Windspeed vet&s Height 
. 1 

If you know the &-face friction coeff rc@nt & (Greek “alpha”) at a wind 
site (see Chapter 3) you can readily estimate the windspeed at a 
given height hB from. measurements at another height.-hJhe 
equation- used to a~c~o+pt&J~ fhTsfeaf-is:mmm ~- emm’de- -. 1’ ~--..~~ ~- ~...~ 

Vg=VAX (k)” ) 

where’ VA = the windspeed measured at height hA, 

VB = the wjndspeed estimated at height hB. 

The su~rface friction coeffE%nt a usually has a value between Q.10. 
(very smooth terrain) and 0.4Ojvery rough terrain). Typical values for 
a can be found in the table $t left. 

J 

The equation above can be used with various val.ues of a:40 
develop the. series of “height correction factors” presented in t.he 
table on page. 165. Here, a I!! listed at the top of each column, and 
the leftmost. column lists the, h@ght in feet. To get the windspeed VB 
at height hB when you havemeasured the windspeed VA at height 
hA, use the following simple equation: 

where HA and HB are the -height correction factors read from- 
the table. 1 

These correction factors have been normalized to an assumed 
anemometer height of 30 feet above ground. They are also based . 
on an assumption that the anemometer is not immersed within the 
layer of slow-moving air below the ‘tops of trees or other nearby 
obstructions. For level terrain with few or no trees, height measure- ’ --- 
ments start at,ground level. When there is a grove of trees nearby, ;- 
start all your height measurements at tree-top level. ’ ii” 

., * 
+ 

. _ 

i 

! 



Appendix 2.2: Windspeed Versus Height 
v 

165 _’ 
_j + 

_ Example: Suppose your anemometer is mounted 50 feet 
above ground level, but there is a grove of 30-foot trees just 
upstream. If your wind machine is to be mounted atop an 80-foot 
tower at this site, and the anemometer measures a mean windspeed 
of IO mph, what is the mean windspeed at the machine height? 

Solution: First you have to correct the machine height and the 
anemometer height for the grove of 30-foot trees. Subtracting 30 
feet from each of the respective heights, the effective machine 
height (ha) is 50 feet and the effective anemometer height (ha is 20 
fee-t. Assuming a surface friction coefficient CY = 0.28 for wooded 
terrain, and reading down the column marked “0.28” in the table of <, 
height correction factors, we find that H, = 0.89gand Hs = 1 .1 53. 
Thus, the meanwindspeed at the position of the wind machine is 
expected to be: , 

c 
1 -IF7 

Vs=lOX 3; 
U.OJL ,~ 

f 
= 12.9 mph. ( 

If there were no trees nearby (level country with only an occasional 
tree), and the anemom”eter measured -10 m‘ph at 30 feet higqh, the 
mean windspeed at the 80-foot level would be, assuming CY = 0.16: 

So the extra 50 fee 

4 4 in 

+=10x $)“o. 

= 11.7 mph. 

t of tower height gains you only 1.7 mph in mean 
windspeed over level terrain. But remember that wind power is 
proportional to the cube of the windspeed. The wind power 

I available at t e 80-foot level is 60 psrcent greater than that avail’able 
at 30 feet. 

--l.L..----.---_ll _.^ -- -- 

,(” HEIGHT CORRECTION FACTOR, H 

Heig hi 

iw -~ 
10 

15 

20 

25 

55 

$0 
65 

70 * 

75 

80 

8S 

90 

95 ? 

100 

105 

110 

115 

120 

125 

T30 

135- 

140 ~ 

145 

150 

-- 

0.100 
---- 
0.895 

0.933 

0.960 

0.981 

1.000 

1.016 

1.029 

k.041, 

1.052 

1.062 

1.072 

1.080 

1.088 

1.096 

1.103 

1.110 

1.116 

1.122 

1.128 

1.158 

1.162 

1.167 

1.171 

1.175 
l__-l- 

0.160 0.200 

3.8?7 0.839 0.802 

3.908 0.895 0.870 

3.945 0.937 0.922 

0.97i 0.971 0.964 

1.000 

1.022 

t.041 

1.658 

1.074 

1.089 

1.102 

1.114 

1.126 

1.137 

1.000 

1.025 

1.047 

1.067 

1.085 
-.__ 

1.102 

1.117 

1.1-32 

1.145 

1.1$8 
..- 
1.170 

1.181 

1.192 

1.203 

1.212 

1.000 

1.031 

1.059 

1.084 

1.107 ? / 

l.liG 

1.148 

1.167 

1.184 

1.201 

1.147 

1.157 

1.166 

1.175 

1.184 
--.__ 
1.192 

1.199 

1.207 

1.214 

1.221 

1.216 

1.231 

1.245 

1.259 

1.272 

1.222 1.284 

1.231 1.296 

1.240 1.308 

1.248 1.319 

1.257 1.330 

1.228 

1.234 

1.24j. 

1.24'7 

1.253 
-r--- 

1.264 

1.272 

1.280 

1.287 

1.294 
---- 

r 

1.340 

1.360 

1.360 

1.370 

1.379 

Surface Friction Coefficient, cu 
_._.- 
3.220 0.240 0.280 0.300 

3.785 0.768 

3.858 0.846 

3.914 0.907 

3.960 0.957 

0.735 0.719 

0.823 0.812 

0.892 0.885 

0.950 0.946 

1.000 1.000 

1.034 1.037 

1.065 1.071 

1.098 1.102 

1.118 1.130 

1.000 1.000 

1.044 6.047, 

1.083 1.090 

1.120 1.129 

1.153 1.165 

1.142 1.156 

1.164 1.180 

1.18!$ 1.203 

1.204 1.225 

1.223 1.245 

1.184 

1.214 

1.241 

1.267 

1.292 

1.240 1.265 

1.25‘Y. 1.283 

1.273 ‘1.301 

1.288 1.318 

1.303 1.335 

1.316 

1.338 

1.360 

1.3&l 

1.400 

1.317 1.350 1.420 

1.330 1.365 1.438 

1.343 1.380 1.456 

1.356 1.394 1.474 

1.368 1.408 1.491 

1.380 1.421 1.507 

1.392 1.434 1.522 

1.403 1.447 1.53s 

1.414 1.459 1.554 

1.424 1.471 1.565 

1.199 

1.231 

1.261 

1.289 

1.316 

1.342 

1.366 

1:390 

1.413 

1.435 

1 .psfi 

1.476 

1.496 

1.515 

1.534 

1.552 

1.570 

1.567 

1.604 

1.620 
- 

3.400 

I.644 

3.757 

I.850 

3.929 

1.000 

i.063 

1.121 

1.176 

1.226 

!.274 

1.319 

1.36-2 

1.403 

1.442 

1.480 

1.516 

1.551 

1.585 

1.618 

1.650 

1.681 

l.iU 

1.74,i 

1.769 

1.797 

1.825 

1.851 

1.878 

1.903 
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Wind Power Tables 
_ 

* 

, table contains the following information: 
a jq‘ 1. State or province (obvious abbrevia- ” 

This appendix li&+.monthly average wind. 
tions); 1 

2. Exact robcation of the measuring station; 
power data fat-&@ stations iq $he United 
States and southern Canada. These data 

3. lt‘iternational station numbq; ” 
,+,$I.;‘ Latitude in degrees and minutes (3,439’ ” 

t have been etiracted from thq repprt Wi$ u u means.34’39 N); 
Power Climatology in thk United Sites, by 5. Longitude in degrees and minutes 
Jack Reed (see Bibliography);. they repre- (8646 means 86’46’ W); ’ 
sent averages over at least 20 yearseof wind 6:Average agnual winds’peed, or mean 
measurements made at airports avd weather windspeed, in knots (To convert to 
stations. Average monthly and yearly wi.nd mph, multiply by 1.15.); 
power available at rthese sites is listed iif: ’ .7. Twelve values of the monthly avekage 

I units, of watts per Square meter; multiply by witid power available, in waits per 
0.0929 to Conyert these numbers to watts :’ a- - sc$ar’e meter; L 
$<square foot. 

“I’ : SC;- * 8: Average of these .twelve *monthly 
These data’ have & been corl’ected i averages.’ 3 

.for the various heights above ground level “!%e m&t comr&$l$ used abbreviatiotis 
of the anemometers used for each measure- for the location (#2 aboye) qe: “. 
ment,They also reflect many possible disto‘r- APT - airport 
tions in the wind patterns caused by natural -q,’ AFB 1 Air F&e. Base ’ ” ’ 
terrain fggtures and nearby buildings and c /+FS * Air Field St&ion 
trees. Thus, no particular set of .thesF data ‘e-s ; IAP?lnte~nationaI Airport 

. ‘I 
. can be blindly accepted as repre.s$tati$+ I’ .:I Is - island ’ . 

of a particular region. They do, howev& l .’ NdF i Naval’ Air Fielb 
provide a iough idea ‘of i,he wind’ po\r?ei 
available $Hhe mdn,tnty,-\iariation~~~~ wi’hd * 

‘% ,pT y+point~, 
-:” $BO’-- weather Bureau Office. : 

power a,j a ‘large numb& -of ,-site& By -corn- -;-Tt$ to contact the actual”* station for more 
parison of your measurements with ihose of dbtailed information ‘about local wind pat- “\I 

- nearby sites in these tables, yov,,can obtain .Ierns. Jack Reed’s repprt is also~~~offh a e .,.’ 
I 

a better idea of the patterns to expect at your closer look. Besides tt-+ data presented in 
own site. ,.,,,_ this table, th,i.s report contains rough wind- 

“The measuring stations are listed by, ” ?speed distributions-the percentage of time ’ o ,T.S.“,, ,f_, . region within each state or provin’ce; states -’ each month that the windspeed was re- 
are listeg first jn alphabetical order, followed co@ed in[‘each of eight different speed 

- i : ,; _/ 7 by’ Canidian prc#i?ces. Each line of the .rang&s-for each station listed here. ;’ b 

-*: 
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Appendix 2.3: Wind Power Tables 

w MONTHLY AVERAGE WIND POWER IN THE UNITED STATES A’ND S$THERN CANADA ’ 
2 k , 

c. I w., c 
, A&. f 

Speed 
Wind Powe!, Watts per Square Mete; 

State Location x ,F ‘? Lat Long Knots J F M A _ --‘id “J J A, S‘ 0 N D “Avs i. . 

. AL’ Runtsville ,;' 3439 '8646 . --6.6 
80 109 118 87 48 

i.. 

37, 29 31' 
I ? 

;358 

"6 50 78 87 6G. 

AL Foky 8605 8.0 133 182, 153 174 I.42 v106 ’ -_ 
A--- 

Q 73 66 1'9 96 11G li5 122 

AL Gadsden "_ 33$8 8605 5.8 * 84 104 114 99 43 
9 

34 25 21 - 410 45 63 23 Gl 
'i 

AL Birmingham APT 3334 8645 7.3 127 157 156 137 80 64'. 49' 44, b 6 68 I.08 106 n 97 

AL"- Tu&alodsa, Vn D Graf APT 
1, 

3314 4 
i3737 5.1 79 79 

93. 69 33. il 15 21 2; 36 55 69' 49 

' ' -- 
AL Sekna, Craig AFB 

,,r-- Ij 
3221 

1 8659 -5.7 74 86 91 
'68. '42 

'34 
'; 

29 26 __a- .! 
37731' 7 

48 54. 51 

i-c tiontgomery 
. 

'j7 _-* 3218 8624 6.1 74 90 85 68 39 35 _, 34 ',,,;;26 39 36 51 -g; 53 : 
AL Montgomery, Maxwell AFB 3223 8621 4.8 58 67 69 51 28 2Sz 20 '19 2; I 26 39 45 39 1 
+L Ft. Rucker, Cairns AAF ;116 8543 4.7 40 50 ' 55 41 23 18 '12 12 19 19 29 35 30 

AL- Evergreen 3125 8702 5.3 66 69 -78 57 29 18 17 17 21 24 ' 313. 51 ‘40 

AL Mobile, Bro.okley AF73 - 3038 8804 7.3 iO5 104 128 119 1 94 -i ,'38r .43 41_ 69- 151 72 8; 

- 
i -~-~ ~~. d-Ar \ I &I,(- 

;' 
AX Annette IS 5502 - 13134 4,s 320 264 216 199 110 9; 1 71 77 128 2'$7 324:'A9 ib9 

I -. ' ' ' 5 'i 
AX .Ketchikan 552L '13139 5.8 59 53 42, ;2 47 3; 38, 44' 43 67 75 .- j5 5; ~...,,"__....I-~"~--~~ m-I,+,-- _,_,_ ,,,_,_, _,_,_,_,_l_l-l-.-l"-_-I 

Ax X!leaFg 5529 13309 7. 9 li5 i59 167.' 132 82' ‘- 95 -71 k, 113 186 174.' 16s; ,128 
‘\ _. ._. -- 

Ax Peter-sburg I 5649 13257 3.7 26 40 37 41 32 23 22 22 24 29 22, i-i 33 

AK Sitka 5703 13520 3.5 109 26 34' 42 27 23 22 -14 34 ..,44 46 93 37 ,- L 

AU JunehL 'PT 58'52 13435 7.S 119 134 123 127 95 70 60 87 109 170- 157 159 lls, 

AU Haines 5914 13526 8.0 210 202 203 148 74 61 94 54 72 160 238 159 146 

Adapted by Dr. Richard Schwind from Jack Reed, Wind Power Climatology in the United States 
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.- MONTHLY AVERAGE WIND POWER IN THE UNITED STATES AND SOUTHERN CANADA 

: * 
1;’ AW. Wind Power, Watts per Square Meter 

Speed 
Stite Location. Ga, Iat Long Knots J F M A M J J A S 0 N D Awe. 

- 

A& Yakutat APT * 5931 13940 7.0 177 144 114 100 90 71 56 96 181 183 169 114 '. . '.' $4 

A* Middleton IS--&S ,/ 5927 .14619 11.9 625 597* 468 355 238 141 96 li4 243 519 582 608 376 
2. 

Aq Cordova,. Mile 13. APT 6430 14530 4.4 46 48 42 41 37 23 18., . . 1' 32 53 +7 48 36 

AI(. Valdez 6167 14616 4.3 72 28 75 41 36 16 13 7 7 4 45. v 100 :72 f ? a/ .,,' 
AK Anchorage IAP 611?,,;-- is001 5.9 61 95 48 til 108 76 61' 52 46 38 38, 50 61 

' ' 
& 

AK Anchorage, Merrill Fld 6J1?L1 14950 4.9 c57 66 29 27 41 40 23 22 30 30 59 23 37 

AK Anchorage, Elmendorff AFB 6115 14948 4.4 4& 60 '* '50' 41 40 34 24 22 26 30 46 33 36 s. 

' AK Ken&i. APT 6034 15115 6.6- 96 109 94 66 61' 63 56 54‘ 53 83 85 80 74 1 -3 I ,*7-i i 
AK Horthvay APT 6257 14156 3.9 16 21 '30 44 40 42 33 32. 27 22 18 16 28 a r" . . 
AK Gulkana 6209 14527 5;8 45 88 85 105 111 96 83 100 95: 76 48 40. 81 

AK Big Delta 64Op 14544 8.2 447 322 239' 147 148 85 60 102 163 209 300 333 215 

AK- Fairbanks'XAP 6449 14752 4.3 lo* 16 25 37 50 44 33;* 29 28 '22 13 10 27 , 

- AK Fairbanks, Ladd AI% 6451 14735 3,.5 10 17 28 38 3‘5 23 "'-29 i3 24 12 9 23 -is 
,, 

--Ah Fe. Yukon APT 6634 14516 6.7 30 $1 64>,: 81 91' 84: 86 81 74 52 3: 31 64 
T ;, i 

AK h'enana APT ' 6433 J4905 -: 5.1 68 44 48: 45 46 34 ".27- - 26 33 42 45 44 -42 1 : . % ', 
~ AK Hanley,&t Springs. i 6500 150?9 4.8 76 5;. 84 -109 93 89 7.53. 42 63 104 62 52 62 I *._ a 

AK Tanana 6510 15206 6.6 ? 2," 85 89 -'83 56 '53 47 23 50 64' 56: 80 73 

AK ROY 6444 15526 'a .5 38 133 119 84 40 51 46' 42 64 ', 76 i!.9 54 79 
i 

AK ;" Cdena APT 16444 r5656 5.4 ,56 69 66 77 51 53 48 61 61 59 59 49 59 
-,; 1- 

.j?&i Kaltag 6420 15845 4.7 46 ' 1~3 26 81, 31 33 30 28 37 56 40 51 56 
9 ., , . I, 
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I , 

- Ave. 
-‘~“‘l”... 

SW 
Wind Power, Watts per Square Meter 

state- Lowtion- Lat Knots J F L-. Long r A M J J A S ‘* 0” N D Ave. 

c 
Unala&leet APT I 6353 16048 10.5 520 502- 336 ,191 112 96‘ 1116 _' 146 234 175. - I 3951 376 265 - . 

AK Noses Point APT %_ b 6412 .16203 10.6 329 363' 275 279 149 129 181 233 217 222 I 246 263 241 I 
AK Golovin 64.33 16302 9.6 188 229.. 246 250 l-78 / 

142 117 261 271 258 369. 256 236 1 
. AK ETome APT _m-------- ^ 6430 16526 9.7 328 308 228 -225 -i-53 l-i9 117 i62 26;’ ‘238 189 230 217’ 

-.. 
--i&K Northeast Cape APS 6319 '16858 246 __-.-- - 468--X3* 137 218> 140 288. 462" 4'92 3.87 328 ' 't 11.0 347 239 

Ax q&n City AFS ---..--- _ 266 ,/-4x34- ms5- --G*o 763 919 ‘811 427 '271 6,58 334 _.-.... 352 522 722 ,728 549 / 
AK 'kotzebue 6652 16238 Id2 455 418 310 294 16k. 187 :212 23i, 229 270 397 366 291 1 ‘. 
AK Cape Lisburne AFS- 6853 16608 10.5 432 268 335 266 -227 210 303 216. 26$ 444 3;4‘ 432 333. 

AK Indian Mountain AFS 6600 15342 5.4 115 113 80~ 50 57 37 30 44 ~36' 5.i '! 86 95 , .- g2!..!..; 70 
,AK Bettles Ah 6655 15131 6.3 28 44 57 62 66 62 

. 44 
38' +i‘ 

. : :. 
c ,,43. 43 43 ,z'- 4i 48 

*' AK Wiseman B * .6726 lSO-I3 -3 .L 2e 26 16 15 24 15. 23 
_ 

.1.4 ,12 29‘ 12. 16 23 

AK Umiat 6922.1+08~ 6.0 S13 121 43 77 8o\ 93 62 53 Sl 121 78 %7 761 . 
AK Point Barrow 'i ' 7118 i5647 10.5 215 194 162 167 l& 143 145 208 2x1 258 266 183 192 

i 
* *. AK Barier PS fQCW'~4338 11.3 512' 468 379 279 216 145 123 208' 2;; 470 486 425 

&06 I 1 534.. .4.7 69- '73 .108 76 47 35 36 ' 
I 

.341 

= -. ~ =Tz Spa&-evohn AFS 41 54 63 74 82 ii& 
;t 
‘AK McC;rath 

.$. -_ 
-' '< -.;258 I4537 4.2 13 27 29 37 '539 35b.' 34 -' 35 32 24 15 12 27 

--A-K Tataline AFS. 6253' 15557 4.4 25 37 3;. '37 30 27 '.,27 29 .33 ~3!?--. 24 21 31’ : 
AK Plat 6229 15805 8.f 206..--266;- 205 150 116 106 '$ -,d81 108 ,.I43 168 ‘lBS”‘184-““l?L? m 

Ai Aniak ,& b ', 6135 15932 5.6 51 59 63 59 49 37 34 41: 47 47 42 40 ,-27 . Y' 
AK Bethel APT ' :I' .,6047 16148 9.8 229 ;58 224 166 125 108 'I10 137 ".:140' 158 185" 211 171 

, ? > 
<s _ r I 
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MONTHLY AVERAGE _WIND POWER IN THE UNITED STATES AND SOUTHERN CANADA ” 

, 
* Ave. Wind Power, W&s per Squam Meter 

. , Speed I -_ . --- _ ___ .___ .- 
state &&on- ’ _ - M- ----L-g- - -Knots mm_. - J - F M A M -- .ii J A S’O- N D Avt- 

.~., w 

AK Cape Romanzof AFS 6147 16602 11.7 692 699 "9! 476 246 124 110 154 '234 30s 520 65i 380 
m- 2 

AK Cape Newenham AFS 5839. 16204 9.8 400 371 330 288 168 119 lOI. 142 J6S 212 300 315 241 < , --~~ - 
AK -~ igFI7”=- c_ ----m--S;44 15231 -i%,s- 3-28 271- 

1 
258 198 124 87 52 77 120 210 294 329 189 

,I 
AK xlng Salmon Ae 5841 15639 9.2 250 260 235 l@O 182 138 92 139 156 180 230 206 19f -_ . ../ 

-. AK Port Heiden APT 5657 15837 12.9 576 564 493 361 h39 273 ;;25 381 466 Sl 439 565 429 ! 

. AK Port xollor 5600 l'6031 8.8 158 16&- 171 195 '135 81 l@d 144' 164 222 26'0 219 172. _ 

AK cold Bay APT 5512 16243 14.6. -7?&32. 699, 580 566 &Xi 428 Sp7 4&2 6Ob 652 631 s73 
6 -. j.- ‘~ _--- 

AK Dutch Harbor NS 5353 1663;' 916 355 376 293 223 135 125 69 ,105 269 3'90 419 '266 233 
,l 'L...__ 

' AK Driftwood Bay 5.358 1665‘1- -:..&O...-. -204 203 154 148 115 --72 88 ;77 71 i20 161' 182 431 ---. -.. k 
- AK tAnnakIS,CaptAFB 5323 16754 13.5 -641. 688 -57; 514 454 251 163 249 466 ,jO3 -606 723 ,.,.4&i- 

-- -- . .-- --~-~-- & -' AK brkoliki- 5255 16B4?- 14.0 538 560 532 566 437 321 239 283 361 634 732 66i/' fae2 

AK Adak St53--r?638 12.2 426 467 528 453 366' 223 218 258 331 502. * 401 525 404 

AK Shemya APT - 5252 17406 15.7 887 932.' '878 641 483 2k 235 285 432 301 977 870 633 / 
; 'AK St. Paul IS ;707 17016 15.0 758 867 684 il8 355 207 .175 282 399 693 691 7‘91 -547 

' AZ ' Grand--Canyon 3557 11209 6'.2 38 43 49 71' 66 55 35 31 -S, 58 44 28 49 

Ai Winslw APT 3501 11044 7.3 104 104 232' 169 161 lil 93 77 63. 73 63 . ;;i8 111 

AZ- Flagstaff, pulzliam APT -3508 11140 6.4 71 7d 96 95 93 86 40. 33 52' 56 69 L69 69 
i :.<g 

AZ Maine 218 2440 111 6a 116 178 139 1151 :. 3509 11157 8.9 132 186 253,' 2,?4 1$8 
,. I . , 1 I' 

-- 

_- 
i 
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Appendix 2.3: Wind Power Tables ‘ 171 

1, I, 

MONTHLY AVERAGE WIND POWER IN THE UNITED STATES AND SOUTHERN CANADA 
. 

1 
Ave. * ’ r- Wind Power, Watts per Square Meter 

Speed ,. 

State Location Lat Long Knots J F ’ M A M/j J’A -9 , -- 6 N D Ave. 
- _ , 

3514 11233 7.5 -111 -116 154+01 14'; 126- 82 68 86 160 103 82 114- 
b 55 

AZ Kingman ' 3516 11357 8.9 126 l56 172 i203 153 166 126 96 102 124 115 137 138 

AZ Prescott _ i439 '11226 cj.5 54 95 
z 

c, 117 ;144 138 124 75. 56 67 57 59 l $4. 85 
,-. 

AZ "Puma APT 3249 11436 6 .8-- SS--- 62 68 77 \ 71 69. 93 77 45 CO 55 Sl. r;2 
Y 

AZ Phoenix d 3326 
i 

11201 4.8 16 28 34 39 &.i 37 35 4.7 31 28." 24 22 1’7 29 

P" Phoenix, Luke AFB 3332 11223 4.6 21 31 41 52 49 43 :r. 49 39 25 21 20 18 _.- t 34 
' AZ Chandler, Williams AFB 3318 _~. 11140 4.1 17 21 28 35 34 33 ;41 33 28 22 18 116 

T"C2 0; 
- 26 - - - -~ I 

AZ m.L--------- 
-^.----‘--‘-‘-~~----------------------------~------~--,- __________. 3207 11056 7.3 71 59 69 90 87 73 _. (75 54 .62 78 82 7:2 74 

'Tucson 
--------~~-^-------------~-------------------------------------------~~-~---~-----~-~~,~~~,~,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.~.... __.".-*- :. 

AZ 3207 11056 -7.1 71 59 
_ _ _. 

69 90 87 73 75 54 62 78 82. “2 
: 74 

_ 
AZ iTucson, Davis-Month&-AFB- 3210 

0 
11053 5'.7- *\ 48~ 48 37 63 56 GO 51 35 42 40 43 45 49 

AZ ;Ft, Hauchuca ' . * 3134 11020 5.7 4iJ S8. 84 96 '80 66 _ 39 27 30 30 34 41 *a 53 

AZ * 
$cUlglas 3128 10-937 :(- 6.4 04 94 166 143 128 86 61 46 47 63 62 75 ; x 87 

AR ,jWalnut RLdge APT '3608' 9056 6.0 93 81 103 *lo4 58 44 27 22 28 43 64 75 62 
AR Blythevill; _Ae :- /-ss'<8 

~~~___ 
fyyj$ 2.4 85 106 108 111 66 41 26 25.. 36 39 ;c 67 71 65 --Ed- 

Jut Ft. Smith APT 3520 -9422 7-14 76 86 116 104 81' 62 51 45. 50 - b3 66 75 73 

AR Little Rock 3444 9214 7.6 82 91 105 96 70 58 46 06 48 50. ,73 71 70 1 
ti Ltl. *Rk. AF'B 3455 Jackeonville, 9209 S.8 61 67. ,85 70 47 34 28 24 28 29 45 49 48 " 

AR .-Pine Bluff, Grider 'PZd 3410 9156 6.5 102 89 102 87 51 39 31 29 35 4-5 71 ,81- 64 1 : 
AR Texarkana, Webb Fld 3327 9400 ' 7.7 92 108 128 115 7.7 69 48 49 62 61 74 87 80 _ \ 
CA fNeedlee APT, 3446 

I 
11437 6.7 l25 1OEi 128 112 108 98 67 67 58 78 113 124 -s‘i 

'. 

b 

-A-- 
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-A 
MONTHLY AVERAGE WIND POWER IN THE UNITED STATES AND SOUTHERN CANADA i ,,; 

. . 
r Ave. Wind Power, Watts per Square Meter ,i, 

A --- - . 
* SW 

State Location Lat Long Knots J F M A M J J A S 0 N ,D Ave. 
,/’ 

CA El Centro NAAS 3249 11541 7.7 98 126 171 208 225 189 80 73 79 86 %; 76 127 \\\_ 
CA Thermal 3338 11610 9 . 1 ':_ .i 66 79 103 149 191 153 125 114 119, / g2 76‘.'\. 63 111 

'l,.%k8 
j\ 

CA Imperial Bch,,.keam Fld 3224 11707 5.9 51 54 54 '. 52 45 35 3; 30 31' 43 42 43 
2. . 

CA San Diega, North I"s 3243 11712 5.3 32 41 56 56 49 41 33 32 c 35 31 30 32 39 

CA San Diego 3244 '11710 5.4 30 33 40 4?, j, 47 401 30. 29 27 25 22 21 31 
-4. 

M CA Miramar NM 3252 11767 4.4 23 24 28 30 -‘h, 19 16 17 1f.i 19 20 i4 22 

,. CA' San Clement@ IS NA3 9 3301 11835 6.3 53 72 89 97 67\\8 33 32 23 ': 32- 54. 69 - 55 

CA San Nicholas 'IS 33ii 11948 9.9; 
.A; ' 

152 Z99 295 306 348 24&,?61 166 264 140 180 159 209 
“ , 

CA- Camp Pendleton 3,313 11724 5.2 30 35 45 61 53 43 &I 44 36' 24 28 29 38 
'_ 

' 
\ 

CA Oceans&de '\ 33.18 1172i 8.0 129 122 108 82 67 59 49 ‘vg 64 66 % 116 87 

CA Labuna Beach ,333F 11747 5.0 35 3.8 44 37 30 30- 27 26>\,5 25 22 32 34 

dA El Toro.MCAS ~~ mm-S L-- ";_mJ33Q ..11744 4.8 45 38 33 30 26 22 19 19 23 36 lb,>, 43 28 
\ 'x. 

CA Santa Ana IjCAp -3342 11750 4.6 43 ‘43 47 46 37 31 30 26 25 26 36 43 37 . 
m 3 'q 

CA Los Alimitoe l!?AS '3348 11807 4.8 36 39 47 44 .' 41 32 2-ET SF 2; 23 ‘\$6 37 34 *- x 0 
6 

‘\ 
CA Gong Behch APT 3349 118r)g -4.9 27 40 45 48 43 35 34 32 31 27 2 9“';~ 2 6 3 5 _ 

\\ 
' CA .Los Anqelci ZAP 3356 1182b 5.9 40 57 69 70 63 49 43 44 39 36 38 k, 4E 

/ 
CA Ontario 3404y>M737 7.7 36 117 109 118 148 124 135 135 92 71 46 

c 
127 ““k? 3 

'~ 
CA Riverride. xarch AFB 335j ,li715 4.4 35 43 40 44 49 51 52 49 37 28 29 32 4; 

CA San Bernardino, Horton APB 3406 1171s 3.5 43 43 ?3 2i 25 22 32 20 19 17 28 29 2.~ 
; 

‘. CA Victorvilla, George Aw 3435 11723 7.7" 99 134 170 183 163 135 87 85 74 70 87 90 11t 
/ 

, ,// ;’ 

: 
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MONTHLY AVERAGE WIND POWER IN THE UNITED STATES ANfi SOUTHERN CANADA 
/ I . . 

. 
, ‘- ‘.’ I : I 1, 

l 
Ave. ’ ! ,” Wind Power, Wattr &h Sqtiam Mater .‘. \ 

Spsbd \ 

State Location Lat Long KflOt3 
%” 

: J-, F 
, 

I’M,,, A M J J -A S 0’ N,“;. D Ave. 
0 I 

.’ CA 'Daggett 3452 -11647‘ -' 9.6 94 

. 

"173 315 $96 355 - 236 177 159 145 121 lo7 74 - lal:! 

156. i38 

/ 

CA ChiPa Lake; Inyokerri NAi- 3541 11741 7.1 121 249' 225 186 134 -126. 113 124 103 93 ,155' 

11; 187: 
, 

'20; 236 
1 

C& proc, Edwards AFB 3455 11754 7.i) 90 230. l&S . '(131 99 87 'e2 83 ' .- 141 

Ck _Pahdale 10.2 163 3438 lliO6 
I 

'205 226 267 315 328 254 200 165 q'lS8 -130. 109 2'2s 
I_ ;~ . 

' CA Palmdale Am 3438 11805 8.8 121 146 233 :234 234 229 173 141 107 104 113 - 132 163 4 - i 
FA S~,pls 3423 lliI3i 6.3 105 128 88 96 9i 108, 101 88 67 76 105 90 

CA \ Van Nuys '3413 11830 466 105 

. I q ,.:89 

iA li.y.).-&rd ,eA$T 3413 1190s 4.4. 63 

82 66 50 43 21 22 - 19 10' 2?,i 90 69 .-- 49 

56‘ 49 46 43 26 ~ 20 ' 19 19 31 SO-_ 76 *,4 1 
I - 

CA Point Mugu WAS ,x/.-A 3407 11907-z. .5.6 100 79 '71 78 $1 33-- 2.8 26 28 35 i5 -fZ2 55 -,. 
r 

'> .~. -._ 
! CA Santa M&ia 3454' 120.27' 6.S 75 -80 114 94 '93 93 63 S7 56 ,,66 ?9 91 82 

CA ?hnd&hercj, ‘Cpokc AFB 3444 12034 6.1 62 67 99 797 11s 67 34 33 41 51 se. 58 is 
'~% 

‘CA Pt, Arguei- l.:; 3440 12035 7.2 72 105 138 135 133 79 58 '54 51 74 76 66 85 
\ $ , 

CA San- LouhWb_lSpo 3?14 1203P_m-L9-__ 60 69 134 127 14@, 173 105. 120 -131 129 89- .73 115 
. 

66 .i9 76'. 60 .'Sd --' CA EsWyo . 3526 12052 4..3 83 22 31. 42 ,47 :'- 44 7; 53 
7 

' * CA -P+si, Robles, Sn Ls Obispo 3540 120X8- 5:js 34 39 57 76 105 ' i27 106 83 59 42 32 30 '64 
J 

CA. Jolon * 3600 ~~12114 q.8 9 6 10 6 -,&l 11 8 \8 6 4 6 : 6 7 & 
m 

CA. iMonterey NAP 4 3635 '121$2- .* 5.0 -30 33 45 48 51 45 '35 32 23 21- 20, 3c: 35 . 

CA Ft. ord, Frittsche 'AAF 3641 12146 51'7. 30 31 46 61 67 63 -66 59 41 34' 25 -94 47 
w 

22.' -18 " CA Taft, Gardner Fld., 3507 11918 4.4 20 18 20 29 45. 46 31 26 
,~ 

-16 18 _ 1p 
-. I 

CA Bak&sfield, Headwa Pld. 3525 .11903 5.4 “..,27 3) 4k 
1 

55 69 65 47 b3 ‘34 25 24 2'8 41 \\ . -. 1 '\ 
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MONTHLY AVERAGE WIND POWER IN THE UNITED STATES AND’SOUTHERN CANADA 

I” 
_* Ave. 

t Wind Power, Watts per Square Meter 
;- Speed 0. D . 

State Location Lat Long Knots. J F M,A M’J‘J’A S 0. N D Ave. 
1) I .r-‘ 

CA 

CA 

CA 

CA 

CA 

CA 

CA 

CA 

CA 

CA 

CA 

Bakersfield, Minter Fld. ,353O "11911 
-a 

Lemoore'NAS -3G20 11957 

Fresno, Hammer Fld. 3696 11943 

5.0 26 31 38 49 61 73 38 25 22 21 19 25 34 
CT 

4.8 21 30 38 40 - 45 47 35 29 25 27 'i8 19 30 

' 5.5 28 42 c 48 o 60-l 62 42 33 25'. 23 ;7 20 13,' 

_5 7.5 74 106 161 ,14-5 129 100 80 ' 81 85 101 98 80 I.03 

'. 8.0 56 66 72 74 0 69 7cr. 59 52 44 44 D 35 42 s9 

7.9 109 108 115 124 158 180 173 143 107 85 ;4 71 122 
\ / - 8 , ,> 

6.4 51 47 61 61 '86 8i 52 43 46 i4 45 . 47 54 

5.4 47 50 54 59 65 '73 62 54 41 3.5 32 56 Sl 

9.5 9k 129 183 228 268 280 236 211 171 141 80 91 176 
w 

CA 

CA 

<CA 

CA 

CA 

CA 

CA 

cr! 

CA 

CA 

Bishop Ai'T 3722 11822 

Merced, Castle AFEI 3722 12034 

-- Livirmore a:742 -12147 

San Jose APT I ' 3722 12155 

Sunnyvale, Moffett qld. i?25, 12204 

San Francisco'IAP 3737 12223 

Farallon IS 3740 12300 5 

Alameda tpC 3748 12210 

3744 12212,. 

3804 12231 

j816 12156, 

9.6 61 406 287 193 188 208 100 91 83 l 106 204 375 212 

7.4 92 94 122 125 129 124 9g 8.7 ' 65 D 6s. 69 --*el g3- 
6.8 52 75 '77 92 101; 98 74 69 57 SO ii 40 51 71 I 
4.8 51 . 52 54 52 SO 50 39 39 30 34 32' 51 45 

_. 

'10~7 114. 1Sj 176. 232 347 488 577 481' 332 182 106 91 270 < 

13.0 401 '3?,8 361 488 500 -614 388 513 32,,1 368 320 467 421 _ 

' 7.8 145 145 126 118 116 128 92 83 64 70 61 123 - .95 i I 
6.0 117 108 89 69 63 69 56 45 38 .46 59 88 72 

6.5 107 102 98 79 83 90 62 56 49 67' 7s 84 79 
; 

-8.4 _ 106 148 16.9 76 77.- _84 65 65 44 57 69 67, 83 
7 - 
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MONTHLY AVERAGE WIND POWER IN THE UNITED STATES AND SOUTHERN CANADA 0 rv 
.‘._ 

* , %’ Ave. ? c Wind Power, Watts per Square Meter 
. speed 

Lat --, Long- - Knots -J _- g M A M J J A ‘S b N D Ave. l 

CA ‘.$ea;e AFB 
I, ‘./, 

,. $21<' / ~itiL, y. . 3 908 5.1 75 59 64 56 49 52'. 31 29 34 39 43 62 50 : 

Williams s. i 
CA 163 172 179 '112 -126 1221 78 64 .78 105 1r.z 116 111 * c ..3906 12209 a2 

‘; .~ ---_. _.m--4-1- _ 
CA Ft'. Bragg 3927 -i‘l2349 & 5.9 75, 88 82 , 96 '46 44 '25 i6 25 33 50 52 s!. 

.a 

CA Eureka, Arkata'APT 4059 ."I2406 6.0 o 93 93 109 102 115, 87 56 42 d 39 50 61 75 75 

CA Mt. Shasta, I ;/. L 4116 12216 11 -9 456 535 349 309 343 297 177 163 182 214, 295 262 309 
Q * 

:. 

P. 

.- 4034 12224 7.9. 71 86 94% 81 S'S 89 69 62 mm6,~ 72 70 74 'ifi 
.3 

.' CA Kontaque 4144 12231 “-5 .8 65 130 120 
_ 

-122 -130 131' 123 100 76 75, 71 .Sg- ,,-98 
" . v 

__- : 
\\ ,., _ \ 

CA " Montague, Siskfyou Co APT 4i46 12228' 5.3 IQ& 108 123 ii0 
b 

j 115 78 63 '59 50 45 '.‘,.,,<*64 82 89 ~Im__,I/_.~_.~,'~ J.J.rl~J'Ur(rJrJrri~-~~~~~,~~~,,~*",-,~"~~*,",".~."“~,.,", *:'.,. 
co La Junta 3803 '10331 8.3 

-5 4 

115 136 222 
_ 

2d4 168 164 94 84 85 7-q 139 ;1-1s 134 

CP Ala&o*a.I j& f *'< 3727 10552 7.4 92 110 195 >254 214 167 $4 70 85 74 127 t 91“'\<,,:7 

co Pueblo, Memorial APT 3817 10431 7.7 101 122 180 ‘231 168 129 '&OS 84 02 81 93 104 121 

* Co10 Springs, Peterson Fld 3849 0443 9.0 

* 

co 14i 163 -217 ., 212 189 163 99 86 1;s 103 138 128 142 

co Ft. Carspn, Butts AAF .3841 10446 * 7.3 85 . 93. 145 '218 127 131 6j 71 68 ii; 74 87 we 107 

co Denver _ i t 10452 8 .8 3945/' lf7 139 182 ,183' "85 132 126 94 83 88 118 136 126 
I, a i v 

co Denver, Lowry A-FB 3943 10454 8.1' 11,s; 94 'i-31 
i I is 1 I 

16‘j,* 112 100 95 87 102 88 126 121 '109 
" . 

co Aurura Co, Buckley Fld. 3942 10445 6.7 611j _ 60 729 12i' 39 -67 54 152 51 51 57 59 66 

co Akron, Washington Co AP’I, 4010 10313 11.7 2i6 313 383 359 276 239 226 184 243 212 252 280 242 

, co R%.f'Le C.O,~ Garfield Co. APT- 3932 32: 37 69 5'1 39 26 23 25 23 15 31 31' 
6 

' co Craig 4031 57 63 70 9.7 80 58 50 ,s2 54 61 56 51 62 1 
* 

'.\ 
CT 115 127 -'142 129' 96 75 .54 53 61 74 93 160 9: 

'\ 
Hartford, Bradley Pld. 4156 7~241 7.7 

', P I i' : 
\\ 

- 

- 

/ . 
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MONTHLY AVERAGE WIND POWER IN THE UNITED STATES AND SOUTHERN CANADA’ . . 
‘X.. 

.* 

Ave. Wind Power, Watts per Square Meter 
Speed 

State Location . , Lat Long Knots J F ,.- M /I M J J A S 0 N‘ D Ave. 
i_’ .- 4 c i .L’ 

CT New Haven, W&d APT 4116 7253 8.7 117 122 142 120 83 65 52 60 78 89' 114 106 98 

CT Bridgeport APT 4110 7308 10.4 244 274 256 219 158 114‘ 96 101 139 i.92 214 251"- 186 
II 

DE Dover AFB 3908 7528 7.7 1.35 152 148 125 85 69 49 49 73 78 99 104 96 

DE i Delaware Breakwater 3848 7506 12 .7 449 570 477 430 283 196 163 196 170 403 39i 4 10 343 

DE Wilmington, New Castle APT 3940 7536 8.1 127 149. 175 147 lb5 85 66 59 61 < 1:8 126 -109 
_ 

rx: Washington, Andrews AF& 3848 7653 7.f 130 156. 161 126 77 51 '39 36 45 62 101 109 -- ,90 --__ -- 
D-c Washinton, Bollfng AFB 3850 7701 7.5 125 173 171"$40 84 58 45 40 51' 72 119 112 101 

e ': 
DC Washington National 3851 7702 a;6> 142 151 -163 134 9,s 82 -62 44 67 85 103 107 ,105 

DC Washington, Dulles IAP 3857 7727 6.7 104 115 118 lil 66 42 37. 41 40 42 66 78 681 

-FL 
2 

Key West NAS -2435 8147 9.5 158 i72 17'2 176 122 98 * 78 71 133 x33 139 147 131 

1 FL Home stead AFB a 2529 8023 6.4 61 74' 90 89 72 51 31 35 66 59 60 56 60 
i .- . . 

-" FL Mfami 2548, :8016 7.8 87 98 '111 116 80 59 58 90 88 78 79 83 I( 54 

FL Boca Raton 2622 80% 8.2 80' 10,8- 125 '135 109 7-2 51 55 109 140 108 106 99 
I 

FL West Palm Beach 2643 8003 8.3 123 129 151 145 106 iP 70 67 80 LOS 126 102 108 

FL Ft. Qero ~2635 .8152 7 .o 9Jm 111 I53 156' 104 79' 58 70 .99 9.6 90 101 101 c / 
n Ft. Myers, Hendricks FLd. 2638 8 i 42 7.1 59 68 98 91 74 'Q' 30 47 76 85 58 60 69 

' FL Tampa 'L 2758 823 7.6 85 100 100 101 76 67 40 38 61 -- 65 7-3 80 68 
'* 

FL T~PB, Hacdill AFB 2751 8230 .6.9 73 95 98 83 59 51 ~"35 40 67 73 62 67 67 
PL Avon Park Range AAF 2738 8120 E 5.4 50 51 55 64 45 30 '18 24 61 73 43 &L- ~--4-S 

5 

" FL Orlando, Htrndon APT 2833 8120 8.2 : 8_6 110 131 120 99 83 -069 * 85 91 107 89 99 95 
! - B * ii I 
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Appendix 2.3- Wind Power Tables > 
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> 
MONTHLY AVERAGE WIND POWER IN THE;UNITED STAT& AND SglJTHERN CANADA 

!k 
’ -. . 

+ II i 
1, ~. i ; 

. Ave. Wind Power, Watk per q, uare Meter’ 

I..2 
Speed P 

: 
___ --. _ 

State -LoC&tk?n Long Knots J Fj. M *A M J J is S 0 N D Ave. 
;” I 

pII -I o&do, McCoy AFB 2827 81138 5.9 -;iX 76 71 67 46 41 29 24 43 48 46 ', 51.-. 49 

FL Titusville 2;3l ' 8047 6.7 57 72 72 58 44 42 43 32 47 56 -SO- 56 49 

Cocop Beach, P&f.ck AFB ~?a!4 
L 

FL 8036 8.8 127 149 144 134 115 80 52 62 ‘_ 130 191 143' 127 119 Pi 
I : 

FL Cape Kennedy AFS 2829 0033 ..-7.4-- 82. 107 103 b 71 55 41 37 w&2 94 75 76 73 f 
FL Daytona Beach APT ,291l 8103 8.9 112 141 146 142 125 94 91 95 li3 161 108 .il6 120 

i 
FL Jacksonville, Cecil FLD NAS 3Oi3 8,157 ' 5.2 43 65 56 ;O 35 .31 21 19 39 33 - 37 39 39 

Pi Jacksonville NAS 3014 8141w 6.9 61 80 81 70 '58 ' 60 40 38 76 77 62' 64 63 
e 105' FL Maypor t. NAAS Y .' 3023 8125 7.2 82 92 90 67 '67 40 39 90 74 68 76 
i 

1.40 

FL Tallahassee -.I 3023' \ 8422, 5.8 51 59 76 66 41 28 24 28 39 43 51 51 45 r 
FL Earianna 3050 8511 6 :9 92 104 115 86 65 . 48 43 36 55 61 71 ,84 72 : 

FL Panama City, Tynoall AFB 3004 8535 6.7 79 101 120 .97 62 47' 42 37 - 65- 55 64 75 ,y, 71’ 

Crestview 3047 8631 ' PL 5,6 68 Si 85 57 31 22 16 16 35 --zfj 60 65 47 
I 

FL Vqlpardiso, Eglin AFE-, - - -: 3019 8G31 6.2 66 !4!) 78 71 56 48 40 37 55 46 55. 59 56 ~~ ___a 3 . ~_-. -_ 
* FL va~*o~*- fla 303'9 8632 7.0 104 li3 1105 llS 78 46 33 38 40 48 84 88 75 - ~~~~ - 

FL VnlparaLso, Rurlburt Fld 3025 8641 5.5 55 ,6i ,;55 51 36 '31 23 21 34, 3j 39 45 .40 

FL Hilton, Whiting Fld NAAS 3042 8701 7.1 107 114 125. 93 62 44 .36 32 65 57 84 92 76 

FL Ptnaacola, Saufley Pld HAS" 3026 8711 6.8 98 109 110 ' 94 57 42 ,37 35 79 63 81 99 75 

PL Pensacola, Ellyson Fld 3032 8712 7.8 87 104' 116 112 86 62 i8 44 65 57 74 81 78 

FL Pensacola,Porest Sherman Fd3021 8719 8.0 110 119 '113 106 79 .7S 56' 57 73 71 96 92 88 

GA Valdosta, Moody AFT3 3058 8312 4.8 40 51 54 43 29 28 21 19 33 32 29 35 35 

. . 
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MONTHLY AVERAGE WIND POWER IN THE UNITED STATES AND SOUTHERN CANADA 

- 
Awe. Wind Power, Watts Square Meter k, 1 per 

Speed- 
‘\ h 

State Location Lat Long Knots J F . M A M,J J A S 0 ii ‘. D Awe. _ . _, .___ 
: -._,. 

p &A Moultrie 3108 8342 6.6 73 j 89 84 79 45 32 34 30 47 .60 59 ' 58 “\ 75.. 

GA Albany, Turner AF'B 3135 8407 5.3 50, 68 73 55 1" 33 27 23 l---33 27 36.' _Ql 41 

GA Brunswick', Glynco NAS 3115 8128 5.5 39 54 53 52 40 36 28 25 38 39 p5 37 CO 

GA Ft. Stewart, Wright AAF ‘8134 3.7 20 
__---c 

3153 9, 30 32 23 22 14 12 ‘10 14 16 15 23 ---- zql.' . 

GA Savannah , 3208 8112 7.5 88 108 ?\a, 87 56 49 46. 45 61 62 63 72 69 
s , 

GA Savannah, Hunter AFB 3201 8108 '5.8 59 76 86; 7d 44' 40 34 31 38 43 48 47 51 I .- 

GA. ;, -Hacon 3242 8339 8.0. 92 . 112 lb3 117 69- 59 _54_44----&k-5&--- f58--75--75i --- - _~_ _-- 
-#k--wP 3238- 8336 4.9 54 76 75 i9 35 26 22 18 27 '31 42 44 41 

GA Ft. Bennfng 3221 8500 3.9 c 5 64 $1 51 - ?,8 21 13 13 21 22 32 j6 33 
<. , 

GA “Winder 3400 8342 7.6 99- 113 $3 91 57 50 51 44 43 79 92 .92 78 
_I 

GA id.airaville - - 3455 8456 _ i 6.2 87 95 lb9 74 56 42 36 3'3 33 49 100 1 64 
I b- 

3322 . GA Augusta, Bush Fld - 8158 .5.9 68 '83 b7 8j 43 41 36 32 43 39 45 49 ’ 53 
I 

GA ptlanta 1 a 3339 8426 8.5 170 169 $5 151 Q4 67 56 46 73 90 109 127 106 _ <I 8 
GA’. Marietta, Dobbina AFB 3355 8432‘ 5.8 09 99 h 96 1,s 52 L 38 34 30 ' 40 50 666 72 66 

, ‘HI Eifon$t$ulu IAP : ?2120 1505s 9.8 118 155' -172- 189 194-- 141 120 133 144 153 _ -.- Dl:~+Z63 
- 

e71.d'~ I-i&bers Poj.nt,NAS 
~_~ ~.-- 

I -_ 2119 15804 8.3 106 99 1’4 102 
4 

93 ' 97 100 102 77 76 95 '104 95 
0 

HI Hahiawa, Wheeler AF'E d 2129 15802 S.9 48 49 61 59 60 70 72 65 “43 40 3; 49 54 . 

HI '.Waial&, Mokoleia Fld 2135 15812 7.7 ‘59 52 97 141 115 136 15i 158 113 84 89 108 10; 

HI Xaneohe Bay HChs' . ,2'127 15747 10.0 131 144 157 156 140 137 143 :43 116 113 135 168 141 

HI Barking Sands AM 2203. 15947 5.6 112 62 42 40 33 24 20 22 21 38 43 69 ,4C 
.? o.- ~ 



b MONTHLY AVERAGE WIND POWER IN THE UNITED STATES AND SOUTHERN CANADA , 
- 

Ave. 
t 

Wind Power, Watts per Square Meter 
SW 

State Location Lat Long Knots J F M A MhJ J A S 0, N D Awe. 

,:-- Molokai, Homestead F-id HI. 2109 15706 12.3 110 195 249 291 250 312 361 342 -266 268 233 238 _ 266 I 
"HI KahuluF NAS 2554 15626 11.1 203 204 240 276 335 366 375 377 283 2J9 247 2co 276 

HI Hilo 1943 15504 7.7 82 06 77 71 65 67 63 67 59. 56 52 74 67' 

Hi Hilo, Lyman Fld 1;43 
* r 

15504 7.8 82 86 77 71 65 67 63 67 59 ' 52 74 67 I 

ID Strevell 4201 11313 9 .7 275 255‘ 189 175 161 148 127 ,120‘ 127 1 8 188 209 168 
e 

. ID: Pocatello 4255 11236 8.6 211 224 23.0 209 163 159 113 87 162 

t 6 

10 '148 176 160 

ID Idaho Falls s 4351 11204 9.7 226 185 321 295" 241 214 132 $39 166 184 178 172 200 __- -- 
ID Burley APT 4232 11346 8.0 185. 162 24; 199 156 116 73 58 72 89 114 150 133 - -. __-- ___-~ __.. __~ -___ -- 
Ii2 ‘hrin Falls 4228 11429 8.7 16&.li31 232 i37 155 139 85 74 86 114 131 172 147 

-el King Hill 4259 lL513 8.8 226 2?2 357 363 330 216 189 147 212 158 165 185 221 

Mountain Home AFB 4303~ 11552 7.3 94 "136 ~ 1541 172 144 121 9i L 76 80 105 66 81 110 

ID Boise APT 4334 llG13 103 112. 127 119 95 . 7.8 79 64 56 60 76 84 95 91 

IL Chicago Midway 4147 8745 9.0 129 145 151 144 115 70 53 52, 74 95 149 134 112 \ 
IL GlenvFew NAS I 4205 8750 8.4 lC4 16$ 203 206 137 2' '83 56 52 72 105 143 i+ 128 

IL Chicago, Ohare 4159. 8754 9.7 220 242 268 272 .197 14Om 99 89 1404 16; 258 213 193 
0 i 

IL Chicago, Ohate IAP, 4159 8754 9.5 189 199 227 229 174.' 118 83 71 11 \ 129 223 176 162 
I 

,IL Waterman 4146 8845 9.1 236 2;9 222 269 134 100 50 60 77 99 210 175 166 
** 

IL Rockford 4212 8906 8.8 112 107 135 164 126 85 61 70 82 92 126 121 107 

IL Holine P 4i\27. 9031 8.9 121 151 215 200 155 93 63 54 91 113 185 141 130 

IL iradfdtd J 4113 ' 8937 10'12 210 271 284 290 203 i29 68 88 +ii 123 237 18-3 196 
> 

i I ..- 
I ?; 



I. 
‘ MONTHLY AVERAGE WIND POWER IN THE I.‘NlTED STATES ANDSOUTHERN CANADA I \ at 

” -1 
8’ Awe: I Watt? per Square Meter ) I 

Speed ;I. -,< '- 
State I 

1 . ! 
LocatiOi; Lat Long Knots J IF J:-, A’ wS 6 N D _ Awe. 

'IL Rantoul, Chanute' AFB 4018 8809 8.5 158 164 193' 210 .,143,; 91 50 i'! .: 66 83 145 127 121 3" 0 B '.. !~ -. 
Ii 'Effingham 5 3909 8832 .- 9.3 170 2'10" 251 217 116 95 73 95 .217-' 144 136 68: :89 

' %. . 
r:L ,'. "~"S$!ingfield, Capitol APT 3950 8990 10.6 215 253 jO8 295 2i2 1:3i:r" 92 "'ii 119: 15.2 263 242 I.98 1. 

137 98' 2. 
<Y.,'* 

&-Quincy , Baldwin Fld 3956 ' 9112 9.9 209 229 275' 220 71 fh 95 136 211 194 161 

I&L Bel%ville, Scott AFB 3833 8951 7.2 129 140 162 143 85 iii"*' I' 36 33 46 -6: 109 96 90 
.- _ i ; x . 

iL Marion, Williamson Co APT 

IN EvaFBville c .m ,*. ' 
IN kerre Haute.,VBolman Fld s _ 
IN Indianapolis - 

IN Colu'kbus, Bakadar AF% 

IN Milroy 0 I 

XN Centerville 

IN Mariop APT 0 
IN Peru, Grisrom APB 

IN bfcyette - 

IN Fort Wayne .- 

IN Helmer - 
: ) 

=P - ..Goshen 
" 

+iN _ 'South Bend 
G 

'XZN l4xool ' 

3745 

3808 

3927 

3944 

3916 

3928 

3949 

'4029 

4039 

-4025 

4100 

4133 

4132 

4142 

4133 8710 10 .7 ' 284 297 311 -290' i83 149-- 82 96 130 157 

8901 726 lS9 186 230 243 136" 88>>. 5,9-&--45 93 ." qc! 4 8% 

. 8732 8.1 ‘129 139 165 154h.. 98 -..&% . 38 60 71 ,- .( - 
8717 fj.2 160 151 203, ,182 .lOS ..& 43 -';3. 60 7'9 se _c _ i 

,, 

8617 3.1 174. 198 247, 205 147'-':& ,I k8&9 ;- 81. 108 /' I a 2 
. 8554 7.0 97 106 128 117'. il ,50 36 32 44 758 

SSZZ 9.5 243 270 '230 209 116 115 73 67 ,a 101 

' 8458 9.0 196 ‘237 209' 182 101 87 64 57 79 93 
k 

8541 8.4 211 254 '279 2i5 160 116 64 50 79 95 .I 
8609 I 7.7 123 137 158 165 109 65 40 36 53 69 

c 656 512 1013 9.1) 

.' 

290 149 317 167 290 230 316 205 175 154 142, JO1 41 73 . 66 98 112 96 '126 116 

8512 9.6 256 .243 263 242 141 100 79 78 133 153 

8548 8.9. 229 209 208 221 124 104 75 73 89 103 
L 

8619 9.8,. 243 243 283 256 155 128 92 92 107 127 

g7 28 139 

118 117 100 

130 134 115 

i76 16i 143 

91 88, 74 

189 163 148 

176 136 134 

253 186 170 

131 133 la0 

296 222 ?lS 

214 '171 -146 
/. 

i42 215 161 
i .- 

-'182 148 ,146 

,i?9 156 188 

311 231 -22j 
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Appetidix 2.3: Wind Power Tables 1 + 
. 

181, - 

1 

-? 

MONTHLY AVERAGE WIND POWER IN THE UNITED STATES AND SOUTHERN CANADA 

c 
AVi3. hind Power, Watts per Square Meter . 

t 
speed 

State Lmation La1 Long Knots J F M A M J‘ J A’S 0. N-D Ave. 

IA Duhqu~ APT 4224 9042 * 914 208 209 ,239 317 241 150 112' 135' 170 198 '312 231 210 

IA 

IA 

IA 

Burlington ‘3 i ( 
1 4046 9107 9;5.. 147 -160 .2S7 f64 94 L 85 52 44 72 97 200 144 126 ‘J ’ 

-9133 
’ d B 

Iowa City APT 4138 8.6 175' 195 231 229 118 82 71 61' 81 100 205 159 ‘146# 

1 Cedar Rapids 4153 9142 9.2. 160 171 23* 249'957 97 53 49 ,59 102 138 131 132 !u 
IA - -Ot tum+Ya 

F, 
4106 9226 9.1, -209 243 257 '239 '169 140 116 112 i56 169 174 168 179 

$A Min te &a: 4135 9228 11.0 270 330 330 390 256 203 103 117 3 - 150 lS8 271 223 ?2837 
-4 1: AC- 

; I * - iA o Des Hcines- .;4132 9339 9.9 392 193 251 180 299 126 y 81 81" 109 142 219 178 168. e* , 

.- it. n&9; Am ‘-1 .‘$ s 4233 9411 10.3 253 260 -331',i3;3.4 25; f40 77,<:;, ii 104 181 185 188 .G '2 199 * :. ,. 
IA Atlantic 4122 9503 11.3 296 350 363 457 295 256 136 123 lS5 190 264 270" 256 8. t L 

IA 9.0~ city 4224 9623 9.7 180 172 247 283 206 143 89 82 li4’ 155 2,X2 17.6 169 .” 
KS Ft. -!,ebvenworth .3922 9455 ,"- 6.3 73 1 94 116 111 73 57 31 33 ' 50 52 i8 66 69 

--' Olathe NAS -L KS 3850 9453 9.2 143 157 211 187 139 117 69 69' 91 102 152 136 135 
9. 

KS 9538 -TcQeka' 3904 9.8 138 147 237 229 i70 159 107 112 136 137 159 163 83 157 

KS - Topeka; Forbes AFB 3857 9540 8.6 117 134 186 185 132 115 69 79 * 88 95 12s '104 120 ‘,. L . ’ 
KS Ft. Riley 3403 9646 8.0 112 222 224 23j 171 130 86 102 139 .lj8 125 106 ~i3; 

KS Cassoday . 3802 9636 13.0 370 436 550 550 '350 310 231 257 293.284. 371 -+l$, 377 
-----___ ‘X 

KS Wichita 3739 9725 12.0 243 273 344 337 262 276 168 177 da3 221 -M%&---237 ‘iu 
m 

KS WicIiba, McConnell AFB 3737" 9716 '10 . 9 222 234 336 31-7 %S2 237 151 136 1;6 188 200 207 222 

_ KS Hutchinson 3756, 9754 \ 10.7 287 3.35 372 ;7S 330 351 215 195 309 280 308 269 305 

KS. Salina, Schilling AFB 3848 9738 9.1 134 168 230 221 176 150 100 112 '148 135 147' 111 155 
> ’ 

L 

-. 



L. 

M;hHLY AVERAGE WIND POWER IN THE UNITED STATES:AND SOUTHERN CANADA 
j 1\ .I., / 

, Ave. Wind Power, Watts per Square Meter 
.$ 

i speed - 
r 

Spte Lo&ion Lat Lbng Knots J F h6 A M J J di S 0 N D Ave. 
\ *- 

Its Ail1 City APT 3923 9950 9.7 122 499, 337 ,.262 210 226 152' 125 153 ,14C 153 131 184 
.;r, 

.Ks Dodge city APT ;. 3746 9958 13.5 281--360 4t41 ,458 360 36'8 259 248 296 296 $34 318 .. 336 

KS ‘Garden CF;y iPT 3756 lo@43 12'.4 227 326 451 ,450 415 -356 277 272 309 259 116 204 .295 ’ 
/ 

KY Corbin I a 3658 84Q8 4.4 it 54 65 58 1 26 '15 16 12 16 18 43, 44 36 

KY Lexington 3802 8436 8.9 161 158 156 '169 103 '75. 61 47 72 73 ,148 ,146 113 

‘RI- Warsaw _ 3a46 8454 6.8 123 -132 137 1L3 65 57 49 39 p 54 106 ‘lo1 85 ---..a/ .c '._ --.___ 
KY LquisvFlle, -Stahdfford Pld 3811 8544 2fi 27 /9 36 58 \ 

* 
6.5 75 84 ld4 96 53 32 66‘ 56 

‘I a, r--I P 
+y * 

Ft: Knox 2' 3754 &5;3 6.6 108 121 126----Xi 64 46 30 25 39 47 ’ 98 96 76 

KY 
5-u 

Bowling-Green, City Co APT 3658 8626 6.6 131 115 136 113 65 39 38 32 46 57 89 93 79 
_ 

k’ -Ft. Campbell I( - I 3640 8730 ' 5.8 78 88 '107 89 '51 32 27 25 29 39 60 69 56’ 

m ' Paducah 
._ .- -- 

3704 8846 6.7 lO9 106 122 106' 59 44 35 33. 40 48 90 93 74 
r;- 

4:&j New Orleanrr' 2959 9015 8.0 129 137 144 114 76. 52 
,- 

y-43 81 91 ‘128 109 961 

bi New Orlieans. Chllcnder NAS 2949 9901 4.6' 47 55 50 35 5---d 10 10 26 24 31 4Q 3. 
" - I ^-.- * . 

LA Baton.Rogge 3032 9109 7.4 105 l'Oi lo&95 72 52 '40 36 50 53 i'9 92 74' 
! 

-LA Lake- Charles, Chenault Am 3013 .9310 8.3 184 -.-is6 204 176 ,'125" 91 58 57 67 67 133 140 122 
_ ..,;\’ 

LA Polk w a r - 

d 
3103 9311 , 5.7 51 69 78 68 47 37 23 15 21 29 55 51 41 

LA Alcxangfia, England AFB -1 3119 9233 4.6 45 57 64 52 37 15 13 17 2i 39 4i . 35 
/ 

LA Man be, Se+an Pl$I 
7 

3231 9203 79 88 104 108 90 61 46 '36 36 46 ' 51° 73 79 68 
"-5 

LA ,kirevepo~t --% I 3?i8 9349 8.4 128 138 145 131 92 71 57 i5 58 69 105 111 97 

// 1 . 

Lm 
Shreve'port, Barksgale APB 3230 9340 6.0 69 . 74 83 72 48 36 27 27 35 34 53 59 51 

., 
I ” c 
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Q MONTHLY AVERAGE WIND POWER IN TH~UNITED STATES AND~OWTHERN CANADA 

I 
Ave. 

I 
Location I ’ 

speed ‘- 
Wind Power, Watts per SquareiMeter 

State Lat Long Knots J F M A M J J A S~O N D, Aie. 

ME 

ME 

ME ,- 
ME 

.4ME 

MD 

MD 

MD 

MD 

.MD 

MD 

m 
MA 

MA 

MA 

MA 

MA 

MA 

MA 

m 

D 

Portland <4339 7019 

Brunswick, NAS 4353 6956 

Bangor, Dow AFE 4448 6841 

Presque Isle AFEI 4641 6803 , 
Limestone, Loring AFB 4657 6753 

Patuxent River NAS 381; 7625 

8.4 127 145 158 140 163 80 197 61 83 ' 1~3.1 

G.8 109 116 106 167 87 64 55' 48 58 69" 

7.1 13i, 138 13.6 113 ,"03 “7b 54" 59 63 82 

7.8 151 167, .li1‘.~'161 i23 88" 77 69 9i 115 .* 
107' 

., 
6.9 97 116. 88 

2 
69 55 48 45 60 68 

.I 

* ' 
?‘ ~ 

8.1 159 177' 18G 148 '97 76 59 59 8s' ~02 

Baltimore, Martin Fld 34-0 7625 

BaltFmore, Friendship APT 3911 7640 

Ft. Mead, .Tibton AAF 3905 '?646 

Aberdeen, Phillips AA.F 3928 7610 

6.9 107 111 119 95 53 44 37. -39 34 46 

9 -6 206 253 265 .209 152 117 96 79 '110 117: 

4.4 57 .i8 69 6'5 37 19 14 14 ;4 23 

7.9 126 170 173 ,157 95 66 52' * .$5 69 95 

73 78 

138 139 

57 64 

179 188 

42 = 41 

121 118 

Camp -trick, Fredrick 3926 7727 5.4 101 122 144 l-10 51 33 25 22 30 '47 * 96 75 

- Ft. Ritchic '2 944 7724 4.6 38 34 33 37 21 16 ' 14 23 18 27 27 5'2 

Chicopee FallqWestoverAAP 4212 ' 7232 7.1 122 143 131 133 96 70 c ,a2 48 60 81 I.04 114 

Ft. Devons AAF 4234 713i 5.4 45 40 66 84 44 31 29 32 33 39 -' 48 53 

Bedford, Kanscom Fld $228 7117 6.1 109 120 117 94 70 48 39 36 44 65 80, 920 
. 1 ., 

Boston, fiogan IAP 4222 '7102 1118 314, 321 314 268 195 150 128 108 131 .131 23b 577, 

Boston , 4222 7102 11.7 314 321 314 268 195 . 150 128 108 ljl 131 230 277 

South Weymouth XAS 4209 7056 7.6 125 125 146 136 84 58 43 56 53 71 92 10; \- 

Falmouth, Otis AFB 4139 7031 9.2 188 199 198 193 147 110 87 90 112 13? 148 185' 

Nantucket 411G 7003 11.6 304 346 290 277 190 ~ 140' 104 113 lG9 -214 '2Gl 230 
I 

Nantucket Shoals 4101 6930 16.7 1024 1025 977 838 632 551 592 544 482 769 8% 927 

107,. 

82 

93 

123 

74 

119 

61 

164 

38 

109 

72 

28 

96 

45 

76 

227 

227 

90 

149 

223 

757 
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MONTHLY AVERIkE WIND POWER IN THE UNiTED STATES AND SOUTHERN CANADA 
I” 

d 

Ave. Wind Power, Watts per Square Meter 
Speed I 

State ’ Location Lat Long Knots J “F’iKA M_ J ‘J A S 0 N .D AW. 

MA George9 Shoals 4141 6747 17.1 1168 1175 1058 891 619 575 519 378 473 739 '89; ‘1156 783 

MI Ht. Clemens, Selfridge AFB4236 8249 8.2 157 151 160 ,145 96 71 56. 53 71 84 156 l'44 115 ./ I 
MI Ypsilanti, willow Run 4214 8332 9.5 169. 169 244 194 139 101 85 77 '104 113 188 173 147 

xx Jackson r 4216 8428 8.8 196 149 182 215 106 92 57 69 77 -9V-37-Y IX7 ** 127 

tlr Battle Creek, Ke1ogg APT 4218 8514 8.9 l& 189 *205 179 124 99 76 63 lO6 99n 152 186 137 

Mf Grand Rapids .' - 4253 8531 8.7 120 134 180 158 112 77 62 54 83 87 162 135 113 

10 .8' 2'3 298 356 287 MI : Lansing 4247 8436 178 112 69 74 123 146 251 269 203: 
_- ___ ~ ~ 

'MI Flint, Bishop APT 4258 8344 P&233- ZC~6--246195 l40~1;098!71 129 140 2iO 223 167 -- ~ _~~ ~-~ ~~ ~- ~ -.~~ -- _ ~-- ~-- 
MI' Saginaw, Trf City APT 4326 8352 9.7 218 196' 223 196 152 111 ..= 92 74 '121 128 199 l89 

1 
,. ML Muskegon Co. APT 4310 8614 9.4 156 164 140 171 12i 96 68 P 80 155 177 166 

J 15 

29 
5> 

MI Gladwin 4359 8429 5 .9 67 71 92 76 63 40. 31 '24 34 39 6l 53 53 

MI Cadillac APT 4415 8528 9.4 210 204 239 193 172 151 104 89 139"161 208 203 171 

MI Traverse City 4444 8535 " 9..5 229 206 249 207 147 132 100 91 160 187 ,250 225 .178 

MI1 Oscoda, Wurtsmith AFB 4427 8322 7.6 117 123 121 116 91 76 55,' 58 71 94 109 108 94 

MI Alpena, Collins Fld 4504 8334 ' 7.3' 76 76 92 108 88 :;59 49 46 52 62 67 58 70 

xx Pellston, Emmett co &PT 4534 8448 : 8 .9 183 159 192 165 154 115 105 81 115 144 175 185 147 

Mr Sault Ste Marie 4628 8422 8.3 114 105 119 125 113 77 62 57 79 93 115 108 98 I 
XI Kinross, Kincheloe AW 4615 8428 7.6 88 105 106 120 106 69 53 56 68 8; lo9 93 89' 

Escnnaba APT 4544 8705 7 .8 126 164 148 186 191 150 116 93 135 163 232 143 154 

+ la Gwinn, Sawyer APB 4621 8723 7.5 94 116 109 116 100 72 52 57 65 92 102 105 90 

* 
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#, 3 Appendix 2.3: Wind Pov.er Tables 185 ‘,I_^ I. . . . “_ 

‘MONTHLY AVERAGE WIND POWER IN THE UNITED STATES AND SOUTHERN CANADA 
- 

_- 0 -., / 
Ave. ’ -. 

1: 
Wind Power, Watts per Square Meter ‘_ 

Spead F / M “. : _‘, M 
+a. 

State Location -+ 2. Lat Long Knot8 J ? J J A S 0 Nq b Ai. I 

.*I1 'Marquette - 4634 8724 

Eli 

MI 

MI 

m 

l4Y.H 

Calumet . a !,*- 4710 8830 

Houghton Co APT 4710 8830 

Iqonwood, Go$eb;c Co APT 46'32 9008 

Minneapolis, St. Paul IAP 4453 9313 

St. Cloud@, Whitney APT .4535 $411 . . 
MN. Alexandria 45-53 9524 

~- Idi Brainerd ._ 4624 9408 
------ --- -a 

P@J r-- Duluth LAP 4650 9211 . 
. Ku Bemfdji APT 4730 -9456 

KN Trbrnational Fall8 IAP 4834 9323 T ,. f 
ti Roscdu * -J 4851 '9545 

P _ThiZef.Rivcr Falls 4803 9611 
: 5 1 

HS Bfloxi. Kceslcr AFB 3.024 88s5 

MS C%dCSOn 3220 9014 

MS .Greenvillc APT- 3329 9059 k' 
MS Meridian NAM.. -3323 8833 

MS c01umbus Am 3338 8827 I 

no ‘*F .Haldcn 3636 8959 

MO st.&uir, Lambert flu 3845: 4023 
. . 

7=6 78 84 1.' ~118 $25 117 96 $ i3. 7O,i;'89 -85 88 66 91 8.E : m , 
865 116 126 136 139. 106' 90 -?78 Gd ' 97 lo8 116 '112 108 

?s 
' 8.5 -- l&---l--% 136 139 106 90 78 66 4; 108 116 112 108 

-I ' -,. 
8.-S 164 198 167 290 280 174 13'; 139 200 213 k70 203 202 / 

86 112 150 /167 123 
.1 

9.4 127 142 152 211 .186 .i33 88 -= .* 138t. 
"r _ 

6.9 70 $0 102 129 99 71. .44 38 55 66 84 58 I, 74.‘ 
.: 

10.7 221 215 ~262 290 249 202- I%-. 161 182 .26~3~ '263 196- 219. ' 
‘134 

. 
' -6 .9 9-O 92. '-lli -167' h 98 62 

58 14.t 87 123 89 102 -. t 
10.7 216 229 249 299 t33 14; 12-2 111 196 \' 154 _'~ 2& 254 ZOi- 

7.3 104 120 111 244 201 155 11; l-20 133 $41 162 822 144 

8.4 95 103' 110 ' 175 155 1103 82 >,,88 119' 122 163 117 I.i 119 - . > 
' 6.5 33 31 50 58 51 35m 16. .20 27 'r34 49.. 41 37. 

8.7 215 2bi 194 305 279 199 .135 157 189 2421 309 219 219 _ 
6.8 82 79 83 81 -64 49 38 35 58 55 66 66. 63 

6.; 85 92 78 88 46 31 a 26 2% 31 39' 63 77 57 

6.6 89. 100 104 90 66 48 32 ' 34.,"' 49 50 65 77 67 
c 5' , 

3.5 29 40 37 25 - L2,': 8 9 5 8 10 17 21 18 L 

'4.7 52 61 48 060,, 25 17. 15 13 23 21 31 40 34 

8.3 117 162 152 1SL 109 _ 75 57 53 '62 74 124 

/ 36 <5 60 

;18 105 

7.5 95 116 143 . ;38 '94 60. . ';i #,4i 92 96 86 _ 
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MONTHLY AVERAGE WIND POW,ER IN THE UNITED S-f%TES AND FOUTHERN CANADA I . . 

Awe. Wind Power, Watts per Square Meter l - 
Speed 

State Location . IA * Long Knots J F il* A M “J 
, 

J A S 0 N D Awe. 

. ,MO Hey Florence 3853 9126 10.1 198 231 238 231 138 105 I 85 85 111 112 199 165 I58 i 
MO Itirksville 4006 9232 10 .5 250 '271 297 310 181 ;37 111 103 118 158 231 191 '184 I' 
MO Vidhy, Rolla APT 3808 9146 , 8.6 i53 158 211a 170 92 72 54 45 , 68 76 142* 156 117 

9ios s6i-O MO Ft. Leonard wood, Forney AI?3743 67 65 81 88 50 37 :22 21 26 50 62. -67 5; D I .- _ 
MO Springfield , 3714, -93155 9 .7 183 243 230 263 ,123 96 $0 77 97 -'lo i83 170 150 n + r 
MO Butler 3818 9420 9.3 212 208' 266 226 123 124 74 65 81 131 156 160 152 _ \ 

" MO Knobnoster, Whitman APB 3044 9334 7.4 Q6 109 146 ,151 94 65 i 40 45 61 70 94 81 87 

MO Marshall e 3906 9312 9 .5 203 22-3 263 250 115 109 82 9-9. ..~ 89 95 156 136 143 .: 
MO Grandview, Rchds-Gebaur AFB 3851 ‘9435 8.1 105 101 156 173 113 76 55 59 74 91 IlO 110 100 

, I 
MO Kansas City APT - 3907& 9436 ',!! $4! 115 126 165 182 145 129 105 99 li3 112 143 122 132. 

1-7 
MO Knoxville ' 3925 9400 .' 10 .&" 210 211 284 278 144. 124 B" 91 98 125 171 151 158 

a 
MO ‘TkrkFo 4027 9522 0.2: 121 137 258 225 192 150 d 87 71 85 >13- 135 94 135 

MT Glendive 4708 10448 7.7 .131 141 145 222 217 14 ~125 137 139 'i44 ll\ 122 J49 
I 

-d 
MT Mile8 City APT 4626 10552 8.6 123 137 - 120 161 134 .98 104** 109 93 lt6 .-l_&S 

m ,,' 

1 P 2 87 

Wolf Point 84806 10535. 8.1 117 112 '143 326 248 '639 126, 171 245 223 183 -124 279 

Err 'Glasgow AFE 4824 10631 8.6 - i33 131 125 1.78 198 130% 1O2 ,101 :38' 126 119 . .I? 125 133 

MT Billingr, .Logan Fid " 4548 10832 19.0 230 210 185 202 16 137 110‘ 99 128 152: 218 237 173 
1 

MT Livingston ' 4540 11032 13.5 .778 819- 574 415 324 239 233 253 321 500 713 1058 500 B / 
MT- Lewist APT 

?? 
'4703 10927 8.6 198 185 141 163 l/5 108 82' 95 114 125 if39 is? 140 

i m 
MT Havre 4&34 1094po‘. 8 .7 -148 106 155 "141 1123 115 75 74 86 120 132 127 114 

. ! 
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: 

MONTHLY AVERk$E WIND POWER IN THE UNITED STATES AND SOUTHERN CANADA 

ii 

/, : 

I Ii / ’ 
Ave. 

ii 
Wind Power, batts par Square Meter 

SW 
‘; 

State Location Lat / Long Knots J F M A, M J J A S 0 N D; Ave. 

---- 

' MT Great Falls ZAP- 47/h 11122 11.6 444 439 300 281 194 193 13,6- 143 197 300 4sc joi 304 

MT Great Falls, Mahsttom A?'B 473L- 11110 8.9 2';3 240 181 176 120 1L2 80 80 115 178 215 263 169 , 

MT Helena APT 4636 11200 7.3 145 95 142 134 63 113 85 44 111 34 61 : 65 90 
_- . ..~ - ?G! I 

MT Whitehall 4552 11158 11.4 710 543 352 274 221 245 193 167 174 260 410" 602 344 c 
' . MT Butte, Silver Bow CO APT 4557 li23O 6-9 98 101 116 158 141 120 86 85 93 9.3 I- B$ 76 104 

c 
MT Missoula 4655 11405 5.0 49 36 64 75 72 70 64 41 57 23 19 -- 26 50 

NB _ Omaha 4118 9554 10.0 19-i h86 264 280 186 148 104 '104, 122 158 217 191 177 

NBz Omaha, Off&i AFB 410-7 9555 7.6 118 123 189 198 138 98' 67 58 68 93 112 112 115' 

hy- Grand Island APT 4058 9819 1l;l 177 ' 195 270 '3i2 251 217 161 158-d+ 179 180 232 200 211. 
a 

N% Overton 4044 29927 10.5 209 195 323 i89 276 243 155 149 h62 202 2;9 182 222 
A ti 

NT3 North Platte 4108 11042" 10.5. 193 233 ' 37; 435 321 208 153 153. 206 246 234 166 254 .~ 
Ni 

z _ -* 
Lincoln AFB 4051 9646 9.4 163- 173 258 251 193 :143 971,102 102 119 173 '146 162 -.~ r 

N!3 Colu&~~s I_._ ._~_ I._-_ __ .._ -.-..- -- 4126-.->"972 'l- . 10.0 184 192 316 301 246 172 113 111 120 184 150 143 186 * 
N-ES' 

$/" 
Norfolk, Sttfan APT 4159 9726 'v 9.7 236 235 308% 387 275 215 142 ' 173 204 28L. 361 255 256 

NB: Sig Springs 41'05 10207 11.7 270 284 4jO 450?49 270 210 210 217 "54 297 251 290 

. d 

NB Sidney 4108 1030- /- 10:s 275 267 369 395 294. 227 193 160 680 227 241 188 248 

NB Scottsbluff APT 4152 10336 9.8 147 225 271 254 189 180 119 124 122 166 254 199 165 
P 

NT3 Allizxtce- 4203 10248 lo.-6 203 209 274 358 289 233 189 234 233 228 '\238 ,210 238 

h’B Valentine, Miller Fld 4252 10033 10 .o 181 237 267 323 286 242 199 226 ,236 271 338 242 253 L i 
b 

I?? Boulder City 3558 11450 7.6 109 162 185 230 247 293 186 197 137 95 155 81 173 , I 

’ . 
,:‘. 
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MONTHLY AVERAGE WIND POWER IN THE UNITED STATES AND SOUTHERN CANADA 
\ .;’ ? 

/:i . 
-/ . 

F Ave.. > i Wind Power, Watts Meter per Square . - 4 . 
SW . i 

State location Lat Long Knots J F M A M J. J A ‘S 0 N J’D’:.ALe. 
-;; 

q .- 
yi La? Vegas' 3605 11510 8.7 105 142 186.,229 '225 209 166' 141 111 122 67 '\! 92 150 

& Las Vegas, belli? APB '3615 11502 5.7 73 89 137 138 125 123 77 75 61 '63 66 +.?$ t .57 -' 88 
.' I 

NV Indiian Springs AFB _$ 3635 11541 5.3~ ;8 i 75 141 &96 154 109 - 64 46 -54 1 28 ' 63 54 <'; 80 
r 3804 w Tonopah APT ,11708 8.7' 99 150';‘ 196 196 174 142 98 94 104 113 109 c 101 2 ,133 

ir 
MI Fallog NAAS 3925 11843 4.7;' 48 50 ?$I 72 60 49 29 23 ~25 30 27 36 44 

-. 
NV Rena " ; i 3930 11947 5.2 77 .108 123 99 93 81 56 54 52 52 45 44 7.4 

L- " b 
v Reno, s&ad AFT3 3940. 11952 85 5.9 79 105 125 :132 110 .91 72 72 56 64 51 /69 

NV Hboldt j .4005 11809 6.7 61 76 14r) 102 103 1188 98 83 '66 57 47 48 79, 
-1 I ‘" 

----' NV Lovelock 4004 11833 6.4* 10'9 91 121 99 98 113 80 72 56 m 67 43. =& 47 83 

Winnemucca APT' k NV. 4054 11768 i;2 79 91 117 115 105 97 -89 81 73 60 55 !60 A86,‘ ~ 
/ 

NV Buffalo-Valley -/& 4020 11721 6.4, 66 97 94 94 102 97 77 62 57 59 53 52 76 " - D * 
NV Battle Hountain 4037 11652 7 .3 148 80 ‘147 113 132 113 85 70 61 .lb2. 64 66 99 

.I3 
km Beowairze 4036 11631 6.2 57 98 112 '"106 99 86 79 68 63 62 45 51 76 .~. 

NV Elko i 4qSb 11548 6.2 68 :76 100 92 99 '98 9% 76 75 73 52 60 76 ~. 
iv Ventosh' 4052 11448 6.8 139 160 178 179' 166 1;2 104 97 % 88 93 99 209 ,,,~ _ 

NH Portsmouth, Pease APB 4305 ‘704.9 6.6 $0 112 99 82 73 5.0 39 37 42 54 63 90 68 

' Nr-t Manchester, Greni.er Pia 4-256 7126 6.7 1X 150 134 137 83 68 49 37 Si 72 95, 127 86 

Nn Xeene 4254 7216 4.8 63 86 69 74 67 48 29 31 34 42 _,43& 50 53 

NJ Atlantic City 3927 7435 9.1 185 207 207 166 109 81 62 61 81 I.07 144 164 129 
- . " 

y? iiamdea* ' 3955 7504 ,8-o 132 131 167 160 86 73 " 64 .55 62 82 118 111 104 
! 

i 

d 
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> . MONTHLY AYERAGE WIND PoWER IN THE UNITED STATES ANb SOUTHERN CANADA 
i 

w 
t . Ave. Wind’ Pdwer, Watts per Square Meter 

I 

M A M J 

WGufre AFB 

NJ Lakehur'st SAS 

Nq Trenton 
S{ P 

NJ: . Newark' 

l 

c 

h?.” - Clayton ' c. 

J 5' 
* 
,- 

m¶ Tucumcari' ;' :+ 

NM Anton Chico 1 ' 
&-? Clovis, Cannon AFB _ ‘ 

NM ~Eobbs, Lea Co APT' 3241 10312 

Ii24 Roswell APT # 

NM Roswell, Walker AFB . 

NK ' Rodeo i ' ‘ 

NM Las Cru&s , White Sand.? I 
@$ ' Aiamogordo, Holloman AFB r m 

3222 10629 6.1 100 LOti, 169 149 123 08 SO 43'. 41 42 82 99 ' 89 

3251 10605 ,%.6 -' :5. 59 IJ2 -101 ,85 72 54 43 38 35 4 

106,37'- / ' Nil - Albuquerque, Xirtland AFB -3503 7.6 -.,83 115 154 190 160 134' 101 72 88 97 80 75, i12 
\ f 

NM &to 3505 /lb600 9 .6 2t.8 311 491 372 271 264 116 102 94 17-6 234 228 243 
, , 

Santa Fe 3PT ,[- 
i 

-. NM _':' 
: 

I -~ >3537 10605 IO.3 218 . 200 308 308/ 248 217 138 1.13 .135 154 184 194 201 I._ 3 $ c "> 
. ti' FarmFngc-on 'Am:' . : _ --' 3645 10814 7.1 53 74 136 151 106 101 78 55' Sk+- 71 81 42 83 

J P 
NM oailup 3531 10847 6.2 .92 133. 237 293 248 217 92 '82 75 114 84 54 142 

I, i 
c .$ ,., 2. -- . i s.:- 

r. 7%) 1 
." 

4000 7.426 

4002 7.420. 

401; 7404 

4017 7450 

4042 74:>O 

3627 '10309 

3511 10336 

3508 10505. I 
3423 10319 

33219 10432 

33:8 10432 
c 

3i56 10859 

6.6, 100 114 '114' "101 .-48 42 30 28 40 52 73 B? 69 r ._ 
7.4 133 158 166 131 94 62 49 41 48 60 99. lo9 93 
a I 
6.1 80 82 83 I 57 37 31 i3 23 30 50 56 551 50 1 . 
8.1 125 146 146 J94 85 71 47 55 c 70 92 140" 120 i 1+ e ; 105 

. 8.7 145 145 i57 126 107 80 73 68 71: 96 100 110 109 3. 
13.0 447 397 519 483 4'27 360 230 207 255 279 350 395 354 

10.6 ' 273' 321 359 ';65 293 227 167 154 166 207 266' 206 f 2.60 

8.9 ,204 257 306 227 130 132 78 67 74 101 145 140 1565 

9. % 171 215 320 279 2'26; 204 126 93 111 222 160 '180 l&f 

lQ.4 195 W 353 276 250' 215 138 109 118 109 16k 16&% 190 
J 

8.5 148 191 273 260 216 172 101 82 '--84 102' 126 I72 163 

7.3 79 102 145 145 129 135 93 71 65 72 82 86 98 -t- ' 1 
. 9.4 195 216' 250 325 259 191 $166 '131 129 155 2.10 173 ' 203 
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MONTHLY AVERAGE WIND POWER IN THE UNITED STATES AND SObTHERh CANADA 
CI ‘. 

Ave. Wind.Power, Watts per Square Meter 
a 

Speed 
State Location Lat Long Knots J F All fi M J J A S 0 N ‘D Ave. 

ml Zuni 3506 10848 8.4 127 109 234 220 lQ.3 138 58 54 80 LO4 97 126 127 

!!w El Morro 3501 10826 '7.4 76 113 229 21O"ki85 136 95 66 66 92 91 !33 MT- 
;- -- 

h't-! Acomita 3503 10743' 9.6 1.50 169 283 223 156 143 -96 82 75 109 143 136 169' 

NY Westhampton, Suffolk Co APE 4051 7238 ' 8.1 146 -145 154 133 '100' i 82 69 67 87 110 120 118 110 

NY Hempst@ad, Mitchell AFB 4044 7336 912 194 221" 21i 189 134 11s 99 88 100 129 185 194 _ 15%; 'i 

NY New York, Kennedy LAP 4039 7347 $0.3 .‘242 259>,260 204 151' 139 i22 106 120‘ 140 173 180 168 
t 

NY New York, La Guardia 4046 7354 10.9 300 282 283 211 160 123 105 110 Lit-5 174 217 278 197 B 
-- NY New York, Central Park CO47 $7358 8.1 114 10s" 117 99 57 43 38 37 61 63 83 95 76 _ 5, t 

w 
'. 

Key York WBO 4043 7400 11.6 436 428 384 259 211 173 '146 107 143 209 329\ 336 26i _ i . c 
NY dar Mountain 4114 ?7400 S:'l2 . 5 476 463 550 444 311 183 171 163 271 289 396 5 3 350 r" ., \.- .d 

NY fievburgh; 
I- 

Stewart AFB 4130.' 7406 7.8 164 206 '193 176 108 76 61 52 64 101 136 -163 124 
;s' ." , 

NY a: New Hackeneaok' 4138 7353 6;O 83 91 93 87 50 42 34 32 40 63 53 84 63 , i ~~=~-~.~ 
NY Poughkeepsie, ILLchess Co APT 4138 7353 6.1 68 90 90 52' 43 33 28 36 46 66 74 60 

NY Columbiaville -4220 7345 ~-~ .a.7 185 220 226 173< 131 104 69 ' 69 97 138 164 172 138 & 
NY Albany Co APT 4245 7348 'ii.9 148 _ 163 173 138 95 80 68 63 '81 96 103 111 108. 

r -- fp' 
NY ' Schncctady L 4251 7357 75.4 156 116 160 155 123 8'1 82 67 '84 68 112 114 112 

6 .> _ ,, 
N-Y Plattrbutg APB 4439 7327 -6.0 C3 ,: 78 76 82 70 52 42 36 41 54 66 60 '; 60 , 

:- 
. 

'I 
NY Massena'; Richards APT 4456 7451 9.5 176 I*.192 217 193 ,'150 129 108 101 111 154 170 193 158 

:. 
NY Watert&n APT 4400 7601 A, 10.0 409 312 373 298 153 134 119 99 171 197 27.8 350 236 

1 
' KY Rome, Grifffss AFB 4314 7525 5.7 . 91 108 ,109 94 66 44 30 26 36 50' 71 82 65 

k 
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MoNTti~y AVERAGE WIND POWER IN WE UNITED STATES AND SOUTHERN CANADA 

: ,:. I $ 
Ave. Wind Power, Watts persquare Meter , 

St&e 
Speed 

Location Lat Long F M A M J J A S 0 N D Ave. L 

NY Utica, Oneida Co APT 4309 7523 30 113 100 74 81 43 49 59 67 106 111: f E7 

Syracuse, 
.?- _ 

NY Hancock hPT 4307 7607 8.4 158 174 166 16F 108 80 66 61 76 91 . 129 138 IiS 
$, 

XY Binghampton, gloome Co APT 4213 7559 9.0 157 183 194 ' 191 138 77 73 70 77 1OA 155 160 152 

hY Elmira, Chemuiq Co' APT 4210 '7654 5.6 73 78 91 80 50 45 . 29 25 34 57 79 69 59 
/ 1. 

hY Rochester 4307 7740 9.8 205 229 240 '201 138 123 98.---82 102 123 19': 194 153 

h‘y Buffalo 4256 7843 11.5 468 430 j 417 411 422 281 278 383 377 334 354 306 382 

NY Buffalo 4256 7849 10.9 254 258 322 -~ $239 160 151 , 132 118 145 16C 227 251 505 \ \ 
NY Ni"agara Falls -4 4306 7857 8.3 193 175 147 106' 82 72 * 67 82 105 134 176 126 

NY Dunkirk: i ,' 
I4230 7916 11.2 488 348 

P 30 

368 

r 

02 17-3 154 121 127 174 269 396 361 '281 ; / 

NC Wilmington 3416 7755 8.1 118 151 163 69' i02 87 77 80 -98 97 101 97 ,'i 168 

NC Jacksonville, New Rvr. McAp3443 7726 6.0 59 72 84 79 53 44 32 -' 31 -- 43. 40' 49. 46 51 

Cherry Point NAS 
/ 

NC 3454 7653 ?,* 0 '92 105 124 125 84 68 57 -57 84 66 67 74 83 

NC Cape Fatteras 3516 7533 1016 195 229 209 202 144 138 117 135 180 163 16,,6 168 ' 169 -_ 
NC Goldsboro, Symr-Jhnsn AFB ‘ 3520 7758 5.4 55 71 SQ 72 .45 32 30 23 30 29 42 46 45 

NC et. Bragg, Simmons AAF 3508 7856 5.8 '63 182 76 70 -46 ,32 27 24 27 33 53 48 46 * I 

NC Fayettevillq; Pope AFB 3512 7901 '4.3 43' 54 60 55 34 25 2k 21 21 . 23. 29 -30 l.33~ 

NC Charlotte, Douglas AFT 351; 0056 7.4 1G: 101 120 118 69 57. 50 53 70 -?6 7a,., 82 82 

NC AshevLlle I P 
3536 8232 5.5 77 .77 110 90 ,4jl 24 17 16 '18 33 76 t?- 54 

'7 
NC Hickory APT. l 3545 8123 7.2. 69 69 89 79 =5:7 50 50 49 49 54 63, .61 62 

KC Wharton Salem 
3608 8014 ,8 .l 

14L 
166 149 169 88 68 

66 -.I i 
54 97 106 98 .‘ EL'7 111 . 

. 

. . 
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MONTHLY AVERAGE $ND POWER IN<mE UNITED STATES AND SOUTHERN CANADA P 
I, / I , . . 

Awe. kind Power, Watts per $quare .Meter 
Spesd 

. 

Lat Long * Knots J F M A M .J J ‘A F 0 N D 
B Awe. 

/ h 
,&eensb'loro 3605 7957 20 6 .-7 67 90 "94, ~'94 47 37 

4 
34 '9 d 35 43 :'69 57 58 

l 12 1 

DC Raleigh 3552, 7847 6.7 * 8.9 81' x06 113 S3 vi 49. $7 45 41 64 61 64 

NC Ro&y Mount APT 3558 '7748 4.2 7i 74 '97 , 86 * 49 1. ;2 51 413 45 50 57 60 ' 52 

NC Elizabeth City. 3,616 7611 7;4 81 .89 95 98 76. j65 50 ' Sib 67 ~ 71.a ,X, 63 63\ - 74 * 
I&. Fargo, Hector AW 4654 9648 11.7 2861 264. 293 389 286 hlS 144 160 225 ' 280 337 '273 

. 
263 A i-,# (I 

ND - Grand Forks AF'B. 4358 9724 8.9 ‘167 1822i83 197 166 ilO3 71 '"88 121 -147 * _ *a 
147 172 146 i ! " 

ND " Pe&ina 
&- * 

4857 971S 1r.7 308 3%1 -321 341 "~5i' '6~ 187 ‘24 
1 

-261 329 4013 409 398 

k 
L 

Bisrzarck APT 4646 10045 '. 9.5 147 ;4r)' 186 250 217'. 174 118, I'ld 157 ‘167 186 143 \ 170 
t .l* :f '. . 

ND Hinot AFB 48i,5 10121 9.1 181 '192 166 .199* II;5 ,i17 95 98 127 -'164 163- 181 157 c 
m Willi&on, Slo;lfn Pld 4811 10338 8.2 80 86 109*m.143 141. 104 76 . _.-. -.. 83--.-M 98 88 - 78 ---. 98 

'r 
bm - Dickinson '=,' 464j 10248 13.9, 402 365 462 486 $01 402 246 .208 309 332' 426 334 362 

OH '- .Yqu&own ART 411%: 8&I? 9.1‘ 187 177 218 178 115 84. 66 '57 81' .95 180 188 "133 
:~ l 

OH Watikeri 
‘. 4117' ;8048 -9.3. 196 183 ' 197 197 '116 95 6:7 S9 82 i22,i '164 149 136, 1 l' i ‘+" .* .- 

OH Akron a;; -~ $ i. .:405.5: 8u.6 9.1 163 184 '192 151 101' 75 55 55, 70 l&t ,156 147 -_ 11;' 
*.j,.. ‘< : . -;- 

.; P&i,, 
k# '= n 2 .* 

OH 4.141' 8107 .- 
-?, 

i -0.7 296 -296 230 277 136 1iS 82 9?, + yi- /1 ky' lb 311 274 , 2 2 3~.' 
. . 

oh Cleveland - c - 4124) 8151 10.1 189 237 244 ill ,147 111 80 72 194 122 23h 202-: lS2 

V&e&.' 6; f 
IL < 

I 
OH . 

, ~ _ 
: .* ai4 4125 8255 lo..7 284 319 3;3 284' 150 136 ‘89 88 130' +S7 284 '217 217 

'QH f 
'. a 

Toledo ; ' - 4136 ;8348 
. 1 

7.7 109, ;14 138 108 76 51 39 ; 37 49 :‘ 6'l 89 93 ,';80 , :. f 
OH 0 Archbold 4134 j8419 .8.8 182 176 '18.2 189 99 '86 57 62. 8i 98 182 135 ' 127 

l 

;$H r Columbus 8253 . 7.2 JO9 1lB 136 116"'\74 52 37 35 44 55 '130 91 82 
-2 '. 

l 
y 

C 

c 
/ 
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MONTHLY AVERAGE WIND POWER IN THE UNITED STA+ES AND SUUTH~RN CANA !’ 
-L L, 

L 
Ave. Wind power, Watts per Square Meter 

* A , 
Speed 0 , 

State . Location Lat Long Knots J ‘F M ‘A M J J A ,S 0’ .N -D v Ave; 

CE. CoruT?3us ( Loc'&ournc AFB 3949 8256 6’.0 109 127 135 12O 73 53 36 33 43 5; 93 04 \, 8’? 
. . - 

OH Eayesvlile ' 4047 8218 10.0 257 2%7 236. 204 -123 124 7fj 76 104 151, 2;8' 20; 163 
-. _ 

OH Ca&ridqe 4004 8135 6,2 110 103 110 94 54 SO 40 32 4C 59 30 73 71 

05 Zanesville, CamIbridqe 3957 8154 7.7 160 142 188 158 87 67, 46 32 56 67 136 130 105 
r 

Wilmihqton, Clinton Co AFB 3926 8348 ’ OH 7.8 133 148 J-66 157, 94 6C 44 37 48. 6' 117 119 93 

CH- Cincinngti 3904 8440 0.4 133 135 150 144 90 r 63 51" 42 61. 77 126 112 99 
i 

OH Dayton 3954 8413 it 9.0 179 132 207 173 108 '73 59 45. 69 84 170 163 125 <. 

OH D'ayton, Wright AFB 3947 8406 <%. 7.6 X61-- 188 226 182 r&2 83 58’ SO * 71 86 162 157 128 
. . 

OH Dayton, Patterson Fld 3949 84O3 = 7.4 171 186 202 176 108 '73 >47 43 61 79 160 145 120 
i 
" -- OK Muskogee T?flO 9522 8.5. 149 189 230 210 13.2 94' 53 71 80 lq8 114 99 133 . 

OK mlsa IAP- 3612' 9554 9.5 157 178 196 185 155 liik 94 85 110 lL8 145 149 

: , 
OK Oklahoma City .1 3524 9736 12.2 306 3331., 376 .,” 386 27; 250 165 l-53 182 216 '248 265 

.14 1 
263 
-e- 

CK Oklahoma City, TfnXer AFB 3525 9723 11.4 263 277' 370 412, 319 318 176 153 197 236; 243 248 264 
” 

OK Ardmore* AFB; Autrey‘ Fld 3418 9701 8.7 -140 165 204 203. 123 113 ill 72 QG 9'6 132 -114 127 / . 
' OK Ft. Sill 3439 9824 c 9.2 17-i 215 '27; 247 193 182 104 91 125 140 164 155 173 

:. 
OK Altus WB 3439. 9916 8.0 93 134 198 100sb 140 li6 71 64 79 92 9!. 92 113 

OK Clinton-Sherman AFB 3520 9912 :b '9.8 lR$ 2b2 %83 262 224 '158 84 77 198 11'3 1;9 161 166 
1 

OK Enid, Vance AFB 3620 9754 9.0 162 173 229 188 838 138 88 81 1.90 107 136 142 139 
* ~ _ 

. OK- Waynoka 3 3638 -985q 12.4' 29-5 4.16 562 556 389 310 290 250 275 309 308. 2Gl 356 
c . ~ 

OK age "3518 9946 10 ,s 203 207 281 -353 257 321 168 132 173 161 167 1,EB' 221 
z. P * 

OR Ontario 4401 11701 6.2 s; 70 96 143 179 107 11s 122 7s 69 49 41 8f 
, I 
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MONTHLY AVERAGE WIND POWER IN THE UNITED STATES-AND SOUTHERN CANADA 
. 

t-. 3. ,- ., 4 r 
‘) 

Ave. ’ 
* “,_ _ 

SW 
Wind Pou)t$.~$ts Per Square Meter 

-..’ ~ .. -i” b _/ 

State Lo&ion ’ Lat Long Knots j F‘ M A ‘M .!- 4:; ;.. p .S .O N D A&. 

5 -: 
. 

q ' OR Baker '4450 11749 7.0 44 52 47 '52 47 40 40 40 ' ,l_y 45 38,,/,.4j 46 
. 

OR, 
'. ., 

La Grande 4517 11801 8.1 328 26b 173 131 93 66 55 54 _ 60 i2 4&Y 312-q -1st 
_, . a 

CR Pendleton:Fld 4541 11851 8.7 96' 164 196 ~8.8..-A174 '180 134 124 134 _**,' 98 --127. 134 14s I 
-' OR Burns 4335 lL902 1 5.9 46 46 68. , 69 57 60 49 44 d..46 so ,43 40 51 

r Y :r ". ‘ > 
" Klamath Falls, KingsleyFld 4209 12144 - 4.8 84 77 ", _ 

44‘ ' , _ '99 86 62 1/,3 ,.,,_,. 3'-? '30 36 '53 66 76 60 - OR 
- AA-"-- 

OR Redmond, Roberts‘ Fld 4416 12,109 5.6 56 76 ,63 -t.f_-4= ,,." 26 29 30 38 . t 36 58 '45 47 

OR " Cascade Locks 4~539 12150 13.1 651 718' 33&31 36.5 351 387 -353 344, 451 643 750 465 
..J -. 

' OR Crmm Point 4533 $22;4 9.6 746 765 209 148 107 so '36 50 '113 304.712 650 308 
3 

Portlan 6' IAP ' J 4536 .- OR 12.236 6.8 139 104 91 :61 44 39 45 38 38? - 51 91 131 ,, I5 

* - ' OR Eu&me, Mahlon Sweet Fld 4407' 123i3 L++ 7..6 . 83‘ -'86 ll0 94 79 74 89 -74 . 79 58 , 73 77 , 81 P 
66 North Bend 4325 12$3 .8,4 76, 128 108 107 88 I85 :192 159 88 yge/-430 94 113 -=-" 

.a - OR 
. 

Roseburg y.+ 43'514 12321 4.2 22 23 .3'2 .26 27 28 29 26. '22 16 18 1.9 2, $=F 
, 

I OR. Astor@%: ,Clatsop Co APf 4609 123';3 7.2 125 109 95 -82 69 66' "71. 61 ir 54n 70 1'15 111 04 
' . , 

OR -'%&em, McNary Fld 
. 

- . 4445 ' 12,301 7'.1. 160 122 109 72 ,56 47 52 44 47 59 104 1?7' . 85 
c 

OR Newport 4438 12404 8.9 110 109 107 95 12-f' J45, '151 111 69 ;' 22 95 129 '113 
s 1 

05 ~ Wolf Creak , 4;41' ' 12323 2.5 10 -11 15 16 19 19 22 18 11 9 'd 8- 8 i4 
I . 

OR- Sexton Summit -, ,C 4236 li3?2--' 11.6 3'3 283 -243 196 $236 243 255 269 248 223 ‘316 310 276 

. 
I 

OR brookings 4203 9 12418 6.4 91. 131 96 68 58 55 35 26 '37 43 72. 92. 63 
/_ 3 I 

'CR MedPord 4221 &Sl 4i9.. 33, 44 53 50 57 51 so 49 39 28 24 40 46 
4 

OR 12234 iO2 68 89 82- 10s d Sirkiyou Sumit 8 ..4205 ;I.* g 115 102 82 129 .150 ho ,+23 



MONTHLY AVERAGE WIND POWER IN-THE UNITED STATES AND SOUTHERN CANADA ‘~ (_ : 
a 

. i -- .~ 

Ave. Wind Power, Watts Per Square Meter 
3 speed 

, 

State iocation .- i Lat Long Knots J 2 
F M A M ‘J J A S’ 0 k ‘D Ad?.. 

I ~ c 

EiXilgZ+Llphia 
‘ 

* 
" 

PA ” 9 - J 3953 7515 8.5 131 139 ,170: 133 93 78 62 52 61 84 95 09 10.3 r >, 
P.4 Willow,Gro@ ZAS , 9012 7500 ii 6.Q 111 136 148 114 74 46 3.5 

30 
ee,' .p 

: \ 43 54 90 p81 

PA 'I Aih&ow$ f 4039 7526 '7.3 157 
2 

141 227 124 77 38' , 73' -35 w :* . n . 5 55 61 108 151 104 - c a 
?P Scranton+ 0 p 4$20*.7544 7.7 0 87 107 94 95 80 62 37 , ,;47 SO 64 85' 84 .74 e ~_ ---F 

Middletown, =Olmstead Ati0 
, 

'PA 4912 7646 , 52L* 97 !,124 113 9i 53 37. 3; 28 > s 28 41 75 82. 66 
d . m Ijarriiburg , 401> 7'651 6.4 96 ' 12‘0 125 88 53 41 a:-7 i4 - 31" 42 69 % 68 65 a CD sp 0 . 

PA- Ra'rkplace a?, .. 4051 -'IL9 466 % 2 7606,: -477 451 411 251 198 -132 137 211 318 411 h24 345 m 8 
PA a 'c;,Sunbu?;, T&x&dv; ;- 4053 '7646 5:k :a 72 -.-__ 85 115 7'3 38 29 19 18 22 32 58 58 SO 

‘- 
PA‘ 'C ---.___ -. 719 -,': , 

: 
T ~+-d';'yd -5 -.-----$;-:7 ..- * 13.4 630 j64, 596 550 330 257 157. !!163 257 55i 590 417 $a3 

. 

PA Bellefon t . . 4053 $q.'%- 6.~~_133 

. 
c 

tyd, 139 .139 169 83 .) 68 44 46 ‘60 163 96 128 126 ' 2 \_ 
PAe‘ Buch&wn J 

- 
il 

4084. 78Ssh 
B “ ---.___ _ 

9.4 '261 s$88s--J2&s_~242 ,131 83 73 62 - 83 179 235 247 192 

$4 .: M&&~-i- - s "168 4 148 92 l$“ISO 71 49 42 . -- 63 97 174 120 106 

PA Al&xx&, Biair Co APT 79 53 46 56 

PA Kyli&wn - 
;--_ 

'PA D&&- : _,__ 77 lb9 78 

-- "PA-.a>a.Jyd' 6.1 81 
/"------ -y--L---W-4-Mfy ?~~fz,_ :-,~~_ 

69 76 68 49 
----.._ A 

/ I PA - Mercer 1s IAP - *. - -1- :-:--yy=y+~-~ i 4205 &ll -qJb 134 191 206 14?y 92 

25-4 \\ " 

77' 67 62 I 94 1l.J 176' 216 ---l-3+ 128 
_-. _ 

--PA Brcmkvillc 4109 7906 75 li2----uMm_- 89 

PA Pittsburg A* 4630 8013 120 
: 



MONTHLY AVFRAGE WIND POWER IN THE UNITED STATES-AND SOUTHERN CANADA 
G 0 L 

PA 

RI 

RI 

RI 

SC 

SC 

SC ;* 
SC 

SC 

SC 
. 

SC 

SC 

SC 

SC 

SD 

SD 

SD 

SD 

S-Q 

SD 
L 

9.1 239 226 207 160 94 75 3 72 61 80 117 186 17411 141 
i,’ 

8.4 164 164 163 15.6 121 84 61 70 83 115 135 14 .h Y 
9.5. 173 

9.6 173 

189 129 180 140 '117 
L 

189 192 180 140 lli 

5.7 44 

98. 88 100 177 150 . 

98 88 lOi, 117 '150 
I. 

70 62 61 43 35 

7.5 93 124 130 117 69 64 

6.1 49 

7.6 95 

65 70 78 54\..- 51 

99 1\4 93 74-. 67 

57 64" 62 40 31 5.4. 49 

4.9 37' ,68 54 52 33 24 

6.2 65 
c 

7.7 99 

74 90 96 52 4i 

107 99 113 80 160 

6.3 67 70 80 79 44 138 

122 156‘ 12s 9S j66 

26 23 35 3S 42 

54 52 63 59 71 

49 44 44 40 39' 

52 ‘--y&3..\ 50 74 73 

26 24 34' 36 38, 

26 14, 32 27 31 

42 34, 41 38 44 

51 51 52 73 85 

32 27 36 37 39 

f 

3 

81 

40 

78 

41 

28 

so 

98 

so 

8.2 121 65 52 60 81 

9.5 158 156 215 266 190 $29 94 91 121 144 

10 .l 189 224 284 332 251 133 129 123 185 210 

234 341 413 290 244 

108 1100 

212 147 

240 lS1 

29s I202 

169 279 28s 214 165 

205 '255 294 202 141 

173 177 240 249 

131 131,, l& 197. 

9ji 216 
B 

/9. 6 176 

124 129 149 168 

173 239 234 178 144 

234 ! 274 m 

230 1 207 

28!P 205 123 139 168 193 

: 
123 

144a 

‘144 

43 

81 

52 

72 

41 

34 

55 

79 

49 

9P 

'161 

21; 

2S8 

187 

191 

191 

.Greensburg 4016 7933 

7125 

7126 

7126 

8044 

8002, 

7856 

7943 

8029 

8048 

8107 

824?-. 

8223 

8157 

%44 *I 

Quonset Point Eay .I 
Providence 

4135 

4144 

Providence, been APT $144 

Beaufort MCAAS' 3229 

Charktqn 
s ,c 3254 

Myrtle Beach 

PLorcncs 

Sumter, Shaw APB 

3341 

3411 
j- ..4 _ 
' 3358 

Eastover, HcIntirc AIN3 3355 

COllJdJia 3357 

Anderuon 3430 

Spartanburg ' 3455 

Sioux Palls, Poss Pld 4334 

wkertavn . 4455 9709 

9826 

9813 

Aberdca~ APT 4527 

Hu,rcm ? 4423 

Pierre APT 4423 10017 

iapiu city ~ . ' 4403 xi304 
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.- L ’ M~~~~HLGVERAGE WIND POWER INTHE UNITED +TATES ANDS uTtiEk~ CANADA ;’ .’ \ = . c 

f,‘L . I 1 I 1 ; - -.- ,, 
. c 

. i Ave. IL / I . Wind Power, Wa r $qu+e Meter ‘. - 
I, Spepid 

/ J :A S 

: .j’, 

Lo&&n *FIMA‘M J 
b :. ,. 

state ” :,Lat I Long Knots . J 0 N :,, ‘0 Ave. I- .\ ‘$> _ - 
ri .n 

1 I 
SD . Rapid -City, Eilsworth Aim -4409 10306 9.9 306' 256 j 382 -354 \245 191 164 'f72 196 23; 320 244.. 260 

I . @ 
SD Hot Springs 4322' -b' 10323 8.2 90 113 1155 '297 k\l9 163 1 94 'L.28" 126 153”’ 

" 
136 179 12s 

II 
' TN Bristol 3630 8221 3.9 76 1dS '. i 93 85 53~ 40 30 :30 22 37 51 59 -. 6""o * * '1 t 

. 7..ro 1;3 
,i 

TN Knoxville APT I 3549 8359, 135 ;156 161 85 66 53 '42 47 m >4 99 100 94 c 
TN, ,+iittapooga ' 350; ' 

1( 

8512 5.6 64 70 !, 76 8? 42 31~,';26. 20 26 31 49 S? 
- ' 

,4a 
r: '-; : -. 'a- b . 

TN Chattdno?ga 3503 8512 t -+,"?70 86 4Q 67 66‘ 60 6 i. ‘v* '~$06 >.83 46 44 37 ; 2-9 35 - - 

TN Mckteagle. I -. -.‘;'351:5 
I 4.. ( 

SS5-0 *. 5.d" ,77. 84 ~ “~84 63 .32 19 ' ,l8, 'j, 16 19 33 60. 70 Ii:- 
-, -. * v 

TN ?,R .‘Srnyrna,' Sewart AFB 3600 8632. 5.2 '76. 83 -87 !.2< 42. 2; - :2 '.: .20 22 31 58' 62 - s*. ..I’. 
51 . ” .I * 

Ty Na$hvillg, Berry Fld '3697 5641 7.4 ' k 114 132 ll?:. 30. 67 4J.i ; 33 ..44 57 87 80' * t$;;- I 
'.-- ‘ ,.v . 

,: 
-, 

TN Memphis R$S 3f2*X; 
'- 

93 84 54 . 37 25 a'\ 2.4 29. !j, 
1 ";# 

8.952 6.2 84 8.S 67 73 
.*- 

\ , 12.8 

iN '-. Memphi; IAP 
b 

3503 8959 7.9 130 13; 
-* 

128 125 es .57 45 ;42 '54 61 lb2. 110 e 1 . . ;)i 
l 

TX Br&svflls,j.Rfo Gra-nde fAP..2554 97?6- '10.7 23-l 229 28L. 292' 277 . 211." 185 1'41: lt2 104 150, i86 I'. 

+x .Hailington JJFB >. 
22 2614 9740 - S..8 124 175 212 207 172 160 132 1;9 82 75 1o1 '1og 

* Y?J: 
139 -. -- 

TX Xinqsvtlhe NAAS 2731 *- _ :'9749 8.5 -$il --$30 162 183 171: 157 142 115 107 77 'lQ4 98 ‘129 
_ --~ “z 

TX Corpus Christi 2746 97j-30 10.4 189 229 '.26q: q52 194 lf7. X50 15'0 107 114. li7 154 179 
” a 

- TX Corpus Christi w q 2742 9716 11.3 209 23; 272 286 .._263 225 189 "l-53' 150 14-4: * 296 -- 132 2~0 
-- , > '-9928 L7 iti* 1;; \ 

TX Laredo AFB' * 2732 lQ.0 153 ,185 206- \ 3 .216 174 122 lql $3 82 147 

TX Bcsvillc NMS 2823 9749 7.3 81 . 101 124 12; 111 ,.8S 1 61 60 52 -76 ‘72' 85 
-1 ;. .i.‘ 

TX .- Victoria, Foster AFB 2851 9655 ' '7.9 13'4 173 190 138'=112 97 67 “'7,1 53 58 103 124 -109 ( 

TX Rou8ton 2'939 9517 . 10 i lk 216 240. ;58 186 ,139 85 7;‘.&01 117 185 159 163 
0 -_ 

-\_ . 
i 
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MONTHLY A~EiiAG’~~c+VIN$ 

pci 
tiEFl 1; Ti% UNITED STATES A,ND SOUTHERN CANADA 

. 

I ,- ,i , .- ,s 
-:_ d c’ * * . . . ..i - a Wind Poker, Watts Par Square Meter - 6) 0 ” *la& 

. . I .Lal ,.Lgng ,il Kqotb ..‘,>J F M A M J J A k 0 N D Ave. .’ U, 
% *,.: . . ., _ 

c ;;,.F >’ ’ Ho;st0n, *I$tL.Fngto;l _' A,fa 4 :- 
- : &, g&)a ,, %* . . C. 86 96 

' B . 

‘114 104 8%'". .59 38 o 41. 56' 54 e2 75 72 

$-"- - =x AF TX; calve$$bn 2916 9451: ~~li-.(s. 262 261 B' 298 257 227 2'Ob i49 144 147. i48 239 217 510 ,. fi- I i ,-;9 
J&ffers& ApT 'ib57 -9401.# - ' 

* 
-9 ..- .e.+++ 186. 

:*. 

.!rx :Pt:Arthu;, 

3114 .%445 * 1. 65" '072 

-184 190 ‘156 '95 64 54 11s ki lil -1344. LB8 .-. I , -. 
'.T$.-~. . L;fkin, Angelink Co APT,,, '6.\1 76 70 45 30 27; '22 26* -L 38 56 62 49 

:.-*& .- eSal~illo 9 .qz; 

e 
,+ -. 95i9,7_h, ' ' 

, c i/ 
- ci .I 'es '. 

1 
-8.7 "131 172 17i 185 100 -86 +, s6 71.--- 8\4 102 104 112 

,-_ . -i+ _,_ i ( 
2932 4.628.. /' 1 -9Ga 113 

E' I ':? 
8:3 65 71 TX. 

_., .- 
" San Rntonio .-I'; - 

I 
-8. El14 123 

.I, 
104 '104 

_ 
c 

'\p2 
' 94 -47 .e'7 98 

kx, Spi.Antonio, pnc)$ph Am-*29392 ,,*$817 7:3 -94 -lOS !llS 109 '9;3cp.* 82. 64 ‘58 
4 

n6l 56 96 82 84 
'y;: .-_ \ 

96* 8; 
: * " 

63 Si ' S&n *Aktonio';, Belly AFB *' 2923 *:9*35 D 614 +84 ':,85 i-105 109 .lrx Sa 53 72 63 -", ; t4 .x 
.77e 

E -. 
l?x =* sin: Antok$~ Brooks AFB 

',\ 
2$21.=;9827 8.9 14i* 144 185 ,189 187 166 136" 108! 95 lo;* ;35 :I03 142 ";'f+ ; 32 , I. @-= e .a (I i =,a, 

T% .*- Eogd% &Ar . .: .I. 2920 99io .6.+ 59 8.2 ,9%i 96 ,,Sl hS 
\ 

88 94, SO' 49 64 *. \,\42 32 

TX - LXe~rvil$-~' - , 2959 9965 '- 7.1 86 ,9s 
. c 13% -129" 

L 
117 92 ; 97 48 74' 54 &6 

- ., 
72 63 

i s /e. '. -: 
TX,, : San Yarcos li _. 2953 ;752 1 . i-2 ll< 121 '142 li5 127 $02 (j4 6'5 5 k '\- 78 108 ,,105 ,' 98 

\, 
TX\ Austin*: Bergstrom AFB * 3012 9740 7.8 145 140 167 145 118 119 88' 73 58\,, 74 117 ,116 11s 

P -. 
T>s _. -Bryan - -._- 3038 9628 jz '7.d .8; iO4 ?08 '103 ti9 74 49 48, 

.3,lbi! 9743 8.d '123 338 

*?3 '89 76 
c ' * 

38.“-,47 
. . 'i 

' ' F Killeen, I Fort Rood AAF 151 ,!55 130 109 81 59 .60 ';7S 96 114 106 
-: se!! P \ I ..c 

* . TX Ft Ho@, Gr&iy AAF ~ 3104 9p 9.'. 2 162 J79 198 208 162 153 l?$ 07 72 '10'2 147 158 J46 
.- &- :. h 

TX bWac&, Connally AFB, 3138 ;704 L-, 7_.ji& 
‘es 

117 111 -135 128 101 30 72 61 56 68 104 10: \ 9s 
- . 

ix Dallas NAS 3248 3GSU. *(, 155 166 210 139 ii 
. 

9.11 154 144 97 8'2 85 99 “13 y 131 '137 
_ I : I-=. _ 

Ft. Worth, Carswell AFB 3246 9725 j 9.21 138 154 2.16 194 ;41 133 71 60. 72 89 129 121 1% 
I ,_ 

TX v3!inera1 Wells APT* : 3247 j3804 9.q 120\' 146 .: 203 201 16,2 154 103 79 78 88 111 110 1,2&Y 
e \ .- * . 

.- / 
c 

. 

, 

* 
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3 2 ,- 8 Wind Power, Watts Per !3quare Meter 
: * 

Ave.. 
4 . , , e l, ” .A . 

State Location. : e ’ I_ i 
Speed’ ‘, . 
Knot3 .J I F M A M J J A S 0: N D *Ave. 

( I 
TX -,Yineral+ We$fs,, Ft'9qaltars ;, 3250 > 9803, ' 8.7 117 13s 192 184 149 136 92" 71 71 82 99 103'" 11 

_ ,-: Santa ss . 
-tiJjy ) _' i 

I 3237 9814 - TX - 7.1'1 92 1?6 157 163 87 83 55 55 60 55 112 7: 9 ,v p 
)J . '- -* a 

i -Shfzraan, . . . . 

TX 1. ,.Pe'r'rik,. A% =. 9 . - - 3543 < ',9640" -.7 
0 

9.1, 172;"; 164. . 217 213 142~ 121 79 73 81 106 153 153 13 
- 

-1l.i.“ . .7 %I1 -222 
-- -_- 

. i 1 TX G&insvilie hs" _( 8~ !cr 334Wp ?7b8 :&' 244' 303 338 357 226 184 134 155 163 'l 188 22 
c I * 0... .-, .-' -1, " . i:. 

_ ‘Y.‘ '\ >_. ,, L TS -:~ Wichita Falls ._ f,ri358 982s' 9.9 16; ' 178 ._ ~ " . . . . , I '24.4 ' 222 176 158 -110 9s 107‘ 114 168 154 15 
0 2 

24 -ibilene,, * Dyers ‘AYE ,~ ' 32;6 ~ 3351, 1' 7.7 91 .14,5~ lo:-.. 147 124* 102 61, 5& 58 '66 07, 87 / -9 _-.-. ) I ,, 
117 i54 ;~ 195: 

F 
TX- San qngeld, Mathis ;lYg 3112 c 10~030 8.9 184 170 147 96 86 90 90 1:3, 10.8 121 

, : i 
'TX.2 .I San'Angqlo, Co~dfeil*"&EI -3124, 100 \ 4 8.f 108 152 191 179 lG9 157 85 81 915 c f38 114 102 12 .a_ , * 
TX -3 Dei kio, Laughlin APB:. . ?92'2 1004s - 7.6- 71/107 ,114 120 118 117" 9; 68 59 57 56 60 8 
7 1: ; '_ Sk - 
ti, : Qankdian -. If. 3;;oO 10022' ' 

. 3. 1, _ . 
13.0" 3190 - 416 570 596 430 ": 344 26% 231 ) 310 337' .370 $33 37 

. ri 9 # 
' * TX I' DgLhart. APT* _ - 36OJ' 10233 J2.9 370 371 476 477 477 559 334 278 280 22,3 266 395 35 w a 0 

,T% io, E?g+h FL4 * $514 lo_142 $Q 11.7 229 279 359 329 290 240 166 135 180 200 221 222 2i _ * ."O _ * a c 0 ‘ + -0 
. TX Chi.T&eis : , 3426. 10017'. 10.2 152 194 272 269 221 204 118 93 117' 126 12f 147, 17 

-r. ;, I- _ 

, 

:. ' ' i .'?x Lubb&. R&k AFB- *. 3336 ;02113 9.4 l<S 211 ,291 ' 268 204 188 89s 67 88 99 140 169 16 
m- I 

. -* 
TX ,gig Spr&ng, Wepb AFB. 3&j 10131 

c 
'10.1 155 297 2G4 “X6 ‘226 21G 128 101 112 124 135 lrs 17 '. i 29, r _- _< , 

' ."= '= HLdland ‘$ 3156 10212 8.9 91 143 146 155 133 ..123 94 76 85 84 89 102 10 
d " .- 

TX ‘ Wink, Wi&hr--Co AFT- 3147 1031‘2 j- 8.5 35- 148 264 181 181 193 119 78 72 75 81 '128 11 ,* 
I_ .-_ TX '- Uarfa APT 016 10401 $;g.' 126 ;=l;s; Lk5 192 84 ' 65 85 84 88 '119 12 .' , + , A. 

TX< - ~Guadalupa Pas$ &8 88,;892,,: 999 932 868 603 422 342 40i 760 827 71 
i.l 

i Is1 mad e:: c ' g^-.8 x7& 257 299 222 173 131 111 I102 153 163 
i cd . 



Ave. , c *- L 
I ’ speed ’ 

Watt4 per Square Meter 

State Locatioi Lat Long Knots, .‘-‘;I 
\ 

F,. ; - ; M A -_ tc F,j ,d ‘. *.J \ A S ‘0 N D Ave. 
. 1” ,. / , > /, ,. -7 _ :A, ~ ; I iii 

TX -,El Paso, Biggs AFB ;.3liO 10624- 5.8 68 -3 3 -- 4 9 5 9 'l,, 7 2 
_, I _- 

1133-l-,- 
_ ~_------ 

UT 3703 -~~ --5.-l 26‘ 49 747 .53 ;62 40 “25 34 23 '5 \ \ . \ 
^ ' 

xilford” 3826 11300 10.2 ,179 241 228 275 302 : 24112.20 li,,5 167 173 ," ,,/172 * \ 
Boyce Cahyon.APT j' 3742 11209 6.4 69 65, ,. 93 79 94 \ 90 40 41 53 48 53 49 

I \ 

UT 

UT 

UT 

CT 
I 

.uT 

UT 

UT 

VT 

VT 

VA 

VA 

VA 

VA 

VA 

VA 

Hankscille '- ; 3822 11043 4.6 43 
\ 8‘ 

Tooele, Dugway PG ' 
.w 

$O,l,l 11256 ,~. 4.8 38 

Darby, Wendover AFB 43 i1402 5.3 -.59 

WTndover 

Locomotive SprFngs 4143 11255 - 9.q. 113 

Ogden, Hill: AFI3 ? 4107 11158 8.0 102 

Salt Lake City 'r, = 4046 s&l58 7.7 77 
" L Y 

Coalville 4054 Ji125 3.9 26 

Montglier, Barre APT 4412 7234 7.2 161 

'AB 
P 

Burlington, Ethan Allen 4428 7309 7.7 114 

- Norfolk HAS \ 3656 7618 8.8 =154 

Oceana HAS 3650 7601. 7.6 135 _. I 
Rampton, Langley AFTI 3705 7622 8.5 156 

Ft. Eustis, Ptlker A.AF 3708 7636 6.5 79 
9 

South Boston 3641 7855 5.0 49 

‘Danvilia APT 3634 7920 6.1 69 

41 1 115 84 1Oi '108' 35 38's 43 40 36 25 ii 
I .i 

48 j 69 81 \l 69- 52 57 
i 

""';;>46 41 31 28' 
\ 

. \ 
129 205 193 221,215 195 202 ?67 125 115 93 185. 

\I 
l$b 127 126 130 1,24 124 $30 h! 123 99 92 11% 

a 
84; 100 100‘ 96 96 82 106 73 68 66 71 95 

'35 39 32 30 28j 17 18 37 24 17 24, i$+ 

167 152 118 : 99 97 ii 69 60 94 103 102 125 lil ,' - i . 
111 IQ,3 \ 100 85 70 '; 55 52 70 82 100 114, 90 

182 171 139 103 84 / 75‘ 80 -111 127 130 128 . 12r 

136 150 i2q 84 62 ; 52 52 8-3 93 9i 107 98 
i 

' 187 19j 166 122 86 73 81 117 137 135 146 L 136 

90 89 -54 51 42 : 32 32 43 46 61 64 58 
.~--. ~- __ --I_. L r 

- 49 65 65 34 33 -I 32 ' ~24 -28 36 40 38 i0 3 



* 
. I 

Ave. .’ ” y . ,:. 

; --speed , . . . 
State Location _a Lat Long J 

i 
Knots J 

.a 
F ML,, 

_L 

.VA Roanoke . ' 3739 ' 79501 
. . 

VA Richmod i 373Ob 772/l 
/ F 6.7 59' 68 79 
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Wind Power Maps 
c ‘-; ;d@ . 

. ‘,’ ‘This bpendix presents five maps indicating roughly the wind 
I, power available near ground level in the continental United States 

and southern Canada. They are derived from the same report as the 
data in Appendix 2.3, Wind Power Climatology in the United States, 
by Jack Reed. The first map shows the annual average wind power ’ 
available, and the other four indicate seasonal average wind power . 
for spring, summer, fall and winter. 

Values of wind power&e given in units of watts per square I 
meter along isodyns, or curves of constant power. Toconvert to 
watts per square footimultiply by?IO929. For comparison, note that- P 
windspeeds of 1’0, 15 and 20 mph yield wind powervalues of 55, ’ ’ 
185 .and 438 watts per square meter at sea level. These maps *+ 
indicate only the total wjnd ppwer available in the wind; the actual 
win% power extracted by a pa’?tiCul’~rmachine will be some fraction, 
usually lo-5’a”‘percent~ of that available. 

- 

The winds’peed measurements upon which these maps are 
based were made at differing anemometer height, en t,hough the 
standard he,ight is 10 meters (33 feet).. No attem was made to I ’ 
correct for these differences or for the effects of local terrain features . 
on wind patterns. Small variations in windspeed from one station to 
the next are amplified by the cubic dependence of wind power on 3 
windspeed. These measurements were smoothed by averaging all 
values over circular areas 300 miles in diameter before makingthe 
maps. The Tsodyns’were also adjusted subjectively to conform to 
major geographic features like mountain ranges and coastlines,. 

These”ma’ps irid’icate considerable wind power is available in . 
the Western Great Plains and along the New England and Pacific 
Northwest coastlines. Southeastern and southwestern areas.-ofthe 
United States have very limited wind power potential. 
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Degree-$ay Tables 

The hourly,,montuy and yearly heat losses from a building depend 
on the temperature difference between the indoor;Land outdoor air. 
To aid in the estimation of these heat losses, the American Society 
of Heating, Refrigeration and Air-conditioning Engineers (ASH RAE) 
publishes the expected winter design temperatures and the 
monthly and yearly total”degree-days for many cities and towns in 
the United States. FJ 

The maximum heat lossqate occurs when the temperature is 
lowest, and you need some idea of the lowest likely temperature in ‘+ 
your locale in order to size a conventional heating unit. The design 
temperatures in the accompanying tables provide this information for *.L 
the United States. They indicate the temperatures below which the 
mercury falf’s foronly 2% percent of the time in an average,,wint,er. ‘7s 

Degree-days gauge heating requirements over the long run. i . j 
One degree-day accrues for every day the average o”utdoor ” -‘ 
temperature ils 1 “F below 65°F. ‘For example, if. the outdoor air, d 
temperature remained constant at 30°F for the entire month- of 
January, then 31 X (65 - 30) = 1085 degree-days would result. Of 
course, the temperature varies over the course of a day, @o this is an 
oversimplified example. 

Both monthly and yearly total degree-days for the United 
States and southern Canada are listed in these tables, but only the 
months of September through May are included here because very m-m 
little heating is needed in the summer. The yearly total degree-days 
are the sum over all 72 months. More complete listings of monthly 
and yearly degree-days can be found in the ASH,RAE Guide and 
Data Book (for the United States), and in the Handbook of Air- 
Conditioning, Heating and Ventilating (for Canada). 
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: 213 

Edmonton 

Grande Prairie 

Lethbridge 

McMurray 

440 750 1220 1660 - 1780 

Atiin 

Buli Hat-km 

Crescent Valley 

Estevan Point 

Fort Nelson -. . 

Karnbops . 

Penticton 

Prince Geofge 

Prirbce Rupert a 

Vancouwbr 

2w ‘ 540 890 1170 ,.1_32L.- 1050 

Brandon 

Churcfiill 

Dauphin 

The Pas 

. 

‘: 710 illo- 1660 2240 2590 2320 2150. 

Bathurst 

c 

--I 

-/ ‘, 

i 

* 
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--- 
Fredericton 25Q 600 940 t 1410 

Grand Falls 870 . 480 

Moncton 

Cape Race ._,_ 

Corner Brook 

Gander” 

St. John’s 

Halifax 

Ontario 

Fort William 

Hamilton 

London 

' North Bay 320 670 1080 1550 1710, * 1530 1350 840G 470 9880 

Ottawa 200 580 970 1460 1640 1450 1220 730 330 8740 

Peterborough 180 540 890 1320 .~~i'~~~~J33~~~ __~ .~- - -8Ec 
__ ,-_ - 

Sault Ste. Marie * 340 650 1010 1410' 1590 l'%OO 1'1310 820 470 9590 
cr . 

- !\ Sioux Lookout 390 780 1310 1850' I;060 1750 ,151o ,_. 950 520 11530 
I !# 
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Canada ‘: Yearly 
Province and City -P Ott Nov Dee Jan Feb Mar APr May Total 

Southampton 190 500 83R 1200 1350 1270 1140 760 .1 450 .$I20 

Sudbury / 3jo 680: 1100 1500 1720 1450 1340 870 510 * 9870 

Timmins' 410 780 1271) - 1740 1990 1680 1530 1010 11480 550 

Toronto ' .- t54 465 777 1126 1249 1147 1018 646 316 + 7008 

Trenton 160 470 '840 -1280 ;I400 1280 1080" 670 330 ("7630 

' White River 440 820 9270 1770 1990 1740 1550 1010 590 --&i850 

Windsor 
e I 

‘ 120~;. 410 780 1130: * 1220 -1100 950 580 ;"27Q 6650 

Prince Edward Island 

Charlottetown 246‘ 550 850 .I210 i460, 1370 1220 876 560 8710‘. 
‘ 

Quebec 

Bagotville- 370' * 740 1160 1730 1950 1710 145d 946 570 11040 

FortChimo .( 700 1040 144s) 2010 2410 2170 1924 1460 1010 15600' ~~~ _~ ~ ----~~- 
FortGeorge 550 890 1270 188C 2340 ; ~~~---i%O 1330 _ 920 14480 

KnobLake 670 1980 1500 2010 2410 2040 1810 1300 . 910 14890 

Megantic 2 330 660 1000 1480 1640 / 1496 1290 870 “ 500 9670 

MontJoli 310 660 1030 1440 1650 1470 1310 910? , 550 9750 i; 
Montreal 180 530 

r+ 
/ 890 11370 f 1540 1370" 1'150 700 '300 i3 1 3jY' 

‘ $Iitch&uon I , 
590 -970- 1430_ <2050' ' 2340 ~ 2010 $20 : l31$ :, s1,q, c45$ 

i,, F%hHagison ; ;': ~ 73b ' 1050 * -1430 i@ 
=<- -- -q 

i2050, 24701 ' 

1470 *j . *, 

*' 2290 21190 -1610 (_ '1140 l&80 

Qubbec' " I g -250 4 610 990 1640 -1460 ,125O '. 810' 400;' A ,c &+LokL& -- "jI n' 4 
= $70, 

5&I - 920 1400 .up 1560 1410 1190 750 
3yzo -8610 

Three Rivers * 250 610 980 1490 1690 1490 1250 770 370 9060 

Saskatchewan 

North Battleford 380 750 1356 1820 1990 1710 1440 800 

Prince Albert 410 780 135; 

400 11000 

1870 2060 1750 1500 850 440 11430 

Regina 370 750 1290 1740,. 1940 1680 1420 790 420 10770 

Saskatoon 380 760 1320 1790 1790 1710 1440 800 420 10960 
.i '4% 
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Rotor Swept Area _1 

The rotor swept area, or frontal area, is a parameter frequently used 
in wind power calculations. This area, denoted by the letter “A,” is 
the total surface area perpendicular to the wind direction that is 
swept by the rotor blades. It is measured in square feet or 
square meters. ! 67 

.The first ,illustration on the facing page indicates the swept areal ; 
for a propellor-type’rotor. This category includes all rotors with a 
horizontal axis parallel to the windstream;, they sweep out an area 
perpendicular-to the wind direction equal to: 

A= ; XD2=0.785XD2, ’ T. 
-+ 

where IT = 3’.? 4159,?a,nd D =diameter is measured from blade tip-to 
blade tip :’ as shown. A convenient graph presented at left will helpl* 
you convert diameter measurements into rotor ept area, or 

e vi& versa. 
, For vertical-axis, cross-wind machines similar to the second 

illustratio&(i.e., those with a uniform radius &bout the. axikof rotation), 
the swept area’is: o ‘, ’ , :. 

: ,* I ’ r 3, .I P i ‘, 
P 
+I .7 

-i 
r’ _ ’ , 

3 . 

This is the formula to ‘use with. $a;/oni& and-’ straight-bladed i Y’ 
Darrieus rotors. ). 

In an eggbeater-style Darrieus, the blades assume thekhape 
of :a troposkein - a co’mplex mathematical curve involving elliptic 
integrtik Fortunately, this shape can be approximated fairly well 

II with a ‘&rabola, and the swept area is about equal to: 
. 

A = 2.67 X Radius X Half-Height. - 

50 The radius and half-height of a typical eggbeater Darrieus are, 
Rotor diameter (ft) indicated in the third illustration. I 
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Savonibs Rotor Design . --- 
* 

Suppose you are designing a three-tier Savonius rotor, similar to the 
one in the photo on page 74. You need,to.know the power it can ’ 
deliver at various windspeeds. To calculate this power, use 
‘Equation 1 together with the values of the rel’evant parameters and 
dimensions of the machine. F&-example, say the rotor efficiency is 
gilen bythe graph on page 95, and you’exp6?ct it to operate at a tip-‘ 
speed ratio of TSR = 0.8. Then you would read E = 0.15 from that 
graph for the efficiency of this machine, anduse this number in 
Equation 1 ,-Supp_ose also that the height of the rotor-is%feet~&nd~~~- 

is 3 feet. Then the rotor swept area is 
= 27 square feet. Putting this and other information into 

. 

L 

* -Power=%XPXV3XAX EXK ‘, 
‘.,.+--i _.. 

=‘/2X~.0023XV3X27Xu~15X4~31 ‘. ’ 
=0.0?OXV3. - J 

i -., 

1’ 

t\ “\,\i 
Here, you 

1 

have used K = 
the w 

4.31 so that power is expressefi in’watts if 
ndspeed V is giwn ,in miles per hour. Thus, if V = IO mph, the 

outp, t power of this Savonius rotor equals, 20, watts .,_ Pe.rform.ing~_... .l..l.l.. 
simil’ar calculation~s at windspeeds ranging from 5 to.30 mph,, you 
get a power{curve like th’e one shown at left. A similar series of 
caIcuIations~SNiII determine the powershafttorque over the same . 
range of .win.dspeeds. 

. 

You should also calculate the lift and drag forces on an S-rotor. 
-Lift is produced by the rotor because of the Magnus Effect-the ’ 
wind is slowed on one side’ of the rotor and accelerated on the- 
other. The lift force pushes sideways on the rotor; drag is a down- 
wind force. Many people estimate drag 
could be,disastrous. ” 

and forget lift/this oversight 
t 

Use the following formulas to estimate lift and drag forces on a. 

Pow’er c@irve for A typical Savonius rotor. 
1 

)I 
.Lift =1.08XCLXpXV2X+ 
brag=1.08X,C,jXpXV2XA, 

‘, 3 
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I ‘_ 
where CL is the lift coefficient (see Chapter 5) and Co is the drag 
coefficient of the rotor. The parameters p, V and A are the usual air 
density, windspeed and rotor swept area. 

Using the accompanying graph of Ii’t and drag coefficients, i 
you can estimate lift and drag forces on this S-rotor. At a TSR = 0.8, - 

’ -the lift coefficient is CL = 1.4 and the drag coefficient is CD = 1 .2. 
Thus, at a windspeed of 20 mph, the li’ft and drag on this rotor are: 

‘**Lift =!.08’X1.4X0.0023X202X27 
$f =‘37.6 pounds ; : 

- Drag = 1.08X 1.2 X 0.0023 X 202 X 27 
=333 -~___ po~$s------~~~~ - ~~-- -. ~- 

The total force on the Savonius is the vector sum of the lift and drag 
forces. To calculate the total force, use the following formula: , 

s 

Force = d( Lift)2 f (Drag)2 ‘-. 1 

Then, in our case, 

Force = d(37.6)2 + (32.2)2 
.* -0.4 

=@?i% - 
= 49.5 pounds. 

This force is the total load on the support structure. Note that both 
ljft and drag incream’ihe square of the windspeed-double 
thg windspeed means quadruple-the force. In our example, then, the 
rotor would experience a total force&J98 pounds in a410 mph wind.- 

.’ 
( =. ..~-.. ._- .---- Propellor-type rotors usually employ some kind of governor to 
prevent the machine from encountering such high forces. But 
Savonius rotors are difficult to govern; if you apply a brake to slow 
the rate of rdtation, the torque produced by the-rotor increases and 
fights the brake. Moving the vanes S-othat the S-rotor becomes a 

1 cylinder with no exposed vane surface might work. Some people 
design the tower support syste to hold the rotor up in the highest 
expected wind and just hope for the best. 

2.0 

$ 1.6 
.- 0 .- 

-P ? 0.8 
--z..- 

/ 

. 

JO.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 

Tip-s’peed ratio, TSR 
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Start by determining the.tindspeed at step 1. Wt%;ate qe rotor~diameter. Use Equa- 

which the.energydis&ibution curve for your r. .L’ F 
‘site h,[ts a peak. See Chapter 3 for more 

‘f , 
tion 1 to equate the generator rated 

. detail-k on measu~ring .&ch. a- distribution . 

22‘0 
1 .-. 
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Simplified Rotor Design 
/ 

There are several methods ofsizing a rotor/-: pe 4 
.__ . . ..” 

generator system to supply the annual energy 
at your site %nd’.the k of’ the energy 
distribution occurs at 15 mph-a low wind 

l ’ 
you need. The twelve-step design proce- 
dure presentedhere is a “halfway” ,method 

site. From’ then la-st table-in Chapter 4; you 

for designing a high-speed propellor-type 
estimate the overall system efficiency of the 
machine to be about 25 percent. The for- -.- 

wind generator. It is much moredetailed 
’ than the simple procedure given in Chapter 

lowinga design example results in a machine 

5, but less rigorous than the approaches 
outlined~ in some of the references cited in 
the Bibliography. As ‘long as the-aerody- 
namic sophistication required,is not too ’ 

windspeed of about 
. 

_ _. .- -. 
ill achieve its rated power 

Allow this peak-energy windspeed- &be 
your first cut” at a rated windspeed-the 

* speed tit which your machine attains its 
rated power. By this choice, you are approxi- 
mately cer#ering the machine’s prime power- 

-.+ producing, r$nge under the wind resource 

i3i power to 
--$- 

e otitput power of your 

1. System at e peak. energy win&peed: 

Inourexample, E=025,V= 15,and K=4.31 +. 
for power expressed inwatts and windspeed’ ,, 
in mph. Assume CA= G+ 1 :Then, z ‘.r 

1000=1/%MOW653XAX0.25X4.31 , /- 
<- - __ --- _~~ curvv L&r. r-efiments in -&U&es& 

calculations may be necessary, butthis-first 
_ - _.~- - ----pass$iould give you a wind machine fairly 

well matched to the site. v. 
The design procedure will be illustrated 

by an example of a typical smal) wind gen- 
i ,’ erator. Suppose you have anelectrical 

generator with a rated power output eq,ual 
to 1000 watts. You have monitored the winds 

A.= 239.1 ft2 . 
, * 

Then the diameter of this machine is D = 117.5 
feet. Had we assumed a higher system effi- 
ciency, say 35 percent instead of 25, ‘tie 
would need a smaller rotor, D y 14.7 feet, to * ,’ 
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develop “the same rated power. A higher 
peak-energy windspeed, say 20 mph instead 

*; of 15, would also result in a smaller diam- 
eter, D = 11 .%feet. 

Step 2. Match the rotor/generator to the site 
tiinds either by matching the rotorrpm 

_.I’ 1.’ direct!y or tQrough selection of an ap- ” 
-- .. --.-.. propriate gearbox. Try to get the tip- 

speed ratio into the range appropriate ____ - _..- --- 
for yourmachine. 

If a low-speed generator (DC battery-charger 
type) is selected, Qy to use-the rpm required 
by the generator at its rated power as the 
rot& rpm at the peak energy windspeed. In 

*our.example, suppose the generator requires 
- 300 /pm to achieve its~rated power of 1000 
’ watts.Then 300 rpm could be chosen to be 

the rotor rpm at 15 mph and no transmission 
need be used. However, this rpm corre- 
sponds to a TSR of 12.5 (See box on page 
71 for calculatioo of TSR), a bit fast for a 17- 
fool rotor. A geArbox with a 2:l gear ratio 
should be used to lower the rotor rpm to 150 
and the TSR to gbout 6-a much more 
+pq&jey&&- .- _ _ _ ” .- _ - --. -- 

In a constant-rpm wind machine, such 

i as an AC device where the rotor drives an 
induction motor linked to the hsuse wiring, 
the generator rpm must ho.ld very closely to 
an rpm dictated by the g&erator synchro- 
nous speed. Most induction motors spin at 
an rpm of 1800 to” 1850. With a 6:l gearbox, 
the rotor rpm in our example would be about 

300’(TSR = 12.5). To achieve 150 rpm (TSR .? 
= 6.2), a 12:l gear ratio is required. . 

Step 3. Having selected the design TSR by ’ 
appropriate gearbox selection, next 
determine the rotor solidity and the 
number of blades from the graph and 
tables on pages 95-96. 

-A%; TSR =-6, a solid& of-O.05 and 4 three- 
bladed .rotor are the *-best choices f-d‘Yij‘iiVU--‘~~ 
example. e 

Step 4. braw a rough sketch of th_e blade, and 
divide it into several secticks. Calculate 
the speed ratio of the blade at Fach 
section by multiplying th.e design TSR 
times the fraction of the total distance 

- from hub to the sectidn. 

The speed ratio at any radius equals the 
TSR times that radius divided by the total 
blade radius, which is 8.75 feet (17.5 + 2) in 
our example. Thus, 

SR,=fjX6. .75=4.11 ( ‘. A 

SRc = 6 x 2 + 8.75 = 1, .37 . 
0. 

For ‘the sake of clarity, only three radius 
stations plus the tip station are used in this 
example. Stations every 10 percent of the 
spar are commonly used in actual design 
calculations. t 
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6 Speed ratio, SR 

i 
In our example, 4 .* t I 

2 4. 6 8 10 12 

cj5&5:06)‘= 17.6”, - 

/ 

In ourbexample, ’ 1 

&(I .37) = 24.1 O . SPT = 0.17 , 

sPA=O.37, 
A 

, \ 

sP,~l.lo; , -. 
.z 

Sp&2.60. ” !, 
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Step 7. Choose an airfoil type and’determine 
the lift co&ficient CL that produces 
maximum lift-to-drag ra tiof- L/D. Use 
the grabhical method from the box on 
page 69 of Chapter 4. 

Supposewe twthe FX60-126 airfoil as used 
in that bo;l<. At the maximum lift-to-drag ratio, 

- L/D = 100, this airfoil h&a lift coefficient CL 
= I.08 at an angle of attack equal to 5 
degrees. Repeat ttiis step;.for as many air- 
foils as you care to try, u’ing drag polar 
plots from the references. We continue here 
with the FX60-126. ‘, 

Step 8. A? eac.h radius statioh, calculate I 

i: 
chord lengths using the formula: 

r X SP 

where r is the [adius at each st&tion 
and N i& itie> ndmber of’blades. 

‘. $&if 
LII ‘b.> 

,_ If ,, r is *&pre ,_feet, then the chord 
lengths c will 
to get your answer in 

.j I 
/,’ cA= 1 .08.x-3 

;i i , >. :1 .c” 

Cg= 1.02 ft (= 12.2 in), j : ., 

cc = 1.60 ft (419.3 in) . ~: , 

1.6. P 
* fX6O-126 1 n - 

1.2 - -! . / 

" 

i; 
Drag polar plot -for-The. ,FX60-126 airfoil. a 

e 

Step 9. Calculate the blade aspect ratio AR, 
which is just ,ihe blade span divided by 
the average chord length. .- 1 

,. ” 
From Step 8, the average chord length c?is: 

c = 0.46 + 0.69 + 1.02 + 1.60 = o g4 ft 
4 

The blade span, or total radius is 8.75 feet,. 
s&the aspect ratio is, x 

AR= g4 =9.3. 
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\ i *step 7 0. The lift coefficient curve must now be , 
i cormted for th@b/ade aspect ratio. 

,,,, 
ac ,. 

This empirical correction apjusts the 
angle of attack for;.optimu+JD. Statj 
with the angle of’attack a0 where the 

where CL ;is the lift’co6ff;cietit at op- ? 
timum L/D andPAR i+ the blade aspeci 

lift cuwe crosses the x-axis. Then the 
ratio from Step 9. ! 

I 
corrected angle of attack a, is given ( 

by the formula: 
In-our example, CL = 1.08 and AR”= 9.3. 

e 

CHORD LINE. ./ 

From the drag polar plot on page 223;note. 
that a, = -5”, approximdely. Thus, ,, --, 

F j 9=@ -ac,’ 6; 
SPEED RATIO= u/V , -5 where the wind angle cp is taken frqm 

‘~ Step 5.’ 
. * . 

* In our’example, a, += 8.0”, so, j,j 

/ 
I.. 

f a 8, = 6.3 - 8.0 = -4.7” , 
L 

.” : 0,=&O - 8.0 = LO”, 
L 

, 

/ 
3 J m 

-- - 1 t9g+7.6-8.0=9.60, 1 
1 : i .* ec= 24.1 - 8.0 = 16.1’ . 

: a, =-5+ gy x(1 + 83) -.. . 
= -5 + $82 X i.3225 * 

=,-5.+ 13 = 8”. ~.s: ‘. . 
*. 

For more idprmkion on this aspect 
tion, cdpult Aircraft Design, by 

i, 

ikANE OF ROTATION . Step 11. With this c&$&d angle bf attack 
a,, &&late the blade angle 8 (Greek 
‘Yheta’y from fhe formula, 

ratio 
K: D. 
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Step 12. Now make an accurate drawing of In general, you will need more detailed 
the blade showing the airfoil cross- information on airfoil sections and penorm- 
sections at-their proper blade angles ante characteristics than has been pre- 
at each sf$ion, with the chord lengths sented here. Abbott and Von Doenhoff’s 
cafculated in Step 8. Theory of Wing Sections contains data on 

all major NACA airfoils. The January, 1964, 
and November, 1973,, issues of Soaring 

At this point, you can experiment with design’ Magazine have data on highyperformance 
variations which include different airfoils and Wortmann airfoils. See afs.0, the Handbook 
simplifying assumptions like linear twist and of Airfoil Se&ons for Light Aircraft, by M. S. 
taper. The final drawing is the starting point Rice. All these references are included in 
for your structural design efforts. ? the Bibliography. n 1 ’ 
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Water Consumption Tables i ‘3 
! D ?A‘ ,. 

’ In order to determine the appropriatee.gize of the pump and rotor in a 

, 

f 

a . 
* 

wind-powered water-pumping system, you should first estimate the Q 

flow rates likely to be required. These estimates will depend upon’ 
the intended. uses for the water and the frequency of use. But only 
rough estimates are p@ctical because different uses :may hav 
very different habits of water use. 

zr 
8 

On the average, household water use amounts to.- 18%150 
gallons per person per day-not including outdoor uses like 
watering lawns and ga’rdens or washing cars. With conservation 
measures, household use can be cut to perhaps 75 gallons per 
person per day. Washing a car can take an additional 100 gallons. .’ 
Depending upon the dryness of climate, lawn-watering can require 
up to 100 gallons per day for each 1000 square feet of lawn. 

i 
i 

Farm wateruseismormex:Tm t&+fgf@-&&for - ‘: _ ~~-- ~ 
drinking purposes, for example, will depend on the numbe,r and 
type of< animals, their age, the air temperature, and the feed or . . . ----.-I -___---. .._-_-_ --_. 
pasturage being used for them. Average water requirements of 

--_____..-r---- 

cattle, chickens, pigs, sheep and turkeys are Ii&d in the tables in 
this Appendix. A better treatment can be found in -Wind’ Power for- 
Farms, Hdmes and,SSma// Industry, by Jack Park and Dick Schwit?ld 
(see Bibliography). Even more thorough tables can be found in the 

’ Yearbook of Agriculture (1955), ,issued by the U.S. Department of- 
Agriculture. Consult this book for irrigati0.n water use, which 
depends on type of crop, soil conditions, climate, and watering 
practices used. 

1’. 

. 
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WATER CONSUtiPTlON OF LIVESTOCK 

Animal Conditions Gallons $r Day ./ 
Holstein Calves, 4 weeks old 1.2-l .4 

.-~~ _ 8weekm+n. ._~~ L ~..- ..---~-.- .~ . .,_F.- --------- 

12 weeks old 2.2-2.4 \ 
16 weeks old 3.0-3.4 

20 weeks old , ^ 3.8-4.3 

26 weeks old 4.0-5.8 

Dairy Heifers Pregnant 7.2-8.4 z 
c 

Steers Maintenance ration I _ , 4.2 
1 

Fattening.ration I 5 8.4 
. 

jersey Cows Milk production W3% gal/day*> 7.2-12.2 
I * 

Holstein Cows Milk production 21/z-6 gal/day -; 7.8-21.9 

Milk production 10 gal/day 22.8 ’ 

Dry 
0 

L 10.8 / 

Piglets . Body weight = 30 Ibs. 016-l .2 

Body weight:= 60-80 Ibs. 
b 

0.9 

Body weight i 75-125 Ibs. * 2.0 

Body weight = 200-380 Ibs. I \ 1.4-3.6 
. 

sows Pregnant 3.6:4.6 t 

Lactatiyg 4.8-6.0 

Sheep a’ On range or dry pasture 0.6-I .6 

On range (salty feeds) . 2.0 

On rations of hay or grain ‘0.1-0.7 

On good pasture Very little 

WATER CONSUMPTION OF FOWL (per 100 birds) 

Animal 

Chicks 

Conditions Gallons per Day 

1-3 weeks old .- . 0.4-2.0 
~.-- 

-.; 
-~- 

3-6 weeksoTd -- -~ 1.413.0 > -- ~--~- 
6- 10 weeks old -----*a 

9- 13 weeks old _ j 4.0-5.0 

Pullets - 3.0-4.0 

Hens ‘5.0 <. Nonlaying m 

Laying (moderate temperatures) 5.0-7.5 
e Laying (temperature 90” F) ’ J 9.0 

,: 

Turkeys 1-3 weeks of age 8-18 
0 

4-7 weeks of 26-59 age 

9-13 weeks of 2 62-l 00 age 

15-19weeksof age i 117-l i8 

2 l-26 weeks of 95-105 age 

. . 

‘ 
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Estimatkg Electrical Loads 

4’Yo~r needs for electrical energy and power .’ draw up to five times their ;ated”power for a 
depend entirely upon the appliances you 2 
have and how you use them. To determine 

few seconds while+ starting. Such a surge 
doesn’t contribut&e$ much to the energy 

these ‘needs, you mustexamine all your demands, but it might put an excessive load 
appliances -including electric heaters, ! on the: batteries, invert&s. or other delicate ’ 
power tools and light&and monitor or ’ system,componen[s. 

, estimate their use ‘patterns. First determine In seal ap@icat@n&aIi the efectric,de- 

r, Jthe.po+ver c$awn by each appliance-&ally vices will rarely, if~&e?J% on at the same 
- * expressed ‘in watts or horsepower and written time. The .maximum (or “peak”) power that 

on a data label somewhere on the appliance. your system will have to deliver wil.1 be the” 
I If the appliance is not%o labeled, try using sum of the rated power levels of all. the 

,an AC wattmeter orconsult the manufacturer major devices that are likely to be on at the 
-., to determine the rated power. ‘A tab.,fe of same time. Accurate load estimates there- 

-power ratings for typical appliances is. in- fore require,that you know or can estimate 
eluded at the end of this Appendix. This the times when each bevice is in use. For ’ 
table is intended as a rough guide;. more devices such as television sets, toasters, 
accurate power estimates require specific 
,information about the appliances you are 

“hot curlers, lights and kitchen appliances, * _ 1 
should be easy: you or your * 

, U * 
rices were “on” at the 

determine how long they’re on. 

er drawn would be the 
-qower levels of all the 

addition, electric motors in 
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Appendix 3.5: Estimating Electrical Loads 

1 l Guessing 
‘_ “l l Personally recording the on-time with 

a stopwatch 
l Monitoring the on-time with an elebtric 

recording d’evice. 
The first method is ch&p but accuriky can 
be low. The secon is extremely time-‘- 
consuming and downright boring. The third 
r’s &.zcur&e but expensive. Guessing can be 
fairI{ a&rate if the appliance is affected 
more by’your-use than by its environment. 
For exainple, a refrigerator will draw most of 
its power around mealti,mes -when peopl? 
tire opening it frequently. An.=etectric water 
heater will draw power $er baths, shower, 
dishwashing and other activities that’use a 
lot of hot water-. If you confine your record- 
ing activities to such periods, you can still 
get a pretty accurate eztimate 8f the, total 
time an ap.p.liance is in use. 

On&e you know the rated power of an 
appliance, and also have a fair e$imate Qf 
how many hours per month it’s being used, 
you cari calculate its monthly energy use by 
the formula: 

some df your estimates and try again: h 
The next concern is to estimate the 

peak power required by your electrical sys- 
tem. In normal households linked to the 
utility lines, the peak demand <for electric 
power usually occurs in the morning near 
breakfast time ‘or in the evening ‘aro’und 
di‘n-nq. The refrigerator, many lights, several 
kitchen aw@nces, and even the TV set are 
all oti,at the.s$ie time-drawing perhaps a 
total of 1500 watts. Suddenly, the-micro- 
wave ovein is started and a power spike of 
3000 watts-occurs for about a half hour. 
Such a load cal of the demands 
placed on cro’ss the country. 
Little thought isgiven to load management 
because old Edison has made provisions to 
supply this peaking power with extra genera- 
tors, called “peaking plants” that spring into 
action as they are needed. 

In-,-a’ wind-electric system, such peak 
loads can draw too rnu~ch current and 
damage a battery bank or delicate system 
controls. Perhaps a gasoline generator can 
be used i,nstead to supply this peak pow&. 

c 

\ 

. 

Energy = Power X ‘iifie , - But with only a little forethought and care, 

where power is expressed in watts&I time 
;your electric loads can be scheduled to 
prevent giant power spikes. The microwave 

in hours per month. Divide by 1000 to get oven could be left off, or lights and TV set 
your answer in kWh per motith. Do this for restricted to minimum use near mealtimes. 
every.,appliance in yourlelectrical system ‘a- 
and a&$,the~result&o get the total elec- 

p On the whole, such “peaking shaving” prac- 

tricaT energv\u%?ed per month in kilowatt- 
tices greatly enhance ttie system perform- 

*hours. As a ch&k+.compare the total with 
ante. Some energy will be saved because 

ybur monthly el&ztri&)+ill. If you’re off by 
lower currents in the wires mean lower \ine 

more than 25 percent, youhght<v to adjust 
losses. Batteries will last longer’, and ‘a 
peaking plant might not be needed at all. 

s’ 

I 

r 
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POWER AND ENERGY REQUIREMENTS OF ELECTbIIC APPLIANCES c 

Item (with Hbrsepower) 

Household Appliances 

Air conditioner, central ’ * 

Air conditioner, window (2) 

Blanket 

Blender i 

bottle sterilizer / 

i 

Watts Hays/Month kWh/Month 
\ 

...c, F ’ 1 620. 

‘. w 1,566 t 74 1 16, 

190 80 .-4 ,@” ‘15 

350 ) t 3. ’ 1 

500 30 J 15 

Bottle warmer 500 6 -5’ 

‘~ Broiler , , * 1,400E .6 8.5 _ 

Clock = ‘- l-10 
” 5 

- * l-4 

Clothes drier 4,6’bO 20 . ‘92 

Clothes drier, electric heati., (6-112) - .4,856 18 i: 86 

Clothes drier, gas &at ’ ” II , 325 r/ 1.8 6 I 

Clothes’washer 
” < 

- _ - 8.5 

Cfothes washer, automatic 1 ‘. 250 12 3 

/Clothes washer, conventicnal 200 1: 2 

Clothes washer, automatic 18 500 9 

Clothes washer, wringjr 275 15 4. 

140 - 60 <’ . Clippers ” a - 0.5 , . . 
Coffee maker 800” 15 12 

” Coffee percolator I 300- 600” - w - 3-10 

Coffee pot qo,o 10 0 9 

Cocling, atticfan (l/S-%) + 124-560 - 60 - 90 

Cooling, refrigeratiqn &. i - -_ 200 500 - 
’ 

Corn popper 460 - 650 
<+ 

-f‘- 1 % #VT . 1e 
‘Curling iron 10-20 - 0.5 

’ Dehumidifier 300 - 500 - 50 j‘ 

Dis;hwasher 1,200 30 36 ? 
Disposal (l/2) 375 2 1 9 
Disposa! 500 6 , 3 
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PCfWER ANDENERGY REQUIREMENTS OF ELECTRiC APPLIANCES ~ -- 
Item (with Horsepower,) 

/__/Y 
Watts Hours/Month , kWh/Month 

Drill tf I 250 2 5 

Electric baseboard heater 10,000 160 1,600 

Electrocuter, insect. 5-250:’ -~ 1 I :. 
Electronic oven 3,000 - 7,000 ‘(’ - 100 

Fan, attic (l/z) 375 65 ‘ 24 ,. __---~ , . 
Fan, kitchen *’ 250 30 8 

Fan, 8 - 16 inches ’ ,I 35-210 - 4; 10 

Food blender 200-300 - 0.5 i 
’ Food -350 20 7 warming tray 

.,, 
Footwarmer 50 - 100 - 1 I_ 

Floor polisher 200 - 406 - 1 

. Freezer, food, 5 - 30 cu. ft. 300 - 800 - 30- 125 

Freezer, ice cream 50 - 300 - 0.5 
Ll Freezer, 15 cu. ft. 440 330 14$ 

Freezer, frost free ’ 440 180. 57 

Fryer, cooker 1,000 - 1,500 - 5 

Fryer, deepfat -1,500 4 6 

FryingTan z 1,200 12 14.5 d p 

Furnace, electric control 10-30 - i0 

Furna’ce, oil burner 100-300 - 25 - 40 

Furnace, blower 500- 700 25 -/IO0 - 

Furnace, stoker 250 ‘600 - . 3 -60 . c; 
Furnace, fan - - I 
Garbage disposal equipment (l/4 - VI) 190-250 - 

1. 
Griddle 

. 

Grill 

Hair drier 

Hair drier 

Heat lamp ’ 

I-.-.> 

4 
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POWER AND ENERGY REQUIREMENTS OF ELECTRIC APPLIANCES 

Item (with Horsepower) Watts I Hours/Month kWh/Month 

Heater, aux. I. _ 
1 
i 

Heater, portable 

‘\ 1,320 30 40 
’ 660 - 2,000 - E-36, 

Heating pad ’ 25- 150 _- ,, 1.“ 

Heating pad 65 10 I/ 1 , . 
Heat lamp 250 10 3 

Hi-Fi stereo . - - 9 

“Hot plate 500--1,650 * : - . 7 - 30 

[ House heatfig 8,000 - 15,000 - 1,000 - 2,500 

\ Humidifier 500 - 5-15 

‘- +ron 1,100 12 - =” , 13 

Ironer. .. 1 500 12 18 ’ 

Knife sharpener 125 - 0.2 

Lawnmower 1,000 8 8 

Lights, 6 room house in winter -- 60 

Light bulb 75 120 9 i 

Light bulb 40 120 4.8 

Mixer ) 125 6 1 

* Mixer, food 50 - 200 Q - 1 

Movie projector 300 ,. 3s ‘. -:;I’,000 - - ’ 

Oil burner 500 100 50 ;,; 

Oil burner (l/z) 250 64 16; 

Polisher 350 6 

Post light, dusk to dawn zp 
ji 

- - “I *., . 35 

Projector / 

Pump, water (3:;) 

500 4 /’ 2 

450 44 20 

Radio, console 100-300 - 5-15 
c 

Radio, table 40 - 100 - 5-lor 

Range 850 - 1,600 - i- loo- 150 
. 

Record player 
_- 

75- 100 - l-5 
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POWER AND ENERGY REQUIRzEMENTS OF ELECTiIC APPLIANCES 

Item (with Horsepower) Watts Hours/Month kWh/Month 

Recorder, tape 100 10 1 

Refrigerator 200 - 300 - 25-30 

. Refrigerator, conventional - - 83 --~ 

Refrigerator-freezer i 200 150 30 

Refrigerator-freezer, 14 cu. ft. 325 290 95 

Refrigerator-freezer, frost-free 360 500 180 

Roaster 1,320 30 40 

Rotisserie 1,400 30 42 

Sau cep-an -- ~ 300 : 1,400- --- --.,___ 2-10 

Sewing machine 3 
--.___ 

30-100 - -------a-&_ 

_ Sewing machine 100 10 1 

Shaver 12 -~ 0.1 

Skillet l,OOO- 1,350 - - 5-- 20 * 

-- SkiI-Saw _ _--- - m/M 1,000 6 6 - ~- - _ 

Sunlamp 400 10 4 

Sunlamp ‘280 5.4 1.5 

TV, black and white (AC) 

TV! color (AC) 

Toaster 
,Qf 

Typewriter 

Vacuum cleaner 

Vaporizer ” 

’ Waffle iron 

Washer, automatic 

Washer, conventional (AC) 

Wati%eater (6) 

Water heater ’ 

Water pump, shallow (l/2) - 

.,Water pump, deep (l/3 - 1) 

290 120 * 24 

350 120 42 

1,250 4 * 5. 

30 15 - 5 

SOi 10 6 

200-500 - 2-5 

550-1,300 - l-2 

300-700 - 3-8 

100-400 - 2-4 

4,,474 90 400 

- 1,200 - 7,000 - 200-300 

&35‘ - 5-go 
250-746 - 

i i IO-60 
i i B 

.- 

J 

I 
I 

- n F 

0 



POWER AND ENERGY REdUlREMENTS OF FARM EQUIPMENT .: / 
i Item ( a Horsepower Watts Kilowatt-hours 

;Barn Equipment 

Barn cleaner 

Corn, ear crushing 

Corn, ‘ear shelling 

Electric fence 

Ensilage blowing 

Feed grinding 

Feed mixing 

Grain cleaning : ’ 

Grain drying 

Grain elevating 

Hay curing 

Hajhoisting 

Milking, portable _’ 
Milking, pipeline 

Silo unloader 

Silage conveyor 

Stock tank heater 

Yard IighG 

. 

Ventilation i 

Milkhouse Eiuipment 

Milk cooling , 

Space’heater ~ 

Water heater 

Poultry Equipment , 

Automatic feeder 

Brooder 

2-5 

I'- 5 

l/4 - 2 

- 

3-5 

1 - 7 ‘12 

‘/2 - 1 

‘/4 - l/2 

1 - 7 ‘/2 

_ I ‘/4 - 5 

3 - 7 ‘/2 

‘/2 - 1 

‘/4 - M 

‘12 - 3 

-2-5 

l-3 

B- 
B 

T- 

l/6 - l/3 

~ 

‘12 - 5 
y--r - 

- 

‘/4 - ‘/2 

- 

1,500 - 3,750 

750-3,750 

18"5- 1,500 

7-10 

2,250-3,750 

750-5,600 

375-750 

165-375 

750-5,600 

185-3,750 

2,250 - 5,600 

375-750 

185-375 

375-2,250 

1,500 - 3,750 

750-2,250 

200-1,500 

100-500 

125~- 250 

375-3,750 

l,OOO- 3,000 

i,ooo -:ej,ooo ; : 

185-375 

200 - 1,000 

120 per yr. 

5 per ton 

1 per ton 

7 per month 

/ 

r 

l/2 per ton 

‘12 - 1 l/2 per 100 Ibs. 

1 per ton 

1 per ton 

5-7perton ’ 

4 per 1000 bu. 

60 per ton 

‘(3 per ton 

i ‘12 per cow/ma. 

2 l/r per co,w/mo. -~~ 

4-Bperton 

I-4perton 

varies widely 

10 per mo. 

2 - 6 per day per 20 cows- 

1 per 100 Ibs’milk 

800 per yr. 

1 per gal. 

, 
lo+-30permo. 

,1/z - 1 l/2 per chick 
per season 

Y 

, 
\ 

\ 

i 
> 



POWER AND FNERGY REQUIREMENTS OF FARM EQUIPMENT 

Item Horsepower Watts Kilowatt-hours 

Burglar alarm - lo-60 2 per mo. 

Debeaker - 1 200 - 500 1 3 hrs. per 

Egg cleaning or washing - - 4 1 per 2000 eggs 

Egg co’oling ’ i, l/6- 1 125-750 1 ‘14 per case 

“Night lighfing ’ - D 40.- 60 10 per mo. per 100 birds 

Ventilating fan - 50 - 300 _ n 1 -. 1 l/2 per day 

Water warming * - 50 - 700 varies widely ,’ 

Hog Equipment 

Brooding - 100-300 35 per brooding period 
‘ per litter 

Ventilating fan - 50 - 300 l/i - 1 l/2 per day 

Water warming - 50 r 1,000 30 brooding period per 
per litter ” 

% 
Farm Shop 7” 
Air compressor ‘/4 - ‘/2 185-375 ,j per 3 hr. - 

Battery charging - 600- 750 ’ 

Concrete mixing* 

2 per battery charge 

‘/4 - 2 185 - 1,500 1 percu. yd. 

Drill press 1/6-l ,_ 125-750 112 per hr. 

Fan, 10 - inch - .35-55 1 20 hr per 

Grinding, emery wheel ‘/4 - ‘/3 185 - 250 

Heater, portable - 1,000 - 3,000 10 mo. per 

Heater, engine - , 100-300 1 5 hr. per 

Lighting- 4 - 50 - 250 4permo+ d 

Lathe, metal ‘A - li 185 - 75.0 1 3 hr. per 

Lathe. wood. ‘I4 - 1 18.5 - 750 1 per 3 hr. 

4 Sawing, circular, 8 10 inch - ‘/3 ‘/2 - 250 375 - . VZ per hr. 

Sawing, jig l/4 - ‘/3 185 -.250 1 3 hr. per 

Soldering, iron - 60 = 500 1 5 hr. I per 

I. 
I 

POWER AND ENERGY REQUIREMENTS OF FARM EQUIPMENT 

Item Horsepower Watts Kilowatt-hours 

Miscellaneous 1 1 

Farm chore motors ‘/2 - 5 
i 

375 - 3,750 1 per hpeer hr. 

Insect trap J - 25-40 3 per night c 

Irrigation pumps 1 and up -750 and up 1 per hp per hr. 

Wood sawing l-5 750 - 3,750 2 per cord 
I 3 II 

?\ 

, 

1 
p 
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AC-alternating electrk current, which-re: 
verses itsdirection at regul’ar. intervals; 

’ see ilso current. 
airfoil-a curved sirface designed to create 

,aerodynamic. lift forces when lair- flows 
around it. 

7. ‘ ampere; or amp-a measure of electric cur- 
rent flow, equal-to one coulo-mb-of electric 
charge per second. Also, the current S ’ 

_ that flows through a resistance of one 
ohm when the applied voltage is ‘one ’ 
volt. - 

d,amp&e-hour, or ampihour-a measure of ’ 
electric charge, calculated by multiply- . 

‘% ’ ing the current (in amperes) by-the num- 

. 

ber of hours it flows; see ampere. 
aiiemometer-an $strument used fpr meas- - 

uring the win&peed. 
asynchronous generataw-a’n electrical gen- 

erator,designed to produce an alternak 
ing current. that matches an existing 

D power source (e.g.,’ utility lines) so the I 
two sources can be combined to power ’ 

,one load. The generator does not have ’ ! - 
to turn at a precise rpm to remain at the 
corre,ct Jrequency’ or phase; see’ al&o 

~synchsoryx.~s generafor., Y . -1 



P current-the flow of electric charge through 
c a,,wire; see also AC and DC: 

machine or, turbine. 
.- i I 

_ _, _,_furl in~--~~~d,~th~“.wi.ndspeed...~~..which.,tt;s,.’.“..“-“~“..’.~’-”-“-- 
- .1 ; .i do....... .*..m c Il..,..” .__-” ._,_ 2..-..” = _I___ .-_-- ‘_ 1 

I i cut-in speed--ttie win&peed tit‘ %?I%! -a wind’\ machine must pbe shut dow.n to ’ ~_~ 
tiind m+hinebegins to produce power. 

‘_ 

cut-out speed-the windspeed at which a 
preve;(lt high-tiind damage; also calted’- S ;, , my,;$. *T ‘I . 

\ 

cut-out speed. :+ ,a i. A .d 
wind: machine is shut,down to prevent \ 

--.. _‘!. 
: 

high-wind damage; Also called furling gear ratiila ratio of the rbtationdl speeds 
l c 

’ 
. P 

speed. . 
(iq rpm) between ihe iotor poweishaft 

. 
r / 

Darrieus rotor-a vertic#axis’, lift-type rotor, 
generally’with t$&6 three blddes, th@ 

i c has high efficiency and low torque. 
, %DC-direct electr@al current,which flows in 

L 
11 6~1~ one direction-along a wire. 

dra@-an aerbdynamic fbrce -‘that retards 

i \ 

I 
:‘: gin 

and the pump, generator, or other device 
powershaft; the ‘term applies both to 
speed-increasing and speed-decreasing 
transmissions. 
pole-a pipe, board or tower used for 
improved!,leverage in- raising a tower. I’:,, / . i 

6 I.:. 

: 

‘, 

. 
. * 

theermal @on.oQft-type rotor blades, 
- ’ or actually causes vane -mdtiori .and head--the total ;18ight g pump: must lift Gater. ‘!.. 

horsepower (hp)--th6 standard English sys- ‘.:. produces Rower in drag-type’wind ma- 
ihines. LH tern meas&re of power, equal ito 550 . ..., 

foot-pounds per secw-d; see also power. i -7 
efficiency-a number, usually e”xpressed as horsepower-hpur (hphr)-G8 me+lirre of en- 

a percentage, equal to the power out- ..___ .____.--.- ---..- -. .----A;------ ergy in the English.s.~stem; see’-also 

’ i - 
-, . 

-E 
.’ i 

B’ 

_ :power to t&t device; see also pbwer ’ 
, u r ;‘I 

coefficierit.’ 
energyAa measure” of the work that might 

i,nverter-a device that conve@, direct cur- 
.,rent to alternating current; see also AC, t-, 

- __ be, or has b een done,;usually expressed OC, and sy+hronous inverter. ’ ‘> ~\ 
in kilowatt-hours (kWh) or horsepower- 

A- ‘: ; 
h’o’w~ (bphr); see also work. _ 

j . 
~ _ kilowatt {kllV)‘-a measure of pow& in the ,~ 

fantail-a pyopellor-type wind rotor “gunted - 
metric,+tem, equalto 1,000 watts; see ;- 
also watt and power. , 

sideways on a larger wind machine (hoti- kilowatt-hobr (kWh)lg measure of electrical 
” . 

* c 

4 

zontal&s) and used to keep that ma: 
chine’aimed into the wind. 

energy in the’metric sy>te’ , equal to 
D 

T .1,000 watt-hours, c@culat&&,by multiply- 
-. ,fetch area--the terrain over which tb wind ing kilowatts times the nur&& of hqurs; ., 9 

., - , 

usually blows before reaching a wind ’ _ 
: see also kilpwatt, horsepoyer ahd watt. 

. \ I z .*. I ‘I ,, 
i 

,* . -., 



lift--the aerodynamic f&?e, th&t “pulls” a- 
rotor .b: 

k; 
de along its rotary tjath. . 

. L , 
,megawatt--a measure of power i h the metric 

system, eqv$ to one milliofi watts or 
1,000 kilowatts; see also watt. and kilo- 

return time-khe time elapsed before the 
wiiidspeed returns to a,higher, s’pecjfied 

. value, such as, the cut-in speed of a 
windmill o’r.Jotor: I 

rotqr--the rotating structljre of a wind,.ma- 1 ~ 

D chine, ,also called the wind!wheely that 
includes blades and powekshatt and 
converts wind power into rotary me&an- .‘I 
ical power, - 4‘ 4 

‘rotor efficiency--the efficiency of the rotor 
alone; it does not include any losses in 
transmi&ions, pljmps, generators, or line 

.: or head losses. Also called rotor power . 
coeff icier-$ see also”efficiency. 

i s 
I 

v 0 / . 

5 panemone-a drag-$pe, vertical-&is wind 
:. ’ h7adhine; th& term could‘aescri6e a Dar- : 
i- fieus rotor, @yt is generally used yr-,lv for 

drag-tppe machin&. ‘5 ” 
power--the rate at which work is performed 

or energy is consumed.; mechAnical 
j power is equal to force times velpcity, 

I- ,while electric power is equgl to theivolt- 
age times the amperes:df current f\,ow. 

pbwk coefficient--the ratio of -power odl!put 
to power input, usutilly for a wind machine 

i 

Savonius rotor-a Wtical -axis, “drag-type 
; rotor that generally has tojb efficiency 

but high starting torque. 

’ I rptor; often ref&-red to as the efficietjcy; 
L see also eti?cMcp, rotor efficienc& I, 

sine wave--the type of alternating current’ 
generated by utilities, rotary inverfers an d I 

i a AC generators. ’ 
rated po,wer--the expect&d power output’,of 

a wind, machine, either its maximu’m 
solicjity--the rati of the blade surface area 

‘it? a rotor to the tot&, frontal area (or 
power butput or an butput at some wind- 

\ i 

speedjess than the max.ir&m speed 
swept area)-af,the entire rotor. 

square wa&---the t’ype of alternating current 
before gvverning controls start to reduce i output from low-cost, solid-state inverters, 
the power. _, , 

i 
&rated sp&7ed-U?e wi,ndspeed at _ which GN, 

which is usable for m%ny applia’nces but 
may affect stereos and TV sets adversely. 

P 

E 

2 
1 3 

* 

L 

t 

i I i 
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2 . wind machine’delivers its rated:pgwer; it” 
can-be the speed, aP which a g&ernor’ 
takes over or a lower windspeed; see 
also &ed power. e 

resistance--the tendency of almost any 
electrical device ho impede the flow of 

synchronous generator-an alternating- 
current generator which operates toge$- 
er with another AC power source and, 
must turn al\a precise rpm to hold the 
frequency an&phase of its output current 

“equal to those ‘of the AC source; see 
also A?+ DC, iyverter. s I 

c 9 a /, P$ , 84 

-. 
, 

’ electri6al~currentj. 5 -’ ’ : 
, . 

I 

4 



synchronous inverter-an electr&ic device 
that converts DC to AC but knust have 
another AC source (e.g.7 the utility lines). 
for voltage and frequency reference; the 
AC output of the device is in phase and 
at thesame frequency as the outside AC 
sour&; see also.AC, DC, inverter. -- 

I 
/ I c-, 

\ torqbe’+he mdment of force produced by 
the rotor blades tha! causes a power- 
shaft’to turn. I? 

turbulence-rapid windspeed fluctuatjon&; 
, ,gusts are ,maximum values of wind 

“turbuI_e’nce. F , 
I _ e *- 2 

i d@tage--the elkctrical potential, or pressure, 
.= 8 that. causes current to flow through a 
I wire; it is measured in volts. * 

d G * 
t 

\ 
_- 

wau+ta measu.re of electric power in the 

* metric system, eq,ual to-one ar&3er& flow- 
ing through a potential diff$re.rice of or-& 
volt 

watt-hour-a measure ot electrical. e’nergy, 
’ in the metric system, equalJo o;le watt 
times one, hbur; see @so watt, kilotiatt- 
hour. @ ‘5 

wirSd iurn&e-a wind system that conve;ts.- 
available wind, pow&r into us’eful heat; 
See also wind machike. c 

wind generator-a wind machine that pro- 
, duces electrical power; see also wind 
machine. ‘* 

., i * :.;i’ ‘- 1 
i i” I * 

4 

wind machine-a de-vice that extracts useful 
power from the wind, but mainly one that 
produces a mechanical or electrical out- 
put; also called wind. .syst@m or wind 
turb( e. 

fl@ windmi -an &chaic term/for wind system 
that is stilLused to refer-to high-solidity 
rotors in water-pumpers a$ older me- 
chanical-output machines. 

wind power--the power actua.lly contained 
in the wind, pt- the fraction of that power 
extracted by a wind macht’ne; see also 
power. 

;. 1’ 
I, ‘, 

wind rose-a two-dim&sional graph show- i 
ing the monthly or yearly average wihd- 
speed from each of usuallj/ 16 directions : 
and the percentage of time the wind 
blows from eac’h direction. ’ 0 

windspeed distribution-a two.-dim&sional ‘I. 
,-graph that shows the total time or the 

percentage of time that the wind bolows 
at,ea h windspeed, for a given site’: 

windspe j d profile-a two-dimensional graph 
indicating how the windspeed changes 
with height, gbove the ground or water. 

windwheel-see,rotor.” A 
work-a form of’rriechanical energy equal * 

= to a force multi&ied by ihe distance 
paved along the force direction. 

yaw axis+he,vertical axis about which ai 
entire propeller-type wind machine ro- 
ta& to align itself with”the Ll)‘ind and its 
,rotor perpendicular to. the wind; also 

5” 

i 

called lo//y axis, I - 
, / n 
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* . ‘Angle of attack, 68’ 69 
Appliances, hous& old, 37)‘33 L 
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), Argentina, 1’21 Zf ,‘L I 

Arti:culation, of blades, 79-80,80 ’ : 
Asian farmers’ water pumps, 121 
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+c Aslject ratio, 94 ’ 
.‘I Aus,tralia, 1 2 1 
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Averaging period,,63 ” . 
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: &in&&s, 49. t, =__-._- : b 
” Chord -length, 98 , s 

136-a?, 7 37. c 

A &Series, 22, 31;‘3&7 27, 7,jO, 735, 736 
Chord line, 69 ’ . “’ - I 

r Cogeneration! 22, 38-.39,‘140 , e. . Bed-plate,.~.l:Ul -~ 1 
-. ’ Bending @n&hin&y; 101-03, ;02. * ” 

” Compressed ai( 25, 121-22, 722, 142 

- Bins, for’wind$&.ed..tieasurements,+A3, 
* computer techn,ol.ogy, 62, 96, 97,98 i . f 

4 
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. I ~ Coning, 112, 7?3 r 

@irds, 164. W 
Cogsen/ati&, t25 “’ ‘* 
Control dox, 139 

\ * 
- *. ?Blade 1 a. ‘. 

articulation, 19-80,80 i 
Co&ersion . _ 

<of aQplianc& to &,37 
’ : ; _ a , i 

\ *. =’ , . 1 
SS.c. bending. wrne-ht, 106 - ’ I ; ’ ‘* 

chqrd length, 98 . ‘. 
of energy u,nits, 7 I$ 

_ 
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I 

J -Bubble pyr%p, A22 t -c1 * Darrieus,.G.J.M., 76 a ] _ 
-* . -1 *Building coqjes”jl52-53 _ . ’ I -. -’ _ 

Building heat ioq, Sp1,143’ . ’ 
D&rieus,rotors;‘38-40, 3&39, 74,76-8~ ’ iS - ’ 

: . . 76, 77, 80, 87. . c r “. 
Bwshland, Texas, insttillatibjl~ 3?-39,-S, t. li : _ desidfi of;Q9-100,-~00** ++ ,. _ ‘_ 
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-4 ’ 39,14g’.~ _ ..-y.f i_ -+ enhanced, ‘86 . I 

. ,- Dat&logger&, 60-63, 6 7,‘62: 63 : %’ - 
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Direct eurrenk,(DC) system, 7 27, 127-28, 
# : 130-35 - * _ 
Dmg brakes, 34 -, 
Drag forces, 67, 69 / 

%Drag loads, 74. 4 
Drag-type machines, formulas for, 68 
Du‘cted rotors, 86 ’ ’ r 
Dunli’te wind generator, 7 75’ 
Dutch water-pumpers, 727, s 

,. Dwyer Wind Speed Indicator, 60’ - 
c i 

E”‘_ ” x ‘ 

Easements, .I.53 , . ., * 
Economics,, of wind power, .I 9, 8+7, 135, 4.. 

149-51, 75-l 
SL. 

.,,VEfficiancyi 20,; 71 j 72,J3, 77,.86, 93, 122, 1 
* 137. See also PowerTBefficjent 

‘Electricity, wind-generated:1 6-17, 25, kr F..N- I 
e 32-36. See alsb Generators. :.’ 

Electriclresistance heaters’ 142 
Electrification, rural, 14, 17, 31, 3e2 
Energy 

budg,ets, 17-l 9, 37-38 
distribution curve, 5 7 
and power, calculating, 18 ,= 
require‘ments, ] 32-37?” 7 33 

I 

Enet-g$‘@ontinued” ,P 
storage, 22-23, 3.1, 127 3 - 

Erierte’ch 1800 wind generator,,11 18 d ‘I 
Enhanced-performance machines; 86 
Equation 1, 20 .;,+’ 

0 
8’ 3 

.~ 
‘A> 

.i Equation 2, 48 .” ‘_ 

Equation 3, 54 _ j 
Equation 4, 88 I * 0 I ,L .“z 

_i “a, / I 

Fe 
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,, * 

Fantails, 14, 7 74, 775 1 
s r‘ 

+ ‘,, F’arm windmil1.s 74. ee aJso’American * _, 
: Farm windmill / ; Water-pumpers 

Fati.gue, 1 1 O-1 1 s 
Fetch area, 55 ? :, 

Fire-em-up-itis, 36, 147’ .’ *. / 
Flow rate, 125-26 

4’ 

FIutterJOl, 110-11 ~ . 
~ Flyball governor, 7 7 3 ~ ,I 

Fly weight, I 12, 7 7 3 -~> 
: * 

Flywheels, 129 
Friction head, 25-26 . 
Furling windspeed, 70 - 1 

Gearboxes, 35 I” ‘* 
Gear ratios, 98 
Gemini synchronous inverter, 7 32 
Generators ’ ,. 

back-up; 136-37; 737 
wind, 83, 86, 87, 97, 99, 127-28, 738, 
145 a*, 
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‘* - Laytonville, @lifo.rni, 36, 37 I’. ii .c’ 
ui. Halliday; ~aniel,..14,16, & : ’ - : ‘. 

yalliday machinb, 74, 80, 121. $ee a& * 
Legal issue;s,,of wind power use”, :,@‘-54*~~ ‘~$,,‘~C.,,L 

“i : Life-cycle cosis 1 49 .I- 
., ‘\ American Farm windmill j 

! ‘. L 0, p ) ,Yi,,, ‘” 

, , t 
: .” Heat” 

. “-;;,, ‘l($ :’ “ 1 
., .; -. 

Li&, aeiodynam;c, 67,. & * ;’ i) 
x de . . .det 

Lif-Mo-drag ratio (UDj; 67,69,9i 
Q’ ining amount need&, 1 9s 

lost in buildings, 141 ,,I 43.! ” 
Lift-type rotor, 67, 72 _ ‘,(. 

, -, i pump, 142 L 
,-,I wind-generated, 17, See &so, 

Univer$y of Massachu$kts wind 
furnace - 

‘Heater, electricre&stance[l:42 
Heater probes, 136, 142 ; II \ 
Helion E-400 Energy Sor$ze-‘Analyzer, 

61,62 - 
Heronemous, William, $$ . 
Houses, energy required for, 17-3 8 

gaier machin& 83, 84,84 * 

Lightning, 1041 145-46$$$$ 
, je Lbsaman; Peter, 98 

,:’ ‘. “,a 
; 

* Load> /, .i 
concept of, 18-l 9, 70, &-67, I&? 
matching, 92, 93 

.LJ 

monitors, 135-36, I?6 
Loads c 

c ,. blade, 194-07 ” 

. 

\ 
r on a yind machine, 100-04, 102 

Loans, for energy’equipment, 151 
Lolly axis, 29. See also Yaw 

,:~- I Low voltage technology, 36-38 
f 

M 

Magnus Effect, 75 
Maintenance, 30 
Modem Mechanix, 16 

ukwonago, Wisconsin, 37 ~ 
i_ ( 
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I Muitiblade farm windmills, 74, 80-83, 80, 
87, 82, 87, 88. See a/so’“Amer,ican 

F * & Farm windmill. .’ I. 
p, 

? C, :. 
N 

National Weather Service (N 
New Alchemy Institute, 16. 

0 _’ 

Output power, 70 

PC’ Ad, 

Palmdale, California, 55-56, 55 
Panemongs, 13:43,114 
Performance curves for S-rotors, 95 ’ 
Piston 

compressors, 87 
* 

water-pumps, 87 ‘B&, 

‘Pitching moment, 69 :” ““# 
Popular Scie 
Post windmil 
Power 

- coefficients, 71, 95 
rated, 68 .<d ,. 

I ” Rural Electrification Administration (REA), 
14, 17;21, 31 8 

” I 

R‘ s 

c r 

Rated power, 68 
Rayleigh distribution, 52-55, 53, 54, 59 ” 
Recorders, data, 60-63, 62, 63 
Refrigeration, 142, il Ij 
Residential Conservation Service (KS), 

155 ‘, - 
Ropes, 147 $4: 

Rotor ,> 
coning, 112, 773 * w 
drag, Id’6 <t 
efficiency, 98 Q 

c ai power coefficient, 71 ,95 ’ ’ _ L 
solidity, 91 3 

Rotors , - 
‘design of, 32-34, 88 ; ~ 
hig*h speed, 83-85, 97 
performance curves f,or, 93 
sizing, 88 c 
weI’l-ma-tched to wind characteristics, 
98 
See also Darrieus rotors; Multiblade 
rotors; Propellor-type rotors; Sail’wirj@ 
water pumpers; Savonius rotors 

requirementi fcr electrical appliances, 
-’ 132-37, 733 

l 

Powershaft &rque+I 07 k J ! Safety hazards, 153-54, 154 
Propelior-type rotors, 74, 83-85, 83, 86, :, Sailwing water pumper, 7 6, ,25-26’26-28, 

87, 95-99 8788 
Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act St. Ann’s Head, England, 54 

(PURPA)? 153, 155 “,_ Sandia Laboratories, 76 
:J 
‘j 



,” Savonius, Sigurd J., 74 : 
Savonius’rotors (S-rotors); 4$“68, 

Torsion, 101,103 ’ 
73-76, ’ Towerof wind-machine, 101 : 1 

74, 75, 79, 86, 87,X88, 93, 95 . , Transmissions, 35, 127-29 
design of, 93-95 -,-- c’ :* * Turb,u4ence, 58-59, 6‘4, 65 i / 

..:.. Sears, Roebuck; 16, 17 ’ 
_, 

r” Tvind system, 40-41, 40, 47 * _ 
.. -‘+ -. Shyt-oft controls, 115-l 7, 7 16’ Twist, 85 i * 

Site survey$9-65 . - ,” : 
’ Slugs, asunits of mass, 48 - ’ . z ,. . I 

-I 2 Smith-Putnam wind machine, 75, 40,‘l IO? ~ -, U 
is Social issues, of wind power, 154-55 i 1 

.. .J d a Solar energy, 37, 42, 45-49, 14Q, 742 University-of Massachusetts wind, 
. { 

Solidity, 26, 95 ‘ .a* 
j” 

.furnace, 41-43, 42, 142, 146 , .-. 
, 

Speed reducer, 35 1 i 
Speed-u-p gear ratio, I&!! j 

US. Department of Agriculture’, 38, 39+ 0 

~ Star&g methods, 79 i 
,I U.S Fedeial Energy Regulatory _.. * 

Commission, 153 - 
l Storage . 

i 

devi&s, ?29-30 7 
- ” 

of 22-23, 37, 127 
energy, 

v $ 
*- * 

water, 22, 122-23, 739 
P I 

..” See also Batteries m 

Vanes, number of, 94, 55 
Voltage regulators, 36 
Vortex creators: 86 m 1 

f 
: , 

.w ,-- a G 

Strip-chart recorders, 61, 62%. 63 
Structural design, IO&O4 
Supper &wheels; 129 
Surface friction coefficient, 57-58 _ 
Surge Chamber, 126 
Synchronous inverter, 40-41, I-31 ) 732 
System design, 21-23, 123-26 

. 
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Tax credits, 149, 150; ?51! 752 
Tip plates, 94 
Tip-speed ratjo (‘TSR): 71, 73, 91-92! 

95-97 * 

Washing machines,.-? 6, 1 7, .87 
Water 

hot, see Wind furnaces .\ 
Jock, 103 a 
storage, 22, 122-23, 739 

I, 

Water-pumpers, 16il.7, 18, 29,‘80, 87, 82, 
86, 87, 86 :’ -’ 
Darrieus, 32-40, 38, 39, 88 

’ sailwing, 76, 25-28, 26-28, 87, 88 
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